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Abstract
Wangsvick, Paul David. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. August 2011. The
Contested Reputation of Nathan Bedford Forrest: A Case Study in Rhetoric and Regional
Identity Formation. Major Professor: Sandra J. Sarkela, Ph.D.
This dissertation seeks to answer two questions: 1) How has the reputation of
Nathan Bedford Forrest been presented by various scholars? 2) How are controversial
reputations developed, maintained as well as challenged? I answer these questions by
focusing on three specific controversies in Forrest's life; his role as a slave-trader, his role
at the Battle of Fort Pillow, and his role in the Ku Klux Klan. My research focuses on
three distinct sets of text: two Congressional testimonies, twenty-one biographies, and
two-hundred-fourteen newspaper articles conveniently sampled from three newspapers.
Each set of texts was reviewed exploring three questions: 1) How do the texts reveal
Forrest‘s persona? 2) How is Forrest revered? 3) How is Forrest reviled?
The consolidated data from the texts explores the various rhetorical strategies
authors have used in presenting Forrest and his reputation to readers while various
contemporary rhetorical theorists as well as Whately's burden of proof model were used
to identify how each text has contributed to a greater understanding of Forrest's
reputation and credibility via reception history to readers over time. My approach
observed both the manner Forrest was presented with particular words and descriptions in
addition to exploring motives of particular authors. Results indicate that Forrest has
become a condensation symbol, representative of something beyond literal definitions,
whereby pluralistic and partisan interpretations have resulted in Forrest's name and image
used polemically. Results also indicate that Forrest's reputation has been selectively
presented, creating confusion between separating historical and mythological conceptions
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of Forrest to readers.
Nevertheless, Forrest's life has directly shaped Southern mythology and has
positively impacted the history of the South. Historically contextualized and rhetorically
analyzed, Forrest the man is every bit as epic and sensational as his mythological and The
Lost Cause counterparts. No firm understanding of Southern history is complete without
also considering the life and rhetorical presentations of Nathan Bedford Forrest. In short,
my work identifies the role rhetoric has in distorting historical records while redefining
reputations in the process. Such efforts raise further questions and concerns about how
historical records should be interpreted, appropriated and ultimately understood within a
historical-rhetorical context.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction

Preview
In the summer of 2008 a political ad in the City of Memphis was aired by Nikki
Tinker, candidate for the Democrat nomination to the US House of Representatives,
against incumbent Steve Cohen days before the election.1 The ad, juxtaposing Cohen
with a hooded Klansman and an image of Nathan Bedford Forrest, was negatively
interpreted by most voters; Tinker lost by a fifty point margin. In the days following, the
ad was publicly condemned by then-Presidential candidate Barack Obama and Tinker
was denounced by Keith Olbermann as ―The Worst Person in the World.”2 Interestingly,
while Tinker did not elaborate the significance of including Forrest's image in the ad, the
inclusion of his image was widely interpreted as a polarizing message that invited
responses of moral indignation. As an outsider looking in on this political phenomenon in
the City of Memphis, it was striking how Forrest's name and image had been
appropriated to represent something in place of a more overt discussion. For those
familiar with Forrest, it was especially striking how Forrest's name and image has so
dramatically changed over time. Still, for many Southerners, Forrest is synonymous with
the history of the South. His name and image have been used to explain competing views
of history. Thus, Forrest is many things; often contradictory and rarely contextually
understood.
1

Bartholomew Sullivan, ―Memphis: Tinker Stands by KKK Ad,‖ The Memphis Commercial
Appeal, August 5, 2008; Adam Nossiter, ―Race Takes Central Role in a Memphis Primary‖ The New York
Times, August 7, 2008.
2

Jackson Baker, ―Emily's List Condemns Tinker's Latest Ad,‖ Memphis Flyer, August 6, 2008.
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One way of coming to terms with these polarized images of Forrest is to recognize the
possibility that all of these views have something to offer. Thus, my research on Forrest is
a rhetorical study in that it explores three separate bodies of text to review and critically
analyze how Forrest has been presented by various authors over time. The way authors
have presented Forrest reveals how he was presented as well as received at particular
moments in time. Moreover, by closely examining how authors have presented Forrest
over time, differences and patterns begin to emerge. Rhetorical criticism offers one way
to discern how changes in presentation might shape public perceptions of Forrest's
reputation.
My interest, therefore, is in the stylistic differences that authors have taken in
presenting Forrest to their readers. Thus, where a historian would note the particulars of
inaccurate descriptions and aim to contextualize them, as a rhetorical critic, I note how
these descriptions and stylistic differences have informed public perceptions while also
noting how the descriptions compare and contrast with each other. The end product of my
efforts does not explicitly attempt to correct misconceptions about Forrest, but reveals
how many misconceptions concerning him came to be. Consequently, my unique
contribution is two-fold. For historians I offer rhetorical criticism to identify verbal and
nonverbal strategies used to shape public perceptions of Forrest. For rhetoricians, I offer
Southern historiography as a unique case study for understanding how reception histories,
the rhetorical situation, and the burden of proof function. Rather than assuming that all
Americans understand and interpret history in the same way, something Southern
historian C. Vann Woodward has described as experiencing history in your own part of
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the world,3 I have selected Forrest as a prime example of how regional identity both
shapes and is shaped by presentations of regional history. In the next sub-sections I will
describe Forrest's historical significance and detail the specific parameters of my
dissertation. Namely, I will offer a literature review detailing my research method, an
overview of reception histories, Southern rhetoric, Nathan Bedford Forrest biographies,
Southern historiography, and a summary of the first chapter primarily arguing that Forrest
has become a social and cultural condensation symbol.

Background
On October 29th, 1877, Nathan Bedford Forrest died in his Memphis home at the
age of fifty-seven. Jefferson Davis, President of the failed Confederacy, delivered
Forrest‘s eulogy the next day. In what was purported to be the largest funeral in the
history of Memphis, a procession attended by thousands, many said to be former slaves
and Union soldiers, accompanied the Confederate general‘s body to Elmwood Cemetery.4
In 1905, against Forrest‘s wishes to be buried with the soldiers he once commanded, he
and his wife's bodies were reinterred in downtown Memphis beneath the-then second
largest equestrian statue ever built.5 Despite having commanded an army in a failed war
effort, the impoverished post-Reconstruction South raised over $33,000, $750,000 by
modern-day inflation rates, to memorialize a man many regarded as a hero.6
Approximately twenty years later, the State of Tennessee declared July 13th, Forrest‘s
3

C. Vann Woodward, The Burden of Southern History (Louisiana State University Press, 1993).

4

Staff, The Memphis Commercial Appeal, 10-31-1877, 11-1-1877, 5-31-1901, 5-17-1905, 1-11940, 10-31-1977, 4-30-1988.
5

Staff, The Memphis Commercial Appeal, 8-4-1899.

6

Staff, The Memphis Commercial Appeal, 6-30-1935.

3

birthday, a statewide holiday including thirty-two markers dedicated to his memory, more
than any of the three Presidents who have come from the same state of Tennessee (e.g.
Jackson, Johnson, Polk).7 Moreover, numerous schools, public buildings, roads and even
a city in the South appropriated Forrest‘s name in their titles.8
The fact that Forrest's memory was cherished by many citizens of the South at one
time suggests he was an epic figure with an epic reputation. It also raises questions about
how and why his reputation subsequently declined. Thus, my dissertation studies and
answers two questions. First, how has the reputation of Forrest been presented by various
scholars? Scholars and public memory concerning various parts of Forrest‘s life each
conspicuously conflict in their interpretations. Thus, I theorize that the way Forrest's
ethos is cultivated is proportional to how his reputation has been presented. Second, how
are controversial reputations developed, maintained as well as challenged? Consequently,
I will present evidence and argue that many of the conflicting interpretations of Forrest‘s
controversial reputation appear politically motivated while failing to address Forrest in
any substantive, factual, or otherwise straightforward manner. Instead, Forrest has
become a condensation symbol, representative of something beyond literal definitions,
with pluralistic interpretations by competing groups who have appropriated his name and
image for polemical causes.9 This appropriation of Forrest constructs his ethos differently
for different audiences while using him as an enthymeme for cultural and social

7

James W. Loewen, Lies Across America: What Our Historic Sites Get Wrong (Simon and
Schuster, 2007): 237.
8

Court Carney, ―The Contested Image of Nathan Bedford Forrest,‖ Journal of Southern History,
Volume: 67. Issue: 3. (2001): 601.
9

David S. Kaufer and Kathleen M. Carley, ―Condensation Symbols: Their Variety and Rhetorical
Function in Political Discourse,‖ Philosophy and Rhetoric, Vol. 26, No. 3, 1993: 201-226.
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commentaries. Thus, presentations of Forrest have less to do with who he is and more to
do with what he has been contrived to represent.
To date, almost thirty biographies and thousands of newspaper articles have been
written about Forrest; roughly a third of the articles and more than half of the biographies
having been written in the last twenty years.10 Thus, despite Forrest's tainted reputation
and his apparent loss of popularity, public interest in Forrest has increased. Most often,
however, Forrest‘s name is brought up in connection with racial tensions in the City of
Memphis. Instances of this are exhibited with Shelby Foote and the NAACP in the TriState Defender11 and as recently as 2011 with a proposal to add Forrest's image to a
Mississippi vanity license plate.12 Still, while Forrest was one of the few Confederate
officers to ever declare unequivocally that he was fighting to maintain slavery,13 he also
openly advocated racial equality the last ten years of his life.14 Nevertheless, both
opponents and proponents of Forrest have equally and seemingly intentionally
disregarded this transformation of Forrest's racial attitudes, inviting even further
questions as to what impact, if any, these omissions have had in shaping Forrest's
reputation over time.

10

See Chapter 4.

11

Paul Ashdown and Edward Caudill, The Myth of Nathan Bedford Forrest (Rowman
andLittlefield, 2005): 180.
12

Robin Reese, ―Group Wants KKK Founder Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest on License Plate,‖
ABC News, February 10, 2011, http://abcnews.go.com/US/kkk-founder-gen-nathan-bedford-forrestmississippi-license/story?id=12888228, (Accessed March 2, 2011).
13

Richard Holms, Hew Strachan and Chris Bellamy, The Oxford Companion to Military History
(Oxford University Press, 2001): 307.
14

Shane E. Kastler, Nathan Bedford Forrest's Redemption (Pelican Publishing Company, 2010):
170; Eddy W. Davison and Daniel Foxx, Nathan Bedford Forrest: In Search of the Enigma (Pelican
Publishing Company, 2006): 481; Wilmer L. Jones, Generals in Blue and Gray: Davis's Generals
(Greenwood Publishing Group, 2004): 176.
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Regardless of historical facts and evidence contrary to many of the claims made
against Forrest, however, his name and reputation still evoke strong criticisms of
America‘s antebellum past while polemical arguments continue to polarize his reputation
among competing groups. As a result, Forrest remains a very interesting historical figure
who has become culturally representative of proponents of The Lost Cause, many still
refusing to accept a national American identity. Interestingly enough, beyond
controversial activities that Forrest purportedly participated in, there are significant
disagreements about whose rendition of Forrest is the real Forrest. For instance, was he a
man defined by the sum of his parts or do particular parts define him more than others?
Has Forrest the man been constructed differently from Forrest the mythological Southern
figure? While historians are usually concerned with whether facts are correct or
historically contextualized, from a communication standpoint, the construction of
Forrest‘s reputation invites further inquiry into how controversial reputations are
established and whether these reputations are constructed under different conditions for
some figures versus others.
Not surprisingly, many disagreements about Forrest fall along partisan lines;
scholars and supporters of Forrest generally portray him in positive-to-neutral terms
whereas non-academics and critics generally portray him in negative terms; especially
concerning matters of race and racism. Consequently, a considerable body of literature
contributing towards Forrest‘s true biography is slowly emerging. And whether new
information should replace—or at least challenge—old information about Forrest, as
opposed to adding to or offering alternative considerations, has become the subject of
considerable debate and disagreement. Eric Foner reminds us that attempting to establish

6

singular coherent narratives of history is what often makes history so controversial,15
while developing a history that focuses on varied points of view inclusive of various
groups' distinctive experiences16 is significantly more informative. Consequently,
embracing alternative views, Foner adds, does not negate previous interpretations of
history, but considers how history has been experienced by different people differently.
Thus, when new information is raised in lieu of previous information, says Foner: ―truth
is never fixed and permanent, history is always rewritten – in response to new questions,
new information, new methodologies, [and] new political, social, and cultural
imperatives.‖17
Still, with numerous ways to legitimately think about the past, history is a
collaboration of competing interpretations, constantly evolving while never fully
understood or inclusive of all points of view.18 Thus, competing groups each aiming to
define Forrest differently offer insight into how different groups have experienced,
interpreted and evaluated Forrest differently. These differences do not necessarily mean
that some groups are factually correct whereas others are not, but understanding and
embracing all of these differences is what best informs Forrest's reputation to readers.
Approaching history with this kind of plural understanding, Michael Elliot adds, allows
the student of history to draw distinctions between the ways in which different groups of
people could experience the same events in completely different ways.19 Equally

15

Eric Foner, Who Owns History? (Hill and Wang: 1st Ed., 2002): xii.

16

Ibid, xi.

17

Ibid, xvii.

18

Ibid, xix.

19

Michael Elliot, Custerology (University of Chicago Press, 2007).
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important, too, says Elliot, is that a plural approach to history also allows us to account
for how the past is experienced today. Thus, Forrest cannot simply be understood in
singular moments in time, but his actions and our competing interpretations of him over
time also shape our current and future understandings of him.
Nevertheless, while controversies and competing interpretations of Forrest
certainly existed during his lifetime, Forrest‘s reputation—albeit critically questioned at
times—generally remained intact and was often presented as more favorably than not.
But insofar as the immediacy of Forrest‘s life has become increasingly removed from the
historical context in which he lived, the salience of Forrest‘s reputation is limited and
vulnerable to the politically critical discourses of rhetorical malleability. Put differently,
in Friedrich Nietzsche‘s term ―creative forgetfulness,‖ how the memory of some aspects
of the past are remembered is predicated on amnesia about others.20 Thus, rhetorically
(re)defining Forrest's motives and his reputation to readers works inasmuch as public
memory fails to remember the salience of certain details further removed and discursively
crowded with competing descriptions over time.
While reinterpretations and efforts to insert a more pluralistic history are often
viewed as revisionist, invoked as a term of abuse Foner warns, such discursive efforts to
challenge and rhetorically (re)define a reputation also subjugate audiences with
negatively tainted and flagrantly flawed considerations of Forrest as well. Thus, a general
hermeneutic, a master key to texts, becomes especially useful in assisting us in making, if
at all possible, correct interpretations. However, because rhetorical hermeneutics is a way
of reading the endless discursive debris that surrounds us, and because there is no
centralized historical definition that is consistently or factually true on Forrest, all
20

Foner, xii-xiii.
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rhetorically constructed discursive material of Forrest becomes relevant that his
reputation has been informed by all of these sources. Still, while all texts offer something
of value in assessing Forrest's reputation, not all texts are equally valuable. Consequently,
in the next section I will discuss the texts I use and the research approaches I incorporate
to further clarify the parameters and limitations of this project.

Method
My study of how Forrest‘s reputation has been rhetorically constructed will
analyze three separate bodies of texts, Congressional testimony, biographies, and
newspaper articles. Each category reveals a different viewpoint about Forrest, allowing
me to explore three questions. 1) How, if at all, do the texts reveal Forrest‘s persona? Are
specific words, expressions, symbols, ideas, etc., used to define Forrest to the reader? 2)
More specifically, how, if at all, is Forrest revered? Do the texts include euphemistic
descriptions or otherwise portray Forrest in positive terms to the reader? 3) And equally
important, how, if at all, is Forrest reviled? Do the texts include dysphemistic
descriptions or otherwise portray Forrest in negative terms to the reader? Moreover, the
particular use and omission of words; the literary and journalistic styles of particular
authors; and the overall presentation of language has the power to define a controversial
reputation to readers. While Forrest is a case study and not necessarily indicative of how
all controversial reputations are formulated, the aforementioned three questions consider
the most salient themes that audiences are often confronted by when exposed to, and by
proxy encouraged to formulate a judgment of, a controversial noun.

9

However, understanding Forrest's reputation, especially in the Congressional
testimony and his biographies, becomes more a matter of deciphering Forrest's credibility
than it does in deconstructing the motives of particular authors. First, the Congressional
testimony chapters reveal that the US Congress created a rhetorical situation that his
biographers would later address. I turn to Richard Whately's Elements of Rhetoric and
his explanation of the burden of proof to assess the arguments presented in a legal
context.21 In particular, because many modern understandings of Forrest operate with
preconceived presumptions about Forrest's credibility, Whately's burden of proof model
helps to identify the sources of many different types of presumption; perhaps most
important, existing institutions or the status quo (e.g. the US Congress) enjoy
presumption. Advocates (e.g. the biographers) who want to challenge the status quo,
however, have the burden of proof. As Whately notes, advocates must prove that a) there
is a problem with the way we currently understand something and b) there is a better (or
more correct) way to understand it. Thus, Whately's model helps me to identify
presumptions made by particular authors and how they function in relation to Forrest's
credibility and reputation.
Second, almost thirty biographical texts of Forrest have been published. I review
twenty-one biographies from the premise that Forrest‘s reputation had already been
shaped by the Congressional testimonies. Almost all of his biographies are responses to
the negative characterizations that resulted from the Congressional hearings. Thus, I
observe how each biography rhetorically constructed Forrest. Moreover, with
biographies, the material encompasses a broader range of Forrest‘s life while attempting

21

Richard Whately, Elements of Rhetoric, D. Ehninger Ed. (Carbondale: Southern Illinois
University Press, 1963).
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to holistically explain who he was as a person; not as the sum of individual events. So I
apply various concepts from contemporary rhetorical theory to note the distinctive
features of how the text was presented and why these presentations are significant.
And third, before, during and following the Civil War, numerous newspaper
articles concerning Forrest have contributed to his reputation. For this project I analyze
211 articles from the Memphis Commercial Appeal, Forrest‘s hometown newspaper.
These articles range from his Civil War activities to posthumous coverage. I also include
his obituary from The New York Times. The newspaper articles encompass a more
isolated range of Forrest‘s life situated in specific events or controversies. Overall, they
are less scholarly and reflect the moods and sentiments of the time of their creation. The
biographies, in contrast, written after-the-fact, were laced with stereotypically nostalgic
references.
Analysis of these three bodies of text constitutes a reception study of Forrest's
reputation. Rhetorical scholar Steven Mailloux describes this process, noting that:
Rhetorical hermeneutics argues against foundationalist accounts of
interpretation in general by putting forward specific studies of historical
acts of reading in particular. Thus, a reception study within rhetorical
hermeneutics functions simultaneously as an instance of
antifoundationalism, replacing general hermeneutic theorizing, and as an
example of cultural rhetoric study, presenting historical accounts of
individual interpretive acts within specific cultural conversations. In still
other words... reception study practices hermeneutic theory by doing
rhetorical history.22
Thus, comprehensive arguments about how nouns change in meaning and understanding
over time cannot be made without first analyzing individual parts that inform a broader
understanding. Without the contributions of each part, a broader understanding of the

22

Steven Mailloux, Reception Histories: Rhetoric, Pragmatism, and American Cultural Politics
(Cornell University Press, 1998): 123.
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whole is incomplete. In this study, the three separate bodies of texts, Congressional
testimony, biographies, and newspaper articles, independently reveal as well as
collectively challenge Forrest‘s reputation; each in a specific moment of time as well as
cumulatively over time.
Beyond the three distinct categories of my research method, I also narrow my
focus by considering three major controversies: 1) His role as a slave-owner and slave
trader, 2) His role at the Battle of Fort Pillow, and 3) His role with the KKK. The end
result of my analysis accounts for the construction of reputation by a speaker in response
to—as well as independent of—an audience. The research artifacts studied in relation to
each other also reveal how Forrest became a condensation symbol that changed in
meaning and application over time.
More importantly, Forrest‘s reputation became polarized by competing views
contingent on both the same and differing parts of written artifacts. Thus, Forrest's
reputation was never fixed or contingent upon the same pieces of information. Instead,
his reputation was particularly controversial in some categories (e.g. slave-trading)
whereas contested much less in others (e.g. the Klan). Thus, this approach reveals
significant inconsistencies between historical records and public perceptions of Forrest.
Consequently, my method invites future studies to consider the contradictory rhetorical
presentations of Forrest whereby groups insisting on misrepresenting him are explored in
further detail and their efforts to justify their position(s) are analyzed for further
consideration. Next, I will review relevant literature pertaining to reception histories,
Southern rhetoric, Nathan Bedford Forrest biographies, and Southern historiography.23

23

I should note, that while I devote an entire chapter to biographies of Forrest, in this section I
highlight the differences and deficiencies of these texts rather than what particular authors have said and
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Reception Histories
Hermeneutics concerns itself with how messages are interpreted. However,
defining what it is to be interpreted has often been contested by critics.24 Some have
argued that messages themselves should be interpreted whereas others have argued that
how those messages are interpreted matters more; and consequently others have
suggested a hybrid approach joining both considerations together.25 Establishing a theory
of interpretation has also been equally difficult.26 Berthon et al. write: ―Hermeneutic
theory is a member of the social subjectivist paradigm where meaning is intersubjectively created, in contrast to the empirical universe of assumed scientific
realism.‖27 Wong adds:
Other approaches within this paradigm are social phenomenology and
ethnography. As part of the interpretative research family, hermeneutics
focuses on the significance that an aspect of reality takes on for the people
under study. Hermeneutics focuses on defining shared linguistic meaning
for a representation or symbol.28
Marshall and Brady further add ―In order to reach shared understanding as
proposed in hermeneutic theory, subjects must have access to shared linguistic and
interpretative resources. However, hermeneutic theory also posits that linguistic meaning
how they have presented Forrest to their audience.
24

Steven Mailloux, Interpretation. In F. Lentricchia and T. McLaughlin (Eds.), Critical Terms For
Literary Study. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990).
25

H. Alan Robinson, ―Testing Reading: Product Versus Product,‖ The Reading Teacher, Vol. 26,
No. 3 (Dec., 1972):303-304.
26

A. Kerby, Hermeneutics, In I. R. Makaryk (Ed.), Encyclopedia of Contemporary Literary
Theory: Approaches, Scholars, Terms (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993).
27

P. Berthon, L. Pitt, M. Ewing, and C. L. Carr, ―Potential Research Space in MIS: A Framework
for Envisioning and Evaluating Research Replication, Extension, and Generation,‖ Information Systems
Research 13:4 (2002): 416.
28

Anthony Wong, Hermeneutical Theory, York University,
http://www.istheory.yorku.ca/hermeneutics.htm (accessed 12-12-2009).
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is likely open to infinite interpretation and reinterpretation due to the interpretative
ambiguity coming from presuppositions, to the conditions of usage different from
authorial intention, and to the evolution of words.‖29 Klein et al. include:
Due to its interpretive nature, hermeneutics cannot be approached using a
pre-determined set of criteria that is applied in a mechanical fashion.
However, a meta-principal, known as the hermeneutic circle, guides the
hermeneutic approach where the process of understanding moves from
parts of a whole to a global understanding of the whole and back to
individual parts in an iterative manner. This meta-principal allows the
development of a complex whole of shared meanings between subjects, or
between researchers and their subjects.
Other co-existing principles that may help assure rigorous interpretive
analysis involve: a) understanding the subject according to its social and
historical context, b) assessing the historical social construction between
the researcher and the subject, c) relating ideographic details to general
theoretical concepts through abstraction and generalization, d) being
sensitive to potential pre-conceptual theoretical contradictions between
research design and actual findings, e) being aware of possible multiple
interpretations among participants for a given sequence of events, and f)
being conscious of potential biases or systematic distortions in the
subject‘s narratives.30
In other words, parts of the whole must be compared to each other and vice versa, each
informing the accuracy and reliability of the other. Understanding the context of each part
in addition to a plurality of interpretation also has the potential to alter the meaning of
data. Thus, hermeneutics is not just about comparing different pieces of data to develop a
broader meaning, it also includes a cognizant awareness by the researcher what is being
analyzed and how different understandings of different pieces of data might have the
potential to influence conclusions about the larger picture.

29

N. Marshall, and T. Brady, T. ―Knowledge Management and the Politics of Knowledge:
Illustrations from Complex Products and Systems,‖ European Journal of Information Systems 10:2 (2001):
99.
30

H. K. Klein, and M. D. Myers, ―A Set of Principles for Conducting and Evaluating Interpretive
Field Studies in Information Systems,‖ MIS Quarterly 23:1 (1999): 67.
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Moreover, by comparing parts of a text in relation to the entire text, application of
different methods to the act or process of how interpretation is done has become a
concern of critics.31 Some have argued, depending on competing definitions of what
rhetoric is and/or does, that hermeneutics is about what meanings in the text are salient
versus what meanings are inferred or implied.32 Other critics have explored the
relationship between hermeneutics and rhetoric; these explorations differ, ranging from
how individuals to how groups of people reach consensus on the meaning of a text.33
Critics also disagree on how texts should be interpreted based on whether rhetoric
is treated as a theory versus an exchange.34 Is there a theory that predicts how rhetorical
considerations are made or is rhetoric the byproduct of how humans interact with each
other? Some critics have also extended their disagreements by questioning the
relationship between discourse production versus textual interpretation; this distinction
differentiates between rhetorical hermeneutics and hermeneutical rhetoric.35 The
distinction questions whether rhetorical theory can function as a general hermeneutic; a
master key to texts. However, other critics have investigated the extent to which these
two concepts are less discrete and more intertwined.36 While the practical value of these
disagreements among scholars is debatable, the relationship between interpretation and
31
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product raise interesting considerations for public arguments and public controversies.
One such example is the Forrest Park controversy in Memphis. What does the statue
convey that differs (or perhaps overlaps) with how members of the public interpret the
statue? Moreover, what does the statue represent of Nathan Bedford Forrest that differs
(or perhaps overlaps) with how members of the public interpret what the statue
represents?
One area where the literature is particularly weak concerns itself with visual
rhetoric. While some authors37 have touched upon how the South and Southerners in a
general sense have been visually presented, these findings have been rarely38 applied to
understand how visuals of Forrest have been used to construct an argument. Moreover,
while text and media concerning itself with language are often the center of hermeneutic
debates and scholarship, in a more general sense, how do visual representations of ideas
differ? Some scholars have argued that the composition of a visual is a rhetorical process;
conscious decisions are made as to what goes into it and what does not.39 Thus, some
scholars have argued that images communicate rhetorically and, therefore, can be
rhetorically analyzed.40 However, other scholars have argued that images do not contain
arguments,41 but they are extremely influential and have much power as rhetorical
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devices.42 Others have pointed to the difference in how visual and textual mediums
communicate the same content differently to the same audience while also maintaining
that an argument of sorts is taking place.43 Thus, how might Nathan Bedford Forrest‘s
statue inform public arguments in ways that are inconsistent with how textual documents
communicate? This gap in the literature also highlights the study of Forrest as a
particularly interesting case study for comparing and contrasting how hermeneutical
interpretations may vary contingent on the medium used to convey rhetorical
information.

Southern Rhetoric
A clear understanding of Nathan Bedford Forrest requires an examination and
study of the history of Southern rhetoric. Southern rhetorical scholarship has its own
tradition in the discipline of rhetorical studies. American public address has typically and
historically included Southern speakers as part of public address scholarship. However, a
clear distinction begins to emerge prior to the Civil War. This distinction is noted by
sharp regional contrasts, separating Southern oratory, public address and rhetoric as a
sub-discipline distinctly different from other types of American rhetoric. Several
categories of Southern rhetorical scholarship can be established in order to both
acknowledge and accentuate the areas in further need of study. My project focuses on
The Lost Cause rhetorical Southern myth. While other disciplines outside the field of
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communication, such as history and political science, each provide their own perspective
on The Lost Cause, I address speech communication scholarship concerning Southern
rhetoric. A brief synopsis of this focal point elucidates the need for further
communication scholarship under a more inclusive definition of Southern rhetoric.

Southern Myths44
Southern rhetorical studies have led many to questions regarding the mythical
associations with Southern culture. For example, Dallas Dickey‘s ―Were they Ephemeral
and Florid?‖ and Waldo Braden‘s study on ―The Emergence of Southern Oratory‖ both
attempted to correct myths and stereotypes associated with Southern culture.45
Unfortunately, in their attempts to correct these myths, Dickey and Braden reified them,
making them part of a persisting academic and popular mythology of Southern oratory
that exists today. Dickey and Braden first began looking at Southern oratory by
questioning the perceptions other fields such as history and English held on the subject.
Two types of myths affected the study of Southern rhetoric. The first was a
stereotype of Southern orators that became exaggerated and reified. The Southern
demagogue became a universal typecast for Southern speakers in general and all
Southern orators were stereotyped as ephemeral and florid. Ironically, this archetype
originated with the defensiveness of several speakers (e.g. Calhoun, Alexander, Taylor)
and became elevated to the stature of myth along with other myths associated with
44
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Southern oratory. In contrast to the archetype of the Southern demagogue, the second
type of myth associated with Southern rhetoric survives in a broader form. The myths of
the South, common generalizations such as ―Southern belle‖ and ―good ole boy,‖ cause
even greater consternation for rhetorical scholars analyzing Southern culture. These
myths threaten to define Southern culture in caricatures and exaggerations brought on by
literature and the media.
After the work of Dallas Dickey, many scholars, including Braden, continued to
look into broader myths about the South. Stephen Smith‗s book Myth Media and the
Southern Mind analyzes Southern myth in media as well as rhetoric. Howard Dorgan
analyzes the myth associated with the Confederate Veterans and The Lost Cause and
William Strickland discussed James Vardaman‘s use of Southern myth while Governor of
Mississippi. Hal Fulmer uses myth to analyze religious rhetoric on Confederate General
and Southern hero Robert E. Lee. Mythical analysis is often associated with Southern
studies.46Several works in history and literature deal with Southern myths and their effect
on readers, audiences, and history. Rhetorical studies, too, prove mythical analysis to be
both popular and intriguing.
While stereotypes and myths prove to be well-developed in Southern studies by
rhetorical scholars, the ―great speaker‖ tradition of rhetorical criticism closely links to the
neo-Aristotelian analysis so prevalent in the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s when Southern
public address studies were in their prime. The beginnings of Southern rhetorical
46
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scholarship are so closely tied to that of the field‘s neo-Aristotelian beginnings, that it is
difficult to shake the image of Southern oratory studies as passé. Notwithstanding,
Southern oratory studies have tended to focus on the language used by Southerners.
However, my dissertation will shift this focus by reviewing the language used to describe
Southerners. Although few documents remain known to have been written by Nathan
Bedford Forrest, a great deal of literature exists that defines and describes who Forrest
was to each succeeding generation. Next, I explore Forrest‘s biographies as well as their
respective place in Southern historiography.

Nathan Bedford Forrest Biographies
Almost thirty biographies have been written about Nathan Bedford Forrest. The
authors range from those who knew him best, to historians years later attempting to
objectively document his life, to fiction writers and revisionists who have aimed to
reinvent Forrest for modern audiences. While every biography contributes something
towards the legacy—good or bad—of Forrest‘s reputation, not every biography has been
concerned with fairness or historical accuracy. While I devote two chapters to how
authors have rhetorically presented Forrest to readers, this section identifies thematic
differences while historically contextualizing particular authors and texts. Forrest has
unsurprisingly been portrayed in completely contradictory terms by opposed groups of
people. While numerous concerns could be raised about (or perhaps against) Forrest, this
project focuses on three primary themes. 1) Forrest‘s life before the Civil War. In
particular, Forrest‘s role as a slave-trader and slave-owner. 2) Forrest‘s life during the
Civil War. In particular, Forrest‘s role during the Battle of Fort Pillow. 3) Forrest‘s life
following the Civil War. In particular, Forrest‘s role with the KKK.
20

Regarding Forrest's life prior to the Civil War, many authors have focused on
debates concerning race and racism in the literature to speculate on Forrest‘s character.47
Some authors have argued that actions reveal personality.48 Forrest was among the
South‘s wealthiest slave-traders and slave-owners. If the standards of a modern era are
applied to that of Forrest‘s time he was no doubt a racist in an effort to reconstruct and
redefine his legacy.49 Some authors disagree, however, arguing that Forrest was a man of
his time; a pragmatist taking advantage of the opportunities available to him during the
existence of a readily available institution.50 The literature, however, has several
problems. Forrest is described by many as a racist but these descriptions are often taken
for granted that they objectively and fairly frame Forrest without regard to how these
descriptions negatively stigmatize him to readers. The literature also raises the issue of
race without contrasting and comparing different biographies with one another.
Oftentimes, the competing biographies are not interpreting the same information in the
same way. Thus, my project attempts to address this problem by comparing how the
biographical texts rhetorically present their interpretations of Forrest‘s purported racism
differently.
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During Forrest‘s involvement with the Civil War, he was often cited as a
successful, innovative Confederate general.51 However, among many of the battles that
Forrest fought, interpretations of his involvement in Fort Pillow vary substantially.
Opponents of Forrest have argued that Forrest violently and intentionally murdered, or at
least sanctioned the activity of murder upon, a disproportionate number of African
American Union soldiers.52 Proponents of Forrest, however, have cited the necessity of
war to kill in self defense as well as Congress‘ exoneration of war crimes waged against
Forrest.53 Critics have challenged both points, pointing to unsubstantiated eyewitness
testimony as well as attacking the legitimacy of Congress‘ acquittal of Forrest.54
Moreover, some critics have gone beyond the scope of the law and have attempted to
pseudo-prosecute Forrest for posthumous war crimes in an ongoing effort to redefine his
legacy.55 Notwithstanding, the literature fails to reveal how media sources constructed
and presented their cases against Forrest; with more attention paid to framing what
51
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Forrest did rather than, or in addition to, explaining the context for why Forrest‘s war
record has several controversial blemishes associated with it.
Following Forrest‘s involvement with the Civil War, he is often cited as having a
suspected affiliation or a controversial role with the KKK.56 Opponents of Forrest assert
that he was the first Grand Wizard57 whereas proponents are fragmented in multiple
directions; some have argued Forrest had limited involvement58 whereas others claim
there is a lack of evidence to confirm whether he had any involvement.59 Some
proponents have also noted that the US Congress failed to confirm or indict Forrest for
his alleged involvement with the Klan.60 Proponents have also noted the differences
between numerous waves of the Klan, downplaying Forrest‘s alleged involvement
assuming he ever was involved; the Klan during Reconstruction was not the same
organization it is today.61 Notwithstanding, the literature fails to emphasize or distinguish
between suspicion versus guilt while many critics have presupposed guilt against Forrest.
For example, during Forrest‘s testimony before Congress concerning his role with the
KKK, the transcript reveals that the Congress strongly suspected Forrest as having an
56
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active role; charges Forrest adamantly denied. However, at no time did the Congress find
evidence of Forrest‘s involvement, despite suspicions to the contrary. Opponents of
Forrest have, however, cited Forrest‘s testimony before the Congress as appearing
deceitful, perhaps even intentionally dishonest, despite Forrest‘s exoneration.
Regardless of evidence, however, many texts still tend to criminalize Forrest;
unanswered, however, the literature does not address how critics of Forrest have been
successful in having him appear guilty through rhetorical processes. Following Forrest‘s
death, his image and legacy are often appropriated as a condensation symbol of race and
racism.62 Critics of Forrest have argued that his behavior, regardless of historical context,
represents numerous atrocities against African Americans.63 Critics have pushed these
arguments further by using Forrest‘s name and image to represent racial tensions in,
among other venues, contemporary political contests.64 Defenders of Forrest, however,
have pointed to numerous instances where Forrest appeared sympathetic towards African
Americans.65 In the midst of critics comparing and contrasting ambiguous historical
talking points, the literature fails to explain or reveal how Forrest has become constructed
to represent particular ideas to particular audiences. Instead, critics appropriate Forrest as
representing something beyond himself without explaining why or showing how language
has rhetorically (re)constructed his identity.
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Southern Historiography
Unlike American studies or studies concerned with a broader historiography of
United States history, Southern historiography views the history of the South in an
isolated regionalized historical context. While overlap between American and Southern
historiography certainly exists, they are notably more different than similar. These
differences are distinct in three ways. First, Southernism is defined in many different
ways; there are competing points of view that argue what is the best or the most situation
appropriate way to understand Southernism. Second, Southern history has many different
viewpoints. Equally important to how Southernism is defined is understanding the
viewpoint informing these views. And third, questions regarding inclusivity are raised
when visible differences among Southern historiographers emerge; can all of these
differing views be right or offer something of value when attempting to understand
Southern history?
Among the ways of defining Southernism it has been self-assigned,66
interconnected with national history and less regionalized,67 measured by its political
behavior and party identification,68 as exclusively white, powerful, privileged and as the
antithesis of American hegemonic identity69 versus including nonwhite and obscure
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voices as separate-but-equal subgroups of Southern identity,70 as reactionary to outside
political and economic influences,71 and as inherently agrarian and ruralistic in response
to industrialized capitalism and widespread urbanism.72 With each competing
interpretation of what constitutes Southernism, it is less clear what is universally true or
situation-specific. Moreover, while some authors73 were responding to the circumstances
of their times, most had the luxury to respond irrespective of their times.74 Thus, the
context of the historical situation may have also shaped the views of some authors versus
others.
Each author, however, recognizes that Southernism, despite its varied definitions,
exists and that there is something unique about a region of the US that views itself, as
well as is viewed by others, as different. More complicating, the authors also appear to
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have some blurred interpretations of Southern history; some authors75 argue
independently of any ongoing debate in the literature and other authors76 appear to be
having an ongoing academic dialogue with each other. Understanding Southern history in
light of contradictions and challenges raised suggests there is no one right way to view or
understand history. Instead, each author appears to offer a different way to conceptualize
how Southern identity should be constructed; but the question remains whether or not
Southern identity is being constructed the same way as Southerners are constructing
identity for themselves.
Southern history also has many different perspectives that inform how it is
understood. Woodward, Cooper and Terrell, and Ayers are historians; Reed a sociologist;
Cash a journalist; Steed el al political scientists; and the Twelve Southerners were
culturally critical poets. From each field of inquiry comes an entirely different set of
epistemological assumptions that inform how Southernism is both defined and measured.
While it is reasonable to question whether Southern identity should be as complicated, as
diverse or as opposed in ideology as it appears, each viewpoint has also experienced what
it means to be Southern differently; thus, competing interpretations abound. Woodward
raises this same point to some degree when he mentions that history is what happens
when people experience something unique to them in their part of the world. Put
differently, attempting to understand Southern history is what happens when intellectuals
experience something unique to them in their part of the world.
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Just as important as identifying the different ways that Southern identity has been
defined and the views informing those interpretations are the origins and motives for
what the authors wrote. Reed specifically identified himself as a Tennessean whereas
Cash was an inhabitant of the South. Why did these authors feel it was significant to
mention this to the reader? Moreover, many of the other authors were academics either
situated in the South (e.g. Twelve Southerners, Cooper and Terrell) or at least writing
about the South elsewhere (e.g. Woodward, Ayers). Thus, one wonders whether an
author needs to be a Southerner in order to understand what it is to be Southern. While it
remains unclear if those who did not self-identify as Southern are in fact Southerners, one
could speculate that among the writers situated outside the Southern region, some are
possibly of a different origin.
Among the more staunch supporters of Southern identity, many of the Twelve
Southerners were purported to be of a wealthier class and even of Yankee blood; again
raising doubts and further inquiry whether understanding and having Southern identity is
something inherently rooted in birth, the product of one‘s upbringing, or even the
conditions of one‘s socioeconomics. Whatever the case may be, despite seemingly
obvious differences in the perspectives informing conceptions of Southernism and
Southern identity, all of the authors provide equally compelling as well as contrasting
arguments that seem no more informed by their intellectual training than from the origin
of their birth or perhaps from less obvious hidden sympathies. The problem in discerning
some of these considerations, however, is attempting to understand what is motivating the
particular author‘s argument. Understanding the context that shapes history is just as
important as understanding the context in who is shaping history.
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But the fundamental question that arises from the competing interpretations and
the competing fields that provide these interpretations is discerning the truth; the
rightness; the legitimacy in what is being espoused. While no prevailing answer emerges,
Southern historiography is diverse and complicated enough that some interpretations are
more equal than others but all offer something of value insofar as considering how to
understand Southern history. Equally compelling, Southern historiographers also lack in
their contributions as well. Among the historians, they attempt to distinguish fact from
fiction while documenting what actually happened versus what people think, or would
have liked to have had, happened. The journalism view reports current events but
provides little in the way of context; Cash spent more time on the psychology of a people
rather than the events shaping that psychology.
The poets romanticized an era of the South that arguably did not exist by some
critics‘ accounts; leaving room to wonder whether they are trying to reinvent reality. The
sociologist used second hand data that relied heavily on how people in the South selfidentify versus what constitutes an actual Southerner. And the political scientists tracked
political behavior over time; but they can‘t account for how this behavior is significant
insofar as distinguishing Southern identity from aggregate political behavior by those
whom live in the South. The end result from all these authors is just a tiny piece of the
overall puzzle. While the pieces put together help to create a broader understanding of
Southern identity, they also leave more questions asked than answered. For these reasons,
applying different Southern historiographic approaches to Nathan Bedford Forrest affords
an opportunity to explain how he has been portrayed differently from a communication
perspective versus a traditional historical perspective.
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Summary and Preview
This chapter opened by posing two questions: 1) How are controversial
reputations developed, maintained as well as challenged? and 2) How has the reputation
of Forrest been presented by various scholars? In addressing these two questions, my
work in future chapters postulates that presentations of Forrest have less to do with who
he was and more to do with what he has been contrived to represent. Along these lines, I
will also argue that Forrest has been treated as a condensation symbol for matters rooted
in race, racism, and The Lost Cause. More importantly, however, my focus on Forrest
using rhetorical theory and criticism, unlike scholarly efforts within the field of history,
draws a distinction between matters of truth and how these proclamations of truth have
been presented by particular authors to particular audiences. The end result of these
presentations, as future chapters will demonstrate, often shape interpretations of Forrest
along partisan lines. Consequently, as Foner and Elliot remind us, a plurality of
interpretation both informs hermeneutical efforts to define foundational accounts of
history while also revealing inconsistencies in experiences and perspectives among
competing groups. These inconsistencies, according to Nietzsche, also highlight how
conflicting interpretations demonstrate selective memory or creative forgetfulness,
emphasizing some details more and/or in lieu of others.
Very similarly, Mailloux also reminds us that by attempting to produce
foundational accounts within a single narrative for a reception history, often it is unclear
what can be believed and/or accepted in isolation until comprehensively compared to
competing narratives. Moreover, my questions specifically target three separate bodies of
text, beginning with Congressional testimony, followed by biographies, and concluding
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with newspaper articles. Among these texts, I specifically focus on three distinct
controversies that shaped Forrest's life and reputation most as they are presented by
particular authors among the texts I examined. First, I focus on Forrest's pre-Civil War
role as a slave-trader and owner. Second, I focus on Forrest's Civil War involvement with
the Battle of Fort Pillow. And third, I focus on Forrest's post-Civil War involvement with
the Ku Klux Klan. To assess how particular authors have presented particular
controversies of Forrest that I have identified, I also focus on three key questions as they
inform Forrest's reputation to the reader: 1) How, if at all, do the texts reveal Forrest‘s
persona? 2) More specifically, how, if at all, is Forrest revered? 3) And equally
important, how, if at all, is Forrest reviled?
The three key questions invite further considerations beyond how audiences have
interpreted presentations of Forrest. In particular, Whately's burden of proof model helps
in assessing how presumptions have shifted both in favor as well as against Forrest while
tracking the impact that these presumptions have had in shaping Forrest's reputation.
These presumptions, as I will argue in later chapters, clearly demonstrate numerous
inconsistencies while raising several questions about the manner in which Forrest has
been presented. In particular, why has Forrest been portrayed so differently by many
authors? Lastly, this chapter provides a literature review encompassing a broad overview
of Southern rhetoric, Southern myths, Forrest biographies, and Southern historiography.
Chapter two explores the transcript of the Fort Pillow Congressional investigation
and chapter three explores two articles from the Cincinnati Commercial as establishing
the rhetorical situation that would later lead to the Ku Klux Klan Congressional
investigation. These two investigations define Forrest's reputation in many ways,
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creating, as Lloyd Bitzer would describe, a rhetorical situation. As you will see in later
chapters, the biographies and newspaper articles were often responding to the claims and
allegations found throughout these transcripts. Thus, the Congressional testimonies are
reviewed before the biographies and newspaper articles to highlight this relationship.
Chapters four and five review twenty-one biographies of Forrest while exploring
three specific themes; Forrest before the Civil War, Forrest during the Civil War, and
Forrest following the Civil War. Forrest before the Civil War explores his role as a slave
trader/owner. Forrest during the Civil War explores his role in the Battle of Port Pillow.
And Forrest following the Civil War explores his involvement with the Ku Klux Klan. In
addition, points of disagreement between these themes and particular controversies are
noted while rhetorical processes for shaping Forrest‘s reputation are compared.
Chapter six explores the ongoing themes and controversies about Forrest in 211
articles from the Memphis Commercial Appeal and one article from The New York Times.
This chapter also consolidates and explores these articles, which range from Forrest‘s
birth to the modern era, identifying the many different ways that Forrest has been
presented to readers over time while also exploring how Forrest has been presented in
isolated contexts; biographies often emphasized and compared multiple, sometimes
competing, contexts whereas newspapers were much more limited in the issues presented
and discussed.
Chapter seven evaluates the Congressional, biographical, and newspaper texts
independently as well as comparatively to identify points of agreement between public
memory and historical records. In particular, Forrest‘s role as a slave-trader, a Civil War
general (e.g. Fort Pillow) as well as his alleged involvement with the KKK are explored
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in greater detail. Moreover, the conclusion will also summarize the main findings from
the preceding chapters while using rhetorical theory and criticism to explain the
significance of Forrest as a controversial historical figure. Chapter seven also highlights
recommendations for future research that emphasizes the potential and importance of
rhetoric as a critical tool in reevaluating how history is used to define as well as
stigmatize public memory. Lastly, chapter seven addresses the significance that the City
of Memphis has had in perpetuating the reputation and myth of Forrest for almost 150
years following his death while noting recent developments in the cultivation of Forrest's
reputation.
In the next two chapters I will reveal how Forrest's reputation was characterized,
developed and emphasized through the Congressional hearings with the second hearing
compounding the effects of the first. In so doing, the second and third chapters identify
the earliest formations of Forrest's reputation recorded on public. Future texts respond to
the hearings in a number of ways. In particular, since Forrest has become a condensation
symbol for regional identity in the South and because he has been presented by critics as
guilty despite two Congressional exonerations. Thus, the next two chapters are the
foundation for understanding chapters four, five and six.
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CHAPTER II
Congressional Testimony – The Battle of Fort Pillow

Preview
Two separate Congressional investigations were conducted into controversies
allegedly involving General Nathan Bedford Forrest. This chapter will focus on the first
Congressional investigation in 1864 concerning Forrest's conduct at the Battle of Fort
Pillow. Unique to this investigation, Forrest was not allowed to testify for himself. Thus, I
focus on how Forrest was received from a Union perspective. This perspective is
important, because Forrest was often believed to be guilty of murder at Fort Pillow
despite a Congressional exoneration. This exoneration, however, did very little to
improve Forrest's reputation. Consequently, my analysis of the Congressional transcript
will reveal how Forrest was framed within a Union perspective. Namely, I use Richard
Whately's Elements of Rhetoric and burden of proof to inform my analysis since it is best
suited for analyzing court proceedings.
With Whately, the burden of proof will be used to assess how evidence was likely
interpreted by the audience. Whately explains that ―The burden of proof, in each case,
lies fairly on the accuser.‖1 With the Congressional investigations, the accuser is the US
Congress. Thus, the Congress must demonstrate Forrest's guilt rather than Forrest
demonstrating his innocence. Whately continues that ―There is a 'presumption' against
any thing paradoxical, i.e. contrary to the prevailing opinion: it may be true; but the
burden of proof lies with him who maintains it; since men are not to be expected to
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abandon the prevailing belief till some reason is shewn.‖2 In the case of Forrest, claims
involving speculation and suspicion arose that he was involved in the death of African
American Union troops at the Battle of Fort Pillow. However, only limited evidence by
the US Congress was presented to support these claims. Says Whately:
Hence it is probably that many are accustomed to apply 'paradox' as if it
were a term of reproach, and implied absurdity or falsity. But correct use
is in favour of the etymological sense. If a paradox is unsupported, it can
claim no attention; but if false, it should be censured on that ground; not
for being new: if true, it is the more important, for being a truth not
generally admitted. 'Interdum vulgus rectum videt; est ubi peccat.' Yet one
often hears a charge of 'paradox and nonsense' brought forward, as if there
were some close connexion between the two. And indeed, in one sense this
is the case; for to those who are too dull, or too prejudiced to admit any
notion at variance with those they have been used to entertain, that may
appear nonsense, which to others is sound sense.3
Put differently, Forrest is often accused of appearing guilty of crimes in part because a
paradox was applied to his actions; that these actions could not be supported with
evidence did not prevent the Congress from publicly censuring—but later privately
exonerating—Forrest's alleged involvement of murder at Fort Pillow. For many audience
members, such a distinction was neither recognized nor ever emphasized.
Moreover, as the transcript will reveal, the Congress was unable to establish
Forrest's guilt. While this does not mean Forrest was necessarily innocent of the
allegations of murder at Fort Pillow either, the transcript leaves considerable room to
question how unsubstantiated charges made against Forrest have successfully tarnished
his reputation. Still, this chapter argues that the Congressional investigation created a
rhetorical situation whereby most future texts, such as the biographies, respond to the
testimonies provided by this transcript. Nevertheless, a careful review of the Fort Pillow
2
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investigation transcript reveals many inconsistencies, leaving room to question whether
this investigation can be relied upon to inform Forrest's reputation. Thus, this chapter
reveals how Forrest's current reputation as it relates to matters concerning Fort Pillow has
been cultivated and informed over time primarily from this Congressional investigation.
Equally important, since the credibility of this investigation can also be
reasonably questioned, as my analysis will show, many of the texts that have
subsequently reiterated Forrest's purported guilt largely informed by this investigation
can also be equally questioned. Moreover, this chapter sets a foundation for what is to
follow; that this Congressional testimony is one of two defining moments that have
rhetorically constructed Forrest's credibility for future texts. Also, while this transcript is
certainly not indicative of Forrest's reputation, nor could it ever be, this transcript still
offers considerable evidence that suggests how and why Forrest's reputation pertaining to
Fort Pillow remains controversial. Lastly, I organize the chapter as followed: I begin with
a brief background of the battle, followed by the political and historical context of the
investigation, union testimony offered that went against Forrest's presumption of
innocence, various forms of presumption that favored Forrest, various forms of
presumption that went against Forrest, multiple and sometimes competing considerations
of presumption, concluding with final considerations of the investigation.

Fort Pillow
The Battle of Fort Pillow has stigmatized Forrest's reputation as a murderer of
African Americans in the minds of many critics. Despite Jordan and Pryor, among
numerous biographers, going to great lengths to demonstrate that most, if not all, of the
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charges made against Forrest were unfounded, Forrest's reputation has remained tainted.4
Consequently, a detailed explanation of the events leading up to, during, and following
the Battle of Fort Pillow is necessary to understand the historical context and
social/political/cultural circumstances that prevailed during the Civil War.
Before I begin, however, a few disclaimers should be noted. One, Forrest's official
response to the charges waged against him was not made public for months, perhaps
suggesting he was guilty to some audience members. Two, Northern newspaper editors
circulated hundreds of thousands of papers proclaiming Forrest a murderer despite
Congress's exoneration and before Forrest could publicly respond to the charges. Three,
following the end of the war numerous authors and critics alike have presupposed
Forrest's involvement with Fort Pillow as premeditated at worst, sanctioned murder at
best. Four, the Northern Congress did not include any testimony from Forrest or Southern
sources. Fifth, numerous Union witnesses have later been determined to not have been on
the battlefield the day of the conflict. Consequently, my focus of Forrest includes some
consideration of his defense (which his biographers have mentioned numerous times with
his letters exchanged in Appendix 1 and the prisoner recapitulation report in Appendix 2),
but insofar as how Forrest was framed and presented to the audience in the Congressional
transcript, my focus is the rhetorical strategies used to describe Forrest's purported role in
the Battle of Fort Pillow.
Moreover, I have also organized and presented my analysis of the transcript by
theme, grouping testimony by similarities. For example, for testimony that shifts
presumption against Forrest, this is a separate category. For testimony that has unique
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features, such as the contradictory accounts of Forrest's Fort Pillow surrender note, this is
also a separate category. These themes track, among other things, how the Congress
interviewed each witness inconsistently—or at least presented their findings as so—while
further illustrating how the US Congress attempted to frame Forrest's guilt to the
audience. Lastly, I use Whately's burden of proof model to elucidate how presumption
both shifts for and against Forrest while offering a rhetorical assessment of how many
claims and conclusions were made by the Congress—and subsequent critics of Forrest—
despite inconsistent and incomplete evidence offered for consideration.

Political and Historical Context of the Investigation
The official report5 compiled on May 6, 1864 begins with a summary of the
findings while specifically indicating that 40,000 copies of the final report were supplied
for public distribution.6 The committee members were composed of majority Senate
members Benjamin Wade (R-OH, Chairman) and Zachariah Chandler (R-MI). Minority
Senate members included Benjamin F. Harding (D-OR) and Charles R. Buckalew (DPA). The committee members were also composed of majority House members George
W. Julian (R-IN) and Daniel W. Gooch (R-MA). Minority House members included
Moses Odell (D-NY) and Benjamin F. Loan (UU-MO). The investigation initially took
place on April 17, 1864, concluding on April 24, 1864 with Forrest's acquittal. During the
investigation, the Congress interviewed sixty-seven Unionists—a collection of medical
experts, soldiers, and politicians—into the alleged massacre of African American troops
5
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ordered—or at least sanctioned—by Forrest. Those witnesses that specifically discussed
Forrest by name or implication will be discussed further below. Testimony for each
witness, however, varied considerably. Some witnesses spoke at length whereas some
merely provided a sentence or two. Questions by the Congress were also entered into the
transcript without specific reference to committee members beyond ―the Chairman.‖
In the heading detailing the intentions of the official report, the Congress stated
that it was:
instructed to inquire into the truth of the rumored slaughter of the Union
troops, after their surrender, at the recent attack of the Rebel forces upon
Fort Pillow, Tennessee; as also, whether Fort Pillow could have been
sufficiently re-enforced or evacuated, and if so, why it was not done; and
to report the facts to the Congress as soon as possible.7
Hereafter, the battle was openly described as a massacre without the possibility of it
being anything but.8 The committee rationalized their choice of words, stating:
Although your committee was instructed to inquire only in reference to the
attack, capture, and massacre of Fort Pillow, they have deemed it proper to
take some testimony in reference to the operations of Forrest and his
command immediately preceding and subsequent to that horrible
transaction. It will appear, from the testimony thus taken, that the
atrocities committed at Fort Pillow were not the result of passions excited
by the heat of conflict, but were the results of a policy deliberately decided
upon and unhesitatingly announced.9
The committee went on to assert that the Rebels refused to acknowledge colored
regiments as equals to whites nor would they be regarded, if taken, as prisoners of war.10
Still, the committee acknowledged and cited Forrest as having said, ―If you surrender you
shall be treated as prisoners of war, but if I have to storm your works you may expect no
7
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quarter.‖11 Before officially speaking of Fort Pillow, however, the Congress proceeded to
discuss the events at Paducah, a battle several days before Fort Pillow, to establish a
precedent for assessing Forrest's actions. Said the committee:
The operations of the enemy at Paducah were characterized by the same
bad faith and treachery that seem to have become the settled policy of
Forrest and his command. The flag of truce was taken advantage of there,
as elsewhere, to secure desirable positions which the Rebels were unable
to obtain by fair and honorable means; and also to afford opportunities for
plundering private stores as well as government property. At Paducah the
Rebels were guilty of acts more cowardly, if possible, than any they have
practiced elsewhere.
When the attack was made the officers of the fort and of the gunboats
advised women and children to go down to the river for the purpose of
being taken across out of danger. As they were leaving the town for that
purpose of being taken across out of danger. As they were leaving the
town for that purpose, the Rebel sharpshooters mingled with them, and,
shielded by their presence, advanced and fired upon the gunboats,
wounding some of our officers and men.12
Using the aforementioned observations of Forrest's tactics at Paducah, the Congressional
committee went on to assert that his Rebels failed in their attack against Fort Pillow; thus,
the implication is later stated, he resorted to a flag of truce to take advantage of tactical
maneuvers.13 The committee also included that Forrest demanded a surrender
repeatedly.14 During the flag of truce, the Federals allege that the Rebels plundered in full
view of the gunboat, indicating that:
Captain Marshall state[d] that he refrained from firing upon the Rebels,
although they were thus violating the flag of truce, for fear that, should
they finally succeed in capturing the fort, they would justify any atrocities
they might commit by saying that they were in retaliation for his firing
while the flag of truce was flying. He sa[id], however, that when he saw
11
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the Rebels coming down the ravine above the fort, and taking positions
there, he got under way and stood for the fort, determined to use what little
ammunition he had left in shelling them out of the ravine; but he did not
get up within effective range before the final assault was made.15
The committee further stated that when the flag of truce was removed and the fort
attacked, the Rebels shouted ―no quarter!‖ amidst claims that the Unionists threw down
their arms in surrender.16
Consequently, the committee further noted:
Then followed a scene of cruelty and murder without a parallel in civilized
warfare, which needed but the tomahawk and scalping-knife to exceed the
worst atrocities ever committed by savages. The Rebels commenced an
indiscriminate slaughter, sparing neither age nor sex, white or black,
soldier or civilian.17
For audiences choosing to read no further, the aforementioned may also encapsulate the
many widespread attitudes currently held about Forrest. To this end, numerous stories
involving alleged victims of atrocities, women, children, African Americans, the
wounded, hostages, prisoners, etc., were discussed while claiming many were killed one
way or another; some were buried alive, burned alive, tortured, raped and/or executed.18
Names of purported victims, however, were never identified nor inquired upon.19
The committee also said:
Many other instances of equally atrocious cruelty might be enumerated,
but your committee feel[s] compelled to refrain from giving here more of
the heart-sickening details, and refer to the statements contained in the
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voluminous testimony herewith submitted.20
The committee then said:
Those statements were obtained by them from eye-witnesses and sufferers;
many of them, as they were examined by your committee, were lying upon
beds of pain and suffering, some so feeble that their lips could with
difficulty frame the words by which they endeavored to convey some idea
of the cruelties which had been inflicted on them, and which they had seen
inflicted on others.21
Although the committee still postulated that between three to four hundred Union
soldiers were murdered,22 the committee also conceded that nothing definite was known.
Still, further allegations suggest that Bradford (the commanding officer at the time of the
attack) was murdered with:
The general understanding everywhere seemed to be that he had been
brutally murdered the day after he was taken prisoner. There is some
discrepancy in that testimony, but your committee does not see how the
one who professed to have been an eye-witness of his death could have
been mistaken.23
To appear as though Bradford's alleged death was verifiable fact, they went on to say that
a former Confederate conscript of Forrest's, Mr. McLagan, witnessed Bradford's death,
while the motive offered alleges Bradford was a loyalist to the wrong side of the war.
While a debatable point, the committee noted within their interpretation of the facts that
the Rebels had no intentions of treating ―home-made Yankees,‖ soldiers born in the South
but who served the North during the war, any better than African American troops.24
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To further suggest the plausibility of this perceived Rebel intention, the Congressional
committee also inserted another story of several gunboats (Silver Cloud, Platte Valley,
and New Era) landing at the Fort—that Congressional committee members allege that
they could not permit to pass in the testimony unnoticed—the next day to collect dead
and professing outrage at the scene of the field while claiming the Rebels boasted about
the so-called murders they committed. Still, the committee included, they were unable to
ascertain any names of those soldiers boasting but they pledged every effort would be
made to ―bring them to the punishment they so richly merit.‖25 The committee proceeded
to describe their investigation of Union soldiers as having acted heroically while
―ascertaining the facts connected with this fearful and bloody transaction.‖26 Following
the summary statement of the final report, the committee also provided a verbatim
transcript of the testimony of those Unionists they interviewed. Only those testimonies
that directly discuss or otherwise link Forrest to the alleged atrocities involved will be
focused upon hereinafter. While observing additional testimony may inform a better
understanding of the events that took place, the focus of my project is only concerned
with how Forrest and descriptions of him have been presented to audiences. Thus,
testimony that does not discuss Forrest in any capacity is treated as having no discernible
influence on shaping his reputation.

Union Testimony Against Forrest
Two interrelated key terms, presumption and burden of proof, will guide my
analysis of both chapters 2 and 3. It should be noted, that deciding which side has
25
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presumption and to which the burden of proof is a matter of perception. However,
because the US Congress, the accuser, was investigating Forrest's involvement at Fort
Pillow, the defendant, it is accepted that the US Congress carried with it the burden of
establishing Forrest's guilt. However, this does not mean that the US Congress had ―a
preponderance of probability in its favour, but, such a preoccupation of the ground, as
implies that it must stand good till some sufficient reason is adduced against it.‖27
Furthermore, there are many grounds for which presumption shifts and the burden of
proof is transferred from plaintiff to defendant as well as vice versa. My analysis of how
Forrest was presented by the US Congress will identify and discuss these shifts in
presumption and the burden of proof as I present Union testimony from the transcript
throughout the Fort Pillow investigation. Moreover, the following sections are organized
by three distinct themes; presumption that favors Forrest, presumption that goes against
Forrest, and presumption with multiple considerations. Each theme includes testimony by
Union sources that developed a particular point for audiences to inform judgment against
Forrest's purported role at Fort Pillow. These themes will be explained further at the
opening of each section.

Presumption That Favors Forrest: Misc. Testimony
This section concerns itself with Union testimony whereby presumption of
Forrest's innocence is the end result. However, it should be noted that presumption of
Forrest's innocence can occur one of two ways. First, Union testimony specifically
dismisses Forrest of any criminal culpability. This can be evidenced in instances where
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witnesses may name another suspect or simply deny Forrest as a suspect. Or two, Union
testimony fails to offer evidence that confirms Forrest's criminal culpability. This can be
evidenced in instances where witnesses offer ambiguous or otherwise non-incriminating
details about Fort Pillow and/or Forrest. Thus, Forrest was not necessarily innocent
inasmuch as the Congress and/or the Union witness has failed to establish Forrest's guilt.
Moreover, this section includes testimony that favors Forrest's innocence in a more
general sense whereas the next section will specifically focus on testimony that only
discussed the contents of competing interpretations of a Fort Pillow surrender note.
Lastly, witnesses will each be discussed in the order they appeared in the Congressional
transcript so that the testimony of subsequent witnesses, where applicable, is compared to
previous witnesses.
The first witness, Nathan Hunter, indicated in the Congressional report as a
colored private, stated in response to a question asking if Confederate command
attempted to prevent soldiers from killing the surrendered:
I never heard them say so. I know General Forrest rode his horse over me
three or four times. I did not know him until I heard his men call his name.
He said to some negro men there that he knew them; that they had been in
his nigger yard in Memphis. He said he was not worth five dollars when
he started, and had got rich trading in negroes.28
The Congress asked Hunter no further questions pertaining to Forrest or Fort Pillow.
Hunter's testimony specifically identifies Forrest at Fort Pillow. However, Hunter did not
indicate what role Forrest may have had in a massacre nor did the Congress counter with
further questions. Instead, the audience was presented with prejudicial information
concerning Forrest's connection to slavery, perhaps aimed to shift presumption against
Forrest by implying a racially motivated attitude towards African Americans. Still,
28
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without further information or clarification, Hunter's testimony would likely have had
little impact on shifting presumption against Forrest. Thus, presumption remains in
Forrest's favor.
The next witness, Jacob Thompson, indicated in the Congressional report as a
colored civilian, claimed he knew who Forrest was, or at least recognized him as ―a little
bit of a man‖ during the battle.29 Forrest was 6'2‖ and hardly short or little by the
standards of his day. Still, Thompson's statement was unclear and the Congress did not
inquire into his comments any further. Nevertheless, Thompson's identification of Forrest
did not indicate any significance of how this was connected to Forrest's alleged actions at
Fort Pillow, supporting Forrest's presumption of innocence.
The next witness, W. P. Walker, indicated in the Congressional report as a white
sergeant, stated in response to a question asking what explanation he was given after
being shot following his surrender, ―A man came down the hill and said that General—
some one; I could not understand his name—said that they should shoot every one of us,
and take no prisoners, and then they shot us down.‖30 The Congress did not ask Walker to
elaborate further. Nevertheless, Walker's testimony identifies that orders were presumably
given by Confederate leadership to have Union soldiers shot, but his testimony did not
specifically link Forrest as having issued those orders. Thus, a presumption of innocence
is in favor of Forrest.
The next witness, Francis A. Alexander, not indicated in the Congressional report
by race or title, claimed he saw Forrest in command, stating ―I saw him there [at Fort
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Pillow], and they all said it was Forrest. Their own men said so.‖31 Alexander's comments
confirm Forrest was at Fort Pillow; whether Forrest is (or should be) responsible for
anything more that took place, however, Alexander did not indicate. Moreover, the
Congress did not solicit further information from Alexander either. Nevertheless, because
Alexander did not specify—nor did the Congress inquire into—the significance in
identifying Forrest at Fort Pillow, Forrest's presumption of innocence appears merited
inasmuch that the audience was not presented with any incriminating information to
consider.
The next witness, Alexander M. Pennock, indicated in the Congressional report as
a white captain, stated in response to a question asking about the services the Navy
implemented to check and prevent Forrest's operations that numerous armed vessels were
moved and strategically placed to limit and prevent Rebel movement while later stating
that at least two gunboats and 2,000 men would be needed to protect against Forrest
between Cairo and Mound City.32 Pennock's testimony appears to support Brayman's
testimony insofar as Fort Pillow, one of several locations within the Cairo and Mound
City vicinity, was poorly supported. Further, Pennock's statements also seem to contradict
the opening statements of the Congress by suggesting that Fort Pillow may not have been
nearly as important strategic location as initially suggested; or at least insofar as the
Union did not appear too concerned to defend this location when Forrest was known to
have been within the vicinity. Still, the Congress solicited no further information from
Pennock. Furthermore, since the Congress did not address or acknowledge any of the
inconsistencies mentioned in the aforementioned, presumption of Forrest's innocence is
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merited inasmuch as the Congress failed to establish his guilt.
The next witness, James W. Shirk, indicated in the Congressional report as a white
captain, stated that he heard reports of the Rebels wanting Paducah, but did not believe
the reports. Still, he sent some re-enforcements, he claimed, just in case of an attack, but
equally conceded these were not enough to matter. Still, he said, his knowledge of
Forrest, too, was also limited in the Southern Tennessee region.33 Shirk also conceded
that the re-enforcements he sent to stop Forrest were not enough to matter. Shirk's
comments also contradict the Congress' initial opening statements. Where Shirk has
offered information conceding a Union failure to control Forrest, the Congress
interpretation was that Forrest violated rules of war. While it is possible both instances
occurred during Fort Pillow, nowhere in the report does the Congress explicate this
possibility nor does the Congress offer evidence supporting their claims. Shirk's
testimony also suggested the fault of Fort Pillow may lay with Union command who did
not take Forrest's military capabilities seriously. The Congress sought no further
information from Shirk. Consequently, once more, Forrest's presumption of innocence is
merited inasmuch as the Congress failed to establish his guilt.
And the last witness, Thomas P. Gray, indicated in the Congressional report as a
white captain, speaking about the Confederate leadership responsible for attacking Union
City prior to Fort Pillow, indicated that he wasn't entirely sure if it was led by Forrest; he
merely supposed that it was.34 The Congress did not ask Gray for any further information
pertaining to Forrest. Furthermore, Gray's testimony did not connect Forrest to Fort
Pillow nor did it indicate the significance in attempting to connect Forrest to the attack on
33
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Union City. Instead, the implication was made that if Forrest was involved with Union
City, so, too, must he be involved with Fort Pillow. However, the Congress did not solicit
additional information from Gray, giving the impression that if Forrest was involved at
Fort Pillow, the audience would have to infer many things without any reasonable clues
for doing so. Thus, presumption still favors Forrest's innocence inasmuch as the Congress
did not have Gray offer additional information to consider.

Presumption That Favors Forrest: Competing Surrender Notes
This section concerns itself with Union testimony whereby presumption of
Forrest's innocence is the end result. However, it should be noted that unlike the previous
section, testimony that favored Forrest's innocence in a more general sense, this section
only concerns itself with two competing interpretations of a surrender note Forrest
allegedly gave at Fort Pillow. The witnesses will each be discussed in the order they
appeared in the Congressional transcript so that the testimony of the second witness can
be compared and contrasted to the first.
The first witness, McJ. Leming, indicated in the Congressional report as a white
lieutenant, recalled the surrender note issued:
Headquarters Confederate Cavalry, Near Fort Pillow, April 12, 1864. As
your gallant defense of the fort has entitled you to the treatment of brave
men, (or something to that effect,) I now demand an unconditional
surrender of your force, at the same time assuring you that they will be
treated as prisoners of war. I have received a fresh supply of ammunition,
and can easily take your position. N. B. Forrest.35
In response to a question asking why he thought Fort Pillow was left unsupported when
Forrest was known to have been in the vicinity, Leming stated that ―I do not know why,
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unless it was thought that he would not attack us. I think it was supposed that he was
going to make an attack on Memphis.‖36 In another question, Leming estimated Forrest's
force at Fort Pillow to be between 7,000-10,000.37 The Congress did not ask Leming for
any further information pertaining to Forrest. Nevertheless, Leming specifically
identified Forrest offering peaceful surrender terms. Because the Congress did not ask
what the Union response to Forrest's terms were, Forrest's presumption favors innocence
inasmuch as his efforts to avoid a massacre appear merited. Further, because the
Congress specifically asked Leming his thoughts about the inadequate defenses of Fort
Pillow, Forrest's presumption of innocence is further merited inasmuch as Forrest did not
appear responsible for ordering a massacre but rather the Union appeared to have failed
in preventing one from occurring.
The second witness, T. P. Gray, indicated in the Congressional record as a white
captain, recalled Forrest's alleged surrender note saying:
'Headquarters Confederate State Forces, 'In the Field, March 24,
1864.'Commanding Officer United States Forces, at Union City,
Tennessee: 'Sir, I have your garrison completely surrounded, and demand
an unconditional surrender of your forces. If you comply with the demand,
you are promised the treatment due to prisoners of war, according to
usages in civilized warfare. If you persist in a defense, you must take the
consequences. 'By order of 'N. B. Forrest, Major General.'38
Interestingly, the first witness, Leming, also offered his recollection of the purported
surrender note that Forrest gave to Union command at Fort Pillow. Each version of this
alleged surrender note, however, was recollected noticeably differently. In Leming's
version, the consequences were not explicated in any way that indicated a threat.
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Instead, Leming indicated that he had a fresh supply of ammunition, insinuating
that the consequence of failing to surrender might lead to bloodshed. However, Gray said
that Forrest overtly drew attention to unclear consequences unfolding. While Gray's
version of Forrest's threat was slightly ambiguous, it at least announced the possibility of
a consequence whereas Leming merely implied what that consequence might be. Still,
while there is no disagreement that Forrest demanded a surrender at Fort Pillow, the
different surrender notes invite doubt concerning which version, if any, was the correct
version. Thus, presumption has the potential to shift against Forrest inasmuch as he
clearly ordered a surrender at Fort Pillow, but because Union testimony was inconsistent
over the contents of the surrender note, presumption also has the potential to shift in favor
of Forrest inasmuch as the inconsistency between the two surrender note versions fails to
account for the certainty of Forrest's intention. Since the certainty of the language cannot
be confirmed, Forrest is not innocent inasmuch as his guilt cannot be confirmed either.
Nevertheless, the Congressional investigation then submitted into the transcript
several notes allegedly handwritten by Forrest demanding unconditional surrender of the
fort, troops and all public property at Paducah, with the Union response refusing to
capitulate.39 While the Congress did not indicate their rationale for doing this, the
implication was that Forrest's known note at Paducah could be compared against the
plural accounts of Forrest's alleged surrender note at Fort Pillow. Still, since the Congress
did not establish any link between the several different notes alleged to have been written
by Forrest, once more, the burden of proof remained with the Congress inasmuch as they
failed to demonstrate Forrest's guilt by shifting presumption against him.
In another note alleged to have been written by Forrest, the Congressional
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investigation submitted Forrest's offer for a prisoner exchange into the transcript noting
that Union command claimed that it lacked the power to consent.40 Still, the surrender
notes generally reflected poorly upon Forrest whereas the prisoner exchange note was
considerably more charitable. In another example, speaking again about Paducah, Union
commanding officer Hicks also claimed that he heard people say (supposedly friends of
Forrest) that they overheard Forrest as having said ―that in no engagement during the war
had he been so badly cut up and crippled as at this place.‖41 While this link between the
two battles by Hicks was not explicated or made intelligible in any manner, it was at least
a reasonable inference that Hicks was linking these two incidents together by suggesting
defeat in one battle led to an overcompensation of massacre in another. Still, Hicks did
not identify his sources nor did the Congress seek any further comment from him. Once
more, since the casual grouping of different events and artifacts were neither confirmed
nor investigated further, the audience was offered no additional considerations to shift
presumption against Forrest.

Presumption That Goes Against Forrest
This section concerns itself with Union testimony whereby presumption of
Forrest's innocence shifted and suspicion of his guilt at Fort Pillow became increasingly
merited. These shifts occurred when Union testimony identified Forrest in connection to
atrocities committed at Fort Pillow. While it should be noted that the Congress rarely, if
ever, sought further clarification from Union witnesses, the testimony offered at face
value was incriminating enough whereby the burden of proof would have shifted against
40
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Forrest to now prove his innocence rather than presumption previously having favored
this position. Lastly, witnesses will each be discussed in the order they appeared in the
Congressional transcript so that the testimony of subsequent witnesses, where applicable,
is compared to previous witnesses.
The first witness, Manuel Nichols, indicated in the Congressional report as a
colored private, stated in response to a question asking how many Union soldiers were
killed upon surrendering:
After I surrendered I did not go down the hill. A man shot me under the
ear, and I fell down and said to myself, 'If he don't shoot me any more this
won't hurt me.' One of their officers came along and hallooed, 'Forrest
says no quarter! No quarter!' and the next one hallooed, 'Black flag! Black
flag!42
The Congress did not ask Nichols to elaborate further. Nevertheless, Nichols' testimony
identifies a second hand account of Forrest issuing an order to massacre Union soldiers
following their surrender. Because the Congress did not counter with further questions,
the lack of scrutiny of Nichols' testimony suggests that Forrest may have issued an order
to massacre Union troops. Thus, presumption shifted against Forrest's innocence.
The next witness, W. R. McLagan, indicated in the Congressional report as a
white civilian, claimed to have seen Bradford executed.43 McLagan also noted that
Bradford was a scoundrel with a tainted reputation and that he did attempt to disguise his
identity in an attempt to evade Rebel capture.44 McLagan further claimed to have seen a
dispatch following Fort Pillow from Forrest to Colonel Duckworth stating ―I have killed
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300 and captured 300.‖45 Strangely, no other witness ever made similar claims at any
time. Still, it is later revealed in the testimony that McLagan was a conscript taken
prisoner by Forrest during the battle, leaving room to reasonably question whether he
may have had a reason to hate Forrest, or if he could have at least overheard supposed
Confederate orders while a temporary prisoner. Without further information, however,
McLagan's testimony shifted suspicion against Forrest during the investigation. The
immediate audience was given the impression that the claims might be true insofar as
they were never challenged and had no reason to believe otherwise. Moreover, the
Congress did not ask McLagan to clarify his comments further.
The next witnesses, F. A. Smith, indicated in the Congressional report as a white
first lieutenant, and William Cleary, indicated in the Congressional report as a white
second lieutenant, submitted a joint affidavit against Forrest as supposedly being the only
surviving officers from the 13th Tennessee cavalry. Together, they claimed Forrest's force
were between 5,000 to 7,000 soldiers versus the 500 Unionists guarding the fort. Smith
and Cleary mention Forrest's demand for surrender during the flag of truce while adding
that Bradford refused to capitulate.46 Interestingly, these officers conceded that the Union
refused to surrender, which is consistent with Confederate claims and contradictory with
Union allegations of a Confederate massacre. Still, they maintain that the flag of truce
was violated for strategic gain, later claiming that Forrest gave the order in person to
charge the fort and show no quarter.47 While it is unclear what information, if any, is true
and from whom, it is still reasonably clear that this Union testimony before Congress was
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inconsistent compared to other testimonies.
Still, the witnesses then described the events that unfolded as ―terror and
massacre,‖ whereby ―soldiers threw down their arms and begged for mercy while
attempting to surrender from the overwhelming Rebel force.‖48 Smith and Cleary also
claimed they witnessed Forrest give signal flags indicating that a policy of no mercy
would be employed.49 No other witnesses claimed to have had observed as much. Thus,
the testimony of Smith and Cleary suggest that the alleged ―no quarter‖ order was
unexpected when Forrest already threatened as much beforehand in order to provoke a
Union surrender. In another story, the witnesses also noted that several Union officers
attempted to surrender only to later be shot at or killed. They also argued that the
Confederate story given of Bradford's death should not be believed.50 Moreover, the
witnesses further note examples of Rebel torture and cruelty while implying Forrest
ordered, or at least sanctioned, these activities.51
The witnesses also include testimony from Major Anderson, Forrest's assistant
adjutant general, alleging Anderson said that ―they did not consider colored men as
soldiers, but as property, and as such, being used by our people, they had destroyed them.
This was concurred in by Forrest, Chalmers, and McCullough, and other officers.‖52 Still,
no Confederates were allowed or invited to testify before Congress. Consequently, the
testimony of Smith and Cleary served to portray Forrest as especially suspect. Forrest
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appeared guilty not because the witnesses were necessarily correct, but there was a lack
of overt criticism to otherwise challenge a competing interpretation of the alleged events.
Thus, presumption shifted against Forrest since the Congress did not ask Smith and
Cleary to elaborate further.
The next witness, Hardy N. Revelle, indicated in the Congressional report as a
white civilian clerk, alleged that Forrest used a flag of truce to demand unconditional
surrender while Bradford refused to recapitulate.53 Like other witnesses, Revelle's
testimony tended to confirm that the Union failed to recognize the situation it was in by
not taking Forrest's demand seriously. Meanwhile, Revelle asserted, the Rebels were
vying for strategic position and plundering Union supplies during the flag of truce.54
Revelle later claimed that the Rebels wouldn't have been able to secure the fort aside
from using such deceptive tactics since it spent seven to eight hours trying unsuccessfully
to attack the fort.55 Interestingly, not one witness aside from Revelle ever mentioned how
long the feud for control of the fort took place; there were only details of how long the
alleged battle leading up to the massacre took. Moreover, the Congress did not ask any of
the other witnesses how long the battle took. Still, with three flags of truce called before
the alleged massacre occurred, Revelle offered no indication of how long any of these
meetings were. Henceforth, Revelle's testimony acted more like an ad hominem argument
against Forrest than addressing any of the relevant points involved with the battle. Still,
Revelle's testimony slanted judgment against Forrest by reiterating claims of a flag of
truce violated and echoes of a massacre having taken place as legitimized despite
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evidence or any countercharges to the contrary. Thus, presumption shifted against Forrest
since the Congress did not seek any further information from Revelle.
The next witness, James R. Brigham, indicated in the Congressional record as a
white civilian clerk, claimed that Forrest led the last attack against the fort in person
despite being wounded in three different places and having his horse shot from under
him.56 Brigham further claimed that he saw and overheard Forrest order Bradford's death
following his surrender.57 For the second time, a witness claimed they heard an order by
Forrest to have Bradford executed. However, Brigham did not indicate where he heard
this information from nor did the Congress inquire any further. Moreover, Brigham
offered no indication that he knew who McLagan was, the other witness who claimed to
have observed Bradford's death, or vice versa, while the Congress made no effort to
inquire into this matter further. Thus, this apparent testimony was presented as a matterof-fact without any further details extracted to confirm if the statements therein were true.
Still, Brigham further alleged that he heard hearsay conversations of Confederate officers
indicating that Fort Pillow was the hardest contested engagement Forrest had ever
participated in while asserting that Forrest's forces were between 3,500-4,000.58 Like
other witnesses, since Brigham did not elaborate upon his answer with specifics nor did
the Congress inquire into any of the details further, presumption shifted against Forrest
inasmuch as Brigham's comments appear to have reinforced McLagan's comments.
The next witness, Elvis Bevel, indicated in the Congressional record as a white
civilian, linked Forrest and the activities of the Rebels as having been one and the same.
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Bevel's testimony strongly suggested what the Rebels did were directly under Forrest's
command. He claimed that blacks wouldn't be recognized as soldiers by Rebels while
saying he heard some prisoners were taken who did surrender.59 Interestingly, unlike
previous witnesses who simply allege that black soldiers were murdered, Bevel stated
that white soldiers, too, were questionably killed during battle while many more soldiers
were not killed at all. Bevel's testimony confirmed atrocities were likely to have
happened, but not to the extent that other witnesses have alleged. Still, Bevel's testimony
still slanted judgment and presumption against Forrest insofar as he was inferred to have
been responsible for those who needlessly were killed. The ambiguity of discerning who
was needlessly killed also reinforced a negative sentiment against Forrest inasmuch as
audiences can only infer, given the testimony of other witnesses, just how many Union
soldiers were killed and/or were unavailable to be counted for the Congressional report's
conclusions.
The next witnesses, William P. Dickey, indicated in the Congressional record as a
white corporal, and William A. Winn, indicated in the Congressional record as a white
sergeant, each asserted that Forrest sanctioned a massacre while equally claiming that he
personally led the attack.60 Like other witnesses making similar claims, however, neither
Dickey nor Winn indicated where they were in relation to the battlefield nor do they offer
any specifics that confirm how they would know what Forrest sanctioned, if anything, at
all. Still, the Congress asked for no further clarification from the witnesses and Dickey
and Winn provided no additional details. Thus, presumption shifts against Forrest since
the information offered appeared to legitimize previous claims made against Forrest
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inasmuch as the details involved were not inquired further or challenged in any way to
confirm the accuracy therein.
The last witness, Edward B. Benton, indicated in the Congressional record as a
white soldier of unidentified rank, stated in response to a question asking the particulars
of what he knew, that:
On Tuesday morning, the 12th of this month, I was awakened about five
o'clock, or half past five, by a little darkey boy, who came up to my room
and says: 'Oh, Mr. Benton, all of Forrest's men have come, and they are
just going into the fort. What will I do?' I got out of bed and looked out of
the window towards the fort, and saw about three or four hundred of
Forrest's men drawn up in line, and some one was making a speech to
them, which was answered by cheering. They cheered, and then the
pickets fired. I put some things in my valise and started for the fort in a
roundabout way, and got in, by running the pickets, about six o'clock, and
went immediately to Major Booth and asked for a gun, and took my stand
with the soldiers inside the breastworks, where I remained and shot at
every person of Forrest's men that I could get a chance at, firing fortyeight shots in all, until the flag of truce was sent in.61
The aforementioned, unlike other accounts, offered a considerable firsthand
account of how Union soldiers purportedly responded to a Rebel threat at Fort Pillow at
length. Still, one wonders why Benton was asked such a probing question when many
witnesses, if not virtually all others, were barely asked anything at all. Unsurprisingly,
Benton's commentary reflected some evidence of racist sentiment. Moreover, Benton's
testimony also suggested that the first bullets of Fort Pillow were fired around 6am.
However, previous testimony has often discussed Fort Pillow's capture around 1pm.
Consequently, if Benton's testimony were to be regarded as true, which was implied by a
previous witness earlier in the Congressional investigation, one wonders why few of the
witnesses thought to discuss this matter or for the Congress to investigate this detail
further. Instead, with the Congress failing to ask follow-up questions to the ambiguous or
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otherwise incomplete testimonies of witnesses, and without any confirmation of when the
battle actually began and ended, in addition to what may have happened and for how long
during flags of truce, the events of Fort Pillow remain incomplete at best and
inconclusive at worst.
Nevertheless, despite many suspicious inaccuracies with Benton's testimony, it
would likely still have shifted presumption—in addition to polarizing public support—
against Forrest since there were no alternative considerations presented to contradict
Benton's claims. Furthermore, provided that the audience at the time had any reason to
doubt Benton, among other witnesses at the time, enough of the same exaggerations and
lies were repeatedly perpetuated, so much so in fact, that they appeared legitimized by
virtue of their presence and their lack of scrutiny. Thus, one important consideration in
this matter was not whether Forrest was inherently presented under negative terms, which
was still an issue, but discerning whether the report was intentionally presented with a
preconceived notion or whether it merely reflected that possibility because those
Congressmen who put this report together were too incompetent to do any better. Still, it
was Forrest's credibility, not that of the Congress, being called into question. Thus, the
Congress's apparent incompetence benefits their interests since their position as an
authority figure was already presupposed as honest, correct, and without fault, with
presumption favoring them as the established status quo.

Multiple Considerations of Presumption: Unclear and Complicated
This section concerns itself with Union testimony whereby presumption of
Forrest's innocence included multiple considerations that were either unclear and/or too
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complicated to easily discern. These considerations are marked by two distinctive
features. First, some of the enclosed witnesses included multiple details in their testimony
whereby presumption had the potential to shift in different directions for different details.
Thus, it becomes unclear which details, if any, audience members would privilege and
how, if at all, the combination of different variables would impact judgment against
Forrest. Secondly, some of the enclosed witnesses' testimony overlaps. In isolation, the
testimony from one witness may not have provided enough information or have been
compelling enough to shift presumption against Forrest. However, with the inclusion of
multiple witnesses offering similar details, it becomes increasingly unclear what impact,
if at all, the reiteration of some of these details would have on the audience. Moreover,
this section includes testimony of multiple considerations that impact how presumption
would shift in a more general sense whereas the next section will specifically focus on
testimony that considers what impact a presumption of deference, if at all, would have on
audiences. Lastly, witnesses will each be discussed in the order they appeared in the
Congressional transcript so that the testimony of subsequent witnesses, where applicable,
is compared to previous witnesses.
The first witness, Elias Falls, described in the Congressional report as a colored
private, stated in response to the Chairman's question about the Union surrendering, that
―They (Rebels) killed all the men after they surrendered, until orders were given to stop;
they killed all they came to, white and black, after they had surrendered.‖62 When asked
by the Chairman who gave this order, Falls stated ―They told me his name was Forrest.‖63
The Congress asked Falls no further questions. Interestingly, Falls offered testimony that
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suggested three distinct considerations. First, Forrest may not have ordered a massacre,
but prevented one from occurring. Two, Forrest may have lost control over the actions of
some subordinates. And three, if both white and black Union soldiers were killed after
surrendering, then it is less likely that the Confederates specifically massacred African
American soldiers as the Congress alleged in the final report. However, because the
Congress did not counter or challenge Falls' testimony, three impressions were likely
made upon the audience. First, that Forrest prevented a massacre could be true; that it
wasn't ruled out as a possibility means it can't be easily denied either. Two, that Forrest
may have lost control over the actions of his men would make him indirectly responsible
for the deaths of those Union soldiers killed following their surrender. And three, that
Union soldiers died and/or were killed irrespective of their race undermines
Congressional claims that African American soldiers were specifically targeted by the
Confederates. Thus, Falls' testimony shifts some presumption in support of Forrest's
innocence whereas some presumption is also shifted in support of his guilt, offering no
clear consensus.
The next witness, Major Williams, indicated in the Congressional report as a
colored private, stated in response to a question asking if Confederate command ever said
anything about giving quarter:
Major Bradford brought in a black flag, which meant no quarter. I heard
some of the Rebel officers say: 'You damned rascals, if you had not fought
us so hard, but had stopped when we sent in a flag of truce, we would not
have done anything to you.' I heard one of the officers say: 'Kill all the
niggers;' another one said: 'No; Forrest says take them and carry them with
him to wait upon him and cook for him, and put them in jail and send
them to their masters.' Still they kept on shooting. They shot at me after
that, but did not hit me; a Rebel officer shot at me. He took aim at my
side; at the crack of his pistol I fell. He went on and said: 'There's another
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dead nigger.'64
Williams further indicated that he saw a white Union officer nailed through his hands and
feet to a burning house.65 However, virtually no testimony beyond Williams claims to
have seen a Union officer nailed to a burning house. Still, the Congress asked Williams
no further questions. Williams' testimony offers three distinct considerations to the
investigation. First, he identified Forrest as having issued an order to prevent a massacre.
Two, Williams described Confederates acting against Forrest's orders, suggesting Forrest
lost control of his subordinates. And three, Williams identified Confederates torturing
Union soldiers. Williams' testimony, however, complicates matters of presumption.
Because Williams identified Forrest as having issued an order to prevent further Union
soldiers from being killed, presumption of Forrest's innocence is merited. However,
because Forrest did not prevent his subordinates from killing Union soldiers following his
orders, presumption of Forrest's guilt is also merited. That Williams identified the
torturing of Union soldiers by Confederates, however, seems plausible inasmuch as the
Congress did not challenge these observations.
The next witness, William Clary, indicated in the Congressional report as a white
lieutenant, stated in response to a question asking what he knew about Fort Pillow, since
he was not on the battle the day of, that:
We got there about 8 o'clock in the morning, and shelled there an hour or
so. The Rebels were occupying the fort in large numbers. By and by the
Rebels came down with a flag of truce, and I went on shore to see what
was wanting. One of the officers of the 6th United States heavy artillery
said he did not like to go on shore for fear the Rebels would kill him. I
went on shore with one of the naval officers and saw General Forrest's
adjutant general, Major Anderson. He said if we would recognize the
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parole of Forrest we might take our wounded on the gunboat; and that was
agreed upon. I rode all around the battle-ground, and saw some of our
dead half buried, and I saw five negroes burning.
I asked Colonel Chalmers, the general's brother, if that was the way he
allowed his men to do. He concluded that he could not control his men
very well, and thought it was justifiable in regard to negroes; that they did
not recognize negroes as soldiers, and he could not control his men. I did
not see any white men burning there; if there were any, I did not recognize
them as such. Their faces were burned, and some of them were sticking
out of the tents and houses with their clothes partly burned. The negroes
were lying upon the boards and straw in the tents which had been set on
fire. It seemed to me as if the fire could not have been set more than half
an hour before. Their flesh was frying off them, and their clothes were
burning.66
The aforementioned quote offers one of the rare instances throughout the
Congressional testimony where a witness offered a thorough explanation for what they
claim took place at Fort Pillow. The Congress did not seek any further elaboration from
Clary. Still, between the apparent discrepancy of misstating Chalmers' actual rank and
later shifting blame onto Chalmers versus Forrest, Clary's credibility as it pertains to
charges against Forrest is suspect. Given what Clary claims to have seen in relation to
what he concedes he did not, he still hypothesized that of the black soldiers he saw dead,
this must be indicative of a premeditated Confederate policy of how black soldiers were
treated as prisoners of war. Nevertheless, Clary's testimony produces two distinct
impressions. First, Clary did not specifically identify Forrest's role in the Battle of Fort
Pillow. Instead, he only identified what he observed following the battle, implying that
Forrest may have been responsible. Still, without further information, it is unclear how
audiences should judge Forrest. Two, Clary suggests it was Chalmers, not Forrest, who
was to blame for Confederate soldiers killing Union soldiers. Thus, Clary does little to
shift the burden of proof against Forrest since the Congress did not counter or seek
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clarification from Clary's testimony. However, because Chalmers was Forrest's
subordinate, some presumption of guilt against Forrest is still merited inasmuch as
Forrest was the ranking Confederate officer in charge.
The next witness, James H. Odlin, indicated in the Congressional report as a white
captain, speaking about the attack on Paducah before Fort Pillow, estimated Forrest's
command as having 6,500 men.67 Odlin said, Forrest led three attacks against the Union
forces who fought in a ―most gallant and meritorious manner, fighting mostly bravely.‖68
Odlin shifted his focus into cultivating Union soldiers as heroes. While Odlin's emphasis
did not necessarily contradict or otherwise act inconsistently with the testimony of other
witnesses, it is striking insofar as it appears to elicit sympathy for the Union soldiers as
opposed to explicitly evoking condemnation of Rebel soldiers (and Forrest by proxy).
However, in reinforcing this perception of heroism, Odlin later shifted his
emphasis to include condemnation of Rebel soldiers by claiming that during this same
battle, Forrest evidently ordered women and children as human shields in various
capacities while all able-bodied prisoners who could walk were marched for several days
without food, shelter or warm clothes and shoes.69 Irrespective of whether these claims
were true, Odlin's testimony negatively constructed Forrest before the committee. Using a
rhetoric of strategic contrast, Odlin first portrayed Union soldiers as heroes before later
shifting his focus on Forrest as a villain. Thus, the order that information has been
presented cultivated positive feelings towards the Union before shifting—as well as
distinguishing—negative feelings toward the Rebels. Moreover, it can also be inferred
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that if Forrest behaved vile during Paducah, so, too, did he act vile at Fort Pillow. While
this sentiment was not explicated as so, the connection among readers and the committee
alike was not lost when Odlin went to great lengths to attack Forrest for a battle not
relevant to the professed aims of the Congressional investigation. Once more, Odlin also
alleged that Forrest violated the flag of truce during Paducah.70 Thus, Odlin's effort to
construct a particular interpretation of Forrest's credibility was also crucial to formulating
an opinion of Forrest's credibility at Fort Pillow. Furthermore, if audiences accept Odlin's
implied premise that Forrest's purported actions at Paducah informs his purported actions
at Fort Pillow, then presumption shifts against Forrest. However, if audiences reject
Odlin's implied premise, then presumption remains in Forrest's favor; not because Forrest
was necessarily innocent, but because Odlin and the Congress failed to establish Forrest's
guilt.
Odlin later reiterated with another observation from Columbus, another battle
before Fort Pillow, whereby Forrest allegedly took advantage of flags of truce as
evidenced by Colonel Lawrence's experiences. Once again, Odlin attempted to imply a
similar premise to discredit Forrest by connecting two events together. Whether the
audience accepts or rejects this premise, however, determines whether presumption shifts
or remains in Forrest's favor. Odlin further noted that ―Colonel Lawrence then gave
notice that he should receive no more flags of truce from Forrest; that as Forrest did not
respect them, he should not himself respect them. That was all that occurred at
Columbus.‖71 Thus, Odlin's testimony cultivated and reinforced a negative portrayal of
Forrest's credibility, legitimizing at least the possibility that Forrest's victories were the
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result of deceit rather than Union incompetence. The Congress did not seek any further
comment from Odlin. Moreover, Odlin's secondhand account of Lawrence's notice
introduces another point to consider; whether the audience would defer to the authority of
this testimony. Since the Congress did not ask Lawrence to corroborate these remarks nor
did they ask Odlin to clarify his comments further either, the audience was not introduced
to any additional details that could establish and/or reinforce the credibility of these
comments. Thus, presumption only favors Forrest inasmuch as audience members
rejected Odlin's secondhand comments concerning Lawrence. For audience members
willing to accept Odlin's comments, however, presumption would shift against Forrest's
innocence.
The next witness, Alfred Coleman, indicated in the Congressional report as a
colored civilian, first stipulated in regards to the Confederates policy towards offering
quarter, that: ―They said they would show no quarter to colored troops, nor to any of the
officers with them, but would kill them all.‖ Coleman later clarified that ―One of the
captains of the 2nd Missouri [said this]. He shot six himself, but, towards evening,
General Forrest issued an order not to kill any more negroes, because they wanted them
to help to haul the artillery out.‖72 Coleman's testimony suggested, at best, that some
Union soldiers may have needlessly died, whereas at worst, blame for these presumed
atrocities cannot be definitively linked as orders ever given by Forrest. Still, the Congress
did not ask Coleman to elaborate further. Thus, without additional details for the audience
to consider, presumption has the potential to both shift in favor as well as against Forrest
depending upon which part of Coleman's testimony audience members believe more;
Confederates killing Union soldiers following their surrender (presumably with Forrest's
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knowledge/consent) or Forrest allegedly preventing the further death of Union soldiers
(suggesting subordinates, and not Forrest, were to blame).
The next witness, William B. Walker, not indicated in the Congressional record by
race or status, suggested it may have been General Chalmers, Forrest's adjutant, who
made the order of ―no quarter‖ and to take no prisoners.73 For the third time during the
Congressional investigation, Chalmers was named as a possible suspect of the charges
Forrest is often alleged as having ordered. Still, the Congress neither asked Walker for
additional information nor did they investigate Chalmers' role at the Battle of Fort Pillow.
Thus, Chalmers appears to have been dismissed as a possible suspect, leaving many
questions unanswered while avoiding any further connection between Chalmers and Fort
Pillow by the Congress. Still, because Chalmers' name was offered for consideration
numerous times, some audience members may have interpreted this observation as
reasonably shifting presumption in Forrest's favor. However, because Chalmers was
Forrest's subordinate, other audience members may have interpreted this observation
differently, shifting presumption against Forrest for having failed to control his soldiers.
And the last witness, Jason Lonan, indicated in the Congressional record as a
white soldier, claimed he heard ―A. B. Forrest‖ issue the ―no quarter‖ orders.74
Interestingly, however, Forrest's full name (N. B. Forrest) was predominately common
knowledge by this time, leaving room to wonder whether this was a transcript error, or,
whether Lonan actually heard these alleged orders made by Forrest when he failed to
identify Forrest's name correctly. Equally interesting, the Congress made no effort to
correct, clarify or otherwise confirm the accuracy of Lonan's testimony. Thus,
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presumption has the potential to either shift for or against Forrest contingent upon how
particular audience members react to Lonan's testimony.

Multiple Considerations of Presumption: Presumption of Deference
This section concerns itself with Union testimony whereby presumption of
Forrest's innocence is impacted by considerations of deference. To note, Whately
describes deference as a synonym to status or authority, invoking the term as
interconnected with the concept of credibility. In short, a presumption of deference
includes considerations of the status and credibility of the person speaking. To note,
however, unlike the previous section that concerned itself with multiple considerations of
presumption in a more general sense, this section specifically focuses on the testimony of
Union witnesses whom audiences would likely have perceived as having at least some
authority and/or credibility worth considering. Because of the complexity involved in
speculating what audiences would be inclined to consider and how these speculations
might impact individual audience members differently, all testimony from the Fort Pillow
Congressional investigation concerning itself with deference in some capacity was
included in this section. Lastly, witnesses will each be discussed in the order they
appeared in the Congressional transcript so that the testimony of subsequent witnesses,
where applicable, is compared to previous witnesses.
The first testimony came from Brigadier General Mason Brayman concerning
Forrest's involvement at Paducah before Fort Pillow. For the purposes of presumption, the
committee first focused on events leading up to Fort Pillow as a way of establishing a
perceived precedent in Forrest's behavior; thus it could be reasonably inferred that if
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Forrest behaved guilty in one example, so, too, did he act guilty in another. Brayman
noted that Forrest wasn't pursued at Paducah following a semi-successful attempt to
demand a Union surrender, despite being outnumbered 6,500 to 1,500.75 Brayman
maintained that Paducah and Union City, another locale that Forrest attacked, were not
important military posts.76 Still, from these attacks made by Forrest, the Union postulated
that Forrest's military tactic of bluffing could be reasonably doubted and challenged.77
Further, said Brayman, Forrest could not be adequately pursued, because the forces were
needed elsewhere.78 Brayman then shifted his testimony to Fort Pillow, indicating that the
fort lacked guns and a proper garrison while also having an unstable history of being
evacuated and reoccupied.79
Nevertheless, given this history and Forrest's fighting style, Brayman stated that
Forrest induced Unionists to make detachments to non-strategic points (e.g. Union City
and Paducah) in an effort to weaken their ability to concentrate forces in any one quarter;
or in this case, at Fort Pillow.80 While this presentation of interpretations by Brayman
certainly merited plausibility, he later asserted that Fort Pillow may have actually
surrendered while shooting still continued because its flag of mercy was
indistinguishable.81 Having conceded a possibility that undermined subsequent testimony
of Unionists being shot following a surrender, Brayman left open the possibility that
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Forrest and his command were not entirely to blame for a massacre having taken place as
the Union was responsible for not having prevented one from occurring.82 Furthermore,
Brayman's testimony failed to establish a link between Forrest's purported actions at
Paducah and Fort Pillow, still leaving the burden of proof upon the Congress in
establishing that the two events were related and demonstrated Forrest's guilt. When
asked about the accuracy of findings concerning Fort Pillow, Brayman observed that
while ―there are doubtless errors as to time and place, and scenes witnessed from
different points of observation‖ he still believed the accounts to be true.83 Among his
reasons for believing the accounts to be true, were reports that Forrest acted improperly
during the flag of truce.84 Interestingly, however, Brayman did not offer specific evidence
to support his assertions. Thus, the audience must decide if Brayman's testimony can be
accepted with limited evidence by deferring, as Whately describes, the presumption of
authority; ―a recognition of... presumption in favour of... one's decisions or opinions.‖85
However, Brayman's credentials were not offered into evidence for consideration in the
transcript, leaving room to question if Brayman's trust in unsubstantiated accounts against
Forrest could be trusted without further qualifications.
The next witness, Steven A. Hurlbut, indicated in the Congressional report as a
white major general, in conceding Forrest raided in his vicinity,86 proceeded to
elaborately suggest Forrest was organizing beyond his means to effectively limit, but still
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he attempted to downplay this apparent embarrassment by suggesting his efforts—
without saying how—may have curtailed as well as prevented Forrest's ability to disrupt
Sherman's line of communication.87 Said Hurlbut:
Forrest first crossed the Memphis and Charleston railroad last December. I
organized a force in Columbus, and moved it down and drove him out.
General Sherman then ordered all the available troops in my command to
be got together—leaving very small garrisons at the important points—for
the Meridian expedition. I marched and crossed there, and marched back
again. Two divisions of my command were then detailed to go up Red
River, under General Banks. As an auxiliary to the infantry movement to
Meridian, General W. S. Smith came to Memphis and took command of
all my cavalry and another brigade which he brought over, all amounting
to about seven thousand effective men, to move across the country, drive
the enemy's force out, cut his way across to Columbus and Aberdeen, and
to go down to the Mobile and Ohio railroad, and join us as Meridian. He
failed to make that junction; was met by Forrest about West Point, and for
some reason or other (I do not know what) retreated and fell back to
Memphis.
The effect of a retreat, at the rate at which the retreated, and the loss they
met with, and the retreating before an inferior force, demoralized the
cavalry very seriously. I returned to Memphis about the Three Points,
marched, and found that Forrest was organizing a very considerable force,
so far as I could find out, with the intention of moving up to West
Tennessee. I had orders from the War Department to send home all the
veteran regiments (cavalry especially) as rapidly as possible. I took an
inventory of my force, and found that I had about six thousand cavalry to
two thousand two hundred horses, which limited the efficiency of the
cavalry. I furloughed and sent home the 3d Michigan, 2d Iowa, 3d, 6th, 7th,
and 9th Illinois, and distributed their horses among the men that were left,
so as to keep men enough always, and more, to mount with horses. Forrest
moved up, and crossed the line of the Charleston and Memphis railroad,
towards Jackson, Tennessee, and occupied it. General Grierson was
directed by me to go out with his cavalry, feel him, attack him, and cripple
him as much as possible. He went out, and reported that he was 'a little too
strong for him, and he could not touch him.' My effective force at
Memphis consisted of 2,200 cavalry, 2,100 white infantry, and 2,400
colored infantry. I had the choice to move out a force sufficiently strong to
attack Forrest and leave Memphis open, with its immense amount of
government stores, ordnance, hospitals, and everything of that nature.
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I became satisfied that if I moved out 4,000 men (which was the lowest I
considered safe to send out), and they should move out 50 or 60 miles into
the country, the enemy, being all mounted, would turn that force and come
in and occupy Memphis, which I considered would be a greater disaster
than to allow Forrest to range in West Tennessee. I therefore did not send
them out, but I kept the cavalry out as far as we could go, or dared do. It
was not impossible to divine precisely what Forrest's intentions were. My
own opinion was that it was his intention to organize a force, cross the
Tennessee River, and operate under General Sherman's line of
communication. I was at Cairo at the time Union City was attacked. Four
regiments and a battery of one of my divisions, which were ordered up the
Tennessee River, were here also. I directed General Brayman to take them
and throw them up to Columbus in rear of Forrest when he was at
Paducah, but they were peremptorily ordered up the Tennessee River [by
General Sherman].88
Hurlbut later went on to say that ―The result was, that there was not force enough,
in my opinion, in the command on the Mississippi River, from Paducah to Memphis, to
operate upon Forrest with any prospect of success.‖89 Still, Hurlbut shifted blame, like
previous witnesses, towards inadequate resources. Hurlbut also estimated Forrest's
strength to be between 8,000 and 9,000 men.90 Despite the apparent strength in numbers,
however, Hurlbut later suggests Forrest was successful because he had spies91 and
guarding Memphis with Union forces would require more men than he had; thus, to
defeat Forrest the Union would have had to destroy Memphis to slow down (or even
stop) Forrest effectively.92 Hurlbut further suggested that Fort Pillow would have held off
Forrest had Major Booth stayed alive longer93 even though he later conceded that Fort
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Pillow required more men to defend than the Union had to spare.94 Booth's replacement,
Bradford, Hurlbut also remarked, was unqualified to lead.95 Additionally, Hurlbut
remarked that while Forrest was in charge of the Rebel forces, it was Chalmers who was
the main leader acting on Forrest's orders. However, despite two Union officers
suggesting Chalmers may have been the main Confederate officer responsible for the
alleged massacre of African American Union troops, the Congress questioned none of the
witnesses about Chalmers. Still, Hurlbut remarked, ―There was also a portion of Forrest's
force there [at Fort Pillow]‖ while also stating that ―Forrest will carry his men further
than any other man I know of; he is desperate.‖96
Hurlbut went on to suggest that Forrest's success was tainted because of his
apparent ability to motivate his men more than Union command were able to motivate
theirs. Still, the Congress did not ask Hurlbut to elaborate this implication or provide any
further information. Nevertheless, Hurlbut's testimony raises a very important point for
the audience to consider. Because Hurlbut was a high ranking Union officer, his
testimony carries with it more authority. Depending upon the recognition of this authority
by the audience, Whately reminds us that deference to authority enjoys presumption.97
Thus, the burden of proof would then shift against Forrest. However, Whately also
reminds us that deference ―out to be, and usually is, felt in reference to particular
points.‖98 Deciding what those particular points are and/or should be, though, is unclear.
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Moreover, Whately writes ―deference may [also] be misplaced in respect of the subject,
as well as of the person. It is conceivable that one may have a due degree of deference,
and an excess of it, and a deficiency of it, all towards the same person, but in respect of
different points.‖99
Incidentally, then, audience members are invited to decide whether they can defer
to Hurlbut's testimony, or whether to decide that because Hurlbut's testimony is
inconsistent and contradicts the testimony of other Union accounts, that it cannot be
accepted in part or full. If the former is believed to be true, then presumption favors the
Congress and the burden of proof shifts against Forrest. However, if the latter is believed
to be true, then presumption favors Forrest and the burden of proof is still against the
Congress. However, because Hurlbut was already removed from his position before
testifying before the Congress, a point openly addressed during his testimony, some
audience members may be inclined to reject Hurlbut's testimony since his failure to
contain Forrest may also be interpreted as a motive to be less-than-honest about his
failure to minimize a defeat at Fort Pillow. That Hurlbut was not on the battlefield either
might also raise additional questions about the certainty of his testimony.
The next witness, Dr. Chapman Underwood, indicated in the Congressional report
as a white surgeon, testified that the fort was aware Forrest was coming to attack before
the battle began.100 Underwood went on to say during the flag of truce that he saw Rebels
take positions and raiding Union supplies in full view of the gunboats.101 Compared to
final copies of the body count furnished much later following the battle (see Appendix 2),
99
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Underwood tended to over-estimate, or perhaps even exaggerate, the total number that
died during the battle.102 Still, the immediate audience would not be aware of this
discrepancy. While Underwood's comments may have extrapolated numbers he thought
to be true at the time, Forrest appeared even more negative to the reader every time the
total death count was raised. Later Congressional records confirm hundreds of captured
Union soldiers during Fort Pillow returned alive by Rebels. For any reader unfamiliar
with these later findings, Forrest's presumed guilt was reaffirmed by the perceived
credibility of medical expert testimony; shifting the burden of proof against Forrest to
establish his innocence. The Congress did not seek any further comment from
Underwood.
And the last witness, W. Ferguson, indicated in the Congressional report as the
commander of the U.S. Steamer Silver Cloud, linked Fort Pillow and their forces as being
commanded by Forrest. Ferguson went on to state that Forrest ordered a cease fire so that
the Unionists could bury their dead, attend to their wounded, and temporarily have
possession of the fort to collect their belongings, provided the Union respected the
Confederate victory; which it did.103 Still, Ferguson later described atrocities he believed
to have taken place while boldly claiming it was evident that Rebel murder and
indiscriminate slaughter took place. Ferguson once more did not indicate where his
information originated nor did the Congress inquire. Nevertheless, he further described
this alleged slaughter of Unionists as ―an act of vindictive savageness‖ while saying it
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was by far worse than any crimes ever committed by natives.104 Between the strong
language used and the argument by negative comparison made, Ferguson made clear that
the Confederates were to be regarded in the worst manner possible.105 Furthermore,
because Ferguson's testimony appeared to have been uncritically accepted and implicitly
legitimized as factual inasmuch as the information was presented without further inquiry
or challenge by the Congress, presumption shifts in support of Forrest's guilt, in part,
because of Ferguson's perceived authority, at least insofar as this authority was reinforced
by the Congress.

Final Investigation Considerations
Following Benton's testimony as the last witness, the Congress concluded its
investigation with a final report. In a sub-section of this report detailing the conditions and
capitulation of Union prisoners retrieved, Chairman B. F. Wade reiterated much of the
previous witness' testimonies insofar as the report claimed that those who survived were
poorly treated, or at least handled, in such a way as to suggest cruelty and torture.106
Interestingly, however, in contrast to many of the testimonies of previous witnesses, claims
of mass murder and a tremendous loss of life, the Congressional report non-overtly
indicated that several hundred prisoners from Fort Pillow were returned to Union
command. It should be noted that while the report itself did not discuss this detail at length,
the report included an itinerary of names which exceeded two-hundred plus soldiers.
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Perhaps to underscore this apparent contradiction in Union testimony, however,
the Congressional report shifted any discussion away from this particular point, with
more Union soldiers having been returned alive than a charge of massacre would
otherwise merit, and instead focused on the alleged treatment of Union soldiers while
under Confederate control. While the treatment of Union soldiers under Confederate
capture was still a legitimate point, it could also be that the final report had been
intentionally constructed to present Forrest and his Rebel command in the most negative,
or the least positive, light possible. Evidence of this abounds, ranging from the Congress'
failure to solicit detailed answers from witnesses to asking some witnesses inconsistent
questions at greater lengths than others. Thus, borrowing from Whately's Elements of
Rhetoric, the burden of proof often intentionally shifted against Forrest through failure to
supply full and objective accounts from witnesses. However, by virtue of precedent and
credibility favoring the status quo, or the Congress in this case, they did not necessarily
need to defend their position as much as proponents of Forrest would need to adequately
challenge the testimony supplied against him.
Moreover, only for those audience members who thoroughly read the report will
they discover numerous points of uncertainty within the testimony. However, most
Northern audiences were not privy to all the details of the final report, such as not
knowing that all the witnesses were Northerners and that not all the witnesses were
actually present on the battlefield; thus, presenting the illusion that the report was
objective (and by proxy, credible). Still, it should be noted that the mass failure by the
Congress to present a thorough investigation of Fort Pillow does not necessarily
exonerate Forrest from criminal culpability either. Thus, it should also be noted that this
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report did not necessarily support Forrest's innocence, but the report failed to confirm his
guilt. Instead, Forrest's purportedly tainted reputation is increasingly unclear while
equally debatable. Consequently, rather than Forrest having been automatically presumed
as guilty in connection to Fort Pillow, a careful examination of the Congressional report
raises numerous doubts whether these presumptions are—or ever were—merited.
Furthermore, if the credibility within the Congressional report has many doubts
concerning matters of accuracy, these doubts may be equally applied to subsequent texts
following the release of this report that have also negatively presented Forrest's
reputation to varying audiences for the 140-plus years thereafter. Thus, if this
Congressional report established or contributed to the precedent of Forrest's reputation,
then all future texts would need to address the doubts of this report to adequately represent Forrest's reputation in a more charitable way.
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CHAPTER III
Congressional Testimony – Ku Klux Klan Investigation

Preview
This chapter will focus on the second Congressional investigation, which takes up
Forrest's alleged involvement with the Ku Klux Klan during Reconstruction. Unlike the
previous investigation, however, Forrest was the main witness. The Congress also
focused exclusively on two newspaper articles from the Cincinnati Commercial. The
first, a September 3, 1868 article interviewing Forrest about the Klan, and the second
article, a September 6, 1868 rebuttal that Forrest issued in response to the previous
article. As the testimony during the Klan investigation will later reveal, these two articles
were the entire basis of Union evidence in the Congressional investigation in support of
Forrest's purported connection to the Klan and the subject of much debate and discussion
among the biographies. Consequently, before analyzing the Klan investigation testimony,
I will analyze the two articles from the Cincinnati Commercial to demonstrate the role
these articles had in shaping the Congressional investigation.
Because Forrest was the primary witness during the KKK investigation, I focus on
how Forrest was presented with a Union perspective. This perspective is important
because Forrest was often believed to be guilty of actions involving the KKK and other
controversies, despite receiving a Congressional exoneration. This exoneration, however,
has done very little to improve Forrest's reputation to many audience members.
Consequently, my focus of the aforementioned Congressional transcript, much like my
focus of chapter 2, aims to reveal how Forrest has been framed with a Union perspective
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by observing the rhetorical strategies that have been used in shaping Forrest's reputation
to the audience. Namely, Whately's Elements of Rhetoric and burden of proof will be used
to inform my analysis.
With Whately, the burden of proof will be used to assess how evidence was
presented to the audience by the Congress for strategic rhetorical impact. This chapter
will also situate the Congressional investigation as having created a rhetorical situation
whereby most future texts—as seen with the biographies—will respond to Forrest's
perceived credibility as observed by the testimony of this transcript. Thus, this chapter
aims to reveal how Forrest's current reputation as it relates to matters concerning his
perceived involvement with the KKK has been cultivated and informed over time
primarily from this Congressional investigation creating a precedent of Forrest to the
audience. In so doing, this chapter also sets a foundation for what is to follow; that this
Congressional testimony is one of two defining moments that have rhetorically
constructed Forrest's credibility—and by proxy have transformed him into a condensation
symbol—for future texts. Lastly, while this transcript is certainly not indicative of
Forrest's reputation, nor could it ever be, this transcript still offers considerable evidence
that suggests how and why Forrest's reputation pertaining to the KKK remains
controversial.

Cincinnati Commercial
The two newspaper articles from the Cincinnati Commercial are especially
unique. Unlike any other article published by The Memphis Commercial Appeal (MCA),
as chapter 6 will later reveal, these two articles would later become the only evidence the
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US Congress invoked during the Klan investigation to support suspicions of Forrest's
involvement with the Ku Klux Klan. While other evidence might exist, the US Congress
did not introduce anything else for consideration. Interestingly, virtually no MCA article
discussed Forrest's purported KKK involvement at length, and when they did, it was
usually in relation to park vandalism1 casually associating his name to the Klan,2 and
efforts to rename the park.3 Actual commentary, however, offered little, if any, indication
of Forrest's purported role in the KKK. Still, more importantly, the contents of each
Cincinnati Commercial article suggested that Forrest had some knowledge—albeit if only
limited—of the Klan. In the first article, Forrest was quoted as having indicated the
number of Klansman in Tennessee and neighboring Southern states, offering rationale for
the Klan's existence, as well as implying that the Klan operated in direct opposition to
Reconstruction.4 Consequently, if Forrest was not the Grand Wizard or at least involved
with the Klan in some way, his answers suggested he at least had some influence within
the Klan and/or he at least knew more than he was willing to admit to the Congress.
In the second article written by Forrest several days later in response to the first,
Forrest modified his language by shifting the degree of certainty involved with his
statements.5 Rather than saying ―the Klan has X amount of people, it exists for this or that
reason, and we're combating against Reconstruction,‖ the wording changed throughout to
―it has been reported that...‖ or ―I was told...‖ while concluding that everything he knew
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was from unidentified and unsubstantiated sources. This re-wording of answers, while
certainly suspicious, was Forrest's way, assuming he was ever involved, of publicly
distancing himself from the Klan. More suspect, however, is that Forrest did not, for
whatever reason, address all of the contents in the first article. While Forrest shifted the
certainty of his language, he did not deny offering information, at least in part, about the
Klan. Consequently, these notable disparities between the first and second articles
became the center of attention in the Congress' 1871 investigation of the Klan. Moreover,
if Forrest gave honest testimony during the investigation, as the Congress appeared to
have reasoned, then why did he not address many of the previous misconceptions that he
later claimed existed? One can only speculate with no degree of certainty. Forrest claimed
he was ill and not thinking straight at the time. Maybe this is right, but his answers still
leave much to question. However, the consequence of Forrest's actions, regardless of the
reason(s), was a perception of guilt by the Congress (presumably by the public, too)
against Forrest. One explanation for this perception of guilt comes from Whately's
Elements of Rhetoric whom has theorized with his burden of proof argument that when
allegations go unchallenged, silence and/or a failure to address the allegations are
complicit with guilt. Thus, even if Forrest was honest in his earlier claims and subsequent
counterclaims, his purported actions in these two letters still appear disingenuous enough
to warrant public perceptions of suspicion and criminal culpability.
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Political and Historical Context of the Investigation
The Congressional investigation of the Ku Klux Klan can be viewed as producing
mixed political and personal results for Forrest;6 which has impacted how Forrest has
been characterized to audiences. More importantly, however, Forrest's testimony during
the Congressional investigation of the Klan's activities has raised numerous suspicions
about him. Consequently, my analysis of Forrest's testimony focuses on the rhetorical
strategies that were used in the way his testimony was presented in the Congressional
transcript. In particular, Forrest's testimony affected the judgment of some readers while
further polarizing interpretations of him by others. Still, it should also be noted that
discerning Forrest's reputation is largely contingent upon his perceived credibility, a
matter that has the potential to be shaped by descriptions and testimonies that shift
presumption both in favor and against Forrest throughout this Congressional Klan
investigation. Moreover, Forrest's testimony offered a rare instance where his credibility
was—or at least had the potential to be—shaped by himself. While the Congressional
transcript may not necessarily reflect all of Forrest's thinking and intentions at that time,
his testimony has still often been heavily scrutinized to both question his credibility as
well as to infer his involvement with the Klan. Thus, my analysis of Forrest concerns
itself with how his answers may have impacted his perceived credibility to the audience
while discerning what impact, if any, his testimony had in how presumptions concerning
his innocence shifted throughout the investigation. In so doing, I will argue that
presumption rarely, if ever, shifted against Forrest, but instead, suspicions of Forrest's
involvement with the Klan arose because Forrest's testimony often appeared guilty
6
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despite evidence to the contrary.
On March 21, 1871 the 42nd Congress issued a resolution for the appointment of a
joint committee to investigate the current condition of the late insurrectionary states
which included Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, North Carolina and South
Carolina; an investigation that would take almost a year to compile. Although the
committee was established with the goal to ―investigate the condition of these states,‖ the
real purpose was to investigate what they termed the ―Ku Klux Conspiracy.‖7 Forrest's
testimony is just one part of this large investigation. The committee consisted of seven
Senators and nine Representatives, with questions only being posed from the following
members: Senator's John Scott (R-PA, Chairman), Benjamin Franklin Butler (D-MA),
John W. Stevenson (D-KY), Erasmus W. Beck (D-GA), John Coburn (R-IN), and
Philadelph Van Trump (D-OH). The committee held hearings both in Washington DC as
well as in states believed to have had Klan activity taking place. The sum of the hearings
was consolidated into a collection of thirteen hardbound volumes of roughly sevenhundred pages each. The Ku Klux Klan testimony with Forrest was just one testimony
from the hearings, including upwards to over one-hundred witnesses per state
investigated.8
Forrest testified before the Congress on June 27, 1871 in an unspecified amount
of time for a single day. Although the Congress interviewed hundreds of thousands of
people during its investigation of the Klan, and while critics often claim Forrest appeared
guilty during his testimony, the Congress did not interview any of the known founders of
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the Klan (Forrest was not one of them).9 Still, numerous witnesses offered testimony that
defended, challenged, and contradicted Forrest. However, it is unclear who, if anyone,
Forrest may have been responding to aside for the questions by the Congress. Moreover,
while Forrest's testimony may also have been shaped by statements made by other
witnesses or sources unavailable for review in the transcript, Forrest was ultimately
exonerated, suggesting his testimony likely did more to help than hurt him. Still, the
Congress did pass the Klan Act of 1871 shortly after the Congressional investigation,
aimed to protect Southern African Americans from the Ku Klux Klan by providing a civil
remedy for abuses then being committed in the South, despite failing to confirm Forrest's
involvement. Thus, it could also be reasonably inferred that the Congress' inability to
convict Forrest may have polarized political support of the Klan Act's approval into law;
especially since the act was only able to pass immediately following Forrest's
Congressional exoneration.

Ku Klux Klan Investigation
This section concerns itself with assessing Forrest's testimony before the
Congress. Throughout the investigation, Forrest responded to the questions of the
Congress in a number of ways. Forrest's testimony ranged from ambiguous to perhaps
intentionally forgetful, while at times clarifying some answers while seemingly
contradicting others. Consequently, Forrest's testimony invites numerous interpretations
about his credibility, largely because his answers were not enough to criminally indict
9

Numerous allegations often list Forrest as one of the founding members of the Klan. However,
contrary to this belief, the Klan was founded in Pulaski, TN on Christmas Eve in 1865 by the following
former Confederates: Calvin E. Jones, John B. Kennedy, Frank O. McCord, John C. Lester, Richard R.
Reed, and James R. Crowe. While it is certainly possible—and much more likely—that Forrest eventually
became the Klan's first leader, to say that he was a founder of the Klan is historically inaccurate.
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him. Instead, audiences since the investigation have been encouraged to consider the
appearance of Forrest's guilt versus assessing whether presumption favors him, evidenced
by Forrest's reputation still remaining tarnished despite receiving a Congressional
exoneration. Nevertheless, my analysis of Forrest will once more borrow from Whately,
considering when and if presumption favors Forrest. For example, often presumption did
not favor Forrest because he was not necessarily innocent, but the Congress failed to shift
the burden of proof against him. Thus, Forrest may not necessarily have been—or at least
could not have been found—guilty either. Subsequently, in the absence of shifting
presumption against Forrest, I will also focus on Forrest's testimony appearing guilty
inasmuch as in the court of public opinion, he remains guilty to many.
The Congressional investigation began by the Chairman calling Forrest's
knowledge of the Klan into question.10
I have observed in one of the Western papers an account of an interview
purporting to have been had with you in 1868, in which you are reported
to have spoken of the organization of what was called the Ku-Klux in
Tennessee, their operations, their constitution, the numbers of the
organization; and also a correction in one or two particulars afterward
made by you of the facts stated in that interview. You recollect the article
to which I refer?11
Forrest responded ―yes‖ while later adding that all laws, insofar as he was aware, had
been followed by the Klan.12 However, he later qualified his statement by saying that he
had very little conversation with that party (while implying that the information may have
embellished).13 This will become a point that is repeatedly addressed, clarified, and
10
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denounced. Forrest then explicitly stated that the reporter, Woodward, misrepresented
him entirely.14 For the remainder of the interview, this is the position that Forrest
maintains.
Forrest claimed to have had a headache while being interviewed at his home by
Woodward.15 Still, Forrest added, the conversation he had with Woodward did not last
more than a few minutes. Moreover, Forrest was careful with his words and answers to
say ―it was reported that there was‖ when clarifying his answers to the Congress as he
intended his answers to have been interpreted by Woodward at the time.16 Of particular
dispute in this interview, Forrest allegedly gave Woodward the number of Klansmen said
to be in Middle Tennessee; 40,000. Consequently, despite Woodward claiming Forrest
supplied him these numbers, Forrest countered in his testimony before Congress that the
numbers mentioned were not something he included.17 The Chairman of the investigation
called Forrest's attention to the September 1, 1868 article Woodward published
emphasizing where Forrest was said to have offered a response concerning the Klan.18
Still, Forrest maintained that while he did speak with the reporter, he did not offer any of
the details of the Klan attributed to him by Woodward.19 Once more, the Chairman
proceeded to call Forrest's attention to a corrected statement via letter to the editor that he
gave on September 3, 1868 with modified statements that still appear to suggest Forrest
14
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knew more about the Klan than the hearsay he claimed his knowledge derived from.20
Nevertheless, in response, Forrest conceded he made that corrected statement via letter to
the newspaper while also stating yet again that it was ―currently reported‖ to him without
indicating from who or how he got his information.21 Still, it is especially important to
observe how Forrest responded as this informs both his credibility for this particular part
of the testimony as well as invites further consideration of his credibility appropriated in
less certain instances throughout his testimony.
When further asked by the Chairman how he would know such things, Forrest
indicated he was guessing while suggesting it came from hearsay sources.22 When asked
if Forrest thought he corrected everything that he wanted to, Forrest said ―I do not think I
did. As I said before, I was very sick at the time and was unable to talk to this man. I did
not talk to him five minutes.‖23 Instead, Forrest claimed, Woodward was supposed to
show him a copy of his answers before reporting his story but never did.24 Still, when
further pressed by the Chairman why Forrest specifically addressed the corrections he
wished to make while not addressing certain portions he later claimed were
misrepresented, Forrest maintained that he was still sick and not thinking straight.25 Still,
when pushed further for his sources, Forrest went on to say that his information was
received from ―common reports circulated throughout the country‖ but he could not
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recollect any specific sources.26 The Chairman further pressed Forrest with alleged
statements Forrest made while Forrest continued to say that he did not make any such
claims about the Klan or know anything about their numbers.27 Once more, Forrest's
credibility is called into question inasmuch as he acknowledges some information he
gave to Woodward while equally disavowing other information. Thus, the audience is
invited to consider whether it was Forrest or Woodward lying.
Still, appearing to not believe Forrest, the Chairman further persisted in his
questioning. Reiterating his innocence, Forrest maintained that he did not make any of
the statements attributed to be his while further asserting that he had a very brief
conversation with Woodward because of his headache.28 The Chairman then proceeded to
recite additional passages of Forrest's corrections in his letter. Notwithstanding, Forrest
later added that he did not correct everything that he thought he should have while further
maintaining that he was not accustomed to speaking to reporters or writing letters.29 For
the immediate audience, they would likely have no reason to doubt Forrest's remarks
while for an audience revisiting this transcript, however, Forrest's post Civil War career
involved public speaking and might raise some suspicions against his credibility. Still,
this suspicion is not enough to warrant a shift in presumption against Forrest.
Following this statement by Forrest, the Chairman recited more details that
Forrest allegedly gave in his interview about disorderly conduct among Klan members
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being punished by orders accordingly.30 Forrest in his response, appeared less-thanforthcoming while offering ambiguous answers such as ―I understood orders were issued‖
while denying specific personal knowledge.31 When pressed to reveal what he knew of
the Klan, Forrest went on to say that everything he knew was information he heard from
others.32 When asked for names, he only mentions Saunders, a man said to be dead.33
When further pressed for details, Forrest suggested the Klan was only in Middle
Tennessee, while appearing quite sure the group was very unorganized if it did exist
elsewhere.34 When asked by the Chairman to explain his rationale, Forrest explained
multiple groups operated under different names and appeared to not work towards the
same apparent goals.35 When asked about the leadership, Forrest presumed one existed,
but he claimed he did not know.36 In light of the aforementioned, each of Forrest's
remarks invite several possible considerations for the audience; that he was either not
honest in his answers to the Congress, he was honest, or perhaps a combination of the
two. Still, without evidence to the contrary, presumption remains in Forrest's favor.
When pressed by the Chairman about how these resistance groups were
organized, Forrest responded that ―They were like the Loyal Leagues, and met
occasionally and dispersed again. The Loyal Leagues existed about that time, and I think
this was a sort of offset gotten up against the Loyal Leagues. It was in Tennessee at the
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time; I do not think it was general.‖37 Clearly Forrest appeared to have known more about
the Klan than he outwardly admitted. However, given his careful defense of ―this is what
I heard‖ or ―that was what I was told‖ statements, there is no discernible way for the
Congress to prove differently. When further pressed, Forrest maintained that these
resistance groups had no political purpose, at least insofar as he understood, but were
meant for self-protection.38
When asked if he was specifically referring to the Klan versus the Pale Faces,
Forrest responded:
I think that organization arose about the time the militia were called out,
and Governor Brownlow issued his proclamation stating that the troops
would not be injured for what they should do to Rebels; such a
proclamation was issued. There was a great deal of insecurity felt by
Southern people. There were a great many Northern men coming down
there, forming leagues all over the country.39
Forrest's response suggested he was speaking about the Klan, but only insofar as it was
casually and ambiguously implied by his testimony. Thus, it became unclear whether the
Klan was the same as the Pale Faces, perhaps interconnected, or if either group was
influential on the other in some way. Still, the implication was made that some groups
were unorganized enough that distinguishing one from the other may be more difficult
than the Congress realizes. Irrespective of whether these purported facts were correct, the
Klan and Pale Faces were presented and appear legitimized in their efforts via Forrest as
necessary in response for self-protection.
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Forrest continued that:
The negroes were holding night meetings; were going about; were
becoming very insolent; and the Southern people all over the State were
very much alarmed. I think many of the organizations did not have any
name; parties organized themselves so as to be ready in case they were
attacked. Ladies were ravished by some of these negroes, who were tried
and put in the penitentiary, but were turned out in a few days afterward.40
Forrest's response suggested that newly emancipated blacks were presented as
uncontrollable and as a menace to society; especially insofar as Southern white female
virtue is concerned. Once more, Forrest's testimony also suggested that resistance groups
were necessary in order to prevent social chaos and sexual improprieties. Forrest then
concluded that ―There was a great deal of insecurity in the country, and I think this
organization was got up to protect the weak, with no political intention at all.‖41
However, despite denying the groups as having any political intentions, quite clearly,
given the rationale and circumstances that the resistance groups were allegedly
combating, these groups were inherently political. Still, despite all these suspicions cast
against Forrest's answers, the Congress had yet to challenge him with any evidence or
disprove any of the claims he provided. Thus, presumption remains in Forrest's favor
inasmuch as he has not established his innocence, but the Congress simply has not
demonstrated his guilt.
Still, despite some apparent contradictions in Forrest's testimony and the
continued impression that he clearly knew more about these resistance groups than he
was willing to concede, he also indicated that while the resistance groups did not promote
crime, ―those crimes [by the Loyal League] were not punished [either]; there was very
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little law then.‖42 Thus, the implication was that the Klan helped to offset Loyal Leagues
by punishing offenders with vigilante justice in instances where the established law failed
to do so. Consequently, his statements appear to produce some sympathy insofar as the
South lacked credible and viable alternatives for self-protection. Thus, even for critics
and readers in disbelief of Forrest's testimony, his purported rationale, while still
disavowing any specific knowledge of the Klan and perhaps producing further suspicions
cast against him, still equally important, the Klan was presented by Forrest as having had
political and social provocations—whatever that might entail—that existed in response to
Loyal Leagues and Reconstruction in general.
Against this backdrop of struggle to survive for Southerners allegedly involved
with the Klan, audiences were confronted with a hostile situation that strongly insinuated
the failures of Reconstruction in the South. While this observation was all but stated out
loud during this part of Forrest's testimony, audiences were presented with Forrest all but
saying that Northerners were clearly to blame, at least in part, for the plight of the South.
Still, the Congress did not appear to want this version of Forrest's testimony, evidenced by
their dismissal of investigating the matter further. Instead, the Congress immediately
shifted their focus in a series of back and forth questions with Forrest about the dissolution
of the Klan. Nevertheless, audiences were left with the impression that perhaps the Klan
and similar groups were not nearly as bad as initially thought or depicted, since the
Congress did not attempt to defend the Loyal Leagues or discredit Forrest's depiction of
them. Once more, Forrest enjoyed presumption in his favor from the Congress' inability to
supply evidence and shift the burden onto Forrest establishing his innocence.
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In response to the Congress' questions about the Klan‘s dissolution, however,
Forrest later stated ―I think it was disorganized in the early part of 1868.‖43 Thus, even if
the Klan was potentially to blame for alleged crimes, Forrest's statement attempted to
imply that any recent activity would certainly not be the work of the Klan; or at least not
the activity of the original Klan versus imposters operating in its name. When asked
where his information came from, Forrest once more stated that it was just generally
understood via rumor.44 For immediate audience members, however, Forrest's testimony
warrants suspicion inasmuch as he appeared intentionally unhelpful since he offered no
information, not even educated guesses, in his defense. While it is possible Forrest really
had no information to offer, when pushed further by the Chairman for names of those
involved with the Klan, Forrest stated ―men of the South‖ while also clarifying that he
never spoke to anyone about the group nor did he ever see anyone said to be in the Klan
assembling.45 Clearly Forrest's responses were suspicious once more, but insofar as
establishing what Forrest may have known versus what he subsequently claimed, the
burden of proof was entirely on the Congress to establish Forrest's guilt; not for Forrest to
establish his innocence. Still, Forrest said, he understood the Klan to patrol communities
and neighborhoods, even though his knowledge was predicated on unspecified rumor.46
Nevertheless, when pushed further for information, he added that ―there were men
killed in Tennessee and in Mississippi by bands in disguise. There were men found down
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there disguised, white men and negroes both.‖47 For both the Congress and the immediate
audience, however, now they were confronted with an important consideration. If the
Congress did not believe Forrest's original answer which entailed a non-committed
answer, evidenced by persistently asking the same questions repeatedly, would they then
accept Forrest's modified answer that suggested African Americans were also part of the
same imposters who were supposedly attacking other African Americans in the name of
the Klan? Furthermore, Forrest also conceded that some blacks were whipped and killed
but he never knew by whom.48 Still, it is unclear which answer to believe, if either, while
each is equally suspicious.
Interestingly, Forrest's suggestion that African Americans would ever be
Klansmen—or at least participated in activities that supported the aims of the Klan—
merits strong suspicions to the contrary, but history has also established African
Americans as Confederates and slave-owners, too; thus, Forrest's statement at least
suggests purported Klan violence was not exclusively isolated to crimes committed by
white people. While it is debatable whether Forrest's suggestion could ever be reasonably
accepted as true, inasmuch as assessing his reputation is contingent upon observing how
presumption shifts, the Congress legitimized Forrest's claim as at least plausible by
failing to counter, challenge, or otherwise establish that Forrest was—or at least could
have been—lying. Whately reminds us, too, that when a claim is made and the aggrieved
party fails to address this claim, presumption shifts in favor of accepting this claim as true
till some evidence to the contrary is submitted for consideration. Furthermore, Forrest's
suggestion also raises questions of relevancy; if there was evidence to show African
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Americans participated in the Klan or Klan-supported aims, would this minimize
Forrest's suspected role in or knowledge of the Klan? Probably not, but to Forrest's credit,
his comment was a red herring and raised enough reasonable doubt that if the Klan was to
be prosecuted for racially motivated aims, the Congress would then have a harder time
pursuing this aim if there was reason to believe that some of the victims the Congress
sought to protect were also participating in the same organization they believed to be
responsible for said crimes committed.
However, when asked about any specific instances of Klan crime that he knew of,
Forrest mentioned one case from 1867 in Mississippi and another in Alabama for the theft
of horses.49 These dates precede Forrest's estimation of the Klan disbanding in 1868,
further suggesting that whatever Klan existed and whatever crimes alleged to have been
their doing, these only occurred before the disband in very isolated areas rather than as an
active organized effort during the same time of the Congress' investigation. While Forrest
was careful to only insinuate—as opposed to overtly drawing attention to—these types of
interpretations, he further added that ―I was trying to suppress the outrages... my object
was to keep peace.‖50 Clearly, however, the Congress was less-than-inclined to believe
Forrest's testimony, evidenced by their persistent questions suggesting a tone of
incredulousness, such as repeatedly asking about the Woodward article eight different
times throughout the testimony. Furthermore, following Forrest's statements to the
Chairman pertaining to his efforts to secure peace, Mr. Stevenson quickly followed by
Mr. Beck, with each interjecting one after the next while asking the exact same questions
the Chairman had already asked of Forrest.
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Still, Forrest shifted the focus of activities of the current Klan away from
distinguishing a previous Klan unlike the one invoked in the originals name; creating a
perception of the Klan as unorganized and isolated. Thus, if the Congress was to believe
that Forrest knew anything about the Klan, as evidenced by their insistence to presuppose
him having some knowledge by repeatedly asking Forrest many of the same questions
(e.g. Woodward article), they are at least forced to also consider whether there was more
than one group operating under the same name without a central authority. Further
pressed by the Chairman for details, Forrest maintained much of his answers as ―it was
reported‖ and ―so I was told‖ while further maintaining that he had no knowledge about
disguised riders and their alleged activities.51 Despite suggesting that many crimes
alleged to have been the work of the Klan were committed by disguised imposters,
Forrest offered no evidence to defend this assertion. Thus, a political stalemate occurred
where the initial point, that crimes committed by the Klan were imposters, was at least a
consideration that could not be ignored.
Conversely, however, when names by Mr. Beck and the Chairman were each
offered for consideration, Forrest again ―had no recollection‖ while further adding that he
was not aware of everything going around him despite visiting states that had alleged
crimes by the Klan taking place.52 Nonetheless, because Forrest offered no evidence this
can be viewed as suspicious and damaging to his credibility, but because the Congress
countered with no evidence either, audiences are left to consider which side, if at all, to
believe. Moreover, Whately reminds us that in the absence of evidence or certainty, he
who makes the claims (e.g. the Congress) has the burden of establishing their claim
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whereas he whom the claim was made against (e.g. Forrest) enjoys presumption of
innocence in their favor. Thus, Forrest enjoys presumption inasmuch as the Congress
offered no evidence for the audience to consider to the contrary.
Forrest later admitted to having seen a Klan constitution but burned it up without
knowing who sent it to him.53 He returns to this point with a defense further in the
testimony. When pressed about organizational details of the group, the mission purpose,
etc., Forrest reiterated that he presumed it was for self-protection for the weak, women,
and children, among other things, while indicating that the group name and purposes
were secret, or at least a matter of interpretation, insofar as there were just three stars in
place of a name.54 Once again, despite claiming to have limited or no specific knowledge
of the Klan while making uncertain statements such as ―I presume...,‖ Forrest appeared to
know more than he was willing to admit. When asked where the letter came from, Forrest
only said ―somewhere in Tennessee‖ while qualifying that he was also receiving many
letters from people all over the South every day; he did not recollect the particulars.55
Forrest further clarified that if he thought this three star secret organization was
going to be so important he would have saved a copy for the Congress to review.56
Interestingly, however, without being prompted to offer a name for the pamphlet alleged
to have been distributed from the Klan, Forrest later said they were called prescripts, ―as
they were called,‖ appearing to suggest he was not as honest about not remembering
certain details as he would like the Congress—and potential readers of the Congressional
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transcript—to believe.57 Still, when pressed by the Chairman for further details about the
organizational structure of the group, Forrest only supposed it was organized while
further adding that he could not remember much about it since he never regarded it as
important enough to remember any of the details.58 Thus, despite offering a name for this
Klan constitution, a prescript, Forrest maintained the same position as before; he did not
recollect many of the—or at least conveniently any of the incriminating—details. In
another interesting moment, when asked if he ever personally had an involvement in the
Klan, Forrest attempted to invoke his right not to incriminate himself.59
Still, when pressed by the Chairman with a legal definition of his rights read into
testimony, Forrest was questioned once more while responding this time that he was not
involved with the Klan.60 When asked about the creation of the organization, Forrest
responded that he presumed the group existed long before he ever knew anything about
it.61 Once more, a stalemate in the testimony occurred where the Congress had no further
evidence to challenge Forrest while Forrest was no more inclined to offer additional
information. Similarly, because the Congress offered no incriminating evidence to
establish Forrest's guilt, as Whately reminds us, presumption remains in favor of Forrest's
innocence. When pressed by the Chairman if he ever distributed Klan materials, showed
them to anybody, or knew any Klan members, Forrest responded in the negative while
maintaining that he could not remember what he may have talked about, if he ever did, to
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anyone.62 When pressed further by Mr. Stevenson, Forrest indicated that he needed
further time to think about the answer.63 Once more, when asked about rituals, passwords
and the like, Forrest supposed these things existed but he did not know, nor did he
remember, if he ever did know if these things existed since it had been over three years
since he had thought about this matter.64 Said Forrest ―I cannot give you one of them
correctly now to save my life. I have no idea I could. It was a matter I knew very little
about; I had very little to do with it. All my efforts were addressed to stop it, disband it,
and prevent it.‖65
In another wave of questions by the Chairman, when asked how he knew about
the Klan signs Forrest said he thinks a member, although not certain, gave it to him.66
Asked if he was recognized as a member, Forrest indicated ―no.‖67 Further asked by the
Chairman, why, then, he was ever given the password, Forrest went on to say that he
asked for it so he could investigate the Klan and disassemble it.68 When asked by the
Chairman who the person was that gave him the password, Forrest offered the same name
as before; Saunders.69 Asked what he was attempting to suppress, said Forrest, ―outrages
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committed by all people.‖70 Asked by the Chairman how he suppressed the organization,
Forrest said he wrote letters to those he believed connected to it and urged it disbanded.71
Following Forrest's claims of his effort to disband the Klan, the Chairman then readmitted portions of Forrest's alleged interview with Woodward into the transcript while
further suggesting that his words before Congress appeared similar to words attributed to
him in the interview.72 Still, Forrest denied ever having spoken to Woodward at length;
implying, among other things, that he could not possibly have offered as much
information as was attributed to him in the article.73 Asked whether his efforts stopped
the organization, Forrest said ―yes,‖ indicating that he had not heard of any further
incidents occurring by that organization while clarifying that if anything was still
happening in the name of the Klan, it was likely by irresponsible parties without any
organization.74 Evidenced by the aforementioned, only suspicion, not presumption, shifts
against Forrest; that his testimony seems suspect is not enough to demonstrate that he is
guilty of having a Klan involvement.
Also evidenced by Forrest's testimony, clearly the aforementioned questions and
answers all illustrate a matter of deciphering certainty and interpreting credibility.
Consequently, however, Forrest appeared as though he could not (or at least had not if he
intended to) establish his innocence whereas the Congress could not (or at least had not if
they intended to) establish his guilt either. Thus, determining the certainty of Forrest's
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statements, if at all possible, appeared heavily contingent upon Forrest's perceived
credibility. For the undecided critic to equate Forrest's suspicious or otherwise unhelpful
answers as an indication of his guilt, one must decide if Forrest was intentionally
dishonest or whether his memory was actually as bad as his testimony suggested. While
the Congress made no indication of the length of time between the alleged incidents they
were asking Forrest about and the time currently in relation to that event, the immediate
audience who was targeted by this report would not have known these details.
Consequently, Forrest's actions could easily be viewed as guilty or at least consistent as
someone sympathetic to the activities of the Klan. However, for modern critics who have
revisited the controversy of Forrest's testimony, especially in light of emerging details
within a historical context sorely lacking in the Congressional report, Forrest's perceived
credibility was strong enough most of the time that discerning when, if at all, he may
have been dishonest becomes increasingly difficult to establish.
Returning to the activities of the Klan, when asked about passwords again, Forrest
said he may once have known what they were but he could not remember them
anymore.75 Interestingly, at this point in the transcript, the Chairman suggested that if
Forrest had the password for the Klan, he may also have had the confidence of the
organization. Forrest quickly interjected, however, indicating that ―I had the confidence
of the Southern people.‖76 Rather than accepting the premise that all Klansmen were
Southerners, as the Congress insinuated, Forrest shifted this perception by suggesting that
not all Southerners were Klansmen. Nevertheless, Forrest reiterated that he did not know
about any of the Klan's purported political intentions and only knew of very limited
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instances of Klan atrocity via rumor.77 Asked again by the Chairman if any of the
atrocities were ever committed by Democrats, Forrest again indicated:
Well, I do not know that they were; I do not recollect whether they were
democrats or what they were,‖ while adding that ―I heard of some men
who had been stealing horses being whipped, and I heard of men being
whipped who had been whipping their wives; and I heard of negroes being
whipped who had been committing outrages, or something of that sort—
caught on the road with things in their possession. They were thrashed.78
It should be noted that in Forrest's answers, his credibility remains relatively stable here
inasmuch as he concedes the possibility of violence while still offering noncommittal
answers. Thus, the Congress would then need to establish that Forrest knew more than
what he testified claiming, even though the Congress has yet to confront Forrest with any
specific examples that could undermine Forrest's credibility. Thus, Forrest's credibility is
strong enough to avoid presumption shifting against him by offering responses that
cannot be proved correct any more than they can be disproved.
Once again asked by the Chairman about Klan disguises and masks, Forrest
indicated he was not sure if there was a specific uniform and could not remember any
specifics.79 Asked by Mr. Beck whether he read the newspaper article by Woodward
about him, Forrest conceded ―yes,‖ but clarified that:
I have never read it since shortly after it was published. It was a matter
like many others. There were a great many things said in regard to myself
that I looked upon as gotten up merely to affect the elections in the North.
I felt that was the object of it. I passed it by, and have not thought of it
since.80
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Asked by Mr. Beck, why, then, he did not address these other charges, Forrest claimed ―I
felt it was useless, that it would have no effect.‖81 Nevertheless, here Mr. Beck then
submitted Forrest's letter to Woodward following the publication into the transcript for
further review.82
Nevertheless, when further asked by Mr. Beck if he only corrected the portions of
Woodward's article he felt were a personal injustice to him, Forrest remarked:
That is what I intended to do. In fact, I did not want to go into a long detail
of the thing. I said to this gentlemen that I believed there was such an
organization [the Klan] from the best information that I could get. But as
to the numbers I did not tell him, because I knew nothing about the
numbers. I said to him that I did not believe there would be any conflict
with the people of Tennessee, unless the militia went out and attempted to
destroy the people, as Governor Brownlow's proclamation indicated.83
Moreover, Forrest added, he was also too busy addressing Brownlow's proclamation
against Rebels to be concerned over misrepresentations against him.84 Forrest later said
he thought the Klan was organized in response to Brownlow and the Loyal Leagues
against the South.85
In linking the Klan as a response to Brownlow, however, Forrest once more
redirected the focus of the Congress' investigation by having them consider whether the
Klan responded to, as opposed to existing in spite of, political oppression at the hands of
radical Republicans. Moreover, to consider the distinction that Forrest was offering, the
audience was also exposed to a Congress responsible for the political failures of
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Reconstruction that created the very problems that resulted in the rise of the Klan. When
asked by Mr. Beck how Southerners in Tennessee reacted to Brownlow and his
proclamation, Forrest indicated that ―It produced a great deal of fear and trepidation on
the part of the people; they feared the militia would undertake to carry out the idea of the
proclamation.‖86 Forrest continued that his understanding of Southern sentiment was that
turmoil was unfolding, with blacks acting up while whites were legally prevented from
carrying guns; this perpetuated greater fears, said Forrest, while also suggesting it may
have provoked crimes that could have otherwise been avoided.87 When asked by Mr.
Beck if the Klan organization acted as a militia on behalf of police in the South, Forrest
indicated ―yes.‖88 When further asked about the extent of crimes such as rape, arson, and
robbery taking place during militia rule, Forrest indicated that:
There were cases of that sort reported throughout the country; I do not
know to what extent; and there were cases where they were tried and put
in the penitentiary, and the governor pardoned them at once; they were
turned loose; I merely heard of one or two cases, but I do not recollect
them now.89
Clearly, evidenced by the numerous answers affirming knowledge in part or in
whole of the Klan, Forrest knew more than he openly conceded. Moreover, Forrest
presented the Klan as having done more for the South than Northerners ever did
following the Civil War. Interestingly, too, evidence to the contrary was nowhere to be
found. Thus, while the Klan was not nearly as noble or heroic as Forrest suggested, the
Congress still failed to dispel this perception for many audience members while
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presumption still favored Forrest. Forrest also added that Brownlow's name was
synonymous with fear for many Southern soldiers fleeing West Tennessee believing that
they would be murdered by Union men legally sanctioned by Brownlow.90 Consequently,
Forrest suggested, it was his understanding and that of the Southern community that the
Klan probably grew out of this fear of Brownlow and the interests he served.91
Consequently, where Brownlow was merely implicated as responsible for the rise
of the Klan in previous testimony, here he was now fully explicated as the cause of the
Klan. Further, by the Congress failing to address this perception, Forrest appeared
legitimized, and by proxy his credibility reaffirmed, since the audience was yet again not
offered any alternative to consider. In another shift of questions, when asked by Mr. Beck
and later Mr. Van Trump if the Klan ever attempted to influence elections, Forrest
appeared intentionally forgetful about certain dates, while adding that ―A large portion of
the people in the State were disfranchised, and they did not attempt to make any effort to
carry elections.‖92 Although Forrest's testimony in this instance merits increased
suspicion, the Congress did not challenge Forrest's assertions. Consequently, this lack of
rebuttal at least presented the appearance that Forrest's statements could, in fact, be true.
Furthermore, when asked by Mr. Beck about Senter becoming elected governor
following Brownlow, Forrest indicated that ―I do not recollect; I have never voted, and
have not paid any attention to the elections.‖93 Forrest later added that the only vote he
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ever cast following the war was in Memphis to build a railroad.94 Consequently, Forrest
claimed he did not vote in 1868 but he also added that this was, in part, because he was
not legally allowed to.95 Nevertheless, Forrest maintained that the Klan disbanded
following the election of 1868 since ―there was no further use for it; that the country was
safe; that there was no apprehension of any trouble.‖96 The only remaining parts of the
Klan, Forrest added, if ever any did or still do exist, were imposters composed of ―wild
young men and bad men‖ whom were acting disorganized in the name of the original.97
In another shift of questioning, Mr. Beck proceeded to inquire about Forrest's purported
railroad activities.98
When asked about trouble along his railroad, Forrest indicated, among other
things, that he had to protect Judge Blackford.99 Asked why he protected Blackford,
Forrest indicated that:
He was looked upon as a man who had given a great deal of bad advice to
the negroes, and kept them in confusion, and off the plantations. He was a
southern man, who had been in the confederate army, and had gone over
to the radical party. He had large meetings of the negroes at his house,
firing around and shooting, and it had become very dissatisfactory to the
people. He was a drinking man, and when drunk would make threats. I do
not myself believe there was any harm in him. I had a great deal to do with
him; he and I had canvassed two counties together.100
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Still, Forrest added, he helped Blackford because he needed his political support to help
build his railroads.101 When asked By Mr. Van Trump about his railroad being used to
carry men (presumably Klansmen) in disguise, Forrest indicated ―I am satisfied there has
been nothing of that sort done.‖102
When asked by Mr. Beck about black workers, Forrest indicated he had fourhundred working on his roads for him while further elaborating that they were free to
vote however they pleased.103 Said Forrest:
They voted as they pleased at the last election. About three hundred had
come from North Carolina, but they were not entitled to vote; had not been
in Alabama long enough; they had been working a portion of the time in
Mississippi, and they did not vote. But all those who were entitled to vote
voted without any molestation. I said when I started out with my roads that
railroads had no politics; that I wanted the assistance of everybody; that
railroads were for the general good of the whole country. We have had no
political discussion along the line of my road; we have had no difficulty. I
hired three hundred colored men in North Carolina, and they worked for
me twelve months; their time was out last May; they were paid off. About
one hundred and fifty of them returned, and a portion of them, in fact I
think all but about fifteen, have come back. They got one-half of their
money monthly until the end of the year, when they were paid off.104
Equally interesting, the Congress did not ask Forrest any further questions along these
lines, suggesting to the immediate audience that Forrest may not have been involved with
purported Klan voter intimidation of Southern blacks or mistreating black laborers in
general. Further, this suggestion to the immediate audience also has the potential to
reinforce a positive perception of Forrest's credibility inasmuch as presumption still
favors his innocence.
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Asked by Mr. Beck about laws being enforced where he had visited from his
business travels, Forrest indicated to the best of his knowledge that they were.105 Asked
about crimes against those with unpopular opinions, Forrest only indicated Blackford, but
only insofar as he was often drunk and advocating violence by encouraging blacks to
fight.106 Consequently, Forrest added, Blackford offended Southerners but he still
defended Blackford since he needed his political support for building his railroad.107 Said
Forrest speaking of Bradford's explanation for his actions:
I do not recollect exactly his words; but it was something about fighting
their own way, having their own way, and if people did not let them have
it, make them do it; stand up to them; it was very offensive. While I did
not think much of it, southern men did who were there and heard it. I told
him that we ought not to let such things as that get into the road. I was
very much abused by some of the presses in Alabama for having anything
to do with Blackford, and was accused of being a radical myself. The
papers went on to abuse me about going over to the Republican Party.108
It should be noted, however, that while none of the aforementioned statements
incriminate Forrest, they all produce a degree of suspicion against him, as though he may
have used his influence in securing objectives consistent with the perceived interests of
the Klan. Still, without demonstrating that Forrest's interests were—or ever could be—
consistent with those of the Klan, suspicion is only merited inasmuch as the evidence for
the audience to consider is circumstantial at best.
Perhaps once more sensing the difficulty in provoking Forrest into an
incriminating statement, the Congress led by the Chairman shifted their investigation by
reading an article into testimony about the negative sentiments Southerners purportedly
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had towards a horse thief while insinuating that such crimes would be regarded as worse
than one who killed a black citizen.109 Asked point blank by the Chairman if property was
more important than blacks, Forrest indicated, ―No sir; there is no man who believes that
the offense of killing a negro is less than killing a white man.‖110 Shifting the questioning
again, Mr. Stevenson of the Congress once again inquired about the interview Forrest
allegedly gave to Woodward while Forrest once more maintained that he did not
remember any of the particulars because of his headache.111 To be noted, however, the
Congress' insistence of revisiting the Woodward article could no doubt raise suspicions
by the audience against the Congress since the only consideration being revisited is
Forrest's credibility. For audiences already inclined to perceive Forrest as having strong
credibility, the Congress' repeated questions without any evidence to consider
increasingly suggests that the Congress has no other material to inform their
investigation. For audiences inclined to perceive Forrest as having a weaker credibility,
however, Forrest's staunch defense of his innocence enjoys presumption inasmuch as the
Congress has not given any reason for why the audience should doubt Forrest.
The Congress led by Mr. Stevenson then began to inquire about Forrest's military
activities immediately following the war. Asked about the soldiers he surrendered at
Selma, Forrest indicated between 6,000-7,000. Also asked about his pardon following the
war, Forrest indicated that he did receive one by President Johnson while adding, without
being solicited to elaborate further, that he told his soldiers that ―they had been good
soldiers and could be good citizens; that they should go home and obey the laws of the
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country. And so far as I know, not one soldier who served under me has been molested for
any offense since the war.‖112 Interestingly, the Congress did not challenge Forrest on this
point either, suggesting that Forrest's remarks could, in fact, also be true. Moreover, it
should also be noted in the aforementioned instance, however, that the Congress had
often interrogated Forrest with direct questions while even supplying information in some
of their questions with the implication of a threat, but in this moment, Forrest explicitly
volunteered information that the Congress did not solicit.
Asked by Mr. Stevenson why he sought his pardon (as opposed to inquiring into
the reasons that made a pardon necessary to seek), Forrest indicated that:
I felt it to be the duty of every good man to try to restore a good condition
of things to the country. I went to Jackson and made my application for a
pardon to Governor Sharkey, in order that others (e.g. Confederate officers
who fled the country) might do it [too].113
When asked by Mr. Stevenson whether he discussed ―the bad state of things‖ in general
of the South or anything of Brownlow in particular with anyone, Forrest affirmed he
probably did but could not recollect what was said.114 Asked further if he still held
sympathies for the old government of the South, Forrest stated:
I have said, and have always said, that there was no time during the war
that I would not have been willing to have taken up the old flag with the
Northern people and fought any other nation, and given the last drop of
blood I had. I have said that, and I say it yet.115
Interestingly, while Forrest did not necessarily deny the possibility that he would serve
his old government, he also suggested that if the circumstances leading up to the Civil
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War involved different participants, he would have also united with the same group he
once fought against. Thus, the audience is once again invited to discern Forrest's
credibility inasmuch as they must decide if his political affiliations during the war
would—or have already—impact[ed] how they interpret his testimony.
Mr. Stevenson then shifted his questions toward the emancipation proclamation.
Asked directly about black suffrage, Forrest indicated:
My views in regard to this war are probably different from those of most
men. I looked upon it as a war upon slavery when it broke out; I so
considered it. I said to forty-five colored fellows on my plantation that it
was a war upon slavery, and that I was going into the army; that if they
would go with me, if we got whipped they would be free anyhow, and that
if we succeeded and slavery was perpetuated, if they would act faithfully
with me to the end of the war, I would set them free. Eighteen months
before the war closed I was satisfied that we were going to be defeated,
and I gave these forty-five men, or forty-four men of them, their free
papers, for fear I might be killed.116
Interestingly, unlike Forrest's political and military peers, he boldly proclaimed that he
was fighting for his right to make money from slavery. Interestingly, too, the Congress
did not challenge Forrest's remarks either. Nevertheless, following his concession of
fighting on behalf of slavery, Forrest also provided the date of having freed his slaves
while proclaiming his loyalty to the laws enacted following the war.117 Another point that
the Congress did not question or challenge. Once more, for every audience member
inclined to hold prejudicial views toward Forrest, his credibility seemingly remains
strong inasmuch as his testimony was brutally honest irrespective of who may take
offense from it. Thus, even for audience members that disagree with Forrest's actions or
question his testimony, Forrest's willingness to concede his actions and motives therein in
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this instance offers the potential to strengthen his credibility in other parts of the
testimony where it has been less certain.
Moving the investigation away from slavery and attempting to refocus on
Forrest's opinion of post-war racial politics, the Congress led by Mr. Stevenson proceeded
to inquire about the voting differences among Southerners. Asked about enfranchising
whites and having blacks vote in support of as much, Forrest indicated he supported as
much.118 Asked if whites were not enfranchised whether blacks would then be
disenfranchised, Forrest indirectly responded by indicating that ―I advocated the
fourteenth and fifteenth amendments before the people, and told our people that they
were inevitable and should be accepted.‖119 Interestingly, however, Forrest once more
raised a point that the Congress did not appear eager to solicit; that the Civil War
Amendments, while created by Northerners, were not necessarily enforced effectively in
the South.
Woodward's letter was once more evoked by Mr. Stevenson with Forrest
indicating that he did not remember ever having spoken at length with him.120 Still,
Woodward's article and Forrest's follow-up letter were repeatedly brought up. In
response, Forrest indicated that he rarely wrote letters, let alone about his involvement
with Fort Pillow (what Forrest was most known for at the time), while further reiterating
that he was in very bad health following the war and particularly so during and following
this interview.121 Nevertheless, Forrest also modified an answer he had originally given.
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Previously, he had indicated he had only spoken to Mr. Woodward less than five minutes
when he gave him an interview; now Forrest said he may have spoken to him as long as
twenty minutes, but he was too sick to really know for sure.122 Still, Forrest's seemingly
innocuous clarification also served to confuse the certainty of what may have been said to
Woodward during his interview. This clarification also raises questions of certainty
inasmuch as what was actually said, for how long, while also resulting in the possibility
of Forrest's credibility now being reasonably doubted.
Shifting the line of questioning again, the Congress led by Mr. Stevenson asked
about where the Klan was organized with Forrest responding that he suspected it was not
Middle Tennessee, as he originally suggested, but he did not know where for sure.123
Pressed harder by Mr. Stevenson for answers, Forrest still did not recollect anything.124
However, perhaps in an effort to appease the Congress' persistent questions, Forrest
suggested Johnson's Island, a Union prison that held Rebel prisoners, as his best guess.125
Asked if he ever heard about the Klan in Memphis, Forrest indicated that he only heard
about it via rumor to be teenage boys messing around.126 Asked whether the Klan
admitted boys, Forrest indicated he was not sure but likely they did not.127 Asked about
Klan activities he was aware of, Forrest professed very limited knowledge of the Klan in
Mississippi, North Alabama and North Carolina via rumor but still did not know of any
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specifics with great certainty.128
Asked about the Pale Faces, Forrest conceded he was temporarily a member.129
However, he also added that the Pale Faces were like Free Masons who organized for
protection.130 While briefly suggesting a hint of controversy, Forrest quickly reminded the
audience that his part in the Pale Faces could be likened to that of a quasi-religious
organization, while further adding that ―I was never in the organization but once or twice.
I went there more to see what was going on than anything else, and paid very little
attention to it.‖131 Moreover, when Mr. Stevenson asked who needed the protection,
Forrest said ―by anybody.‖132 Asked to further clarify, Forrest indicated that there was
mass disorder everywhere in the South and something was needed to restore law and
order. Said Forrest:
There was the greatest bitterness there betwixt the soldiers of the two
armies—not particularly so in my neighborhood, but in East Tennessee,
and in portions of Middle Tennessee. About Memphis we had no trouble at
all; we never had any trouble at Memphis.133
Mr. Stevenson then shifted his questions from who the Pale Faces might have protected
against to instead inquire about the various particulars concerning group membership.
Asked about the extension of the Pace Faces elsewhere, Forrest indicated he did not
know.134 Further, when continuously pressed for membership details, Forrest again did
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not recollect anything.135 Finally, the Congress inquired how he could not remember
anything with Forrest indicating that:
I might, if I had time to think the matter over, recollect these things. In the
last two years I have been very busily engaged. I came out of the war
pretty wrecked. I was in the army four years; was on the front all the time,
and was in the saddle more than half the time; and when I came out of the
army I was completely used up—shot all to pieces, crippled up, and found
myself and my family entirely dependent. I went into the army worth a
million and a half of dollars, and came out a beggar. I have given all my
time since then, so far as was in my power, to try to recover.136
Interestingly, too, Mr. Stevenson completely ignored Forrest's response while promptly
re-asking questions about the Pale Faces. Thus, the immediate audience might have
gotten the impression that Forrest's answer may have been at least partially true.
Furthermore, Forrest later added, following the war there was a fear of a war
among the races.137 Said Forrest, ―The great fear of the people at that time was that they
would be dragged into a revolution, something like San Domingo.‖138 Still, Forrest added
―The object of the people was not to disobey the laws of the country, but to see them
enforced and to fortify themselves against anything of the sort. That was my
understanding of these things.‖139 In addition to San Domingo, events like Harper's Ferry,
still bred fear and perpetuated a sense of legitimized discrimination against former slaves
among white Southerners. The history of the South and the peculiar institution also
suggests an irrational fear preoccupied with a need for white supremacy. Forrest later
indicated that he worked with federal officers after the war while they helped in assisting
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him by employing black workers.140 Said Forrest:
During the war our servants remained with us, and behaved very well.
When the war was over our servants began to mix with the republicans,
and they broke off from the Southern people, and were sulky and insolent.
There was a general fear throughout the country that there would be an
uprising, and that with those men who had stopped among us—those men
who came in among us, came there and went to our kitchens and consulted
with the negroes—many of them never came about the houses at all. It
was different with me. I carried seven Federal officers home with me, after
the war was over, and I rented them plantations, some of my own lands,
and some of my neighbors'. In 1866 those seven officers made a crop in
my neighborhood. I assisted those men, and found great relief from them.
They got me my hands, and they kept my hands engaged for me.141
Forrest further indicated that he had confidence in Northern men in helping to
rebuild the South.142 During this process of rebuilding, Forrest also indicated that if the
Klan ever existed, as far as he knew, it was only to prevent trouble with the blacks despite
also expressing uncertainty of just how far that sentiment reached throughout the
South.143 Still, when asked how he would know such things, Forrest indicated that ―it was
just his impression that it did.‖144 While further pressed by Mr. Stevenson for additional
details of the Klan, Forrest then indicated that he heard things about the Klan, or
something said to be the Klan, but that that information was constantly changing and the
particulars were never the same; suggesting he did not know what, if anything, to
believe.145 Still, Forrest added, his business affairs and his poor health kept him too
preoccupied to know what was going on around him. Plus when he was traveling, Forrest
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implied, he was often somewhere away from where these alleged activities were said to
have occurred.146 Forrest also offered a distinction between scalawags and carpetbaggers
while indicating that not all Northerners were distrusted since some minded their own
business. Thus, said Forrest: ―I do not know that they are called anything except Southern
citizens,‖ further adding that ―they are [also] not running all over the country holding
Loyal Leagues and negro meetings [either].‖147 Consequently, Northerners that
subscribed to the cultural norms of the South, Forrest implied, were generally accepted
into the community without any problems.148 Once more, while some of Forrest's
testimony might raise questions or attract doubts from readers, the Congress' lack of
counter questions suggested that what Forrest was saying could possibly be true. Thus,
because presumption still favors his innocence, the Congress would needed to have
contradicted Forrest's testimony to also have reasonably challenged Forrest's credibility.
Further, Forrest added, men of standing who behaved themselves in Southern
communities would generally be treated fairly.149 The Congress, led by Mr. Stevenson,
once again pressed Forrest about the Klan and the numbers he allegedly gave to
Woodward; Forrest indicated once more that ―I did not, most emphatically; I told him no
such thing, because I did not know how many there were.‖150 Instead, Forrest clarified
that in light of what he allegedly stated about the Klan to Woodward, he merely said ―it
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was reported so‖ while adding that he never said he believed as much.151 Still, once more
the Congress evoked the Woodward article as an apparent counter-charge to Forrest's
insinuation that those untreated unfairly in the South were likely not men of standing who
behaved themselves. Conspicuous in this move by Congress, however, it appeared to
have attempted to redefine the investigation as if to imply Forrest was not answering their
questions when, in fact, Forrest merely did not provide the answers they wanted.
Consequently, Forrest left considerable reason to believe that victims of alleged Klan
abuse were likely those who did not behave well in Southern society and the Congress'
failure to challenge Forrest otherwise reaffirmed perceptions of Forrest's statements as
appearing plausible, if not also true, too.
Again, Congress once more returned to Woodward's article. Asked by Mr.
Stevenson whether he did believe in the numbers reported by Woodward of the alleged
Klan membership, perhaps as a way to gauge whether Forrest would confirm the numbers
even if denying he had provided them, Forrest indicated that he had no opinion since he
had no accurate knowledge to discern one way or another.152 The Congress then
proceeded to question whether Forrest changed his mind about some of the information
he allegedly gave, with Forrest further indicating that he never had made up his mind in
the first place and that he wrote hundreds of letters around the same time as the one he
did to Woodward.153 While it is unclear what Forrest's response was intended to convey
in this instance, the immediate audience might still formulate the impression that Forrest
wrote too many letters to remember what he wrote in each individual letter. Once more,
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while Forrest's answer appears suspect, it is no less plausible either. Thus, Forrest's
credibility remains relatively strong inasmuch as the Congress failed to challenge the
plausibility of Forrest's response.
Forrest then proceeded to offer a notarized affidavit in his defense read into
testimony indicating that he received and wrote many letters while also indicating that he
counseled against violence while supporting the law to all he spoke with.154 This letter,
especially in the absence of evidence to the contrary, still tended to reflect considerably
more positive on Forrest since he had now provided evidence—albeit questionable
evidence—that reinforced his previous testimony. Thus, in the absence of certainty,
Forrest benefitted by additional presumption shifting in his favor. Further, following the
affidavit, Forrest then submitted another letter, supposedly his own this time, indicating
compassion for someone having wanted to bring violent justice to their murdered brother
whom Forrest counseled against doing so.155 Without even knowing the particulars of this
letter, clearly the inclusion of this letter for consideration was aimed to present Forrest in
a charitable and compassionate light before the audience. However, when asked by the
Chairman whether he had the letter he responded to, Forrest indicated ―No, sir, I burned
his letter.‖156 Nevertheless, presumption still did not shift against Forrest insofar as the
Congress did not offer a counter point to reconsider; they merely challenged Forrest
without any further interjections. However, presumption put aside, because Forrest had
the foresight to include a charitable letter in his defense but did not include the original
for which he claimed his letter was in response to, some audience members may still be
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inclined to question Forrest's credibility inasmuch as his actions merit suspicion.
Moreover, asked by Mr. Coburn about his secretary, Lindsay, with the implication
that the Congress wanted to interview him to confirm Forrest's assertions, Forrest
indicated that he did not know where Lindsay was, ―I have not seen him in eighteen
months; perhaps I can ascertain his name,‖ further adding that he did not have any of the
letters he allegedly received.157 Still, Forrest added ―I wrote a great many letters to
people, and counseled them to abstain from all violence, and to be quiet and behave
themselves, and let these things take their course.‖158 Once more, without evidence
confirming his claims, deciding how to judge Forrest becomes a matter of deciphering his
perceived credibility. Asked about the letters he supposedly wrote in counseling against
community violence and those he wrote to disband the Klan with, Forrest further
indicated that he burned up all of those letters, further claiming that he did not want those
writing to him to get into trouble, including himself.159 As suspicious as Forrest's actions
appeared, however, to successfully indict Forrest, the Congress would need to have
established that he burned these letters because he was intentionally destroying evidence
that might incriminate him versus protecting certain parties from unidentified trouble.
Furthermore, Forrest added, many of the letters he received were from people he
never knew.160 Thus, the audience is at least presented with the possibility that Forrest
was not destroying potentially incriminating evidence as much as he was discarding junk
mail. Still, when asked by the Chairman why people would write letters to him of all
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people, Forrest indicated that ―I do not know; I suppose they thought I was a man who
would do to counsel with.‖161 When asked by Mr. Van Trump if the letter writers knew
his history, Forrest stated ―Yes, sir; I was rather a prominent man in the confederate army;
I probably fought more battles than any other man in it; I was before the people probably
more than any other man that was in it.‖162 At this point the Congress led by Mr.
Stevenson then handed a copy of the alleged Klan prescript to Forrest inquiring whether
he recognized it, with Forrest indicating ―I cannot say to you whether it is or not.‖163
Still, asked again by Mr. Stevenson if this copy of a Klan prescript was similar to
what he received in the mail, Forrest noncommittally indicated ―It looks very much like
it; I would not say from memory that it is a true copy of it.‖164 Asked if there would be
any differences between this prescript copy that the Congress showed Forrest versus the
copy he received in the mail, Forrest further indicated that ―I see there are some things in
it, while I cannot say it is verbatim; it looks a great deal like it. I have not seen one of
them since 1868.‖165 It should be noted that the date Forrest provided to the Congress was
also before the Klan was alleged to have been disbanded. Asked to further examine the
document, Forrest maintained that ―I do not think that is necessary; I would not be able to
say positively that it is or is not.‖166 Asked to indicate if the language and sentiments
therein were the same or at least similar to the prescript he saw, Forrest maintained that ―I
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think there are several things if I could recollect them; but I do not know that I can
explain them now,‖ further adding that he could not recollect much since he had been too
busy for the last few years to remember.167
The Congress once again abruptly shifted their questions by returning to racial
concerns previously mentioned in earlier testimony. Asked again by Mr. Coburn why he
would believe a war of the races would ever be feared, Forrest stated that:
For the reason that during the war the negroes remained at home working
and were quiet, and were not organized. After the war, they left their
homes, traveled all over the country, killed all the stock there was in the
country to eat, were holding these night meetings, were carrying arms, and
were making threats…
while essentially implying that all of this alarmed the white community.168 Given the
prevalence of racism during this time of Reconstruction between both Northerners and
Southerners alike, once more, Forrest evoked a seemingly irrational sentiment that was
widely feared and shared by many. Thus, should the Congress attempt to challenge
Forrest's assertions on this point, they arguably risk alienating many of their constituency
who would likely side with Forrest on this particular point. Nevertheless, when asked by
Mr. Coburn whether former slaves suffered at the hands of white men more after the war
as before and during, Forrest surprisingly indicated ―I think more [since the war]‖ while
adding ―I do not think they were suffering any during the war‖ because, as Forrest
implied, they tended to behave very insolent and violent; while further implying that
African Americans provoked many—if not all—of the incidents they subsequently
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became victimized from.169
Moreover, with Mr. Coburn shifting the line of questioning towards the character
of those responsible for restoring peace to the South, the Congress once more appeared
eager to avoid any confrontation with Forrest's assertions that violence in the South was
the fault of insolent blacks versus bitter Southern whites responding violently in response
to Reconstruction. When asked about the class of men who organized law and order,
Forrest semi-ambiguously indicated ―worthy men‖ who belonged to the Southern army,
while the rest, he added, ―were not to be trusted; they would not fight when the war was
on them, and of course they would not do anything when it was over.‖170 Interestingly,
however, the Congress disregarded an opportune moment to have Forrest clarify this
statement further while leaving much to be interpreted by who the ―rest‖ he referred to
actually were. Still, re-shifting his answer once more to emphasize ―insolent negroes,‖
Forrest further added that a preparation to handle any confrontations by the Klan
probably prevented many blacks from doing anything or provoking something serious
into happening.171 While Forrest did not offer any evidence to support this statement,
curiously, the Congress did not ask him to supply any in his defense either. Consequently,
Forrest's continued assertion of the Klan responding to violence—as opposed to creating
violence—appeared increasingly legitimized insofar as the Congress failed time and time
again to challenge any of these assertions to the contrary.
Rather than asking Forrest to supply evidence of his assertions of black insolence,
the Congress led by Mr. Coburn instead asked about crimes committed by white
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Southerners; Forrest conceded this did happen but just as quickly countered by saying
crimes were committed by blacks, too.172 Consequently, audiences were then confronted
with a relatively complex scenario of multiple racial groups committing crimes against
each other, seemingly supporting Forrest's previous testimony alleging that the Klan
existed, among other reasons, to prevent violence in response to racial tensions in
Southern communities. Increasingly problematic, the Congress failed to distinguish
which group, if any, were responding to whom when violence and crimes occurred. Thus,
for undecided readers unsure of whom, if anyone, to believe, Forrest offered a plausible
defense whereas the Congress offered nothing to consider. Meanwhile, Forrest added,
groups like the Pale Faces and the Klan existed and succeeded, insofar as he knew, to
repel mob law.173 Said Forrest: ―I do not think the people [the Klan] intended to go and
violate or wrong anyone; but it was to punish those men who were guilty, and who the
law would not touch; and to defend themselves in case of an attack.‖174 Moreover,
without any further historical context or challenges to this assertion, squelching mob law,
insofar as an undecided reader would be concerned, Forrest's assertions would hardly
seem to merit the disdain that the Congress would otherwise like to suggest the public
should feel towards such resistance groups.
Nevertheless, when asked by Mr. Coburn why he thought the Klan was now
disbanded in spite of ongoing racial violence in the South, Forrest stated:
From the fact that I do not hear anything of them, and it was generally
understood that they were to be disbanded; it was generally understood
throughout the country I have been in that they have disbanded, that there
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was no organization, and nothing in that line, except amongst lawless
men—men who were trying to do something they ought not to do, to
violate the law.175
Once more, Forrest's ambiguity raised suspicions against his credibility. However, the
Congress also failed to challenge him with evidence or counterpoints to the contrary,
while Forrest's testimony remained plausible enough to not easily dismiss either. Perhaps
out of futility once again, the Congress led by the Chairman shifted questions towards the
identification of Klan members. Asked by the Chairman about the names of any alleged
Klan members that he could recollect, if any, Forrest offered the name of one man, Jones,
whom left for Brazil. Otherwise, he could not recollect the name of anyone else.176
Forrest later added that he may have been able to offer more names if given time to
remember. Said Forrest: ―I might give you more names if I had time to think about the
thing. Of course I have not had time to think this thing over since we spoke it a while
ago, for I have been interrogated all the time busily.‖177 Under the circumstances,
however, Forrest's request, while some might perceive as a stall tactic, could be
interpreted as a sincere effort to cooperate with the Congress. Thus, Forrest's response in
this instance could do more to bolster his credibility than damage it.
Still, Mr. Stevenson, with the Chairman's approval, then proceeded to enter into
the transcript that Forrest would offer the names of those he could recollect into writing
to the committee at a later time.178 Equally interesting, there was no indication of whether
the Congress ever followed up to further solicit Forrest for names and/or if Forrest ever
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offered additional names for consideration. Nevertheless, Forrest subsequently
interjected:
I am disposed to do all I can to try and fetch these troubles to an end. I
went into the army as a private, and fought my way up to the rank of
lieutenant general. I tried to do my duty as a soldier, and since I have been
out of the war I have tried to do my duty as a citizen. I have done more
probably than any other man in the South to suppress these difficulties and
keep them down. While I have been vilified and abused in the papers, and
accused of things I never did while in the army and since, I have no desire
to hide anything from you at all. I want this matter settled; I want our
country quiet once more; and I want to see our people united and working
together harmoniously.179
Interestingly, too, if Forrest ever had preconceived notions of intentionally deceiving the
Congress with ambiguous and/or intentionally unhelpful testimony, the Chairman gave
him every motivating reason hereafter to have been less-than-forthright. Says the
Chairman:
So far as this secret organization is concerned, the purpose of this
committee is not merely to ascertain who are members of it for the
purpose of prosecuting them for crime, but to ascertain whether it
continues to exist, and who are responsible for the present commission of
crimes of this character, wherever they occur in the Southern States.180
Nevertheless, in another shift in questioning, the Congress led by the Chairman
once again asked Forrest about the Klan‘s disbandment. Once more, Forrest maintained
many of his previous talking points, indicating that to his knowledge—without indicating
the source of this knowledge—the original Klan had been disbanded while the latest
wave of alleged Klan crimes were from those unaffiliated to the original people involved.
Moreover, Forrest added, the Klan imposters continue to operate unchecked because they
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were responsible to nobody.181 Forrest's testimony once again invited suspicions and
criticisms that he appeared to have known more than he openly conceded. However,
without evidence to confirm otherwise, the Congress did not probe for additional
information while Forrest was careful not to volunteer any further details either. Thus,
even if Forrest's credibility was called into question in this instance, his presumption of
innocence was still in his favor.
Still, for audience members and critics inclined to view Forrest's responses as
suspicious for his apparent knowledge of the Klan while disavowing any involvement
with the group, Forrest's credibility was once more called into question. Could Forrest be
trusted in spite of suspicions to the contrary? Or should Forrest be presumed guilty
because he had failed to establish his innocence? If the undecided frame their discussion
of Forrest informed by the former question, accepting Forrest's credibility over suspicions
to the contrary, legal presumption favors Forrest irrespective of disagreements therein.
Consequently, Forrest would then not need to prove his innocence as much as he could
plausibly defend against perceptions of his guilt. However, if the undecided frame their
discussion of Forrest informed by the latter question, his knowledge of the Klan
demonstrated that he had not honestly responded to all of the Congress's questions, then
Forrest was inherently guilty because he had already been decided so in the court of
public opinion. Thus, irrespective of anything Forrest said or did to defend himself,
considerations of his innocence could never seriously be entertained; leaving ample room
to question whether this is why Forrest's reputation remains relatively negative to this
day.
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Still, seemingly desperate to procure any new names from Forrest it could, Forrest
was once again asked by Mr. Stevenson who these original members were. Again, Forrest
maintained that:
My understanding is that those men who were in the organization were
young men mostly; men who had been in the southern army, and men who
could be relied upon in case of a difficulty—of an attack from the
negroes—who could be relied upon to defend the women and children of
the country.182
By this point of Forrest's testimony, however, it was reasonably clear that his answers
were less-than-satisfying to the Congress, but insofar as Forrest's answers could be
undermined as anything but plausible, Forrest still had a legal presumption of innocence
in his favor. In another strange moment, the Congress led by Mr. Stevenson then posed a
hypothetical scenario to Forrest inquiring how the Klan and Klan members might respond
to an emergency; Forrest presumed they probably would come to aid those who asked for
it.183 Still, while the hypothetical question could clearly be regarded as a way to infer
Klan behavior by presupposing Forrest would be familiar of such matters, the question
was still interesting insofar as it attempted to suggest that a hypothetical answer to an
inherently unfavorable question would be reflective of ongoing Klan behavior; perhaps
even suggestive of Forrest's involvement with the Klan, too.
Consequently, however, in light of the hypothetical question inquiring about Klan
violence, Forrest offered the following example to support his answer:
I will mention one case that occurred in 1868. At Crawfordsville, on the
Mobile and Ohio Railroad, the citizens and negroes had a difficulty, and
the negroes threatened to burn the town. It was telegraphed up to West
Point, forty miles above there, and to Columbus too. I was then on my
way to Memphis. When I got to the Mobile road I found these men had
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got all the trains they could and started down, and I went with them. The
negroes were about eight hundred strong, and were out at the edge of
town; the people of the town had fortified themselves; the negroes had
burned one house. When I got there I got the white people together,
organized theme, and made speeches to them. I told them to be quiet, and
we would see if this could be settled.
I then got on a horse and rode over to the negroes and made a speech to
them. The negroes dispersed and went home, and nothing was done; there
was nobody hurt, nobody molested. But they were just on the point where
it was liable that fifty or five hundred men would be killed. These negroes
had a fallen out with a young man who was going down the road; his
horse had got scared when they came along, had kicked out a little, and
ran against their trumpeter and knocked him down. They followed him
into town to beat him, and then they gathered together. I am satisfied I
prevented bloodshed there by getting those men together and talking to
them, and by talking to the negroes and getting them to go home.184
Asked by Mr. Stevenson what would have happened if he did not intervene, Forrest
indicated he suspected bloodshed would have been inevitable.185
Shifting the direction of the questions once more, Mr. Stevenson then proceeded
to ask another hypothetical scenario. Asked what if blacks whipped the whites, Forrest
maintained that ―The whites would have called in more help. You would have gone, I
reckon, if you had been there. I do not suppose there is a white man that would not take
sides against the blacks, and with his own race.‖186 Moreover, the Congress further
extended their hypothetical scenario by asking what Forrest thought Northern whites
would do if news of the blacks whipping the Southern whites ever reached north; Forrest
maintained that:
‗I do not know whether they would [join us] or not; but I think their
sympathies would be with their own people,‘ while further adding that ‗I
think if the people of the North have the same feelings that the people of
184
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the South have, they would assist them. That is all owing to what is the
feeling here; whether they have the same sympathy with the white people,
one with another, that they do in the Southern States.‘187
Asked if he really believed that, Northerners helping Southerners should a conflict
between the races ensue in the South, Forrest further indicated that he had no reason to
believe otherwise.188 For the immediate audience member, Forrest's response might also
attract some sympathy while strengthening his perceived credibility in the process.
In another shift of questions, Mr. Stevenson then inquired about the extension of
Pale Faces into the north, while Forrest indicated that ―I never knew anything of that sort.
I understood you had similar orders here in the North; that is, you had the Grand Army of
the Republic and other organizations similar to that.‖189Asked to reveal the source of his
information, Forrest only indicated he knew what he did through rumor.190 In yet another
shift of questioning, Mr. Stevenson then asked Forrest about letters written to him by
Northerners, with Forrest indicating that many sought his help in preserving regional
peace.191 While the relevance of the Congress' inquiries concerning Northerners whom
wrote letters to Forrest remained unclear, one could still infer Forrest's popularity and
widespread regional influence evidenced by those who contacted him. Interestingly, too,
when asked if he felt if he was particularly sought out by those who wrote him,
presupposing that Forrest could ever adequately answer such a subjective question, he
further indicated ―no‖ while suggesting that other Southern men and former Confederates
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were probably sought out, too.192
Moreover, while certainly a plausible answer, Forrest once more shifted the
burden of proof against the Congress to establish the significance in him receiving letters
as meriting suspicion; if other people in similar positions of Forrest were possibly being
solicited by letters, too, the implication in Forrest's response suggested undecided
audience members were left with no indication by the Congress whether they should
view Forrest as more suspicious, if at all, than anyone else. It should be noted, however,
that such an implication by Forrest did not necessarily absolve suspicion against him
either, but the implication forced the Congress to offer a rationale that legitimately
compelled undecided audience members to view Forrest as less-than-credible.
Nevertheless, the Congress then proceeded to inquire into possible leads of other
prominent Southerners who may have also engaged in the receiving and sending of letters
as Forrest did. Asked whether he knew of other Southerners writing letters, Forrest
indicated that he ―understood so to be the case‖ as a way to keep the peace among the
regions.193 It should be noted, however, that at no time did Forrest ever explain what his
understanding entailed. Thus, the audience was yet again left with a relatively ambiguous
answer that offered minimal certainty or affirmation of facts. Still, further asked if
Northerners who allegedly wrote Forrest advised against the Klan in their letters to him,
Forrest indicated:
No, not the Ku-Klux; I do not want to be understood that way. I got letters
from persons in the Northern States whom I knew, giving it as their
opinion that we should try and restrain everybody there from difficulty
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and violence, to let this thing blow over, work itself off in that way.194
Interestingly, it should be further noted as rather peculiar that Forrest would
purportedly recollect the sentiments of these particular letters, while failing to recollect
the particulars of many other details throughout the duration of this investigation.
However, despite this apparent discrepancy, perhaps serving as evidence of suspicion for
some critics of Forrest, Forrest only needed to offer enough information in order to shift
legal presumption away from him. Thus, with the absence of evidence or certainty came
the appearance of some plausibility in favor of Forrest since the Congress never
countered Forrest's response here, previously, or almost ever at all. Moreover, while
Forrest might not easily be thought of as innocent, the details informing a greater
historical context of Forrest and the questions he was responding to at least suggest that
Forrest's responses were plausible. And if Forrest's answers could be defended as
plausible, Forrest's perceived credibility invites renewed considerations of his reputation
as well.
Following Forrest's last ambiguous response, the Congress then appeared to have
ended their investigation of him insofar as there was no indication that they interviewed
him any further. Consequently, the Congress then officially entered the Cincinnati
Commercial newspaper articles in full (as opposed to previous parts of the transcript
submitting smaller portions) written by Woodward into the transcript of the testimony to
be further considered as evidence.195 The Congress also inserted Forrest's published letter
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in response to Woodward's article into the transcript of the testimony for consideration.196
Following the inclusion of the newspaper articles, the Congress also included a copy of
the Klan prescript into the transcript of the testimony as evidence for further
consideration.197

Final Investigation Considerations
The KKK Congressional investigation offers three key observations. First,
presumption almost consistently remains in Forrest's favor. However, this presumption
exists not because Forrest proved his innocence but the Congress failed to establish his
guilt. This was most evident with the Congress' unwillingness and/or inability to challenge
Forrest's testimony or to offer readers alternative evidence to consider. Thus, Whately's
burden of proof offers readers a legalistic distinction whereby Forrest's Congressional
testimony is rhetorically deconstructed and perceptions of his Klan affiliation as it pertains
to his negative reputation are revealed as appearing guilty but still unsubstantiated.
Second, despite later receiving a Congressional exoneration, the presentations and
subsequent interpretations of Forrest's response in the transcript are each highly suggestive
that Forrest was involved with or at least knew more than he conceded about the Klan.
Nevertheless, such a distinction clearly demonstrates that while Forrest was legally
acquitted, lingering doubts and suspicions about his involvement with the Klan persist.
Moreover, these doubts and suspicions, when compounded with previous doubts and
suspicions pertaining to Forrest's involvement at Fort Pillow, cultivate and reinforce
negative public perceptions of him while further stigmatizing his reputation.
196
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And third, despite legal and rhetorical distinctions for interpreting and
understanding Forrest's Congressional testimony, judgments of him and his actions are
often rooted in assessments of his credibility. Consequently, the Congress focused heavily
on two newspaper articles purporting to reflect what Forrest knew about the Klan. While
Forrest conceded to having contributed some of the contents of each newspaper but also
challenging some of the subsequent claims made by the Congress' interpretations of these
contents, readers are left considering whether Forrest's credibility appeared strong enough
in some instances to merit suspicions and unsubstantiated claims made against him
elsewhere. Should readers believe Forrest's credibility is strong, or at least supported
from a lack of evidence presented from the Congress, Forrest's reputation remains less
stigmatized. However, should readers believe Forrest's credibility was weak or at least
more doubtful, despite the lack of evidence presented by the Congress, Forrest's
reputation becomes more stigmatized inasmuch as numerous—and often unrelated—
suspicions against him reinforce the plausibility of each other. Consequently, as later
chapters will reveal, many readers have responded to Forrest with the latter consideration
in mind.
The next two chapters show how many biographers have responded to the
Congressional investigations. In so doing, many of the biographers demonstrate that the
Congressional investigations negatively stigmatized Forrest's reputation while creating
the rhetorical situation that all future texts would need to publicly address should efforts
to improve perceptions of Forrest's reputation be sought. Consequently, the biographies
also demonstrate that as a result of the Congressional investigations stigmatizing Forrest's
reputation despite his exonerations, his name and image have slowly become
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appropriated as a cultural/social synecdoche concerning competing historical
interpretations of the South. Thus, the Congressional investigations have set the political
foundation (e.g. rhetorical situation) for what Forrest will mythologically become (e.g.
condensation symbol). As a result of these appropriations, evidence of Forrest
transforming as a tangible figure and becoming a condensation symbol are increasingly
apparent and more pronounced in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER IV
Nathan Bedford Forrest Biographies – Part I

Preview
Both chapter four and chapter five have multiple purposes. Almost thirty
biographies of Forrest have been written since his death. Each biography responds to
three original works; Congressional testimony, Jordan and Pryor's response to the
Congressional testimony, and Wyeth's response to Jordan and Pryor. While most of the
recent biographies offer new information, each one also builds on the first two (e.g.
Jordan and Pryor, Wyeth). Thus, the first purpose of this chapter is to track the evolution
of reactions to Forrest for the purposes of a reception history. Second, in light of many of
the newer biographies that respond to the first two biographies and that the first two
biographies respond to the Congressional testimonies, this chapter is organized following
the Congressional testimony chapters to illustrate the relationship whereby the former
created a rhetorical exigency for the latter.
Third, many of the biographies conflict in their interpretations of Forrest‘s
involvement with three controversies: slave-trading, Battle of Fort Pillow, Klan
affiliation. Thus, Whately's burden of proof is used at times to analyze how particular
authors have presumed Forrest's involvement with the aforementioned controversies
while observing how these presentations of credibility have informed Forrest's reputation
to readers over time. However, contemporary rhetorical theory is also used where
Whately is less informative to rhetorically reveal how particular authors have presented
Forrest to readers. And fourth, the biographies only comprise one set of texts concerning
Forrest. However, unlike the Congressional testimonies and the newspaper articles that

are more one-dimensional in coverage, the biographies often cover a broader range of
material that offers a more holistic consideration of Forrest.
While the holistic approach does not necessarily mean readers of these texts will
interpret Forrest favorably, this approach often includes more information for readers to
consider versus other types of text that often include less information. I have organized
this chapter and the next by themes in the text as they chronologically emerge, beginning
with an assessment while comparing subsequent texts, where applicable, to previous
texts. For this chapter, those themes include first person accounts of Forrest, mythological
foundations, reiterations of Jordan and Pryor, and an emphasis on personality, followed
by a summary. I will extend these themes further in the next chapter with the remaining
authors for roughly the last ten years, discussing the themes of historical context, modern
interpretations, followed by a conclusion that includes considerations of both chapters
four and five. Moreover, I have also organized my discussion of each author and theme as
they relate to three specific controversies of Forrest's life: slavery, Fort Pillow, and the
KKK. However, some authors and themes will be discussed more than others to note
significant shifts in presentation style and content. Namely, the Jordan and Pryor and
Wyeth texts will each be discussed more at length since these two texts often inform
discussions offered by later authors.
Lastly, this chapter and the next are only one piece of the overall puzzle in
assessing how Forrest's reputation has been constructed over time. While many authors
are responding to the Congressional testimony, some authors are responding to previous
authors and/or other non-biographical texts. Nevertheless, these chapters should be
viewed primarily as an analysis of the biographical response to the Congressional
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testimony. Thus, these chapters illustrate how authors have both defined as well as
responded to presumptions of Forrest's reputation differently over time. The following
two chapters will explore how twenty-one different biographies of Forrest have been
rhetorically constructed and observe the impact that these texts have had in shaping
Forrest's reputation. Moreover, presumptions made by authors in assessing Forrest's
credibility will also be observed, highlighting when and how these presumptions
rhetorically shift as they shape public opinion concerning Forrest's reputation. In sum, all
of the biographies contribute to—as well as challenge—Forrest's reputation by inviting
readers to carefully consider cultivated presentations of his credibility.

First Person Accounts
Authors discussed in this section establish the foundation for readers
understanding Forrest's historical reputation. While later sections include different
features of Forrest for readers to consider, this section is unique in that it exclusively
includes authors that either knew Forrest personally, or knew people that knew Forrest
personally. Consequently, this first wave of biographical texts also establishes the bulk of
information that subsequent texts will heavily cite and reiterate. Thus, my discussion of
these texts will be lengthier and focus on individual texts and controversies much more
whereas later texts will only be singled out where applicable for significant differences in
how Forrest has been presented with regard to content and style.
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The Campaigns of General Nathan Bedford Forrest and of Forrest's Cavalry – General
Thomas Jordan and J. P. Pryor (1868)
A few short years following the Civil War Jordan and Pryor published what
became Nathan Bedford Forrest's first biography. Unlike any other text attributed to be a
biography of Forrest, this is the only text to have been written while Forrest was still
alive as well as personally reviewed by him before submitted for publication. Thus, this
biography, unlike any other, may have a certain legitimacy since Forrest personally
approved of the final copy. Consequently, Forrest is often charged with many allegations
that have considerably stained his reputation and this text can be regarded as a defense
for his actions both to charges in his day as well as unforeseen allegations posthumously.
Consequently, the rhetorical situation that the authors confronted, claims and charges
already made against Forrest, predetermined and defined the exigence that Bitzer
described.1 Moreover, the authors' audience are would-be critics and those undecided of
Forrest's culpability evidenced by the extreme detail and context offered in consideration;
this detail would not have been necessary for those already in support of Forrest.
Paramount to understanding the significance of this text is that the authors via Forrest
challenge many of the earliest charges made against him while also attempting to
anticipate subsequent charges; many of these charges pose additional constraints on the
authors where they must both anticipate and address negative attitudes towards Forrest.
However, later charges made against Forrest, such as his involvement with the KKK, do
not become widespread issues until decades later. Thus, this text fails to account for all
the charges made against Forrest but it does offer a perspective of Forrest, arguably
influenced by Forrest himself, that no other text provides.
1

William M. Keith and Christian O. Lundberg, The Essential Guide to Rhetoric (Bedford/St.
Martin's Press: Boston, 2008): 28-9
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Furthermore, this text also provides the bulk of material used to establish a
defense for Forrest as a precedent for future texts. Thus, while this text falls more in line
with Bitzer's version2 of the rhetorical situation, where the auditor must respond to the
exigence of a situation already defined, subsequent texts tend to fall more in line with
Vatz' version3 of the rhetorical situation whereby auditors have defined who Forrest is
and what controversies therein are worth, if at all, addressing. To quickly differentiate
between Bitzer and Vatz' version of the rhetorical situation, auditors must rhetorically
respond to situations already defined in the former whereas in the latter auditors define
what situation they choose to respond to. Moreover, much of the material used in this text
is supplied both by official Federal and Confederate sources while the authors
(presumably Forrest, too) interject and offer criticisms accordingly. And, while
subsequent texts have contributed details and arguments in defense of Forrest, many, if
not all of the main points that the authors raise in efforts to exonerate Forrest from
allegations of massacre at the Battle of Fort Pillow, have largely originated from this text.
Interestingly enough, subsequent detractors of Forrest have often disregarded much of the
criticisms offered in this text; in some instances completely omitting apparent
contradictions that the authors of this text have gone to great lengths to expose.
Furthermore, unlike many of the other texts I have selected, I have presented the
arguments that these authors have made at greater length since many of the subsequent
texts defending Forrest liberally cite Jordan and Pryor in lieu of offering anything new for
readers to consider.
2

Lloyd Bitzer, ―The Rhetorical Situation,‖ Philosophy and Rhetoric Vol. 1, No. 1 (January 1968):

1-14.
3

Richard Vatz, ―The Myth of the Rhetorical Situation,‖ Philosophy and Rhetoric Vol. 6, No. 3
(1973): 154-161.
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Slavery
In presenting Forrest's role as a slave-trader the authors note in the forward4 that it
was one of many occupations Forrest had prior to the Civil War while also later
mentioning that upon relocating to Memphis from Hernando he was ―a broker in real
estate and a dealer in slaves.‖5 This brief mention might suggest that the authors are
downplaying the significance of slavery since it was not Forrest's only occupation.
However, the presence of this detail, as Perelman has theorized about the significance of
details present in a text,6 might suggest that this detail is important enough to consider,
albeit uncritically, while the act of decorum, as Leff has theorized,7 would suggest that
the authors mentioned Forrest's slavery activities to the audience so they appear
concerned with the issue while still offering minimal criticism. The act of decorum in this
instance would be beneficial since it acknowledges a controversial detail while not
undermining or attacking Forrest's credibility in the process.
Interestingly, however, the authors later choose to expound Forrest's involvement
with slavery in the form of a very lengthy footnote, which I quote here in its entirety
since this includes an explanation many subsequent texts would later return to and
frequently cite:
An attempt has been made to cast discredit upon General Forrest because
of the fact that he once dealt in slaves. Not only was this done at the
North, at a juncture when all persons prominently connected with slavery
had become objects of a passionate dislike; but even to some extent with
4

Forward iii.

5

25.

6

Chaim Perelman and Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca, The New Rhetoric (University of Notre Dame
Press, 1969): 118.
7

James Jasinski, Sourcebook on Rhetoric: Key Concepts in Rhetorical Studies (Sage Publications,
2001): 147.
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the people of his own section. Indeed, it has been one of the strangest of
paradoxes that, while earnestly impressed with the belief that not only the
prosperity of their section was linked with the preservation of slavery, but
also the perpetuity of those traits of which they were proudest, the
Southern people, nevertheless, in no small degree, looked with disfavor
upon traffic in slaves. Selling their slaves at pleasure or purchasing of the
dealer, they were yet prone to disparage his avocation. This probably
arose, at first, from personal causes. But there were many dealers who
overcame the prejudice by their individual worth and standing; and
prominent in this case stands Bedford Forrest, who, it may be justly
claimed, carried on his business with admitted probity and humanity.
It is notable that he never sold separately the members of a family; and
made it a rule, as far as practicable, after acquiring the heads of a family, to
purchase the others, however widely scattered, and this, indeed, proved
profitable in the end. Habitually kind as a master, we are satisfied his slaves
were strongly attached to him. That in Memphis he rose above any
prejudices against his calling is fully attested by his personal influence in
the community; by the call upon him, as will be seen, by the Governor of
his State, after he had enrolled as a private to raise a regiment of cavalry;
and the ease with which he made up his regiment out of the best young men
of North-Alabama and Tennessee.8
Besides suggesting that slavery was perfectly legal at the time and Forrest's
involvement therein was no different from many people who partook in the same
practice, the authors insinuate that despite the stigma attached to the peculiar institution,
Forrest must have been doing something right among the eyes of his community if they
were willing to select him to represent their political interests in city government. Thus,
the suggestion arises that honorable people supported Forrest as an honorable person,
implying that a transfer of credibility—or at least an enhancement of Forrest's ethos—
took place while readers should trust Forrest, the implication goes, because his peers,
many of high standing, did as well. Incidentally, this transfer of credibility works both
during Forrest's lifetime as well as for future generations of readers well after Forrest's
death; this biography was written while Forrest was still alive while subsequent texts
8
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would frequently remind readers that Forrest's contemporaries believed him to be
credible.
Moreover, the suggestion of a compassionate master is also presented, asking
readers to ponder if a hierarchy of despicable people partaking in despicable practices
was established, Forrest was hardly the worst among slave-traders. But one still questions
whether a ―lesser-of-the-two-evils‖ argument is acceptable in exonerating Forrest since
neither he, nor his defenders, have addressed the merits of the charge; that irrespective of
whatever role he took or how his peers may have responded to him, he was still a slavetrader who profited from his dealings with African Americans. Thus, in order for readers
to accept the legitimacy of claims made in support of Forrest, they would also need to
accept the historical context argument that Forrest's actions, albeit morally suspect, were
still perfectly legal when he was a slave-trader. Consequently, for critics to then hold
Forrest accountable for his actions would then be to condemn an entire society; an option
certainly worth considering for readers, but equally unhelpful in determining how to
morally judge Forrest.
Although the authors do not discuss Forrest's role as a slave-trader frequently,
they do include a series of letters between Major-General C. C. Washburne and Forrest
following the Battle of Port Pillow that serve as a defense of Forrest's treatment of former
slaves (and by proxy suggesting Forrest's slave-trading occupation was not bad if he did
not mistreat members of this group) and as evidence to suggest allegations made against
Forrest by the North were indeed fictitious. In this exchange of letters (see Appendix 1)
Major-General Washburne accuses Forrest of war crimes while also inquiring about his
intentions regarding his treatment of colored troops who are prisoners of war; to be
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slaughtered or returned to slavery.9 In response, paraphrasing Forrest, he states that he
regards captured African Americans (former slaves) as captured property while also
expressing how insulted he feels by accusations that suggest he acted improper towards
colored soldiers at the Battle of Fort Pillow.10 Moreover, by directing readers to these
letters the authors provide a counter-charge to critics whereby the burden of proof in
contradicting the legitimacy of these letters and Forrest's sentiments becomes more of an
issue versus discerning if any of the charges are indeed true. Thus, readers are left with
the implication that critics have failed to respond to Forrest's defense and instead have
unfairly accused him without compelling or corroborated evidence.
Now it would be reasonable to infer that the authors, who clearly defend Forrest,
would not necessarily present evidence that would undermine Forrest as being anything
but a compassionate master/trader or as someone unsympathetic, however that can be
defined, towards blacks. But similarly, Forrest took a pragmatic approach towards slavery
(with similar attitudes towards blacks in general) and his previous treatment of slaves
suggests, that no matter how racist he was and/or is alleged to have been, economically, it
would not have been in his best interest to intentionally hurt, let alone allow anyone else
to hurt, black soldiers. One could note that most slaves commanded a price between $800
to $1500 at the time and to own or deal in slaves was a very expensive enterprise.
Moreover, prior to Forrest's involvement in the Civil War he became a millionaire
through slave-trading. Consequently, if Forrest were to intentionally kill blacks and/or
allow others to do the same, especially among a group of people whom he regarded as
valuable property, one must consider what Forrest's incentive in doing so would be. Thus,
9

488.

10

491.
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the authors suggest it is reasonable to believe that Forrest cared more about protecting his
investment than he did in violently entertaining his prejudices; especially since critics
have failed to provide an explanation that would account for Forrest contradicting his
economic and political interests.

Fort Pillow
Perhaps indicative of the kind and amount of negative publicity Forrest received
from the Battle (Massacre) of Fort Pillow, the authors spare no detail in describing the
events leading up to, during, and following the controversy. Once more, the authors are
responding to the rhetorical situation created from the Congressional investigation since
much of the biography directly quotes the investigation with subsequent explanations
since the Congress did not invite Forrest to testify during its investigation. Still, one could
infer that the authors believe they have truth on their side or that they are presenting a
perspective of Forrest often ignored, if even publicly known. Incidentally, the authors
clearly identify the event as the most controversial episode in Forrest's wartime career.11
The implication is that Forrest's reputation is virtually taint-free at this point in 1869. The
authors note that many articles from the Northern Press spoke of Forrest and his
Confederates very compassionately and charitably, but those articles were suspiciously
suppressed.12
Notwithstanding, the authors provide a full account of the events leading up to
Fort Pillow, beginning with the motivation for attending to Fort Pillow. I have included
this account at length since many critics of Forrest have often accused him of a massacre
11

viii.
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with a premeditated policy to murder African American troops. In contrast to that
accusation, however, the authors clearly disagree while offering their own explanation for
consideration.
Forrest had been distressed by well-authenticated instances, repeatedly
brought to his notice, of rapine and atrocious outrage upon noncombatants of the country, by the garrison at Fort Pillow. And a delegation
of the people of the town of Jackson and surrounding region now waited
upon and earnestly besought him to leave a brigade for their protection
against this nest of outlaws. According to the information received, the
garrison in question consisted of a battalion of whites, commanded by
Major Bradford, (a Tennessean) and a negro battalion under Major Booth,
who likewise commanded the post. Many of Bradford's men were known
to be deserters from the Confederate army, and the rest were men of the
country who entertained a malignant hatred toward Confederate soldiers,
their families and friends.
Under the pretense of scouring the country for arms and 'rebel soldiers,'
Bradford and his subalterns had traversed the surrounding country with
detachments, robbing the people of their horses, mules, beef cattle, beds,
plate, wearing apparel, money, and every possible movable article of
value, besides venting upon the wives and daughters of Southern soldiers
the most opprobrious and obscene epithets, with more than one extreme
outrage upon the persons of these victims of their hate and lust. The
families of many of Forrest's men had been thus grievously wronged,
despoiled, and insulted, and in one or two cases fearfully outraged, and
many of his officers, uniting with the citizens of the country in the
petition, begged to be permitted to remain, to shield their families from
further molestation. Of course this was impossible; but Forrest determined
to employ his present resources for the summary suppression of the evil
and grievances complained of, by the surprise, if possible, and capture, at
all hazards, of Fort Pillow...13
The gist of the aforementioned portrays the Federals and those in command as
abusing their power while the Rebels are presented as heroes protecting their people and
loved ones. Although there is no evidence to confirm whether the aforementioned charges
were true, there are many accounts of abuses against the civilian populations throughout
the Civil War committed by both sides; this is also an area that Wyeth, another defender
13
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of Forrest, will later discuss at length. The question is why? By all accounts, while Fort
Pillow held strategic value it was also a strategic nightmare to defend; for any army to
adequately occupy and defend it, more resources would be needed than the benefit of
maintaining the position would afford. Moreover, Forrest was a cavalry raider; not
someone who stayed in one position for any great length of time. Thus, if Forrest
attacked Fort Pillow for any reason other than vengeance, it may be, if anything, to also
maintain Southern public support.
In any event, the authors also go on to say that ―Captain Bradford's atrocities
against the civilians surrounding Fort Pillow motivated Forrest to capture or destroy them
before leaving that section of the country for other operations.‖14 Thus, Forrest probably
had more important priorities, but it appears he felt he had to help if he was in a position
to do so. Moreover, Forrest's adjutant, General Chalmers, was ordered ahead the night
before the alleged event to handle Fort Pillow15 while exhausting the Rebels through
horrible road conditions for thirty-eight miles with no sleep for almost thirty-six hours;
the Federals, consequently, were also said to have been forewarned of the Rebel
advance.16 While not explicated, the authors insinuate that the soldiers were exhausted
before they arrived on the battlefield. Thus, this description might cast a charitable
interpretation on behalf of Forrest to readers since the description evokes sympathy
towards the soldiers operating under such grueling conditions. The authors also include a
brief history of the fort exchanging hands over the course of the war, suggesting that the
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defensibility of the location was often problematic,17 but it had strategic value as
evidenced by Congressional testimony by Federal officers following the events of Fort
Pillow.18 The authors point out, however, that if the position was as strategic for the
Federals as asserted, why, then, was the position so poorly defended? Once more, the
authors appear to be attempting to shift the burden of proof away from Forrest and onto
the accusers/critics of Forrest. The authors further suggest that apparently the Federals
did not anticipate an attack or view the position as a priority,‖19 and, judging by the poor
leadership and untrained soldiers defending the Fort, that observation is probably correct.
The authors then describe the fortification20 while reiterating that the Rebels were
more familiar with Fort Pillow's terrain, further suggesting that this familiarity played a
large role in hindering an effective Federal resistance; especially since the Federals were
also out numbered 1500 to 580.21 The authors continue to narrate several events leading
up to and during the battle, all seemingly aimed to offer renewed considerations of
Forrest's culpability. Among them, the Federal commanding officer of Fort Pillow, Major
Booth, as well as his adjutant, were killed;22 Forrest was injured during battle and had a
limited role on the field;23 and Rebel sharpshooters successfully prevented the Federals
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from reciprocating gunfire.24 Incidentally, the authors were very clear what each of these
considerations should mean to readers; that the added layers of context significantly
complicate and undermine public understandings of Fort Pillow while further articulating
that the Federal version of events were incomplete and often false. Moreover, these
considerations, among countless others, invite increased scrutiny about which details of
the Congressional investigation readers should accept, especially since all of the details
concerning Fort Pillow by this biography included many considerations that the Congress
in their final report suspiciously did not.
In the footnotes of the narration of events, the authors also provide a very
interesting response to Congressional criticisms from the initial investigation, offering a
significant rhetorical distinction to readers; Forrest did not win at Fort Pillow because he
violated the rules of war, he won because the Federals were poorly led and inadequately
defended:
This clearly legitimate movement constitutes in large part the gravamen of
the charge made with so many weighty epithets, and so widely believed at
the North, that Forrest acted in bad faith and violated the flag of truce.
Assuredly, no allegation could be more unfounded in this connection. The
movement was made under the eyes both of Major Bradford and Captain
Marshall, who expressed no objections, and took no steps to resist or
check it. It was the necessary consequence of the menacing approach,
while the truce existed, of these steamers at a time when the river was full
of transports bearing troops, and when the commander of the Fort was
manifestly seeking to gain time by negotiations with the hope of receiving
succor.
The Federal commanders made no signal, says General Shepley, (Reb.
Rec. VIII. Doc. I, p. 78) of any kind to the Olive Branch, but permitted it
to approach to the immediate vicinity of the New Era—that is, past the
Fort, it may be noted—before it was boarded from that gunboat, and told
to 'proceed immediately to Cairo, and send four or five hundred rounds of
ammunition, and stop all boats coming down.' (Vide Evidence of General
Shepley and Captain Thornton.--Rec. Reb. VIII. Doc. I, pp. 78, 79.) It is to
24
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be noted as somewhat singular that while these Federal Commissioners are
lavish with their harsh comments upon this movement as a violation of the
flag of truce, their official reports exhibits clearly the fact that they
examined closely into the conduct of General Shepley in not carrying
succor, at that very juncture, to the Fort. Or, in other words, for not
attempting to do precisely what General Forrest justly apprehended would
be undertaken, and therefore took the warranted precaution to foil. They
accepted as his excuse only his inability, not that there was a truce!25
In light of the aforementioned, although not necessarily explicated, the authors
seem to suggest that many compounding forces were simultaneously taking place that
would subsequently factor into how all the events unfolded. Consequently, if readers
were to entertain that a massacre did take place, this biographical version of the events
offered was not challenged for inaccuracy. Henceforth, if we accept that a failure to
address an allegation is complicit with agreement of that allegation, one thus wonders,
given the manner that the authors have collocated the events of Fort Pillow, how any
reader would not at least be inclined to reconsider Forrest favorably or at least less
critical if nothing else. Still, there were instances where the authors conceded culpability
of Forrest during the battle of Fort Pillow as they admitted that some Union soldiers who
did attempt to surrender were killed, but then they add via footnote that:
Many of the prisoners were intoxicated, and few were not, to some degree,
under the influence of liquor, with which they had been lavishly
stimulated previous to the final onset, as was manifest from the fact that a
number of barrels of whisky and beer were found disposed at convenient
points in the works, with tin dippers attached, for the use, evidently, of the
Federal soldiers.26
It is worth mentioning, however, that while the defense/justification offered by
these authors for the needless deaths of many Federal soldiers presents some strong
suspicions of doubt, no author to date, beyond works of fiction like Sigafoos and Bell,
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has offered evidence to counter these claims. Consequently, the lack of a rebuttal once
more suggests that perhaps this claim, that many of the Federal soldiers were intoxicated
at the time of the attack, like many other claims throughout the biography, appear
warranted in consideration of the events that unfolded. Along the same lines, the authors
continuously challenge whether a massacre took place or if the Federals failed in
preventing one from occurring. Incidentally, the authors argue that if a massacre was
ordered, sanctioned, or something else of the sort, the recapitulation of prisoners (see
Appendix 2) taken and later exchanged to the Federals strongly suggests that Rebels
failed miserably in executing said massacre. Thus, the authors ultimately challenge
prevailing interpretations of Fort Pillow by questioning what constitutes a massacre while
also demonstrating that the current premise of defining the events as a massacre is
incorrect. In short, if Fort Pillow is to be regarded as a massacre, the authors have
elaborately argued that nothing about the battle merits that label.
Still, in the aftermath of the battle the authors report the Rebels as having
sustained a loss of fourteen officers and men with eighty-six wounded; suggesting, if
nothing else, that the casualties fell on both sides. While it is uncertain if this version of
events, among countless examples, is what actually happened, Federal testimony from
Congressional records suggests that this version is certainly plausible. Nevertheless, the
Congressional records present mixed accounts of what took place. Consequently, the
authors note, here, that the moniker of massacre is indeed misapplied; especially since
compared to Chickamauga, where Confederates lost about 55% of its regiment, compared
to Fort Pillow around 41%, while reiterating that ―for a place taken by storm the loss was
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by no means heavy.‖27 The authors continue in their conclusion that many of the Federal
soldiers that died could have been prevented and the label of massacre would not have
been applied had the federal garrison not been commanded by such incompetent
leadership so improperly fortified.28 While it is unclear what is driving this defense of
Forrest, one could infer that, since Forrest personally helped to edit this text, he took the
charge of massacre against him very personally; there is evidence of this presented in
later texts.
Notwithstanding, the events of Fort Pillow are often perceived as a massacre
resulting in the loss of control by Forrest of his men. Despite efforts to exonerate Forrest
by the authors, critics have often isolated this battle as racially motivated, among other
things. While it is unclear if this assertion is true, the defense that the authors have
presented to challenge many—and in spite—of these claims has long been ignored. While
scrutinizing and assessing the accuracy of the details is more a task for historians, the
events described by the authors of Forrest strongly suggests that much of what is
purported to have happened and be known of the event is often misconstrued. Such a
presentation of facts can be understood a number of ways. However, this presentation, as
I have termed it, presents a rhetoric of clarification. The authors have identified their
purpose with this text as it pertains to Fort Pillow as a means of defending Forrest's
actions by explaining not what he did, per se, but instead highlighting the circumstances
that motivated his behavior as well as identifying a rationale that justifies violent
behavior under extenuating—or otherwise understandable—conditions.
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The end result of this presentation by the authors asks readers, in not such explicit
terms, to consider the following type of questions: ―What would you do if you were
presented with these circumstances? How would you respond? Is it fair to condemn
Forrest knowing what you know now?‖ While the text is clearly written with a proConfederate bias, the strongest case made by the authors is citing and using sources that
were assembled by pro-Unionists. Thus, critics may disagree with the authors'
interpretations and conclusions, but ultimately, to disagree with the authors is to also
express doubt about the credibility of the Union sources that surmised much of the
available information. Incidentally, the authors present a compelling series of arguments
to readers that demands for the status quo, of what is often believed of Forrest and of Fort
Pillow to be true, to be rightfully questioned. Thus, Jordan and Pryor's presentation of
Forrest, in clarifying his actions and motives to readers, also aims to shift the burden of
proof against the Union and critics by establishing Forrest's credibility while also forcing
interested parties into demonstrating that their charges against Forrest—and by proxy
their credibility—are indeed merited.

KKK
When Jordan and Pryor were assembling this biography, Forrest‘s perceived
involvement in the Ku Klux Klan was not yet a widespread criticism and he had not yet
testified before the Congressional committee investigating the Klan. This text was
published in 1869, the same year that Forrest allegedly disbanded the Klan. Thus, the
original text does not address this topic. However, the 1996 reprint includes a forward by
the publisher that suggests the kind of partisan interpretations concerning Forrest's
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purported Klan affiliation while briefly addressing the Klan omission in the original text.
The publisher states that many biographies ―retell the same old anecdotes, piling up more
facts about [Forrest's] business dealings, or propagating fantasies about his alleged role as
the putative 'Grand Wizard' of the Ku Klux Klan, something that neither he nor anybody
was nor could have been.‖29 While clearly many historians and critics would at least
challenge the notion that Forrest was involved in the Klan, if not as a leader, too, this
comment by this publisher is fairly indicative of the kind of staunch support Forrest often
receives in efforts to preserve his legacy. The publisher continues in his forward,
speaking of others who wrote biographies of Forrest, that:
Because they supposed that Forrest headed the KKK throughout the
South, Lytle's Forrest and His Critter Company (p. 390) credited him with
being the 'spiritual comforter' of the Southern people during
Reconstruction, whereas Hurst's Forrest: A Biography (p. 4) accused him
of having 'overturned' the outcome of the Civil War by enabling white
Southerners twelve years afterward 'virtually to re-enslave' blacks. Both
assertions have no factual nor logical foundation.30
The publisher quickly clarifies his position by also adding:
Reading this material in its original form, rather than through the eyes of
someone else, will prove worthwhile. Although the later biographies give
us a more complete picture of Forrest the man, it does not differ in essence
from the one painted by Jordan and Pryor—which, it should be noted, was
how Forrest saw himself or at any rate wished to be seen.31
Interestingly, while Jordan and Pryor likely omitted the Klan issue because it was
not the central focus of the text, the publisher suggests that the issue may only be
considered controversial since future authors and critics have written of Forrest's
biography under the pretense that he was involved in the Klan. Thus, another
29
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interpretation of Jordan and Pryor's omission of Forrest's purported Klan activities was
that they were writing a factually accurate account of Forrest's life in full whereas future
biographies manufactured responses and defenses of Forrest's purported Klan activity
only because they did so thinking such an activity, in fact, existed. Another purpose that
this publisher‘s comments might serve, however, is to reiterate a 1869 perspective by
inserting, for all intents and purposes, the same text, sans the publishers‘ comments, into
a 1996 debate concerning Forrest's reputation. Wills and Hurst each wrote biographies of
Forrest in 1993 (with several additional biographies written +/- a few years in proximity)
and Forrest's burial site was becoming a controversial political issue in the City of
Memphis around the same time. Thus, the publisher may have been reminding interested
parties to familiarize themselves with Forrest's first biography before interjecting
comments factually unsupported.
Another interpretation of Jordan and Pryor's omission of Forrest's purported Klan
activities, however, was that the authors (and/or Forrest) did not want to discuss the issue
because the Klan was currently under investigation by the Government. Thus, Jordan and
Pryor's omission could also be understood as a way to avoid linking the Klan with
Forrest. Such a fear might prove warranted, since Forrest was repeatedly questioned
about an interview he gave in 1868 to a Cincinnati newspaper during his testimony before
the Congressional investigation exploring his purported knowledge of and involvement
with the Klan. Still, this first biography had the stamp of approval by Forrest. Thus, for a
man often alleged to have been brutally honest to the point of violently confronting others
if challenged otherwise, it is just as well reasonable to question if he was honest even
when it did not serve his interests. Thus, why would he omit, or at least encourage the
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omission of, his activity in the Klan? While the answer is unclear, it is still inferential that
if this biography omitted his purported Klan activities while being co-edited by him, then
the Klan was not an organization that Forrest wanted his name publicly associated with
by 1869.

That Devil Forrest – John Allan Wyeth (1899)
Building on Jordan and Pryor, a text predominately written with a first person
narrative, Wyeth's text is based almost entirely on accounts of those who knew Forrest
personally. Consequently, Wyeth's efforts ultimately construct and cultivate Forrest's
personality to readers. Incidentally, Wyeth both complicates our understanding of Forrest
while also often challenging oversimplifications that permeate against Forrest's
reputation. While Forrest's personality may matter little to some, considering who Forrest
was as a person and the experiences that shaped his identity may equally intrigue those
inclined to reconsider what they know of Forrest. More importantly, Wyeth broadens our
understanding of Forrest by including considerations removed and unrelated to the
controversies of Forrest's life. Thus, readers are invited to consider the psychology of
Forrest as a consideration with how they evaluate his reputation. Moreover, while Jordan
and Pryor's text could be argued to be the version of how Forrest saw himself or at least
how he wished to be seen by others, Wyeth's text presents the flip side of how many of
Forrest's contemporaries—both Unionists and Confederates—regarded him.
Consequently, Wyeth's version is widely regarded as the single greatest source of primary
material on Forrest while equally heralded as a standard of excellence within the
Southern literary heritage tradition. Still, Wyeth's version presents Forrest in very
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favorable terms, raising serious questions concerning Wyeth's objectivity.
Notwithstanding, the publisher of Wyeth's work reprinted in 1989 reminds readers that
other biographies post-Wyeth are equally incomplete for various reasons.32
The publisher continues to remind readers that even though Wyeth's version is less
subjectively biased than Jordan and Pryor's, the tone still favors Forrest. Despite this
tone, however, the Union perspective of the war is offered while the harsher side of
Forrest's life and career are revealed.33 Moreover, while some have criticized Wyeth's
uncritical approach, the publisher reiterates that Wyeth was aware of Jordan and Pryor's
work and he intentionally responded to it differently.34 Said the publisher of Wyeth's
intentions: ―[Forrest] had his weaknesses, and was not an angel by any means, but he was
very far from being a man who did not have a high sense of right and justice.‖35 The
publisher, in Wyeth's defense, also reminds readers that contrary to public opinion,
Forrest sought peace and political rehabilitation with the North. To further illustrate
Wyeth's intentions, the publisher reiterates a story of Forrest who bequeathed his Civil
War sword to his son, William, nearing his dying days requesting that should the day ever
arise where William needed to use it to defend the stars and stripes as Forrest did for the
Southern Confederacy, he would expect nothing less from his son.36 Of course such
stories only add to Forrest's legend, but the account is no less true either.
Wyeth is still, however, criticized as acting as Forrest's first biographical defender,
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despite subsequent biographies illustrating the influence Wyeth has had in shaping
Forrest's reputation. The publisher makes note of this by identifying Wyeth as having
been among the first to highlight Forrest's absence of a military education despite
demonstrating a firm understanding for strategic warfare versus his superiors.37 The
publisher also notes that beginning with Wyeth, many of the platitudes often attributed to
Forrest's leadership and purported compassion38 are what has defined his reputation for
many.39 Still, despite Wyeth's efforts to present Forrest in favorable terms, he openly
concedes that he does this because Forrest's reputation was damaged from allegations
pertaining to Fort Pillow and the Klan.40 To balance this concession out, however, Wyeth
reminds readers, here and elsewhere, that Forrest ―was [also] a remarkable man and an
outstanding military commander.‖41
While Wyeth's comments are often received with criticism and skepticism, they
also added to Forrest's legend by emphasizing characteristics that Confederate command
lacked; with the implication being that few had the ability to achieve success the way
Forrest did. Incidentally, Wyeth touches upon a number of Forrest accomplishments; his
rise to prominence;42 his war record;43 while adding that ―the ultimate explanation of
Forrest's success lies in his realism—the ability to see things as they are and to do what
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needs to be done.‖44 Wyeth also presents Forrest as a man of prominence before the war
whose leadership was actively sought.45 Incidentally, Wyeth also illustrates Forrest as
having been successful in business and war because his personality properly prepared
him for future leadership roles.46 Among some examples, Wyeth touches upon
unexpected topics such as Forrest's tenderness towards women and children,47 his
romantic courtship pursuing Mary Ann Montgomery into marriage,48 his childhood49
growing up on the frontier50 to Irish-Scottish settlers,51 as well as his humor,52 his
reverence later influenced by his wife,53 his common sense with a genius for
mathematics,54 while self-consciously seeking to associate with—and become an—
educated person(s).55
Moreover, Wyeth attempts to illustrate what sort of person Forrest became, or at
least was perceived as being by others, in his final days. He presents one story of Forrest
who, while in poor health, was reduced to a shell of the man he once was. One account
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identifies him as a completely emasculated woman evidenced by his appearance and
voice, whereas another account reveals the lengths Forrest went to financially protect his
wife and son before passing.56 In another story, Wyeth elaborately illustrates the esteem
his peers—Union, Confederate, and non-combatants—showed towards Forrest following
his death.57 Clearly such a display of—and response to such—personality is intentionally
designed to challenge—and undermine—perceptions of Forrest as a despicable human
being. Consequently, readers are confronted by a real person with tangible emotions.
Such an approach by Wyeth in this way demands new considerations when evaluating
Forrest in part as well as in whole. Forrest is no longer just a person accused of partaking
in controversial activities; he is now someone who had life experiences that shaped what
he thought, how he felt and the manner in which he interacted with others. To now
unabashedly criticize Forrest without regard for these new considerations, as Wyeth
would no-doubt intend to seek, readers and critics must also consider Forrest's personality
and whether his (re)actions could be understood and/or justified as reasonable.

Slavery
Exactly two pages were devoted to Forrest‘s slave-trading activities in
downplaying the significance involved. Said Wyeth: ―Traffic in the selling and buying of
Negroes was as common in the cotton belt of the South… [as] any other merchantable
live product.‖58 That slaves were regarded as property and not people, Wyeth insinuates,
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legitimizes the omission in overlooking Forrest's slave-trading as anything but
controversial. Quickly and without hesitation, Wyeth says more of Forrest's slave-trading
activities to readers by not saying much of anything at all. For Civil War scholars,
Southern historians and most biographers of Forrest, this omission suggests it was
deliberate and strategic. Fundamental to understanding Forrest is exploring how
individual parts add up to the greater whole. In this case, omitting substantial details of
Forrest's role as a slave-trader allows for a considerably less critical understanding of him
in later controversies; controversies where Forrest‘s preconceived attitudes of race might
otherwise influence how readers interpret his life and reputation. Hereafter I will
introduce a number of rhetorical theories that identify different strategies Wyeth used in
presenting Forrest to the audience while further explaining the significance of how these
strategies function; namely, Black, Leff and Charland. In each instance, I will also briefly
explain the relevant parts to the theory and how each theory helps inform our
understanding of Forrest.
The first strategy by Wyeth was implying who the audience should be based on
the abbreviated presentation of Forrest. This process is best described by Edwin Black‘s
The Second Persona whereby a rhetor constructs what his audience should be; and
perhaps by proxy, what his audience should think, too.59 Black advances the second
persona as he describes it as a way for rhetors to bring order to a text as well as liberating
readers by defining—or at least limiting—moral judgments. Says Black:
There is something acutely unsatisfying about criticism that stops short of
appraisal. It is not so much that we crave magistracy as that we require
order, and the judicial phase of criticism is a way of bringing order to our
59
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history… It is through moral judgments that we sort out our past, that we
coax the networks and the continuities out of what has come before, that
we disclose the precursive patterns that may in turn present themselves to
us as potentialities, and thus extend our very freedom.60
Incidentally, Wyeth constructs a defined moral judgment of Forrest by limiting what that
judgment entails, thereby also limiting discussion of competing moral interpretations.
Thus, should readers accept the premise Wyeth presents of slave-trading that it was not
controversial enough to discuss, readers are also left with a carefully cultivated—and less
tainted—image of Forrest. Put differently, to accept Wyeth‘s rhetorical omission is to
otherwise say that disagreement and controversy do not apply to Forrest‘s slave-trading
activities; that there would be nothing to say would only reinforce the idea that
disagreement does not exist.
Equally suspect, Wyeth offers the testimony of Colonel Adair, said to be an
acquaintance of Forrest during his slave-trading days, to insert a glowing and uncritical
paternal image of Forrest to readers. Said Colonel Adair, ―Forrest was kind, humane, and
extremely considerate of his slaves.‖61 The legitimacy of such paternal imagery is neither
questioned nor challenged; the unsubstantiated testimony of an acquaintance decades
removed from the alleged activity also leaves room to doubt the sincerity of the claims
made. Notwithstanding, the truth of these claims matter far less when questions
concerning the strategy of presenting Forrest in such positive terms to readers arises; that
Forrest was a slave trader cannot possibly be denied, but whether he was as Adair
claimed and Wyeth presented cannot be easily affirmed either. Such efforts by Wyeth to
both present and deny discussion of Forrest‘s slave-trading also suggests sensitivity
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towards the effect of his words on his audience. This strategy of considering what to say,
how and to whom is an example of decorum best described by Michael Leff‘s The
Habitation of Rhetoric.62
Leff presents his discussion of decorum as a concept that rhetors are, among other
things, conscientious of—and accommodating to—competing voices/interests. The
practice of decorum, he contends, attempts to make the habitus—that which is invisible,
embodied, and naturalized—visible, and then in the rhetoric itself, make sure that it is
invisible again. Moreover, decorum requires the rhetor to consider that the habitus is not
the same, nor would it work in the same way, for different audiences. Leff reiterates:
Our mode of representing situations and our assessment of their nature and
moral significance coalesce within the structure of rhetorical judgment.
And, in fact, the most skillfully constructed rhetorical discourses blend
these elements so as to render them indistinguishable. This artistic skill is
neither cosmetic nor deceptive. Instead, it reflects the unity of thought and
expression necessary for the comprehension and direction of life in the
pluralistic space of public experience.63
In consideration of decorum, Wyeth presents his discussion of Forrest‘s slave-trading as
neither complete nor deceptively incomplete. Instead, Wyeth acknowledges while also
disregards in the same effort to construct a discourse that accommodates competing
interests.
Moreover, the publisher‘s note elucidates further insights into why Wyeth may
have nonchalantly constructed Forrest‘s slave-trading image. Said the publisher of
Forrest: ―The two factors which have done the most to damage his reputation were the
charges that he was responsible for the massacre of Federal troops… after the capture of
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Port Pillow, and that he was the first leader of the Ku-Klux Klan after the war.‖64
Unsurprisingly, each controversy surrounds itself in matters rooted in race and racism.
The publisher further reiterates: ―There were other reasons that contributed to Forrest‘s
tarnished reputation…Part of this was due to his background as onetime slave trader.‖65
While explicitly unstated by Wyeth, what remains in his discussion of slave-trading
appears to be a concerted effort to change how audiences construct and consider matters
of race as it relates to enhancing—or at least avoiding tainted interpretations of—
Forrest‘s ethos. If Forrest was participating in a widespread practice and was relatively
kind compared to his contemporaries, as Wyeth suggests, then such ethos might also lend
itself to charitable interpretations where more controversial matters of race and alleged
racism are involved. This could otherwise be thought of as establishing a precedent of
credibility.
Such efforts to recreate or otherwise shift negative criticisms away from Forrest
are best described by Maurice Charland‘s Rehabilitating Rhetoric.66 Charland draws
upon Burke‘s concept of identification to understand the effect and power of discourse.
Burke‘s emphasis on identification contends that auditors are able to reconsider
judgments presented and rhetorical effects sought while participating in discourses by
which they would be persuaded. Thus, audiences would not just consider a discourse
presented to them, they would become part of that discourse through processes of
rhetorical and ideological collaboration. So if the audience seriously considers—perhaps
64
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is even cognizant of—Wyeth‘s attempt to reshape the dialogue of Forrest‘s attitudes and
behaviors concerning race, audiences willing to consider whether Forrest could be
anything other than what they initially thought him to be also invites a process of
interpellation whereby ideological effects carry with them the potential to convert
audiences to new—and even contradictory—positions.
While determining the impact such efforts by Wyeth may have on audiences
cannot be known, this rhetorical strategy is nevertheless at least possible and plausible
because redefining a subject via interpellation is an ongoing part of human socialization;
interpretation and meaning is constantly (re)negotiated. Thus, for any auditor that
seriously engages the possibility that Forrest may not be who some critics have purported
him to be, through a process of interpellation where competing criticisms are explored
and simultaneously contradictory, discerning right or best ways to understand Forrest‘s
reputation contributes to and becomes increasingly difficult to define what, exactly, are
the points of disagreement.

Fort Pillow
In the same spirit as Jordan and Pryor, Wyeth reiterates virtually the same account
of the Battle of Port Pillow.67 Incidentally, Wyeth legitimizes, or perhaps attempts to
legitimize, Jordan and Pryor's account by presenting the same talking points, affirmed
and/or reconfirmed by his sources independent of Forrest's oversight, suggesting to
readers that virtually all the same conclusions have been reached borrowing from sources
that did not contribute to the previous biography. Conspicuous to these conclusions,
however, Wyeth rarely interjects the credulousness of the testimonies offered and instead
67
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appears to have accepted much of what he has included with no discernible criticisms.
Moreover, nothing is known of the testimonies that were not included and/or were not
available for whatever reason to be included in Wyeth's edition, leaving much speculation
as to what role Wyeth had in possibly dismissing some potentially critical testimonies, if
any, versus simply censoring those he did include where deemed necessary.
Notwithstanding, Wyeth's efforts, as the publisher of the reprinted 1989 edition remarks,
―...does a persuasive job of absolving Forrest of direct personal blame...‖ while conceding
no more than what Jordan and Pryor did in their defense of Forrest.68
Among the more controversial details of the battle, however, is whether Forrest
ordered and/or sanctioned a massacre of the Federal troops. Jordan and Pryor in their
conclusion concede that some innocent men attempting to surrender were probably shot
in the chaos that ensued. Wyeth, too, repeats this story while only modifying the certainty
of the action by omitting the word probably while also adding that those soldiers shot
should have been spared. This strategy by Wyeth, if such can be deemed as much, still
lends him some credibility among readers since he, in a rare instance, offered a moral
judgment consistent with the suspicions and allegations of Forrest's loudest detractors.
But much to the dismay of critics, as the publisher notes, ―[Wyeth] goes too far in
asserting that there was no massacre in the usual sense of the term.‖69 Consequently,
Wyeth, much like Jordan and Pryor, situates the battle in its historical context while only
being critical where Forrest, too, was critical of himself. Thus, Wyeth gives the
appearance of being objective and critical by modifying the acceptance of some
testimony while offering a conclusion that appears to evaluate new evidence despite
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reaching a conclusion reminiscent of Jordan and Pryors'.
The publisher continues his criticism of Wyeth's exoneration of Forrest: ―The
main basis for this claim is testimony presented in the 1890s by members of Forrest's
command.‖70 Thus, the publisher suggests that Wyeth's new evidence is heavily onesided, despite Wyeth's claims to the contrary. Herein lays an additional criticism of the
Forrest debate: is criticism of Forrest only merited if provided from a perceived thirdparty? Unfortunately, however, anyone who knew Forrest and had an opinion to offer,
despite objections made by the publisher, would naturally have a prejudicial point of
view—both good and bad—of Forrest. The publisher reveals his own biases, however,
stating:
This evidence, though valuable, comes from men who had strong motives
for attempting to palliate what happened at Fort Pillow and therefore
cannot be given the same weight as the statements of Federal survivors
and the letters, diaries, and other reports written by Confederate
participants immediately after the event. These make it clear that a very
large number of the fort's garrison, particularly blacks, were killed after
they ceased resisting or were incapable of resisting.71
Despite the publisher‘s sharp criticisms of Wyeth's account (and by proxy of
Forrest's behavior), however, the publisher also notes of Forrest that ―As a matter of
policy he threatened fortified garrisons with extermination if he was forced to storm their
works, with the result that they generally surrendered—especially after what happened at
Fort Pillow.‖72 Ironically enough, Jordan and Pryor along with Wyeth have each
presented Forrest as having attacked Fort Pillow with the results that were rendered due
to military necessity. Consequently, for an author to present the case of military necessity
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it should be clear that they are defending, not condemning, the actions of the accused.
Consequently, the publisher, much like many critics, attacks Wyeth's presentation on
incorrect terms. Rather than offering opinions whether Forrest is to blame for the actions
of his men, whom was not directing his men at the time of the conflict, or whether a
massacre took place, an argument inherently rooted in defining such a word, the
legitimacy of the debate should instead concern itself with evaluating the credibility of
the evidence provided to discern whether the conclusions offered are supported by those
testimonies supplied by Wyeth. Incidentally, inferences can be drawn that if much of the
dismissal of Wyeth's version is because he included testimonies by ―men who had strong
motives for attempting to palliate what happened at Fort Pillow,‖ accepting such
criticisms essentially condones the dismissal of any effort to clarify public
misunderstandings of Forrest.

KKK
Only two full paragraphs of Forrest's purported Klan activities were included. As
the publisher accurately remarks: ―[Wyeth's] account of Forrest's participation in the Ku
Klux Klan is as superficial as it is brief.‖73 It should be noted, however, that this topic
may have been barely discussed since when the book was first written in 1899, the
publisher argues, little was actually known about what the Klan was, did and would later
become.74 However, some reports were available alleging that Forrest was active in the
Klan and he may have been the Grand Wizard, the publisher asserts, but a distinction is
also offered that the Klan was born out of desperation in 1867 and officially disbanded in
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1869 when it was clear it could no longer be controlled by its more responsible
members.75 Thus, one reason for Wyeth's brevity is from an absence of reliable sources to
include. Conversely, however, Wyeth may also have had difficulty in assessing which
sources, if any, to trust. Still, the publisher clarifies in Wyeth's absence to do so that the
activities of the Klan ―in this short time were not all terrorism and violence, and in many
sections its aims were to maintain order and fill the void created by the collapse of local
law enforcement.‖76 Thus, Wyeth may have omitted extended mention of Forrest's
purported Klan activities because it may have been popularly accepted that even if
Forrest was believed to have been associated with the Klan it was not the stigmatized
organization then that is often thought to be now.
While it is uncertain what Wyeth actually knew or thought, the publisher interjects
that ―After the military [campaign] was over [Forrest] helped, as head of the Klan, the
South to win what was still winnable—the political war—and thus get what it then
wanted: 'White Supremacy' and 'Home Rule'.‖77 Thus, Wyeth's brevity could also be
inferred as the aims of the Klan led by its less responsible members reinforced the
negative interpretations that some members of the public had. Consequently, for Wyeth to
then link Forrest to the Klan, even if only by allegation, this could potentially damage the
image Wyeth carefully cultivated of Forrest to readers. Among the details that Wyeth
does include of Forrest's purported Klan activities, however, it was widely suspected that
Forrest was involved with John Morton, Forrest's artillery officer from the war, as an
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advisor to the Klan.78 Wyeth clarifies this allegation, however, perhaps anticipating the
potential stigma attached to linking Forrest with the Klan, by emphasizing that Forrest
strongly preached against violence while urging for the disband of the Klan.79
Accordingly, readers are given the distinct impression that for Forrest to preach
and urge against the very thing he was alleged to have been a part of, a clear
contradiction emerges contingent upon which set of premises readers are willing to
accept; that Forrest preached against violence as well as the Klan is known but whether
Forrest was ever a part of the Klan is only suspected.80 Consequently, readers are
confronted with a contradiction that via cognitive dissonance some may not be able to
accept one of the possibilities at the expense of being unable to reconcile the other.
Readers could equally accept that Forrest was part of the Klan at some point and that he
did preach against violence and subsequently against the Klan at a later time, but perhaps
relying on readers to reject this apparent contradiction of accepting these two possibilities
together, Wyeth implicitly presents readers with an apparent irreconcilable difference
whereby the answer demands readers to decide in favor of what is known versus
condemning against what is only suspected. Before Wyeth affords too much liberty for
readers to draw their own conclusions, however, he decidedly offers his own judgment:
The statements of these gentlemen (Forrest and Morton) are full and
explicit... The evidence fully sustains them, and it is only necessary to turn
to the official documents of Tennessee to show that all Forrest said about
the alarm which prevailed during the administration of Governor
Brownlow was strictly true. No State was ever reduced to such humiliation
and degradation as that unhappy commonwealth during the years
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Brownlow ruled over her.81
Moreover, in his absence to discuss the allegations of Forrest linked to the Klan
by directing readers to re-read defenses already written by and/or on behalf of Forrest,
Wyeth attempts to legitimize previous arguments made by Jordan and Pryor by
suggesting that to say anything more than what has already been written would be to
undermine those arguments that have clearly exonerated Forrest. While Wyeth may just
as well have aimed to avoid further controversy by not offering new and/or contradictory
testimony that could hurt his efforts to cultivate a more positive image of Forrest to
readers, one does need to question why Wyeth would then include any information that
could be remotely viewed as unfavorable. To include that soldiers at Fort Pillow
attempting to surrender who were shot and should not have been, this admission hardly
helps Wyeth's cause in cultivating a positive image of Forrest. On the other hand, for
Wyeth to legitimately argue any position on behalf of Forrest aimed to exonerate him he
would then need to concede certain controversial points in order to gain credibility in the
eyes of some readers to be willing to accept perceivably less credible claims.
While it could be that Wyeth genuinely found some fault in Forrest at Fort Pillow
to mention where he found none to mention regarding his purported Klan activities, the
rhetorical strategy of conceding certain points in lieu of gaining credibility elsewhere
challenges readers to consider whether the evidence provided, as Wyeth chooses to
present it, legitimately supports or rejects the claims made against Forrest; or in this case
whether the allegations and suspicions of Forrest's purported Klan activities can be
substantiated. Consequently, for Wyeth to disregard any extended investigation on
Forrest's alleged Klan involvement, irrespective of motives to the contrary, essentially
81
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leaves readers with the impression that this topic clearly does not merit further
discussion.

Life of General Nathan Bedford Forrest – John Allan Wyeth (1989)
Although previously printed under the title That Devil Forrest, the exact same
book was republished in 2007 following the reprinted version of the same name in 1989
to produce an apparently verbatim copy of the previous two texts, with two minor
differences; the title was changed to Life of General Nathan Bedford Forrest and there
was an additional forward by a new publisher. Notwithstanding, the title did little to
change the content of Wyeth's original work and the new forward essentially repeated
previous statements while simply addressing new biographical texts post 1989 to 2007.
The end result leaves much to question what this new text could offer that the previous
two could not. However, perhaps one indication of why Wyeth's text was reprinted a
second time with a new title could be best explained by observing the-then ongoing
debate concerning Forrest between the years that this text was reprinted. In-between the
years of 1989 to 2007, at least among the texts I have identified, eleven new biographies
of Forrest emerged. One could thus infer that with so many texts purporting to offer new
insights of Forrest, controversy, if it was not already an issue, it would soon become one.
With differing views and differing interpretations of virtually the same pieces of
evidence, the second reprint of Wyeth's work suggests this was a concerted effort to
remind interested parties that their debate was occurring without—or perhaps irrespective
of—actual evidence or truth to the contrary; that Wyeth had already addressed all of the
emerging concerns and that new texts were simply attempting to insert new
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interpretations into a debate where matters of controversy, at least insofar as the publisher
of the second reprinted version was concerned, were already adequately addressed.
Another, perhaps more cynical, interpretation of the second reprint could also
serve to sell more books for the particular publisher. Wyeth was already long dead and his
work was not intellectually protected; it belonged to the public domain. Thus, provided
Wyeth is given proper attribution for his original work, the new publisher could make a
profit while avoiding claims of copyright infringement or plagiarism. Moreover, perhaps
an equally cynical interpretation of the second reprint might be in response to the
economic self-interest of other authors. Where Jordan and Pryor asserted that they
addressed all controversy and Wyeth affirmed to substantiate as much, new authors have
attempted to offer arguments irrespective of claims and defenses already made against, as
well as offered by, Forrest. Thus, another interpretation of the second reprint could be
viewed as being indicative of new authors aiming to make a profit while not offering
anything new to consider beyond reminding new generations further removed from
Forrest's time and memory. Consequently, then, Forrest is not controversial because
evidence or a lack thereof merits it, but because interested parties have used his name to
perpetuate their own agendas.
Another, last, possible interpretation of the second reprint could also be a
concerted effort to force emerging Forrest biographies to at least include the reprinted
texts into their discussions, even if they disagree with Wyeth. While there is a lack of
evidence to support this interpretation, it could be that among defenders of Forrest who
hold a view congruent with Wyeth, they may have felt many of the texts following
Wyeth's 1899 original text ignored or simply did not give it full consideration. Thus,
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offering a second reprint of Wyeth's text is a strategic move inasmuch as it ensures that
Wyeth remains both included and relevant for all future debates concerning Forrest.
Incidentally, Perelman's concept of presence might further suggest such a strategy is
warranted since it makes readers aware of Wyeth's prevalence among debates concerning
Forrest without necessarily demanding agreement either.
Notwithstanding, the three controversies I have identified received the same
cursory response by the second reprint as it did with the first. Thus, three reasonable
conclusions emerge: 1) that the text was already considered complete by Wyeth as it was
by each subsequent publisher, 2) the newest reprint was another way to make money, 3)
and/or the second reprint was aiming to further perpetuate the Forrest controversy. While
the answer is unclear, readers expecting to discover new material, insights and evidence
will find none. Thus, it could be concluded that the original version supplied by Wyeth in
1899 was a compelling enough biography that testimony of Forrest has stood the test of
time by remaining virtually unchanged for one hundred plus years by at least two
separate publishers. If the aforementioned is accepted as true, the second reprint merely
reminds readers what they should have already known from the first edition; that all texts
beyond Jordan and Pryor and Wyeth are irrelevant and add nothing new—at least not
favorably—of Forrest to reconsider.

The Artillery of Nathan Bedford Forrest's Cavalry; The Wizard of the Saddle – John
Watson Morton (1909)
Morton's version of Forrest departs from previous versions in two substantial
ways. First, while Morton concedes that he was not part of the Battle of Fort Pillow, he
informs readers that Forrest's brother, Jeffery, died before the battle. The implication is
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that this death had an impact on Forrest's mindset leading up to Fort Pillow while further
cultivating compassion by readers towards Forrest. Second, Morton's version of Forrest's
purported Klan affiliation all but concedes that Forrest was involved while also
presenting the Klan as a defender of the South in response to Reconstruction. Morton's
presentation of the Klan and Forrest's involvement therein, for example, is also best
encapsulated by statements such as the following: ―90% of the work of the Klan involved
no act of violence, just their presence accomplished peaceful ends.‖82 However,
depending on how readers interpret Morton's tone, the sincerity of the concession is
questionable. Still, in the same spirit of Jordan and Pryor as well as Wyeth, Morton
staunchly defends Forrest with a laundry list of platitudes.83 Furthermore, like Wyeth,
Morton offers many anecdotes that suggest he is attempting to construct a more human—
perhaps more likable—portrait of Forrest to readers.
Among some of Morton's efforts, he reveals a familiarity of Forrest's childhood;84
argues Forrest's frontier upbringing properly shaped him for future leadership roles;85
while further arguing that Forrest was ―insubordinate... [only] for the greater good of the
service or [when] surrounding circumstances warranted it...‖86 Still, perhaps in an effort
to appear objective and critical, Morton also stated that ―insubordination may be justified,
but it cannot be defended.‖87 Despite some character flaws, however, Morton still
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expounds Forrest's military genius.88 Consequently, Morton was not as critical of Forrest
as he could have been. However, unlike Jordan and Pryor whom emphasized the
interpretation of events via sources proofread by Forrest as well as Wyeth emphasizing
the consolidation of sources—both Union and Confederate—speaking of Forrest, Morton
offers a firsthand account of his experiences having worked so intimately as Forrest's
subordinate.
It should be noted that while previous authors have included the perspectives of
former subordinates of Forrest, this text is solely the perspective of one of Forrest's most
prominent subordinates. Consequently, while the intentions and first hand experiences
with Forrest of previous authors could be equally questioned, Morton provides a
perspective of someone who intimately spent the duration of the Civil War and years
thereafter observing and interacting with Forrest's idiosyncrasies. Thus, Mortons'
accounts are arguably more comprehensive versus many other accounts that are, or at
least are purported as being, more superficial in nature and scope. Incidentally, unlike
other biographies aiming to offer a perspective of Forrest's personality as a way to assess
his reputation, Morton offers his personal experiences whereas other authors often only
report hearsay accounts. The implication is that Morton's biography can be trusted,
supporting Jordan and Pryor as well as Wyeths' versions, whereas other—perhaps more
critical—accounts are questionable.

Mythological Foundation
This section of texts notes a new development in the construction of Forrest's
reputation to readers. Where in the previous section historical record and first person
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accounts were relied upon to develop an assessment of Forrest's credibility, the texts in
this section begin to cultivate Forrest as a mythological figure and defender of the South.
In so doing, Forrest's reputation clearly is constructed and appropriated as something
beyond his actual identity, offering the first pieces of evidence that demonstrate how
Forrest has become a condensation symbol both for readers and eventually later for
audiences situated within the social and cultural constructs of Southern identity. To note,
while Lytle supplies much of the mythological foundation for Forrest's reputation to
readers and to, as authors Ashdown and Caudill later describe as, The Forrest Myth,
Eckenrode offers a prelude to Lytle by suggesting how distortions of Southern history
and portrayals of Forrest might have already existed because—or perhaps in spite of—
how Forrest has been celebrated among inhabitants of the South at this time.

Life of Nathan B. Forrest – H. J. Eckenrode (1918)
Eckenrode's text reads like propaganda designed to indoctrinate fifth graders into
a cult of white supremacy. Consequently, Eckenrode completely whitewashes his
admiration for Forrest with endless platitudes and zero citations. Thus, Eckenrode's text is
among the first explicit attempts of hero worship where Forrest is given a complete
uncritical biography that perpetuates him as a symbol of Southern pride versus actually
discussing his life. In the preface of the text the author asserts that:
Forrest fought like a knight-errant for the cause he believed to be that of
justice and right. No man who drew the sword for his country in that
struggle deserves better of her; and as long as the deeds of her sons find
poets to describe them and fair women to sing them, the name of this
gallant general will be remembered with love and admiration.89
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It should be noted that while previous authors, to a greater or lesser extent, have made
similar claims, Eckenrode provides selective examples to illustrate his points while
offering no critical counterclaims to suggest that there were some controversial views to
the contrary.
Notwithstanding, Eckenrode emphatically reminds his audience of the importance
of learning about Forrest, stating:
Among the great soldiers whom America has given to the world, few
names stand higher than that of Nathan B. Forrest, the cavalry general.
The story of his life should be known to every boy and girl. It shows us
that courage and hard work lead to the highest success in spite of every
hindrance. It teaches the good lesson of faithfulness to duty in the face of
the greatest difficulties and dangers.90
It should also be noted that this text was written in 1918 during a time in the South when
poverty was widespread and the Protestant work ethic was at the core of a deeply
reverent American society. Thus, Eckenrode's intent with this text, much like a children's
fable story, is less concerned with presenting historical accuracy and more concerned
with embedding positive messages of hope and discipline to a predominately
impressionable young audience.
The aforementioned observation is evidenced and further reinforced by a need to
maintain the audiences' attention; by describing Forrest as having great, almost magical,
qualities while his life is presented as one big adventure.91 But central to the courageous
and successful image of Forrest, Eckenrode also discusses Forrest as someone who
obeyed his parents,92 took care of his family when his father died,93 and many more
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positive stories throughout his life. Clearly this version of Forrest is presented as a
morally good person, but equally suspect, Eckenrode, not surprisingly, appears to have an
agenda. At the conclusion of each of his mini chapters, he includes a chapter review for
readers to respond and recite what they had just read; encouraging an indoctrination of
belief by having readers restate, practically verbatim since each chapter is less than a few
pages each, what they have been told in a very one-sided account.
For defenders of Eckenrode that argue that this text is intentionally slanted to a
young audience, one still questions how Eckenrode can be taken seriously when he
describes in one story of Forrest's family relocating during his childhood into Northern
Mississippi and ―into a section of country which had shortly before belonged to Indians.
The Indians had moved across the Mississippi River, leaving their lands open to white
settlers.‖94 Such accounts completely gloss over the violent history of settlers stripping
Native Americans of their land while equally raising serious doubts about how history as
a whole is conceived of—and presented by—Eckenrode to his readers. While Eckenrode
should be commended for his inclusion of morals and positive messages that young
readers could benefit from, it is equally suspect that his contribution to the reputation of
Forrest waters down the facts and severely minimizes criticism to target children. Thus,
Eckenrode's does not clarify controversy but instead creates controversy by omitting
details. Consequently, children exposed to Eckenrode's account will likely perpetuate an
uncritical account of Forrest as adults, too.
One interesting difference by Eckenrode, however, is that he appears to be among
the first authors to present an image of Forrest in his final days. Forrest's final day image
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is presented very inconsistent from the image of Forrest often emphasized; the powerful
and successful general that no one could ever defeat. In one account, Eckenrode includes
an observation made by one of Forrest's former adjutants that he had become a very
tender man and ―...he seemed to have in these last days the gentleness of expression, the
voice and manner of a woman.‖95 In another account, Eckenrode includes a purported
conversation Forrest had about joining the church, saying:
...I am broken in health and in spirit, and have not long to live. My life has
been a battle from the start. It was a fight to make a livelihood for those
dependent on me in my younger days, and an independence for myself
when I grew up to manhood, as well as in the terrible struggle for the Civil
War. I have seen too much of violence, and I want to close my days at
peace with all the world, as I am now at peace with my Maker.96
While Eckenrode provides no citations of where these testimonies came from, he
does introduce a very contradictory image of Forrest that previous authors have not.
Thus, despite lacking criticism, Eckenrode's version still considers Forrest's life in full
rather than isolated parts. There is also reason to believe that Eckenrode may have offered
his conclusions in consideration of Forrest's life by pointing to tangible instances that
often suggest the kind of legacy Forrest has left. Among some of the examples provided,
Eckenrode notes the affinity Forrest had for his soldiers and their respect for him,97
testimony that speculates alternative conclusions to the Civil War if he received a proper
military education,98 and testimonies by WWI British cavalry officers regarding how
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Forrest's military tactics have influenced generations long after the Civil War. 99 Still,
despite Eckenrode's inclusion of Forrest's final days and his religious conversion, further
discussion of this part of Forrest's legacy would remain dormant for decades more.
Nonetheless, Eckenrode's text is clearly an example of a persuasive discourse whereby it
presents Forrest in the most positive—or the least negative—light in order to polarize
public support in favor of his reputation.

Bedford Forrest and His Critter Company – Andrew Nelson Lytle (1931)
Andrew Nelson Lytle is often attributed as the intellectual founder of The Forrest
Myth. Having also shifted the discussion of Forrest away from historical record and
towards the personality of Forrest, Lytle cultivates Forrest's legend by conjoining his
Southern literary style, as evidenced with the Agrarian Manifesto, and emphasizing
details of a man who simply could not be known or argued to the contrary. Still, Forrest is
presented as someone whose existence was rooted in the divine,100 a patriarch who is also
a general, and the father figure who controls and protects those in his care.101 Moreover,
Lytle emphasizes the impact Forrest would have had on the war had his genius been
recognized sooner and used often. Says Lytle: ―The South may have won the war if it
paid more attention to the western theatre and if it had more talented generals...‖ with the
implication that virtually all else, aside for Forrest, were incompetent to lead.102 In
particular, Lytle creates a dichotomous emphasis between Forrest and his superior,
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Braxton Bragg, with Bragg emphasized as the villain and undoing of the South's Lost
Cause.103
Important to understanding Lytle's intent is that he portrays the legend of Forrest
as the epitome of Southern masculinity; doomed from the start of the war because of the
bureaucracy and prejudices of those around him. Equally important, the Old South did
not die with the end of the war but in later generations where memories of the faithful
were slowly forgotten. While many charge Lytle with historical revisionism and
romanticizing the South, Lytle was keeping Forrest's memory alive using the Southern
tradition of oral history, among other literary styles of narrating history, for newer
generations to encounter Forrest and regard him as the South's forgotten hero. Lytle
builds up this hero persona, defending his rationale by arguing:
There is no hero unless the odds are overwhelmingly against the thing he
stands for... We do not know all the circumstance of Forrest's triumph over
himself. We know it only in his actions and because of one statement; he
bought a one-way ticket to the war; that is, he had committed himself
without reservation of goods or person. This is of the very quality of
heroism, because it is a triumph over death... But in the end the hero
always fails... he dies in battle, the cause is lost or he wins but his
superiors gamble it away... Forrest had shown himself to be the hero who
could save absolutely...104
Consequently, Lytle's emphasis on Forrest via his personality and through hero
construction leaves readers with a considerably different impression of Forrest than
Forrest had conceived in his biography through Jordan and Pryor. While it is debatable
whether Lytle adds to what Forrest had already accomplished or merely accentuated what
Forrest may have attempted to downplay, among other possibilities, Lytle's presentation
shifts focus away from traditional talking points (e.g. Is Forrest to blame? Was he
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involved? What should we think of him?) and cultivates Forrest as the spiritual comforter
of the South.105 The end result of Lytle's efforts is a presentation of the South's perfect
person who was everything to everyone, despite fighting on the losing side of a war. In
the aftermath of Forrest's life, however, Lytle offers no more in terms of historical fact
that previous authors have not already stated, but his personality emphasis adds
considerable influence to subsequent texts that follow suit. In particular, Lytle adds
influential descriptions to Forrest's appearance and manner of speech,106 his death and
funeral,107 and his religious conversion.108 These descriptions will become more evident
in later biographies where it is probable that some borrowed from Lytle even if
emphasized differently.

Slavery
Nothing short of dismissing all charges against Forrest's role as a slave-trader,
Lytle presents a rhetoric of defense. Before Lytle addresses Forrest's slave-trading,
however, he begins by speculating that the sectional question that could divide the Union,
slavery, was a British conspiracy to weaken the US by using geographical prejudices to
support political agendas supported by the public that could never otherwise win on
principle; Lytle even evokes Thomas Jefferson condemning these tactics to further
reinforce the plausibility of his claims.109 Notwithstanding, after presenting a strong
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claim seemingly intended to produce a charitable interpretation by readers in favor of
slavery and practitioners of the peculiar institution, Lytle continues with a nonchalant
mention of Forrest's success as a slave-trader because he used sound judgment and
resolute execution.110 Despite Forrest's success, however, Lytle quickly transitions into
Forrest ending his business with slave-trading, stating that while it was honorable in
Southern feudalism to own slaves, it was very dishonorable to traffic in them. Lytle
continues:
This prejudice against slave dealers has many remote causes, but one very
definite cause. The close personal association between slave and master,
particularly between slave and mistress, caused the planters tacitly to
ignore the economics of his condition out of respect for him as a person.
The slave understood his relationship, that he owned the master as much
as the master owned him.111
Moreover, Forrest is presented as cognizant of the inherent struggles associated
with slavery while Lytle offers further platitudes of Forrest being humane in his dealings
despite later abandoning the practice out of consideration for his reputation and the
welfare of his slaves.112 Even though previous authors often presented Forrest as
someone very decisive and rarely impressionable, Forrest appears significantly more
humane to readers, at least as much as what could be reasonably expected for a text
written in 1931. Notwithstanding, Lytle shifts the focus of slavery as an issue instigated
by Northern industrial interests as a way to enhance capital while reducing the
power/autonomy of states; doing so, Lytle reasons, would produce a strong central
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government that would allow industrial capital to flourish.113 Lytle continues that with a
strong central government, the South could be forced into a position of economic
serfdom, despite the Constitution recognizing property in slaves, and the North clearly
wanted to disrupt the compact for political and financial gain. This gain, Lytle believes,
was the result of William H. Seward perpetuating an imbalance of power to strong-arm
the South into submission, pretending that the conflict was a moral matter of slavery, but
in actuality, was merely for strategic reasons to manufacture a new market for
consumption of Northern goods.114
With a Northern conspiracy in place against Southern autonomy, the Civil War
would become an irrepressible conflict115 evidenced by Lincoln winning the Electoral
College but losing the popular vote; with the implication that Lincoln was lacking enough
political influence to advance the slave wedge issue.116 To Lytle's credit, unlike previous
authors, he attempts to complicate the issue of Forrest's slave-trading activities so much
as to present it as a far-reaching political conspiracy; that Forrest was merely an actor in a
greater drama beyond his knowledge or control. Consequently, Lytle also presents a
version of Forrest that exonerates him for purportedly different reasons than previous
authors; that he was responding to foreign efforts to sabotage a Southern way of life
while aiming to protect the economic interests of a people dependent on a slave-labor
system within the region. Thus, Lytle is among the first authors to manufacture evidence
in support of Forrest where previous authors attempted to rely more on matters of fact.
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Still, Lytle's presentation also serves to distract readers away from the more central
question; what role did Forrest have as a slave-trader? Instead, Forrest is presented as a
victim, leaving readers with the impression that Forrest cannot be blamed for an
institution when it is the result of powers beyond his control.

Fort Pillow
Lytle uses a rhetoric of defense and clarification in his discussion of Forrest's role
at Fort Pillow. He notes that Forrest played the role of avenger ―for he never failed to
punish the enemy. The outcry in the North when Fort Pillow was so savagely reduced by
him comes from the fear that the very forces the new Machiavellians had released could
be returned in kind.‖117 Evidenced by Lytle's words, Forrest was distributing justice, not
murder, when he acted no worse than efforts made by the North during the war.
Notwithstanding, Lytle offers the same charitable interpretations as previous authors of
Forrest at Fort Pillow.118 Conspicuously different, however, Lytle offers an anecdote of
Major Bradford's death, alleging that Bradford was killed by an enlisted Confederate
whom he wronged and was under his guard while attempting to escape twice.119
Moreover, Lytle explains some of the criticisms of Forrest's culpability by stating that he
was attacked with propaganda out of fear and rage that he annihilated the enemy so
thoroughly120 while holding West Tennessee against Union occupation.121
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Notwithstanding, Lytle offers a humorous anecdote of Forrest in response to a woman at
the New York convention, suggesting the general may have also had a sense of humor
with regard to how he handled the Fort Pillow accusations following his military career.
―Are you the Rebel General Forrest, and is it true that you murdered those dear colored
people at Fort Pillow? Tell me, sir; I want no evasive answer‖ ―Yes, madam, I killed the
men and women for my soldiers' dinner and ate the babies myself for breakfast.‖122
Beyond the minor differences mentioned, however, Lytle's presentation closely
mirrors Jordan and Pryor as well as Wyeth. Virtually the same events are described in
similar ways with the same conclusions offered in support of Forrest. While Lytle does
not explicitly ask readers to exonerate Forrest, the presentation of Forrest as a mythic
hero presupposes that readers could not believe anything other than the interpretations
made by Lytle. Consequently, Lytle's presentation is best understood using Black's theory
of Second Persona, whereby the audience is constructed to support positive
interpretations of Forrest because the discourse clearly indicates that alternative
conclusions are unavailable. With the reaffirmation of the same conclusions made by
Lytle, as originally iterated and reiterated by previous authors, a consistency of arguments
emerges where readers familiar with previous texts are left with the impression that
despite efforts to investigate Forrest's life, each author has reached relatively identical
conclusions. For readers who are exposed to Lytle before other authors of Forrest,
however, Lytle eliminates controversy by appearing to shift the emphasis away from
Forrest as a macro-level figure, and re-presents him as a micro-level figure in a more
complicated narrative. Still, Forrest emerges as the ideal hero while readers are left
without any further basis to discern which facts are true and which are questionable.
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KKK
In the preface of Lytle's text, he makes clear that Forrest ―served as grand wizard
of the KKK in an effort to restore white dominated order to the south.‖123
Notwithstanding, numerous publishers have noted in reprinted texts that Lytle glossed
over much of the purported historical accuracy, some attacking Lytle's references,
sources, lack of footnotes, minimal bibliography while further asserting that much of
what he wrote was fantasy rather than history.124 Nevertheless, Lytle offers nothing new
of Forrest that previous authors have not already stated. Instead, while Lytle might be
accused of romanticizing his version of Forrest, he is more guilty of presenting Forrest
less critically, rather than as positively, versus previous authors. Consequently, Lytle
presents a rhetoric of defense portraying Forrest as someone who, if he ever did
participate in the Klan, responded accordingly given the legal and political struggles he
encountered. Says Lytle:
the 14th amendment to the Constitution virtually destroyed that document,
for the clause giving the negro the vote was not the important part of the
amendment. The important part lay in the clause which destroyed the
power of the State Supreme Courts, for with their fall the destruction of
the Old Union was assured. The South was disarmed and helpless. With
the aid of troops the servile population was used as a tool to carry out this
reconstruction policy. The details are well known, and in this dark hour it
looked as if the destruction of the Southern Culture would be literal, when
purely by chance the means of relief appeared out of the social habits of
the people.125
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Lytle continues that the Klan already existed long before Forrest; Forrest merely
recognized its potential.126 Still, while no new evidence is presented, Lytle presents
Forrest as the victim of historical circumstance whereby his actions should be measured
in relation to his times. That the North was not as pro-abolitionist or in favor of civil
rights, Lytle contends, only further aims to undermine arguments made against Forrest by
suggesting that it is a moot point to blame a Southerner for being against civil rights
when Northerners, those responsible for the Civil War Amendments, were also against
enforcing them within their borders. Irrespective of the aforementioned, however, Lytle
leaves readers with the impression that the Klan was an organization for good and it
would only seem fitting that Forrest had a positive influence on the group while believed
to have been involved with it. While the insinuation could not possibly be known, that
Forrest was involved with the Klan and articulated a peaceful purpose for it, this is less
relevant compared to the personality that Lytle is attempting to cultivate in Forrest's
favor. The implication being, that if readers accept positive attributes as being those
uniquely Forrest, then so, too, readers should also accept that Forrest thought and acted in
ways consistent with those attributes.

Emphasis in Personality
This section includes authors that, for all intents and purposes, sidetrack their
presentations of Forrest by emphasizing his personality. While authors such as Wyeth and
Lytle have already discussed parts of Forrest's personality, authors in this new wave of
texts tend to predominately focus on Forrest's personality to understand him versus
previous texts that would only sparingly offer these observations. Nevertheless, many of
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the proceeding authors also liberally cite Jordan and Pryor as well as Wyeth, reiterating a
theme of consistency that becomes increasingly apparent; that multiple and presumably
unrelated authors have all reached the same conclusions despite observing Forrest from
different perspectives and analyzing different pieces of evidence. Still, this wave of
authors also begins to discuss historically contextualizing Forrest for readers, preluding
what will become increasingly clearer in the next section of texts; Forrest must be
situated within a context with multiple social and cultural considerations before he can be
properly understood. The end result often argues that Forrest was misunderstood—and by
proxy his reputation negatively affected—because his personality was more complex than
previously thought or presented. To note, since some parts of Forrest's personality were
emphasized differently by different authors, my analysis is longer for some authors
versus others; especially as it pertains to Forrest's three controversies.

First with the Most; Forrest – Robert Selph Henry (1944)
Like Wyeth and Lytle, Robert Selph Henry, too, emphasizes Forrest's
personality as a key ingredient to understanding his contested reputation. Henry discusses
Forrest's personality by addressing many of the perceived contradictions involved. Says
Henry:
[Forrest] was, indeed, a man of mixed nature, compounded of violence
and of gentleness. But through all the contradictions of a contradictory
character, in one thing there was never a variation, never a contradiction.
Always and everywhere, whenever and wherever there was fighting to be
done, he fought.127
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Henry adds to this personality of contradiction, illustrating Forrest as particularly kind to
women and children,128 despite many instances of a violent temper and
insubordination.129 Consequently, Henry's presentation leaves readers with the impression
that Forrest has not been presented inconsistently, but Forrest is both misunderstood and a
contradictory person. Thus, Forrest was many things, both good and bad, despite efforts
to paint him one way versus the other to readers.
Still, Henry portrays a predominately positive image of Forrest, emphasizing key
speeches and documented moments that reflect favorably upon Forrest's reputation. In
particular, Henry points to Forrest's farewell speech at Selma (see Appendix 3),130 his
Christian conversion,131 the influence of his wife who was the antithesis of his
personality,132 the 20,000 people—both white and black—who walked for three miles
following his funeral,133 the devotion his soldiers had of him,134 to even high praises
given of him by President Grant135 and Viscount Wolseley, an English Cavalry Officer.136
The end result of Henry's efforts concedes the inconsistent and contradictory personality
of Forrest; however, Forrest was consistent insofar as he always behaved in accordance
with what he thought was right. Thus, as Henry emphasizes, that while Forrest may have
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been difficult to understand at times, he was never dishonest or a man without integrity.
Henceforth, Henry adds to Forrest's reputation by suggesting that despite what readers
may think of him, Forrest cannot be faulted for being a man of conviction. This theme of
conviction, too, by the way, will also be clearly present with subsequent authors who
make similar arguments in defense of Forrest and his purported controversial activities.

Slavery
Henry offers a rhetoric of historical context and defense on behalf of Forrest. Says
Henry of Forrest:
Forrest engaged in a large and conspicuous way in the buying and selling
of slaves. It was a business entirely lawful at the time and place, but it is a
commentary upon the South's 'peculiar institution' that even among those
who owned them, and who upon occasion bought and sold them, there
attached to the commercial traffic in slaves a certain social stain. And this
was true even where, as in the case of Forrest, the dealer was more than
usually kind to his human stock in trade.137
Consequently, Henry re-produces Lafcadio Hearn's obituary of Forrest in defense of his
behavior towards slaves, stating that some of whom had:
feared and disliked Forrest about evenly... it is said that Forrest was kind
to his negroes; that he never separated members of a family, and that he
always told his slaves to go out in the city and choose their own masters.
There is no instance of any slave taking advantage of the permission to run
away. Forrest taught them that it was to their own interest not to abuse the
privilege; and, as he also taught them to fear him exceedingly, I can
believe the story. There were some men in town to whom he would never
sell a slave, because they had the reputation of being cruel masters.138
Henry continues that testimony is unanimous in support of Forrest since he went
to lengths to reunite families so as to avoid painful separations; that slaves even besought
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him to purchase them because of his reputation for kindness and fair treatment.139
Clearly, readers are presented little in the way of a new version to consider. Instead, the
same positive accounts become routinely portrayed and re-presented, almost predictably,
all suggesting that history has remembered Forrest differently than has public memory.
Still, there is something to be said for these consistent portrayals of Forrest; are all of
these authors lying, or otherwise misrepresenting, Forrest's life to the reader? While the
texts suggest Forrest has been depicted in a way that is flattering to the region, it is also
worth considering what kind of impact this consistency has had upon readers. Then
again, one must also consider whether most readers would bother to read multiple
biographies of the same controversial person. Many of the authors such as Henry have
successfully downplayed the significance of Forrest's slave-trading activities by
suggesting that he was hardly as evil as made out to be and relatively better than his
contemporaries.

Fort Pillow
Henry's version can be best described as a rhetoric of historical context, defense
and clarification. Henry begins his discussion of Fort Pillow by situating the controversy
within the context of war; rules of engagement, Henry argues, are antiquated notions that
simply do not apply and to even suggest that they do is simply an act of propaganda. To
label the outcome of a confrontation an atrocity merely serves a political end where a
military action failed. Moreover, adds Henry:
Atrocities were not an invention of the First World War propaganda
organizations. American newspapers of the Civil War period, North and
South, abounded in them... But Fort Pillow was the 'atrocity' of the [Civil]
139
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war... Incompetent and blundering command of the defense brought
extraordinary losses to the defenders. Bitter local animosities and racial
antipathies added to the slaughter. A Congressional committee of the
inquiry made the 'atrocity' official. Its report, of which 40,000 extra copies
were printed, became a prime campaign document in the bitter election of
1864.140
Henry continues:
During the weeks and months in which Fort Pillow was being thus
established in popular belief as a 'massacre,' neither Forrest himself nor
the Confederate government made any corresponding effort to present the
other side of the story to the people in either North or South. Forrest's
reason for public silence, as expressed in a letter to Stephen Lee ten weeks
after the affair, was that 'as my official reports are in the hands of the
Department at Richmond I did not, nor do I, consider that I have any
defense to make, or attempt any refutation of the charges... I have taken
pains in my official report made to Lieutenant-General Polk, to place all
the facts in the possession of the Government in order that they might
meet any demands made by the Federal authority.141
Thus, if Forrest actually believed he had nothing to hide or lie about, his actions and
reports affirm as much. However, one must also consider whether the Confederate
command did as much as it could to protect Forrest; unless, of course, it used Forrest as a
scape goat for unwanted/unflattering war coverage.
Still, Henry adds that part of the popular belief of a massacre having occurred at
Fort Pillow was the slow response by Confederates to respond to allegations. Says Henry:
―The Confederate government was silent during these critical weeks because it had not
received the report... 4 months later the papers were finally published.‖142 Despite this lag
in publishing the papers, however, Henry includes the testimony of Forrest's adjutant,
Captain Anderson, stating that ―it was perfectly apparent to any man endowed with the
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smallest amount of common sense that to all intents and purposes the fort was ours.‖143
Notwithstanding, Henry proceeds hereafter re-presenting much of the same evidence that
Jordan and Pryor, Wyeth as well as Lytle already presented in Forrest's defense,
reminding readers of Union blunders and poor leadership decisions that resulted in the
wars bloody result and the Northern propaganda efforts that proceeded thereafter.144 The
only subtle differences in how the plot is presented by Henry, however, is that he offers
Union testimony confirming that many soldiers were intoxicated before the start of the
battle and that Forrest indeed ordered a cease fire to prevent additional casualties.145
Otherwise, Henry identifies the infinite Congressional contradictions offered by Union,
and only Union, soldiers,146 while further reminding readers that Union prisoner
exchange records confirm that many soldiers were captured without being harmed by
Confederates (see Appendix 2).147
Henry also states that among members of the Congressional committee assigned
to investigate the Battle of Fort Pillow, sixty-seven people were interrogated, all of whom
were from Union perspectives, while ultimately exonerating Forrest.148 Following his
discussion of Fort Pillow, Henry offers his own theory, backed with evidence, to suggest
the origins of the massacre theory. Says Henry: ―The development of a 'massacre' theory
of the capture of Fort Pillow may be traced in the columns of the Memphis Bulletin... a
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newspaper of strong Union complexion.‖149 Henry continues that the newspaper
published numerous inaccuracies of the event while also conceding two years later that
―there was much misrepresented about the Fort Pillow affair. It is not true that the Rebels
took no prisoners. On the contrary, about 200 were taken prisoners and carried South.‖150
In addition to Forrest taking prisoners, Henry also offers multiple sources of testimony,
including General Sherman, stating that Forrest was usually very kind to them.151
Notwithstanding, colored soldiers suffered huge losses at the Battle of Fort Pillow
and Brice's Crossroads, Henry reminds readers, thus the staggering disproportionate
numbers resulted in widespread humiliation for Union loyalists struggling to save face—
while winning political points for the upcoming election of 1868—against a perceivably
inferior enemy equipped with considerably fewer resources.152 Thus, the impression
given to readers in lieu of Henry's presentation of Forrest suggests a strong exoneration
evidenced by fact and supported by testimony; much of which is informed from Union
sources. Consequently, for readers to hold Forrest accountable for Fort Pillow would
essentially be to hold the Union command responsible for undermining its effort to defeat
Forrest politically, if not militarily, too.

KKK
Henry begins his discussion by situating the KKK as the product primarily of
tradition and legend, with nothing having been written down, nor much of what actually
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took place ever told.153 Henry concedes that Forrest is often suspected of having as a role
in the Klan while usually assumed to have been its first leader.154 Despite these
suspicions, however, the Klan did not originate with Forrest nor was its intent to fight
Union Leagues a sentiment unshared by most Southerners of the time.155 Irrespective of
as much, however, the Klan became a political tool for resistance to Reconstruction, often
believed to have been spearheaded by Forrest's leadership.156 While never explicated,
Forrest is often thought to be the leader, Henry insinuates, because nobody else had the
organizational skills or the widespread popularity to make the Klan such a successful
political oppositional tool. Despite acknowledging this sentiment, however, Henry notes
that no actual Klansman was ever directly named the Grand Wizard or identified Forrest
as being so in public print.157 Still, Henry reminds readers that links made from Morton's
book implicates Forrest's role.158 As one of the original founders, Henry questions why
Morton would connect his former commanding officer and implicate him unless the
suspicion was, in fact, true.
Henry goes one step further, however, including a letter written by James Crowe
in 1908 and published after his death in 1914, another founder of the Klan, stating that
―After the order grew to large numbers we found it necessary to have someone of large
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experience to command. We chose General N. B. Forrest.‖159 Particularly suspect,
however, is that this letter was published after Crowe's death without confirming whether
it was actually something he wrote. Despite doubts of the note's authenticity, for the
second time, and once more from a former Klansman, Forrest was linked as not only a
member of the group but also as its leader. While still a contested point, as Henry notes
from Forrest disavowing any knowledge or role in the group as evidenced by his
Congressional testimony and interviews given to the Cincinnati Commercial,160 there is
enough reason to infer that Forrest knew more—and played much more of a role—than
he was willing to admit.161 Despite Forrest offering no incriminating statements during
his Congressional testimony, Henry also charitably argues that ―It is likely no member of
the committee inwardly blamed him for his palpable evasions...‖162 After all, Henry
reminds readers, the committee in its final report did not formally find that Forrest was an
officer or even a member of the Klan.163
Following coverage of Forrest's evasive responses to the Congress, Henry shifts
his focus away from Forrest and discusses the political climate surrounding the times that
the Klan operated within. He notes the Radical Republican rule of Tennessee by
Governor Brownlow followed by the disband of the Klan following Brownlow's
resignation.164 Henry also provides speculation that the Klan may have disbanded as an
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agreement with General Grant that upon his presidency inauguration through former
Confederate support, civil government would be restored in the South in exchange for the
dissolution of the Klan. While this story, among countless others, remains
unsubstantiated, there is still evidence that the Klan disbanded because imitators—whites
and blacks, Northerners and Southerners—were using the anonymous identity of the Klan
regalia to perpetuate their own violent agendas.165 Consequently, despite Forrest
purportedly dissolving the Klan, laws had been passed forbidding the publication or
distribution of Klan notices. Thus, Henry argues, some dens probably never received the
order. Moreover, many new Dens were formed after the dissolution, often by individual
members without authority. Even without imperfect or incomplete Prescripts by some
such dens, those written from memory were evidently preserved.166 Thus, many new
Dens acting in the name of the original became associated as the same Klan that Forrest
was believed to have been a part of.
Notwithstanding, Henry's presentation of Forrest presents numerous points of
consideration, most in Forrest's favor. Central to most of these considerations, however, is
establishing credibility; both for Henry as well as Forrest. In order for readers to accept
Henry's claims, they must first believe Henry can be trusted. However, with Henry
presenting many questionable talking points in favor of Forrest, such as often interjecting
on behalf of Forrest, the impression left with readers is that Henry has an agenda.
However, Henry also includes details that are less-than-flattering to Forrest, such as
linking his purported involvement with a letter written from a former Klansman that no
author previous to him, nor since, has attempted or confirmed. Consequently, Henry
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creates a perception of objectivity since he is willing to concede some controversial
losses in order to achieve the greater victory from readers; that Forrest, irrespective of
whether he was a Klansman, acted honorably. Still, despite the aforementioned
considerations, readers are left having to discern many more facts, in part, by deciding
whether Henry can be trusted. Thus, if readers feel Henry can be trusted when he
volunteers information when he did not have to, efforts to argue considerably more
controversial points might earn the readers acceptance. Conversely, however, if readers
feel that Henry cannot be trusted when it appears he is favorably misrepresenting Forrest,
efforts to argue considerably more controversial points might make readers inclined to
reject Henrys' assertions altogether.

General Nathan Bedford Forrest; The Boy and the Man – Claude Gentry (1972)
Claude Genrty offers a perspective of Forrest that leaves much to be desired.
Perhaps particularly suspicious, he offers absolutely no citations, no table of contents, no
index, nor any organized format. Thus, Gentry's efforts suggest a concerted effort to
either omit factual history or simply to re-invent Forrest to his liking. Still, Gentry argues
―Contrary to much that [Forrest] has been accused of there is another side in his make-up.
He was a warm, family-loving man and had a great fondness of children and had a
profound feeling for suffering and needy human-beings.‖167 Moreover, Gentry offers
endless platitudes with rarely any negatives mentioned. Instead, Gentry re-creates
Forrest's personality and his intentions through questionable dialogue that may not have
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ever occurred. Still, Forrest is presented as having a sense of humor,168 having concern
for his son's safety who was under his command,169 as well as the death of his brothers
impacting him throughout the war.170 Consequently, Gentry suggests Forrest's actions
may be best understood by attempting to sympathize with his psychology. But Gentry
also shifts his focus away from Forrest and onto Sherman, arguing that his March to
Atlanta could be regarded as significantly more violent and horrible than anything Forrest
ever did.171 Equally suspect, Gentry also focuses some of his commentary on King
Phillip, Forrest's horse, as hating blue uniforms and Union soldiers as much as Forrest.172
Thus, Claude Gentry's version can best be summed up as an annotated history of
Forrest's life that almost exclusively emphasizes his personality while downplaying and/or
omitting any suggestion of controversy involved. Arguably, Gentry's text could also be intended
for a younger audience evidenced by the oversimplified generalizations while focusing on
personality characteristics as model exemplars for emulation. Moreover, Gentry provides no
indication where his information originates other than presenting his version as if it were
already presupposed that no disagreements concerning Forrest existed. Notwithstanding,
Gentry's text was published in 1972, well beyond many of the previous biographies published
during Reconstruction and the height of the Klan, further suggesting that Gentry might be
attempting to shape a new—less critical—focus of Forrest by going back to basics; focusing on
the parts of Forrest that can be viewed as most admirable or at least absent of controversy.
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An Untutored Genius: The Military Career of General Nathan Bedford Forrest – Lonnie
E. Maness (1990)
It should be noted that Maness' text is primarily intended to speak about Forrest's
military career. Thus, it should come as no surprise that the bulk of Maness' work speaks
more specifically to Forrest's military years while offering little discussion of events
before or after those years. Nevertheless, when Maness did include discussion of topics
related to Forrest's life before and following the Civil War, he offered nothing new that
previous authors have not already discussed at length. Thus, on the one hand, it could be
inferred that Maness is omitting key controversial details because they contaminate
readers' ability to accept an uncritical version of Forrest where he is least tainted by
controversy. On the other hand, however, it could also be inferred that Maness was not
omitting key controversial details, but emphasizing a very detailed account of Forrest's
war record since anything less exhaustive than a full volume might be regarded as a
disservice to understanding Forrest's military genius. Still, Maness provides a relatively
uncritical presentation of Forrest, often offering the benefit of the doubt and charitable
interpretations when a neutral or more objective approach could clearly have been used
instead.
Consequently, despite Maness' work strongly presenting a tone in favor of Forrest,
he presents a rhetoric of clarification, often attempting to explain, justify and defend
Forrest from real, perhaps even perceived, attacks. The end result of Maness' work would
leave most readers with the impression of a strong bias in favor of Forrest, but among
Civil War scholars, Maness' work has been well received. Thus, a careful consideration of
Maness' presentation, irrespective of the lack of criticism offered, offers a particularly
useful insight into understanding Forrest by judging him through his military activities.
204

However, Maness does not offer any new considerations of Forrest pertaining to Fort
Pillow, for instance, inasmuch as he consolidates previous arguments already made to
present a solid defense on behalf of Forrest. Moreover, while Forrest's military career is
certainly not indicative of understanding his entire personality or life, it does offer a
certain perspective since Forrest can be presumed to be considerably more moderate in
times of peace versus times of war. And among some of his personality traits observed
during war, there were instances of compassion identified. In so doing, Maness presents
Forrest through his war record to have readers reconsider his life in less critical and/or
less controversial contexts.
Consequently, Maness's presentation also appears to concede controversial details
where facts to the contrary are unavailable (or simply do not exist) and downplays
culpability of guilt where previous authors have behaved similarly. The end result of
Maness' efforts suggests that he is cultivating some criticisms toward Forrest while
equally exonerating him in the same way. Thus, Maness is both conceding and rejecting
guilt to readers, making it difficult to infer which points, among readers unfamiliar with
previous Forrest texts, are points of disagreement and which points, among readers
familiar with previous Forrest texts, are most important in formulating an informed
conclusion of Forrest. To Maness' credit, his rhetoric hints at a conscientious
consideration of decorum, situating facts in his narrative where some facts are too widely
known to be denied while nonchalantly omitting suspicions where controversy is not
prevalent enough to attract attention from readers. As Leff notes, these efforts by Maness
blend these elements well enough so as to render them indistinguishable to readers.
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A Battle from the Start – Brian Steel Wills (1993)
Brian Steel Wills, like many authors who have emphasized Forrest's personality,
takes this emphasis to a new level. Wills presents Forrest as a very complicated person
with a variety of emotions and personalities, almost too complicated to understand.
Interestingly, however, Wills gravitates to several themes with regard to how these
personality traits are classified. In particular, he emphasizes Forrest's discipline,173 his
honor,174 as an intimidator,175 a man of action,176 his temperament,177 his violence,178 as
well as a plethora of anecdotes that show how these personality traits are revealed
through action.179 Wills' presentation is surprisingly objective insofar as Wills is critical
of Forrest and many of the controversies associated with his stigmatized reputation;
however, Wills' tone throughout still presents a degree of sympathy towards Forrest.
Often readers are presented with critical accounts of Forrest followed by a rhetoric of
justification and/or defense that seemingly exonerates Forrest once his personality is
considered and discussed further. Thus, Wills, while presenting his material relatively
objectively, still has a bias that heavily favors interpretations charitable to Forrest.
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Slavery
Similar to previous authors like Wyeth who have provided neutral-to-positive
emphasis on Forrest's slave-trading activities to readers, so, too, does Wills. Unlike many
authors who simply ignored discussing the issue as ever being a problem; and unlike
other authors who conceded the issue as a problem but historically misunderstood in
contemporary society; Wills redefines slavery in terms consistent with antebellum
ideology. One could thus infer that Wills‘ intended readership views Forrest as a defender
of said antebellum ideology or at least someone situated in and influenced by the
dominant norms of such a society. Says Wills:
Many Southern orators and politicians considered it in their calculations
for the preservation of the institution of slavery… [to] safeguard their way
of life,180 protect business interests and fortune… [and any] changes to the
current system would threaten to undo what they painstakingly
achieved…181
with Forrest being no exception. Wills reiterates that slavery was regarded as a business
interest while any public efforts made to limit or otherwise outlaw the practice as an
encroachment on Southern autonomy. Says Wills of Forrest ―He would not willingly
surrender control of his affairs to others,‖ while portraying him as a reluctant participant
in secession, equally loyal to his home state of Tennessee to defend the new nation.182
Accordingly, Wills presents an interpretation of Forrest that implies his auditor
would be both aware of the aforementioned attitudes of slavery as a ―business interest‖ as
well as—and perhaps more importantly—sympathetic to advocates and causes that fight
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against encroachments made against personal property and prosperity. An implied auditor
may identify with Forrest‘s strife insofar as questioning whether ―Forrest really did
anything wrong for fighting to protect what he believed in.‖ Once more with Black‘s
Second Persona,183 he argues that a speech reveals not only what the rhetor wants his or
her audience to know or believe as a consequence of the particular topic of the speech,
but it also implies who the ideal auditor is made evident in recurring stylistic tokens, such
as the repetition of key metaphors. Despite alleged questionable and controversial claims
made against Forrest‘s character, Wills proceeds to present readers with many recurring
stylistic tokens in an effort to encourage positive interpretations of Forrest. Moreover,
Black further reiterates the significance in identifying these stylistic tokens by identifying
and analyzing the implications of these recurring elements whereby allowing critics to
isolate the moral character of the implied audience, and thus obligates a moral judgment
of the rhetor‘s vision.
In the case of Wills in how he presents Forrest to readers, it is clear his vision as
rhetor is to invoke both appreciation for, and sympathy in response to, the times and
circumstances Forrest lived under. Wills supplies readers with no short supply of
examples to consider. Wills describes Forrest as possessing an honor code and going to
great lengths to defend it as well as disassociating from—fellow Southerners included—
those who broke it.184 Then Wills shifts his aim to re-situate the institution of slavery and
criticisms made against Forrest in a number of ways. First, Forrest is presented as being
one broker among several more prominent than he when he first began. The City of
Memphis, Wills argues, was the largest slave trade city and marketplace in the region. So
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profitable was slave-trading that it was one of the most commonplace activities in
town.185 Moreover, Forrest was said to have had multiple slave-trading partners.186
Unlike many of his partners and competitors Forrest was said to take great care of his
slaves for increased profit.187 While certainly the intent of taking care of the slaves was
motivated by less-than-utilitarian incentives, Forrest was conscientious of his reputation
and believed ethical business practices were good both for profit and his reputation.188
Moreover, Forrest existed in a marketplace where exponential wealth made slave-trading
an attractive enterprise. With wealth came prestige; thus, the status of slave-trader carried
with it privilege and power.189 And to create further sympathy for Forrest, Wills
emphasizes the strong motivations Forrest was likely contemplating, having grown up in
poverty and seeking a better life for his family.
Wills also argues Forrest martyred himself with all the hardship that slave-trading
imposed. In so doing, Forrest developed strong business acumen and contacts leading to
his success as a slave-trader and military leader.190 Moreover, Wills presents several
points of consideration that further aim to undermine attacks made against Forrest. If any
critic presents Forrest‘s role as slave-trader as particularly bad, all one has to say is that
―Forrest was not the worst of the worst‖ or ―Forrest was motivated to succeed exploiting
a system that afforded him the best available means of doing so.‖ While not necessarily
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explicated in this way, Wills presents readers with many considerations that formulate
charitable interpretations of Forrest. Perhaps this rhetorical strategy was not intentional
by Wills, but it does not matter; by virtue of having presented that information to readers,
the auditor, as argued by Perelman, assigns meaning to ambiguity in ways consistent with
a reasonable interpretation of reality.
Conversely, while some authors like Wyeth offered no criticism of Forrest's slavetrading activities and others like Hurst only offered criticism in the form of defending the
historical circumstances imposed upon Forrest, Wills, too, offers very little criticism. In
one instance where Wills identifies Forrest as purportedly misstating the date upon when
he released former slaves who fought within his command prior to the end of the war,
Wills is only critical of the timing—not the actuality—of Forrest‘s slaves‘ release, stating
that Forrest ―remembered the events incorrectly.‖191 Such charity of criticism cultivates a
fairly positive reception of Forrest to readers. The aforementioned examples, among
numerous others, also suggests Wills was aiming to condition readers to consider
forgotten/lost historical contexts and competing forces responsible for the decisions made
by Forrest; reiterating that it was the world Forrest belonged in and responded to, not the
product of any hurtful ideology he adhered to, that readers should consider in evaluating
Forrest‘s role as a slave-trader. For readers who had yet to formulate an opinion, they are
left with the impression that Wills is neither unreasonable nor misrepresenting slavery
when told Forrest was not fighting to preserve slavery; he was merely protecting his
―business interests.‖
Moreover, rather than being withheld from the harsh realities of slavery, as Wyeth
did; and rather than being asked to understand the historical context of which slavery
191
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existed, as Hurst did; Wills shapes and constructs his audience to both accept the
historical context of slavery as well as challenges his auditors to afford sympathy towards
a man having persevered through strong competing social-political pressures. Under
ordinary circumstances such efforts may not necessarily guide an audience to support the
conclusions made of Forrest by Wills. However, for those auditors that sought out Wills‘
discourse such efforts to reconstitute public understanding through the aforementioned
described rhetorical processes may otherwise prove to be successful in support of Forrest.

Fort Pillow
Wills presents Forrest's role at the Battle of Fort Pillow by echoing many of the
same talking points of previous authors. He offers a relatively full account of the battle
while detailing many of the extenuating circumstances therein.192 He offers personality
insights and interjections, like Lytle, while suggesting some of Forrest's psychology
throughout.193 While seemingly attempting to be objective, much of Wills' discussion
hinges on accepting Forrest's personality. Thus, by proxy, if readers are willing to accept
Wills' rendition of Forrest as having a certain mindset, they are also more likely to accept
that Forrest acted and or thought consistently with said personality trait. Consequently,
Wills' use of personality to construct a reputation of Forrest to readers leaves readers with
statements like ―If Forrest intended a massacre, he most certainly would have ordered one
to have occurred.‖194 While these claims are debatable, Wills makes a compelling
argument insofar as much of what is already known of Forrest is premised off of
192
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personality traits inherently engrained in previous biographies.195 Thus, if we are to be
consistent with understanding how these myths are constructed as well as used to create
an impression of Forrest, Wills asserts,196 then it is not unreasonable to infer that Forrest
would behave contradictory from the numerous instances, evidenced by Wills'
personality-based themes, that suggest Forrest was rather consistent in matters that
concerned his honesty, integrity, and honor.197

KKK
Wills presents Forrest's purported Klan activity using a rhetoric of historical
context. Similar to previous authors, Wills, too, presupposes Forrest's involvement while
shifting the emphasis to downplay the controversy involved. Says Wills of Forrest, the
Klan was not the same organization today that it was in Forrest's day, while further noting
that the only thing controversial about the matter is how previous authors have attempted
to discuss it.198 Consequently, Forrest was most likely the Klan's first Grand Wizard,199
but equally important to understanding Forrest's legacy is the role he served while
officially apart of its organization.200 Among other things, Forrest was protecting the
South from the North following the war while attempting to politically consolidate
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Southern resistance in light of constant propaganda stigmatizing his efforts.201 Thus,
Wills contends, that Forrest was able to achieve political equality for white Southerners
following the war with virtually no military only further adds, not taints, his legacy. 202
Thus, Forrest has been historically remembered for the wrong reasons, in part, as Wills
suggests, because Forrest willfully martyred himself and his reputation on behalf of the
people and region he served.203

Nathan Bedford Forrest: A Biography – Jack Hurst (1993)
Jack Hurst, much like many of the authors emphasizing Forrest's personality,
repeats in his efforts by asserting that understanding Forrest's life through his personality
is especially helpful in discerning the credibility of facts offered in support—as well as
rejection—of Forrest. Interestingly, however, Hurst chooses to emphasize different
personality traits in defense of Forrest. Among some of the traits, Hurst presents Forrest
as a mathematical prodigy,204 as having treated soldiers—both his as well as the
enemies—compassionately,205 as having repented more often than many would otherwise
believe,206 as well as being particularly conscientious of his own reputation.207
Consequently, Hurst presents Forrest's personality in the first half of the book, as
evidenced by detailed discussions of Forrest's pre-war life, then shifts his discussion of
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Forrest's war and post-war life by comparing different parts of his life to argue that
Forrest's personality changed over time. While it comes as no surprise that many people
change over the course of a lifetime, with regard to Forrest, Hurst asserts, he became
increasingly more tolerant and socially liberal than his upbringing might otherwise
suggest. Thus, Forrest is best understood by understanding his life in full so that readers
can distinguish clear differences in Forrest's personality over time. Moreover, these
differences suggest that Forrest is often not given enough credit for the things he did
accomplish versus baseless allegations he is blamed and often unfairly remembered for.

Slavery
The slave-trading version of Forrest presented by Hurst suggests a pragmatic
businessman who was not necessarily kind to his slaves for kindness‘ sake, as Wyeth
would implicate, but rather ―A happy slave was one more likely to work well and less
likely to run away… [which could affect] future profitability.‖208 Although seemingly
balanced with his criticisms, Hurst presents Forrest as a man of his time that inherited—
not created—the institution of slavery. The implication is that Forrest cannot be held
responsible for something he participated in; said responsibility would only be a fair
criticism if he enacted the practice altogether. Hurst also challenges the sincerity of
Forrest‘s critics, questioning whether ―most of those who professed to be outraged by
slavery‘s inhumanity were as jealous of the economic advantage it accorded slaveholders
as they were concerned about the plight of slaves.‖209 Rather than the emphasis invoking
criticisms of morality or questions challenging a softer—more charitable—interpretation
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of Forrest‘s activities, however, Hurst appears to defend—or at least strongly
emphasize—the times and circumstances of which Forrest lived. Such efforts to situate
behavior and shift discourse towards a holistic approach to understanding history is best
described by Lloyd Bitzer‘s The Rhetorical Situation.210
Bitzer defined the rhetorical situation as the:
Complex of persons, events, objects, and relations presenting an actual or
potential exigence which can be completely or partially removed if
discourse, introduced into the situation, can so constrain human decision
or action as to bring about the significant modification of the exigence.211
In Hurst‘s case, he is responding to both actual and perceived criticisms that call into
question Forrest‘s reputation as presented to an undecided—and for all intents and
purposes an ignorant—audience. Consequently, Bitzer argues that rhetorical discourse
comes into existence as a response to a situation (e.g. Forrest‘s alleged controversial
reputation). In turn, this situation defined by Bitzer, as created by critics of Forrest,
controls the rhetorical response made by Hurst. In short, the criticisms raised against
Forrest shape Hurst‘s answers and Forrest‘s tainted reputation shapes Hurst‘s solution.
Bitzer would likely say that Forrest's tainted reputation, the source of alleged controversy
in this case, is the hub of rhetorical activity and criticism. If Forrest‘s reputation were
challenged in different ways, so, too, would the rhetorical responses by Hurst change in
adjusting to the critical discourse.
Notwithstanding, Hurst is confronted by and addresses numerous criticisms
against Forrest. Among the more pressing criticisms, Forrest was purported to have
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deliberately made racially-motivated decisions about the welfare of slaves. Consequently,
Hurst responds to would-be criticisms by invoking a historical comparison to be
considered. Says Hurst:
Forrest should not be condemned too quickly, too reflexively, or too selfrighteously. Like Andrew Jackson, he was compelled by his times to make
hard choices, and by today‘s standards some of his became some of
history‘s worst. Jackson, arguably the greatest American of his epoch,
might be remembered in much the same light as Forrest had more of the
victims of his persecutions—the American Indians—survived to reproach
his posterity. The wrongs committed by great men tend to be as large as
the men themselves, and Forrest‘s were appropriately titanic. Yet even
these carried out with an indomitable, ruthless courage, and when his
frenzies life permitted him time to reflect before acting, he usually did the
moral thing, at least as he understood it.212
With the aforementioned example, Hurst makes clear that while Forrest is not without
fault, his reputation concerning the treatment of slaves and people of color has been
stigmatized in a way other—perhaps similarly famous—historical figures have not been.
Thus, Hurst shifts some of the attention away from critics focusing on Forrest's slavetrading activities and shifts more attention towards questioning why Forrest is held to a
greater moral standard for his offenses versus other famous historical figures. Similar to
Wyeth shifting negative criticisms away from Forrest by inserting considerations of
historical context, Hurst also constructs his rhetorical discourse in a similar manner. Still,
Hurst invokes this historical comparison even further. He goes on to say that Jackson,
while he became President and more famous in public memory than Forrest, was
considerably more violent without just cause for his actions whereas Forrest was violent
in his actions but with just cause.213 Moreover, unlike Wyeth who appears to be
independently constructing Forrest‘s reputation irrespective of critics, Hurst‘s rhetorical
212
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discourse in defense of Forrest appears to be in response to critics. Says Hurst: ―Nathan
Bedford Forrest requires no apologists. Reality, not apology, reminds [us] that his times
were as extraordinary as his life.‖214
While the aforementioned distinction may fall on deaf ears, rhetorically, Hurst
accomplishes something else. While he is responding to the rhetorical situation created
by critics of Forrest, he is also eluding that these critics have made conscious—perhaps
even arbitrary—choices in their criticisms that have caused the production of rhetoric that
he is now responding to. Thus, in this instance, a rhetorical situation pertaining to
Forrest‘s reputation may not exist, as Hurst is insinuating, but critics are imposing
arbitrary moral judgments to attack Forrest and (re)defining his reputation as they see fit;
this would be The Myth of the Rhetorical Situation that Richard Vatz speaks of.215 In
response to critics, perhaps, contriving a rhetorical situation of Forrest, Hurst says:
By the lights of his time and place, Nathan Bedford Forrest was a great
man; not for the modern era, he offers an example even greater. His story
not only recounts the implacable struggles of an intelligent man of action
against the longest kinds of odds. It traces an exceptional American‘s
remarkable philosophical journey.216
Of central importance is that Forrest is both regarded as an American, instead of
just as a Southerner, and an invocation of perseverance is suggested that is usually
reserved for a broader definition of American identity. The significance of these details
should not be overlooked in that Hurst is not aiming to distinguish regionalized
differences by defending Forrest as being different but instead he is emphasizing regional
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similarities by suggesting Forrest is not as different as some of his critics would
otherwise purport. Thus, while Forrest did own and participate in slave-trading, so, too,
did other national figures before, during and following his time. Thus, once more, Hurst
shifts the focus away from addressing whether Forrest was a slave-trader and re-shifts the
focus in questioning why other slave-traders are not equally criticized for an abhorrent
practice.
Also unlike some authors who appear to be constructing Forrest‘s reputation with
platitudes, Hurst‘s rhetorical discourse challenges negative assertions—rather than
promotes positive interpretations—against Forrest. Hurst says of Forrest: ―his leadership
at Fort Pillow and of the Klan notwithstanding, Forrest was no sadistic racial bigot,
although the extravagant claims of some of his apologists are unconvincing.‖217
Moreover, similar to how some authors have maintained—or at least minimized attacks
against—Forrest‘s perceived ethos, so, too, does Hurst. However, where Wyeth sought
charitable interpretations where substantially more controversial matters of race were
involved, Hurst appears more concerned with non-critical interpretations of Forrest where
controversial matters of race were involved. Nevertheless, as previously reiterated with
Wyeth, such efforts by Hurst to recreate or otherwise shift negative criticisms away from
Forrest are best described by Maurice Charland‘s Rehabilitating Rhetoric.218 This
rhetorical strategy to discourse, via interpellation, invites audiences to discuss and
consider alternative perspectives to Forrest while becoming ideologically converted
through a socialized collaborative process.
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Fort Pillow
Despite Hurst's efforts to argue that understanding Forrest's pre-war personality
will largely inform how readers should understand Forrest's war personality, Hurst's main
points are neither new nor revolutionary. Compared to previous authors, Hurst presents
the same controversial details as Jordan and Pryor's version of Forrest while only slightly
more critical in the process.219 In so doing, Hurst critiques much of what has already been
said by suggesting that it is reasonable to infer that a massacre took place given the
particularly bloody and violent details of the event,220 but through a rhetoric of
clarification Hurst argues the same things as previous defenders of Forrest; that Union
leadership incompetence coupled with superior Confederate tactics created a volatile
situation that was all too predictable.221 Moreover, much of what is remembered of
Forrest, Hurst proclaims, is rooted in reactionary propaganda that was more against what
Forrest represented than anything he ever did.222
Additionally, Hurst adds, a Congressional investigation led by pro-Union
sympathizers, a body of people motivated to punish Forrest if opportunity permitted,
exonerated him of war crimes.223 Thus, Forrest's reputation was manufactured out of
misinformation. Whether readers are inclined to agree is debatable, but Hurst reiterates
much of what previous defenders have done; the facts do not support the claims made
against Forrest, clearly the charges are propaganda and are intended to undermine Forrest
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and what he has come to symbolize of The Lost Cause.

KKK
Hurst's presentation of Forrest takes on a rhetoric of historical context. Similar to
previous authors, Hurst offers many of the same platitudes in defense of the Klan and
what it was intended to serve; to restore the voting rights of former Confederates while
removing radical rule out of the South during Reconstruction.224 Similarly, Hurst touches
upon Governor Brownlow's militia threats against white Southerners,225 the
Congressional Klan investigation,226 Forrest's alleged role as the Grand Wizard,227 as well
as the Klan's decline and eventual disbandment.228 Far more interesting and a shift away
from previous authors, however, Hurst identifies the intricacies of the Klan's inner
workings. Among some of the more interesting points, Hurst focuses on the political
interests of the Klan,229 the Klan's prescript,230 rules and initiation ceremonies,231 as well
as the purported secrecy of the organization.232 Perhaps most conspicuous of Hurst's shift
away from previous authors is that no previous author has published anything similar to
Hurst. Thus, either previous authors have omitted many of these details that Hurst is now
224
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covering, or, perhaps more plausible, Hurst is interjecting on details where others have
conceded a lack of evidence to do so.
Consequently, Hurst presents a version of Forrest and the Klan that was deeply
divided amongst itself.233 Hurst notes that the Klan operated as many separate entities
while all claiming to be part of the same organization.234 Here, Hurst presents evidence to
suggest that Klan activities throughout the South were often happening independent of a
centralized command. Unlike previous authors, Hurst independently investigates each
Southern state to reveal its operations as incongruent with each Klan incarnation of the
neighboring states; Alabama,235 Arkansas,236 Georgia,237 Louisiana,238 Memphis,239
Mississippi,240 South Carolina,241 Tennessee,242 Texas,243 as well as the twentieth
century.244 Irrespective of whether that centralized command was, in fact, Forrest, Hurst
suggests this is so, but clearly Forrest's leadership245 differed from the activities in the
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surrounding states.246 Notwithstanding, legislative actions against the Klan247 and media
reports thereof248 each reinforced and perpetuated the belief that the Klan was an allencompassing group often believed to have been led by Forrest. Incidentally, Hurst's
version presents a critical account of the Klan that is not necessarily flattering of Forrest,
but equally downplays much of the criticisms directed at Forrest as unmerited.
Hurst's presentation also appears to have dispelled misconceptions of the Klan.
For readers suspicious of the Klan and/or already believing Forrest was the first Grand
Wizard, Hurst's rhetorical construction shifts attention away from Forrest and identifies
the internal difficulties of the Klan. Readers are presented with an organization with
several chapters thinking and acting independent of each other, almost appearing like
misbehaving school children. Consequently, then, the Klan is presented as being
something too big and too unorganized for anyone, including Forrest, to appropriately
control. Thus, Hurst cultivates a positive perception of Forrest that removes—or at least
minimizes—blame while re-contextualizing him as being in an impossible leadership
position that nobody under similar circumstances could effectively handle. While Hurst's
efforts could be viewed as evoking sympathy from readers, perhaps even eliciting
identification from critics who have experienced similar leadership difficulties, Forrest is
presented under compassionate terms to readers, clearly not completely responsible for
all the actions attributed as the work of the Klan.
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Wizard of the Saddle – William F. Currotto (1996)
Currotto's presentation, in light of previous authors, appears to be a combination
of hero-worship conjoined with white supremacy. Says Currotto: ―The white male who
made this country as great as it is today has become beleaguered in his own country.‖249
Strangely, the author does not elaborate further, perhaps ignorant of—or dismissive of—
the statement producing unintended negative interpretations. Equally suspect, assuming
readers accept Currotto's initial thesis, the author provides no table of contents, no index,
no sources or citations, no organization of any kind, with the end product appearing more
like a scrapbook than an actual biography. The author also self-describes as a Rebel while
randomly including Confederate war songs throughout the text, suggesting that the
purpose of this presentation was to arouse regional patriotism.
Like previous authors, Currotto, also touches upon Forrest's personality to
cultivate and resuscitate his reputation. Says Currotto:
Forrest was of great height and commanding presence. Habitually he was
mild in manner, quiet in speech, exemplary in language; in all respects
appearing as the kind-hearted, considerate man that he actually was. He
drank a little, and used tobacco not at all. In anger or excitement he was
transformed into a seeming maniac, terrifying to look upon, savage and
profane. The excitement of battle, however, never impaired his
observation or his judgment, but rather made them more keen, though his
aggressive spirit led him sometimes to ride into the thick of the fight and
join in personal combat, like a trooper rather than a general...practically
illiterate... [based on] his habitual use of a few quaint dialectical
expressions, such as mout for might and fit for fought. He had a talent for
mathematics which had no opportunity to develop far.250
The aforementioned quote, however, is only unique for three reasons. One,
Currotto alludes to Forrest's personality without providing any basis for where these
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personality traits originate. At least with Hurst, Wills, and Lytle, these authors offered
evidence to support claims made of particular personality characteristics. Two, Currotto
interjects within his descriptions, giving readers the impression that he knows who
Forrest actually was because he, too, is a Southerner. And third, Currotto innocuously
identifies Forrest's talent for mathematics that was only mentioned once before; possibly
influenced from Hurst. All things considered, however, Currotto's contribution to
Forrest's controversy can be best described as a rhetoric of patriotism. The author offers
little substance and reinforces many previous criticisms. Thus, Currotto's efforts have
done very little to help Forrest, but has drawn even more criticism towards the very
person he was attempting to protect/defend.

The Confederacy's Greatest Cavalryman – Brian Steel Wills (1998)
Similar to his previous biography, Wills evokes a laundry list of characteristics to
help readers understand who the real Forrest was. Sans the traits (e.g. honor,251
defender,252 discipline,253 intimidator,254 man of action,255 temperament,256 violence,257
etc.) he already mentioned in his first biography, Wills builds on these while adding more
personality characteristics to seemingly complicate Forrest further with a rhetoric of
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clarification and defense. Wills touches upon Forrest's ancestry258 and early life259 on the
frontier growing up,260 his apparent need for order261 and control,262 his gambling263 and
drinking habits,264 his pre-war265 and post-war266 business habits, his use of deception to
conquer opponents,267 in addition to many unexpected topics such as Forrest's
depression,268 the many injuries—both physical and mentally—that he sustained
throughout his life,269 as well as his wife's influence270 on his subsequent religious
conversion.271 Consequently, this version of Forrest is an emotional wreck and seemingly
impossible to criticize without numerous psychological considerations involved. Thus,
Wills makes it increasingly difficult to judge Forrest by re-shifting the readers' focus to
understand Forrest as someone—good, bad and all else in-between—who cannot simply
be reduced to his actions or the controversies. Instead, Forrest is best understood by
258
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complicating his personality and demonstrating he was not nearly as simple as many
critics have purported. Nevertheless, despite Wills' thesis, his discussion of the three
controversies offers relatively no new evidence for readers to consider of Forrest beyond
how evidence should be interpreted—or at least considered—differently. Unsurprisingly,
Wills also offers almost all the same sources as before while relying on sources originally
provided by Jordan and Pryor and Wyeth.

Wave the Bloody Shirt; The Life and Times of General Nathan Bedford Forrest – Robert
A. Sigafoos (1999)
Sigafoos mixes biography with fiction in an effort to create a pseudo-acceptable
portrait of Forrest. In so doing, Sigafoos takes great liberties to interject dialogue allegedly
the true words, or at least true sentiments, of Forrest, while presenting a history more
distorted than historical evidence might otherwise suggest. Consequently, Sigafoos offers a
very limited bibliography of Forrest; he offers virtually no sources, presents many
questionable interjections regarding the three controversies, while also leaving considerable
room to doubt who, or what, are informing his conclusions. While it could be inferred that
Sigafoos is not necessarily intending to write a historically accurate biography, it is equally
misleading to identify his work as a biography when his presentation style suggests a
critical examination without cited evidence to confirm the charges—both explicit and
implicit—made against Forrest. Thus, Sigafoos' work reads much more along the lines of
historical revisionism than it does of fact, leaving room to question the intention of his
work. Still, Sigafoos' rendition is generally close enough in identifying main events and
behaviors that it could be equally inferred—albeit incorrectly—that Sigafoos is merely
offering a contrarian perspective that is rarely offered of Forrest.
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Like previous authors, Sigafoos, too, strives to cultivate Forrest's personality;
however, his style of narration and purported dialogues portrays a predominately negative
interpretation. In so doing, Sigafoos offers Forrest's reaction, as one could only be
imagined to have occurred, for dramatic effect. These reactions are especially
controversial as they are presented as documented fact versus educated guesses. For
readers, however, these presentations suggest Forrest is less controversial than purported
while his criticisms appear legitimized. Consequently, Sigafoos' narration style appears
informed by Vatz' conception of the rhetorical situation whereby critics appear to be
responding to the rendition of Forrest that Sigafoos has constructed.
Notwithstanding, Sigafoos also touches upon personality traits of Forrest that
previous authors have also noted; his childhood;272 his vices;273 his death and public
reaction thereof;274 his religious conversion;275 political and social influences;276 honor;277
and several instances of apparent insecurity.278 Despite a similarity in topic themes,
Sigafoos' version emasculates Forrest to the point that readers unfamiliar with him might
be inclined to question why anyone would hold him in high esteem. Still, Sigafoos'
efforts appear to offer criticism of Forrest not in a traditional or explicit way, but through
the construction and presentation of historical record through narration. While Sigafoos'
approach to criticism varies considerably from previous authors, he offers no evidence to
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defend the conclusions informing these criticisms of Forrest. In contrast, some critics
have asserted that The Forrest Myth has been constructed despite evidence to defend the
claims made. Thus, it could also be inferred that Sigafoos' biography is a clear example
of propagating a myth whereby readers are made aware of the inherent controversies
surrounding Forrest by presenting a literary style that authors like Lytle first used in
making Forrest especially controversial.
As a counterpoint, in order for Sigafoos' efforts to be recognized as an expose of
prior myth-perpetuating-efforts by previous authors, readers would also need to be
knowledgeable of the work of previous authors while equally receptive to Sigafoos
implicit intentions. The end result leaves Forrest victim to the hostilities of modern
readers uninformed by 19th century socio-political Southern culture since Forrest is not
situated in any sort of historical context nor are his actions explained to at least offer a
rationale. In short, Sigafoos' work does more to undermine—than it does to improve—
Forrest's reputation.

Summary
The proceeding texts highlight several key observations. First, texts identified as
first person accounts were written by people who knew Forrest or included sources that
knew Forrest. Consequently, the earliest biographies were more historically accurate and
factually oriented in presentation style. Unlike later texts, these texts viewed Forrest in
literal terms while almost exclusively responding to many of the charges made and
negative perceptions created by the Congressional investigations. Moreover, these texts
also defended Forrest from criticisms as they pertain to the three controversies by often
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offering a rhetoric of clarification. Such efforts appear aimed to concede less
controversial points as a way to establish credibility while gaining audience approval for
more controversial matters whereby perceptions of strong credibility would likely
encourage public support.
Second, texts identified as the mythological foundation offer the first evidence of
presentations of Forrest transforming him into a social/cultural synecdoche whereby
Forrest rhetorically becomes a condensation symbol for Southern identity. Unlike
previous texts where historical details are expounded in Forrest's favor, these texts tend to
gravitate away from what is known and begin to present Forrest as a mythological figure
transcending literal meaning. In so doing, criticisms of Forrest and of the three
controversies that cannot be denied or overlooked are often avoided through a series of
red herrings whereby details are offered that are equally difficult to dismiss. Moreover,
where previous texts were likely targeted towards readers undecided of how to interpret
Forrest or his reputation, these texts are likely targeted towards groups already in support
of, or at least not in opposition to, Forrest. Consequently, this group of texts establishes a
precedent for what is soon to follow; texts focusing less on specific facts and more on
intangibles such as Forrest's personality and regional mythological significance. Such a
shift in focus clearly aims to complicate interpretations of and judgments against Forrest.
And third, texts identified as emphasizing personality build on the mythological
foundation created by previous authors while adding layers of complexity to Forrest. By
including considerations of Forrest's personality and psychology, this wave of texts forces
readers to consider not only Forrest's actions but also the external and internal
circumstances that shaped his actions. In so doing, efforts to dismiss criticisms of Forrest
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are sought by undermining over-simplifications made against him while also offering a
rhetoric of justification. Such a shift in focus presents Forrest as more personable to
readers while also making him more endearing to those inclined to sympathize with him;
that the aftermath of his actions can be questioned and criticized, but the sincerity of his
intentions cannot be denied as anything but honorable. In the next chapter, I will build on
this chapter by further observing how the most recent biographies of Forrest have
presented him. In so doing, additional shifts in presentation will be identified while
compared to previous shifts that no doubt shaped how newer texts have presented Forrest
differently over time. Consequently, the newer texts also reveal the extent to which
interpretations and appropriations of Forrest have evolved from literal meanings to now
clearly evoking competing and contradictory meanings as a condensation symbol.
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CHAPTER V
Nathan Bedford Forrest Biographies – Part II

Preview
In the previous chapter, I identified three shifts in how biographies of Forrest have
presented him differently over time. In so doing, the first presentations of Forrest directly
responded to the Fort Pillow and KKK Congressional investigations with an emphasis on
historical details and sources that were directly connected to Forrest as a way to support
positive interpretations of his credibility. The second presentations deviated away from
historical fact and slowly began to emphasize Forrest in mythological terms. This shift
notes a clear departure of understanding Forrest in literal terms and establishes the
beginning of The Forrest Myth whereby appropriations of Forrest—and by proxy
understanding his reputation—are socially/culturally expressed as synecdoches; a prelude
to becoming a condensation symbol. And the third presentations of Forrest build on the
mythological foundations by developing The Forrest Myth further with ad infinitum
portrayals of his personality and psychological considerations of the time and place he
lived in. This shift also notes another clear departure of understanding Forrest in literal
terms by mixing both history and mythology together to create a hybrid understanding of
him; that Forrest cannot be understood in isolation but rather historical and mythological
presentations each inform considerations of each other and how Forrest functions as a
condensation symbol.
In this chapter I will further explore different presentation shifts of Forrest
biographies over time, discussing the most recent texts from approximately the last ten
years. In so doing, I have identified particular texts as more important than others while

also revealing how these texts clearly aim to historically contextualize Forrest followed
by modern interpretations of him that shift in rhetorical presentation styles further. The
end result of chapters 4 and 5 reveal clear differences in presentation style over time
whereby readers are exposed to considerations of Forrest and his reputation ranging from
historical fact, to mythological and personality considerations, to employing historical
context, to now embracing Forrest for his contributions versus criticizing him for his
shortcomings. Consequently, some texts will also be discussed more than others as they
are pertinent to what each author contributed to observe significant presentation style
differences over time.

Historical Context Explored
This section includes texts that emphasize the importance of situating public
understandings of Forrest into the 19th century before attempting to interpret and
subsequently judge him with 21st century values. Compared to previous texts where some
authors attempted to complicate understanding Forrest by adding numerous intangibles
such as his personality as a consideration of his reputation, authors in this section tend to
be explicit about Forrest's controversies to the extent that they concede Forrest's actions,
but they equally dismiss criticisms of these actions by asking readers to suspend
judgment. In so doing, texts in this section concede controversy inasmuch as it seeks to
improve perceptions of Forrest's and the authors' credibility so that later—perhaps more
controversial—arguments will be more likely accepted.
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Forrest; The Confederacy's Relentless Warrior – Robert M. Browning Jr. (2004)
Browning's presentation, in light of previous authors, offers a rhetoric of
personality while downplaying previous criticisms. Attacking many critics who have
isolated their understanding of Forrest by placing 21st century values on 19th century
behavior, Browning argues that Forrest is too complicated to reduce or simplify, while
suggesting that his reputation has become stigmatized by those who fail to historically
contextualize his era. In so doing, Browning defends Forrest, arguing that his activities
were either exonerated and/or legal at the time. Moreover, unlike many of the previous
authors, Browning overtly asks readers to suspend judgment of Forrest. Thus, where the
development of a judgment may likely lead to critical interpretations against Forrest, as is
often the case with previous authors, Browning's approach attempts to minimize these
criticisms by advancing the importance of historical context.
Moreover, Browning also concedes a certain degree of unflattering details, giving
readers the impression that he is being critical enough so that further judgment is
unmerited. Similar to previous authors, Browning offers much of the same information
while only interpreting the relevance differently. Central to Browning's contribution is
developing and advocating a distinction of historical interpretation; that controversial
people in history cannot (and by proxy, should not) be judged fairly, they can only be
understood within the social and cultural contexts in which they lived. Still, Browning's
efforts concede only as much of Forrest's controversial behaviors as is necessary to still
cultivate a positive portrayal in the name of objectivity. For readers unfamiliar of
Forrest's tainted reputation, Browning appears objective and knowledgeable by including
multiple perspectives, some which directly challenge a positive impression of Forrest.
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However, for readers already familiar with Forrest, Browning's efforts carefully and
rhetorically downplay criticisms of Forrest by shifting the focus away from him and
towards the need for historical context. Thus, Browning suggests he is discussing Forrest
to readers when in fact he is only including Forrest's name while primarily discussing
historical revisionism.

Slavery
Browning reiterates many positives of Forrest's slave-trading behaviors that have
already been mentioned. In so doing, Browning, too, presents a rhetoric of historical
context. Among some of the examples re-presented, slavery was a means to support
Forrest's family;1 Forrest was a kind slave-trader;2 Forrest offered freedom to his slaves
in exchange for military service;3 and Forrest offered high praise for those slaves who
served as teamsters for him during the Civil War.4 Conspicuously absent, however,
Browning is not critical of Forrest. In Browning's defense, he was merely re-presenting
stories of Forrest that previous authors have also emphasized. Thus, to blame Browning
for his portrayal is to also blame previous authors for repeating and, in effect,
legitimizing the stories as part of Forrest's reputation. Still, Browning evokes Forrest's
personality as another way of understanding him. Through the re-telling of numerous
stories, such as the thirty men killed and twenty-nine horses lost during combat story,
these stories become a window to how Forrest can be viewed. More importantly, the
1
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stories do not necessarily provide an objective truth of Forrest. Instead, they suggest how
competing thoughts of Forrest have attempted to construct his reputation for readers.
Still, says Browning in defense of Forrest using these stories, he was an:
…extremely complex man. He was a man of action, was often impetuous,
but was always a leader of men. Throughout his life, his strong personality
and his ability to deal quickly with difficult situations seemed to influence
the outcome of every event in which he participated. His determination
and decisiveness developed during his childhood on the frontier, and these
traits served him well. He became a legend during his lifetime, and his
enemies held him in both awe and fear... The scope of this book could
never seriously scrutinize such a complex, controversial, and sometimes
misunderstood figure. The many books that have examined him and his
battles have yet to end the debate.5
It should come as no surprise that in light of Browning's aforementioned statement, his
presentation is more about making Forrest accessible to readers versus producing a text
that finds fault with him. Thus, Browning defends Forrest, but compared to previous
authors, Browning provides enough historical context that readers can also draw their
own conclusions.
Compared to Sigafoos' efforts to allow readers to draw their own conclusions,
however, Browning's emphasis redirects the audiences' attention by demanding
consideration of the forces that constructed Forrest's personality and prompted his
behaviors. With Sigafoos, readers are presented with a flawed Forrest out of historical
context, given limited cues as to how to discern from the facts they are presented.
Browning's efforts, while allowing readers to draw their own conclusions like Sigafoos,
positively constructs Forrest's reputation by avoiding explicit use of criticisms. Thus, the
implication impressed upon readers is a controversial person exonerated if understood
within the contexts and limitations of his times. While this distinction may be unclear for
5
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non-Forrest scholars, most readers can still distinguish between a positive and negative
portrayal; when these portrayals are considered throughout the text, it is highly
suggestive that an abundance of one type of portrayal in lieu of another will have some
influence in cultivating a particular impression of Forrest.

Fort Pillow
Browning's presentation of Fort Pillow takes on a similar character of repeating
much of what has already been stated. Browning echoes the same points and sentiments
of previous authors while only differentiating by openly blaming Forrest for the outcome
of the battle. Says Browning: ―Forrest clearly lost control of his men. He intended to
capture the garrison without bloodshed.... Blame for this ugly event in the Civil War falls
squarely on Forrest's shoulders.‖6 Despite holding Forrest accountable, Browning
presents Forrest very charitably by suggesting that his condemnation may not be as harsh
as it might otherwise appear. Browning expounds and reminds readers that the garrison
was asked to surrender repeatedly,7 Union leadership was lacking with many dying
during battle,8 while reiterating that many Union soldiers were intoxicated while
antagonizing Confederates during surrender negotiations.9 Thus, Browning holds Forrest
accountable in light of what historical revisionists have argued, but his presentation also
reduces criticisms by framing all of the facts in a noticeably less critical manner.
Browning advances his defense by shifting focus away from Forrest and critiques
6
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much of the Congressional testimony supplied in the official report. Says Browning:
―There were enough inconsistencies and contradictions within the testimony to cast a pall
over the information gathered.‖10 Browning concludes by suggesting that Forrest may
have never intended for anyone to die. In one story, Browning presents a letter that
Forrest wrote to President Johnson emphasizing that he pledged to ―submit to the
Constitutional authority of the United States,‖ while acknowledging that he was
―regarded in large communities at the North, with abhorrence, as a detestable monster,
ruthless and swift to take life, and guilty of unpardonable crimes in connection with the
capture of Fort Pillow.‖11 While Browning is likely using this apparent confession to cast
a sympathetic light on Forrest, it remains conspicuous that Forrest would concede regret
for his actions, especially to a fellow Southerner, unless he also viewed the event as a
stain against his reputation. However, such attention to detail may also be lost upon
readers; Browning does not explicate the significance of Forrest's remorseful letter,
leaving readers to infer that Forrest was at least cognizant of—perhaps dissatisfied
about—public opinion against him.12

KKK
Browning presents Forrest's Klan involvement by presupposing that he was the
leader.13 Unlike some authors who have argued a lack of evidence to connect Forrest to
the Klan, Browning minimizes potential criticisms by presenting a rhetoric of
10
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clarification that still, ironically enough, defends Forrest. Browning interjects throughout
his presentation, reminding readers that the Klan was different then from now. In
particular, the original Klan existed in response to disenfranchised white Confederates by
Radical Republicans resulting during Reconstruction.14 Consequently, the Klan then
evolved into a political tool beyond its intentions with numerous Dens developing long
before Forrest was ever a member.15 While Browning does not attempt to deny Forrest
was involved with the Klan, he contends that Forrest was just one part to a larger
operation while numerous dens behaved independent of Forrest's influence.
Notwithstanding, Forrest still had considerable notoriety, often attempting to
achieve desirable political ends through peaceful means.16 Says Browning: ―In the early
days there were no thoughts of violence, but the hooded raiders' nighttime appearances
bred fear, and the organization soon spread beyond Pulaski.‖17 Despite the challenges of
insubordinate dens, however, Forrest's sole concern ―seemed to be to relieve his people
from the terrible and oppressive conditions under which they so grievously
suffered...[Forrest] worked with the same ardor and indifference to any personal hazard
which characterized him in military service.‖18 Once more, Forrest's personality is
evoked to suggest that he had good intentions. While some readers might dismiss
Brownings‘ assertions or style of presentation, readers are still invited to consider
whether criticisms of Forrest can be minimized.
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Furthermore, when Forrest is presented as having a limited role in the Klan, critics
are challenged to prove otherwise; that Forrest was involved in the Klan may be likely,
but the degree of his influence is less certain. Thus, because Browning presupposes
Forrest's Klan involvement, he also undermines critics' ability to accentuate Forrest's
involvement as a controversy. Instead, critics must now demonstrate Forrest's influence
within the organization in order for his involvement to merit controversy. Consequently,
Browning's strategy gives readers the impression that Forrest is guilty in some respects,
but Browning also sustains enough credibility in his defense of Forrest that for some
readers, they may be inclined to agree because they are already satisfied that Forrest has
been linked to the Klan. However, because African Americans were also introduced as
having participated in—or at least as having worn the regalia of—the Klan to carry out
their own agendas, ―there were even blacks who wore the [KKK] regalia to strike at their
own race,‖19 readers may also be less critical of Forrest's involvement with the Klan since
multiple groups were presented as having acted consistent with the aims of the Klan
without distinguishing how Forrest's actions were any worse in comparison.

The Myth of Nathan Bedford Forrest – Paul Ashdown and Edward Caudill (2006)
Ashdown and Caudill present a critical account of Forrest. They present Forrest as
a cultivated myth versus a man of historical record. They note that by focusing on myth
constructions of public memory, some myths—albeit questionable—help to understand
and observe political and intellectual agendas.20 Still, Forrest can be interpreted as
significant for other reasons. They note Jay Winik who argues that ―Forrest emerged as
19
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one of the heroes of the Civil War not so much because of his showy battlefield
achievements as because of his decision not to continue the conflict as a guerrilla warfare
combatant... fighting on would be a form of insanity.‖21 In contrast to Winik, the authors
also note Martin Gordon who questions:
What if Forrest and other commanders surrendered only because they
expected a 'magnanimous' government to look the other way while things
returned to the prewar status? By accepting abolition, perhaps the South
thought it could put its leaders back in power to resubjugate the freedmen
under a new set of rules... When Reconstruction came to mean
empowerment of blacks and rule by carpetbaggers, however, the South
responded by fighting a guerrilla war as white-robed Klansmen.... That
violence essentially reversed the Union victory.22
For the authors, however, they that ―To friends and foes alike, even before the war
was over, Forrest's reputation had become the stuff of folklore and legend, and he himself
had become almost a living legend.‖23 Consequently, his military tactics were heavily
studied by British cavalrymen.24 Still, the authors note:
After the war [Forrest] defended the conquered South through the Klan,
ostensibly repented and repudiated its excesses, tried to disband the Klan
and called for advancements for blacks, sought to expand the South's
industrial muscle by building railroads, and became a Christian.25
Interestingly, however, the authors add that much is forgotten or at least overlooked when
attempting to understand Forrest. Instead, Forrest's reputation is often clouded by efforts
to present him through anecdotes and personality characteristics; as if these details,
assuming they could be confirmed, would provide the true story of Forrest. Still, an
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emphasis on Forrest's personality is abundant in previous texts. Consequently, the authors
myth-bust26 Forrest by dissecting many of these personality traits by focusing on themes
embedded within his mythological ethos that were used to portray Southern chivalry and
honor.27 The authors conclude by focusing on Forrest as a historical figure rooted in myth
that can only be understood because he is—not in spite of being—controversial.

Slavery
Ashdown and Caudill begin by discussing how previous authors have presented
the issue of slavery. The authors acknowledge competing perspectives that range from
charitable to hostile,28 but ultimately they criticize how other authors have presented
Forrest; by never offering the truth. The authors tend to juxtapose support for Forrest as
an act that perpetuates myth, chastising authors such as Lytle for providing an intellectual
foundation for the Forrest Myth.29 The authors view such intellectual foundations as
mythology but do not offer any refutations by revealing how, if at all, Forrest's history
has been distorted. Instead, the authors pseudo-analyze Southern literature written by
Faulkner, among several Southern authors, hypothesizing that Forrest's history has been
re-created instead of documented. The authors further rationalize, premised from a story
of Faulkner re-creating and re-rationalizing the sin of slavery in the interest of modern
economics, that characters such as Forrest might have remained ignorant—even
innocent—backwoods farmers had the North not forced the South to rationalize an evil
26
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and put uniforms on its peasantry.30
Consequently, the authors fail to address the history of Forrest beyond critiquing
how said history has been documented. Instead, the authors assert that Forrest is not
controversial, but the way others have presented him is what has sustained his
controversy. In a Wall Street commentary example, the authors include a critique of
Forrest and Confederate heritage supporters, alleging that ―without the spirit of
compromise and prudence so essential to civil peace, those insisting on ever more public
affirmations of a Confederate 'heritage' may find themselves inadvertently helping to
demonize what they legitimately hope to preserve.‖31 Consequently, Forrest is treated as a
partisan symbol for matters rooted in race and racism. In another example illustrating the
contentiousness of public memory concerning such matters, the authors re-tell a story of a
grandson telling the story of his grandfather, an African American teamster in Forrest's
army:
He said his grandfather had told him that Forrest was a great general who
had received bad press. He had seven Negro guards and he must not have
been all that bad if he could lay down to sleep at night guarded by seven
Negroes... The war wasn't about slavery, that's an outright lie. The issue
was state's rights and tariffs.32
The authors note that discussing Forrest's controversy is contingent in how
members of the public have interpreted how authors of Forrest have presented their
versions of him. While competing interpretations of Forrest fluctuate, Forrest had no
illusions about what the Civil War was being fought for. Say the authors of Forrest, ―If
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we ain't fightin' to keep slavery, then what the hell are we fightin' for?‖33 Clearly, the
authors argue, discussing the history of Forrest is less concerned with who Forrest was
(and by proxy what he may have actually believed) and is more concerned with how
Forrest has been appropriated (irrespective of whether Forrest would have ever
participated in or sanctioned said causes). Thus, history is a presentation of power and
how said power is used to define events contingent on the interpretations and agendas of
competing partisan groups. However, a contrasting interpretation of the authors'
presentation aims to undermine Forrest's reputation by suggesting that he was none of the
things he was alleged to have been. Thus, while this interpretation works favorably for
Forrest since blame towards him can be exonerated since he never did the things he was
alleged to have done, this interpretation also works unfavorably against Forrest since his
personality, his achievements, and his status among proponents of Southern heritage is
called into question as one big lie.
Still, Forrest's slave-trading was presented as inconsequential by many authors
because of the great moral lesson learned from slavery; that Forrest repented, forgave and
was forgiven is congruent with fundamentalist Christianity. Thus, Forrest became a
parable of Christian redemption and clearly critiquing his transformation, the authors add
speaking of other authors, would be in bad taste.34 Whether the author's rationalization of
Forrest's religious conversion and why other authors have been less critical of him could
be fairly considered, however, it remains debatable, because most authors, at least those
of whom I have included in this dissertation, have infrequently mentioned Forrest's
religious conversion. Thus, the authors and their comments of previous authors can only
33
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be applied to Forrest within the last ten to fifteen years of this texts' publication. Before
those years, Forrest was rarely, if ever, publicly considered a converted Christian.
Moreover, in texts like Wyeth who did mention Forrest's religious conversion,
these instances were casually mentioned without further explanation. Consequently,
Ashdown and Caudill appear heavily uninformed of who Forrest was while treating him
as an imaginary historical figure that was unworthy of reviewing. Instead, the authors
presuppose that Forrest was exonerated from criticism because of his religious
conversion. Incidentally, readers are left with the impression that criticism is minimized
by other authors because Forrest repented and became a Christian, despite the issue being
less simplistic than that. Still, the authors' rhetorical strategy suggests preconceived
notions of Forrest in their thesis without modifying it in light of evidence and
contradictions abound to the contrary.

Fort Pillow
Ashdown and Caudill begin their discussion by acknowledging much of what has
already been said. The same talking points are raised throughout. Of noticeable
difference, the authors express doubt and skepticism of many facts surrounding the
incident. For instance, the authors challenge whether Union soldiers ever drunk;35 the
authors countercharge that the Confederates were actually drunk;36 while still insinuating
that some Union soldiers likely suffered at the hands of fellow Unionists since racism
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was on both sides of the war.37 The authors also assert that the Massacre Theory is
inconclusive but the Northern press ―bordered on hysterical‖ while Forrest became a
scapegoat for Fort Pillow and the Confederate policy towards blacks in the Union army.38
The authors also note that Fort Pillow was likely an exaggeration of propaganda while
extensively debating the motives involved.
Still, the value of this propaganda, the authors reiterate, was significant.39 Lincoln's
Naval secretary Gideon Welles stated that there ―must be something in these terrible
reports, but I distrust Congressional committees. They exaggerate.‖40 The authors also
presented testimony from General Sherman's memoirs where he, too, exonerates Forrest
while describing the massacre theory as a deliberate attempt to perpetuate propaganda.41
The authors note that despite mixed responses towards Forrest, many of which exonerate
him, ―It [still] illustrates the problem faced by the general's apologists. If Forrest cannot be
exonerated, he still stands indicted by history.‖42 With the implication being, despite
numerous sources alleging Forrest's innocence, Forrest's apparent guilt only seems
especially more suspect. Moreover, given speculation of Forrest's involvement with the
Klan in later years, this may have sharpened opinions about Fort Pillow and/or vice versa,
giving the impression that some of the propaganda may have been merited.43
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Irrespective of whether any of the propaganda was true, the name Fort Pillow
became inherently stigmatized with negative connotations against Forrest's legacy. 44
Once fictitious tales of Forrest's alleged activities following the propaganda became
published and disseminated by Harper's Weekly45 and Civil War fiction46 alike, many
with a strong pro-Union slant, Forrest's reputation became irreparably damaged by
reports corroborating and appearing to legitimize the attacks made against him.
Consequently, the authors further warn:
Fort Pillow is important in his legend because it is critical to the
interpretation of Forrest; a racist killer; a good leader and generally good
man who didn't always have control of things (himself, his troops, his
business affairs); or a general whose reputation overwhelmed the facts and
whose legacy bears a heavier burden for doing the same thing done by
many others during the Civil War and other conflicts.47
The authors also provide additional examples of newspaper propaganda claiming many
incorrect things of Forrest (e.g. his family was in the slave-trade, he had two wives, he
killed many slaves and freedmen indiscriminately, etc.), asserting that they increased
public hostility towards Forrest.48 Thus, while many defenders of Forrest are equally
guilty of romanticizing him, they, too, are combating against what detractors have done
all along; perpetuating exaggerated accounts against Forrest.
Additionally, even in death, attacks against Forrest's reputation further legitimized
negative sentiments already cultivated against him. In one example the authors note, the
New York Times legitimized much of this propaganda by reiterating the same incorrect
44
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details of Fort Pillow while basing much of Forrest's legacy on that single contested
event.49 Moreover, regional differences were presented and Northern newspapers were
identified as colluding to misinform the public50 while omitting Forrest's Congressional
exoneration.51 Thus, all the public knew, the authors suggest, was what they heard, albeit
incorrectly, from Northern newspaper sources. Consequently, Forrest's reputation was
deliberately undermined by Northern journalists, while collectively reinforced and
historically redefined via public memory by a misinformed public.
Despite efforts to stigmatize Forrest, the authors also identify instances where
Forrest's behavior does not match the propaganda written against him. In one story
following the war, Forrest stated that the South could be rebuilt with the help of African
Americans; further reiterating his American patriotism.52 In another example, Forrest's
reconciliation with the Pole-Bearer Association may have been overlooked by the press
since it may not have been viewed as press-worthy at the time (see Appendix 4).
Consequently, Forrest was addressing such a fundamental American value by saying that
blacks were part of the value system, one in which hard work and industriousness would
be rewarded, that no further comment may have seemed merited.53 Still, enough
inconsistencies exist in how Forrest has been portrayed differently from known facts about
him that it is conspicuously suspicious, the authors note, that public memory has refused
to allow facts to the contrary to dissuade any preconceived notions made against Forrest.
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KKK
In the preface, Ashdown and Caudill discuss Forrest's purported Klan activities as
something he led to initially defend the conquered South while eventually seeking its
subsequent disband.54 While not favorably presenting Forrest, the authors remind readers
that the Klan was a cover, perhaps the best opportunity at the time, to rebuild the South
while simultaneously fighting disingenuous Northern agendas. Says the authors of
Forrest, ―Forrest was an opportunist and a pragmatist.‖55 Consequently, the Klan was
fighting against a radical governor seeking to use state militia to execute former
Confederates,56 thus it was clear that while Forrest was a member of the organization, it
bared no resemblance to the Klan of today.57 Moreover, the authors note that ―the way the
South was occupied following the Civil War could be likened to the West Bank in
Palestine, the Klan launched its own intifada.‖58
Still, there is considerable uncertainly whether Forrest ever was the Grand
Wizard. While skepticism is warranted towards Forrest's Congressional testimony, the
authors report, suggesting he knew more than he conceded, there is no concrete evidence
to affirm as much.59 Despite the lack of evidence, however, in popular lore Forrest was
the founder of the Klan.60 Thus, it really did not matter whether evidence was lacking
since there was no evidence Forrest was not the leader either. This line of reasoning, the
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authors suggest, is especially difficult to overcome since Forrest cannot defend his
actions nor is there any reasonable evidence to offer either. Consequently, Forrest appears
guilty since suspicions of guilt have often plagued his reputation. For authors like
Richard Whately who spoke on matters such as the burden of proof, public perceptions of
Forrest's guilt must be addressed by defenders of Forrest since overturning public opinion
is already inherently biased against him.
However, there is considerable evidence that Forrest worked to avoid bloodshed
in his post-war activities while equally seeking peaceful resolutions.61 The authors
suggest that Forrest's close relationship with his mother, whom died in 1868, may also
have contributed towards a softer and gentler Forrest.62 Another theory is that Forrest
disbanded the Klan while actively avoiding direct association with it. Thus, Forrest could
downplay and/or avoid responsibility for the activities of the Klan while still privately
approving of its operations.63 While not entirely clear what Forrest's motives were, if his
actions were indicative of his intentions, the authors note, there were numerous reports
that Forrest wanted freedmen to help successfully re-populate the South since Europeans
and Northerners refused; these reports even suggested Forrest's support for Chinese labor
as an alternative.64 Thus, if Forrest held prejudices at this point of his life, his words and
public activities contradicted such assertions. Despite Ashdown and Caudill's
presentation being unflattering, this sub-focus of Forrest's life disproportionately suggests
that many of the myths often used to cultivate a positive impression of him has produced
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the opposite effect in regard to his Klan activities. Instead, Forrest may have been
considerably less violent and more reformed in thought than ever given credit for. Still, a
softer version of Forrest would not match the tougher persona that so many other authors
have attempted to cultivate.
Unsurprisingly, however, associations of Forrest's name to the Klan are inherently
stigmatized with negative interpretations.65 Moreover, these negative interpretations may
be because of, or perhaps at least contributed from, sharp opinions made against him
concerning Fort Pillow.66 The authors note that while Forrest is largely attributed for
being the last defender of Southern culture,67
No consensus has ever been reached in any of the episodic outbursts
fueled by the Forrest Myth, in part because the debate has never been
discovering what 'really' happened at Fort Pillow, or Forrest's real role in
the Klan, or the historical facts of any other part of his life. At its heart, the
debate is over contemporary culture, institutions, and attitudes, and how
well history supports one side or the other.68
The authors also interject, suggesting that disputes concerning Forrest's legacy are also
―based as much on ideals as it is on historical reality, or what little we know of it. If
something cannot be defended rationally, then it is abandoned or defended irrationally.
Such was the case for slavery in the South.‖69 Consequently, Forrest's true identity has
been so contaminated by exaggerations and propaganda that separating him from the
reputation so many have created is a daunting task. Readers are left with the impression
that Forrest is not necessarily controversial because of anything he did, but his actions
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have been interpreted and presented as so to subsequent generations.

Nathan Bedford Forrest's Escort and Staff – Michael R. Bradley (2006)
Bradley's presentation focuses on the men that served with Forrest during the
Civil War. He rationalizes that most staff officers remain in the shadows of history while
―there is no history of an escort unit.‖70 Moreover, Bradley notes:
The Escort Company and Staff Officers of Nathan Bedford Forrest were
held in awe by men on both sides of the conflict. These men were not
merely headquarters guards, couriers, or administrative officers; they were
an elite strike force, the closest thing the Western Confederacy had to a
Delta Force.71
Consequently, there is considerable debate as to what events and actions were real and
which were manufactured, Bradley adds, claiming some facts have been supplied by
historians whereas many more are from propagandists.72 One of the biggest
misconceptions of Forrest was his manner of speech while quotes like ―get there fastest
with the most men‖ were exaggerated to create a legend of fantastic proportions. Says
Bradley: ―This book is intended to give a clear picture of the members of the [Forrest's]
Escort and Staff, so far as the available historical records permit... This body would be a
military extension of Forrest himself.‖73
Compared to previous authors, Bradley appears less concerned with focusing
exclusively on Forrest. He does, however, include innocuous details of Forrest's personal
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life, including Forrest's Christian conversion, among other things.74 Still, Bradley
consolidates the letters, notes, and correspondence available between Forrest and his staff
to develop a portrait of him through the men who knew him best. While Wyeth
performed a similar project almost a century before, Bradley's effort are isolated to
Forrest's military career while only focusing on Confederate sources. Arguably, Bradley
does not provide much in the way of criticism, but many of the criticisms he includes
were supplied from sources that neither personally knew of, or ever served with, Forrest.
Thus, Bradley revisits a perspective of Forrest that has not received renewed attention
from previous authors, sans Wyeth, for almost one hundred years. Incidentally, Bradley
shifts attention away from traditional criticisms of Forrest (e.g. he is guilty of certain
controversies) and focuses on developing insights that have often been overlooked or
simply forgotten.

Slavery
Bradley asserts that Forrest was not famous or controversial before the war for his
slave-trading activities.75 While slave-trading was uncommon, many of Forrest's officers
were also slave-owners and traders, too.76 While it is unclear whether Bradley is
attempting to create a distinction or develop a hierarchy of perspective, his presentation
suggests a rhetoric of clarification and historical context. While readers may interpret
such efforts as a defense of Forrest, it could also be inferred that Forrest was one person
who behaved in a system that many—including members of his own escort—benefitted
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from. Hereafter, Bradley shifts his focus upon Radicals and Northern politicians. Bradley
makes a series of arguments that suggest the North articulated the issue of slavery during
and following the Civil War as a political maneuver with no sincere intention of seeking
racial reconciliation. For readers unfamiliar with Civil War history or sympathetic to the
South's Lost Cause, they will likely sustain support for Forrest. Following the war there
was also an equality of poverty and, as Bradley notes:
The only problem the national government attempted to address was a
reconstruction of state and local governments in the South. This was
initially done on a basis that excluded all ex-Confederates. Not
surprisingly, governments based on the leadership of carpet-baggers,
scalawags, and freedmen, groups that represented a minority of the
population, met widespread and violent opposition. This attempt to create
a government based on racial equality was made even more ludicrous
when many of the Northern states rejected the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
amendments to the U.S. Constitution, creating a situation where the states
that said they had worked to free the slaves failed to grant equality to
people of color.
Since racial equality was the goal of the radicals, their leadership in
Congress decreed that the Southern states would have to approve the
amendments before reentering the Union. Racial equality was also not
accepted in the North, so it would be forced on the South. This policy was
doomed to failure not only because racial equality was an extreme idea in
1865; it would be resisted because it was being enforced by coercion.
Given the depth of feeling the men of the Escort and Staff had expressed
for the cause of an independent Confederacy, it is not a surprise that these
men opposed the Reconstruction-era governments in the Southern states.77
The aforementioned is indicative of Bradley's tone throughout the text; that
continued attacks against the South, Confederates and Forrest were premised from poor
understandings of history. Thus, for readers inclined to believe that Forrest has been
misrepresented by vicious propagandists, Bradley's presentation is highly suggestive of
exposing hypocrisy and contradictions. However, for readers uncertain of what to believe
or are at least skeptical of Bradley's assertions, namely that the North was imposing
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emancipation upon the South while failing to do so in the North, Bradley's assertions
undermine Forrest's perceived credibility by Forrest appearing to be constructed by
Bradley rather than Bradley documenting history. Consequently, a rhetorical situation
emerges whereby it is unclear if the controversy surrounding Forrest (exigence) was the
result of Forrest responding to the conditions of his time or whether Forrest's actions
established the controversy that has stained his reputation. Still, Bradley leaves readers
with a strong impression in Forrest's favor with Forrest appearing like a victim versus a
villain.
Bradley also portrays Forrest as a pragmatist who viewed slave-trading as
profitable while indifferent to criticism. Says Bradley:
This attention to the law and the profits, as opposed to social opinions and
moral niceties, makes Forrest quite modern in his approach to business. As
the owner of a large plantation, he owned a number of slaves because, like
many people of his time, Forrest saw nothing wrong with slavery. The
institution was of ancient usage; sanctioned, as many nineteenth-century
theologians told Christians, by the Bible; and clearly was protected by the
Constitution of the United States. The Dred Scott decision of 1857 had
placed slavery beyond the reach of the president or Congress by declaring
that only individual states had the legal authority to end slavery.78
Consequently, Forrest acted no worse or thought any different from his contemporaries.
Thus, Bradley situates and defends Forrest's actions as socially widespread and
religiously, culturally and legally sanctioned, while inferring that criticisms against
Forrest are unwarranted. For readers still critical of Forrest, Bradley also presents a world
whereby readers are ideologically confronted with pragmatic considerations. Incidentally,
borrowing from Charland's rehabilitating rhetoric concept, Forrest's identity becomes
interpellated and reconstructed through readers engaging the text. Consequently, Forrest
becomes more identifiable to readers and appears more humane, even if previous
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criticisms would contend to the contrary.
Bradley further continues a rhetoric of historical contextualization by noting that
Forrest also shared the nigh-universal belief in Anglo-Saxon superiority. Says Bradley:
This attitude, shared by Abraham Lincoln, saw Negroes as inherently
inferior to white men and incapable of achieving equality. In the United
States, this attitude justified the destruction of the Indian cultures, while in
Europe, it became the pretext for colonizing Africa and much of Asia.
Because we today see moral problems with Forrest's actions as a slave
trader and owner, we can be thankful for the changes our society has
made, but we cannot reasonably apply the moral codes and values of today
to the past. To attempt to do so involves one in the unhistorical practice of
'presentism'—the assumption that current standards are absolutely right
and all others are wrong. This sitting in judgment prevents the student of
history from understanding the people of the past, since the past is
condemned out of hand for not being the present. All earlier people are
deemed to be wrong because they are not us.79
Notwithstanding, while Bradley offers a definition and provides a distinction for
historical clarity, his words do not defend Forrest as much as they historically contextualize
his actions. In so doing, reviewing history can only inform our understanding of past
events; to condemn and apply moral judgments that were not applicable to the events in
question misrepresents history. Still, Bradley's presentation blends criticism and a defense
of Forrest well enough that, borrowing from Leff's concept of decorum, audiences are
asked to abstain from moral judgments while considering moral judgments against those
who have criticized Forrest. Consequently, Bradley both acknowledges Forrest for his
character flaws while redirects audiences' to consider whether Forrest can be understood
from a modernist perspective. Thus, Bradley's efforts have the effect of softening criticisms
while equally dismissing prolonged discussions of Forrest. In short, with less attention
emphasized on Forrest, readers are presented with a red herring style of information where
Forrest is acknowledged but not discussed at length.
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Fort Pillow
Bradley directly attacks allegations asserting that Forrest was responsible for a
massacre having taken place. He presents a rhetoric of historical context that illustrates
many of the commonplace atrocities of the time while identifying events that previous
authors—both defenders and detractors—have failed to discuss. Says Bradley:
Equally unbelievable is the positive assertion that Forrest ordered a
massacre of black troops at Fort Pillow, Tennessee, in April 1864.
Obviously something bad happened at Fort Pillow, but the reasons why it
happened were not uncovered by a wartime investigation by the United
States Congress, and they are beyond recovery today. What is clear is that
human life had become a cheap commodity in the South by the spring of
1864. The Provost marshal records of the United States Army show largescale deportation of civilians from strategic zones around railroads, the
establishment of 'free fire' areas, executions of hundreds of civilians
without trials, local genocides, and even the use of torture against
Confederate citizens by Union officials.
Rape committed by Northern troops was a common occurrence. These acts
make it difficult to accept at face value Lincoln's words at his second
inauguration, 'with malice toward none.' There was a great deal of malice
toward the South during the war, and after; and such malevolence can
even be seen today. It is instructive to note that Fort Pillow is widely cited
as evidence of Southern racism, but most Civil War historians have
ignored the provost marshal records, with their accounts of war crimes
perpetuated against Southern civilians by the United States armed forces.80
Moreover, Bradley adds:
These historical records make it clear that many people joined Mr.
Lincoln's armies because their malice caused them to desire to wreak
havoc on Dixie. They make it clear that Northern hands are far from clean
of innocent blood. An honest, impartial reading of the records places Fort
Pillow in a clearer historical context.81
Clearly, Bradley's presentation is one-sided. He overtly attacks those who have
characterized Forrest's involvement at Fort Pillow as controversial while offering little
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criticism in the process. Still, Bradley evokes Black's second persona concept whereby
the audience is impressed upon to accept a less critical version by viewing Forrest in
relation to other acts and people of the day. Thus, readers are invited to consider whether
Forrest can be morally judged without considering additional claims; such as the North
committing its own share of atrocities.
Conversely, no author before Bradley has raised this issue; that atrocities were
committed on both sides of the war. Thus, it is difficult to hold Forrest accountable for his
actions if his contemporaries were not held to the same standard. Thus, Bradley's efforts
appear more like a red herring tactic to shift the conversation away from Forrest while
attempting to filter a less relevant discussion in its place. Still, it is reasonable for readers
to consider whether it is fair to judge Forrest in isolation from his peers when clearly he
was not the only person participating in the war. However, rather than making a
distinction between each discussion point, Bradley blurs each point as the same
conversation. Consequently, Bradley's bait and switch tactic hinders instead of helps the
case in point.
KKK
Bradley presents a rhetoric of historical context in his presentation. Says Bradley:
The often-repeated statement that Forrest founded the Ku Klux Klan flies
in the face of solid historical evidence. John Morton in his book states that
he inducted Forrest into the Klan some eighteen months after the
organizations founding. Forrest did become the Grand Dragon of the Klan
and, using the authority of that position, ordered the Klan to disband in
1870.82
Unlike previous authors who presupposed Forrest's involvement without offering
evidence, Bradley provides the only documented source; charges stemming from
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Morton's biography. However, if readers are to accept that Morton is trustworthy in
linking Forrest as the Grand Wizard, then readers, Bradley contends, should also consider
alternative testimonies and evidence that challenge criticisms of Forrest's purported Klan
activities. Consequently, Bradley compares Forrest to Lincoln while arguing that Forrest
evolved in his attitudes toward African Americans, leaving readers with the impression
that Forrest changed for genuine reasons whereas Lincolns' attitudes were politically
motivated.
Bradley further argues that if the public can so easily believe that Forrest was the
founder of an organization when there is no evidence; that Forrest did not disband the
Klan when there is evidence; and there is no evidence that contradicts the aforementioned
antecedents; then it is suspect that the public has been unwilling to consider Forrest as
having been a man of his word or even capable of changing his mind. Bradley also offers
a rationale, arguing that discussion of Forrest in various literature sources often
misrepresents his reputation against actual evidence to the contrary.83 Thus, each time
Forrest's reputation is perpetuated inaccurately, the stigma attached to his name becomes
further legitimized. Still, despite the stigma and public refusal to reconsider him under
different terms, Bradley leaves readers with a reasonable set of considerations that favor
Forrest. Incidentally, while Bradley does not demand readers to reconsider their thoughts
of Forrest, his evidence and refutation of counterclaims does.

Modern Interpretations
This section concerns itself with authors that shift in their presentations of Forrest
by offering new perspectives and/or more modern interpretations for readers to consider.
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In so doing, authors of these texts still invoke considerations of Forrest's personality as
well as make arguments on behalf of historical contextualization, but these texts also
provoke readers into considering alternative perspectives of Forrest that have been
historically denied and/or presupposed as impossible. Consequently, these texts do not
necessarily demand readers to improve their perceptions of Forrest inasmuch as they
challenge readers to consider whether they could ever interpret him differently or accept
the plausibility of arguments that are contrary to prevailing public opinions against
Forrest.

Men of Fire; Grant, Forrest, and the Campaign that Decided the Civil War – Jack Hurst
(2007)
Similar to his previous biography, Hurst presents another colorful construction of
Forrest using personality characteristics to understand him. Consequently, Hurst provides
a side-by-side comparison between Forrest and Grant while suggesting that the two were
almost identical, with exception for serving on opposite sides of the war. Thus, had the
South won the Civil War, Forrest may have been the unanimous choice to assume a
national leadership position. The irony to this what if question of History, Hurst notes, is
that relatively few modernists ever consider Forrest's impact on the Civil War or his
ability to produce quality results when few of his contemporaries achieved half his
success. Significantly different, however, Hurst does not address Forrest's most
controversial details. He also omits Forrest's earlier and later life and focuses almost
exclusively on his military career.
Notwithstanding, Hurst provides many personality themed discussions, often
suggesting that such qualities were consistent throughout Forrest's life, even if his actions
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appeared contradictory. In one example, Hurst notes that Forrest was a talented poker
player and fearlessly brilliant bluffer, suggesting his skill for gambling and sensing the
fear of his enemies84 worked well to his advantage on the battlefield.85 Hurst adds that
combat was decidedly won by having the upper psychological hand; to attack boldly
irrespective of one's strength. Hurst also evokes a story from Forrest's childhood that he
later turned into a military philosophy for intimidating opponents.86 In another instance,
Hurst notes that Forrest was especially popular with citizens of the South but equally
loathed by politicians, suggesting that Forrest may have presented a perceived threat to
the status quo, even making himself a target for propaganda whenever his actions
collided into someone elses' invested interests.87 These stories, along with his Christian
conversion story,88 all aid in Hurst's cultivation of Forrest's personality while presenting
him in likeable terms.

Nathan Bedford Forrest; In Search of the Enigma – Eddy W. Davison and Daniel Foxx
(2007)
Davison and Foxx present Forrest using a rhetoric of historical context. Like
previous authors, they provide an objectively exhaustive account that invites readers to
draw their own—often favorable—conclusions. However, this account also mirrors
Jordan and Pryor's to the extent that the authors only deviate in how evidence was
interpreted—rather than presented—for readers to consider. Particularly unique to the
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authors, they emphasize Forrest's religious conversion in a way that previous authors
have not; Ashdown and Caudill alleged to have identified this trend in previous works,
but Davison and Foxx actually explicate the issue. In one chapter themed by the concept
of fate, the authors argue that Forrest seems to be a survivor protected by fate.89 Despite
long odds and unlikely outcomes, Forrest often survived, if not outright persevered. Still,
Forrest is often remembered for his temper despite later converting to Christianity
through his wife‘s influence.90 Consequently, Forrest was a complicated person and not
easy to understand as one dimensional.
Moreover, the hardest thing to come to terms with about Forrest, the authors argue,
is his transformation at the end of his life; he said things ahead of his time that not even
Lincoln, those in Congress or other anti-slavery organizations said; words often cynically
dismissed but revolutionary at face value.91 Forrest's wife, Mary Ann, may have
influenced him, but he sought peace and forgiveness through religion whereby the authors
defend him in saying it is ―a shallow judgment for no one can read the mind and heart of
another.‖92 Nonetheless, the authors identify a laundry list of instances that defend Forrest
while adding that he appeared to have developed a more enlightened outlook, significantly
more progressive than his peers, ten years before his death.93 The authors conclude by
portraying Forrest as misunderstood while emphasizing his later years as the basis for
understanding who he became; not what critics have alleged him to be.
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Devil's Dream – Madison Smartt Bell (2009)
Bell blurs facts and fiction in his presentation to create a quasi-biographical
account that, with exception for Sigafoos, most authors would agree never existed.
Consequently, Forrest is historically re-envisioned and revealed in less-than-flattering
terms. While previous authors such as Sigafoos have fictitiously inserted dialogue in the
mouth of Forrest for dramatic effect, Sigafoos does not embellish nearly as much as Bell.
In contrast, Bell presents Forrest incongruent with historical record. In one example,
Forrest is presented as having a slave mistress, Katherine, and numerous illegitimate
children who subsequently become enslaved. Equally suspect, the story is narrated as a
collection of vignettes, out of sequence, of Forrest's nightmares from war experiences
through the perspective of a dead Creole ghost named Henri who is purportedly the
spiritual son of Toussaint L‘Ouverture, the former Haitian slave rebellion leader.
Ironically enough, Henri's role is to observe white men ―doing a really nice job of killing
each other.‖94 Consequently, Bell's intent appears to obscure Forrest's biography while
undermining his already controversial reputation.
Perhaps implicit political commentary by Bell, he includes that ―By the war‘s
end,‖ according to Henri, ―one in every 10 able-bodied men in the Union states would
have been, had already been killed in some battle. In the Confederacy, it would be one in
four.‖95 From this perspective, Forrest is historically contextualized while reminding
readers of a time that transcends anything of Forrest's doing. One way Bell helps
facilitate this process, similar to Sigafoos, is through the dialogue Bell inserts into his
characters. However, for serious Civil War historians and scholars of Forrest, Bell's
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quasi-biography is disproportionately fiction. Moving beyond Bell's presentation style,
Forrest is rhetorically constructed and presented as an inherently contradictory person.
Still, the wars of Forrest's life, both real and perceived, become consolidated and
seemingly alike. And from this perspective, readers are invited to sympathize with
Forrest; especially when they consider his entire life has been surrounded by death.
Everyone he ever loved, from his parents, children, to various other family members,
they all died before him. Thus, despite Bell's heavy fiction slant, he presents a version
that draws attention to Forrest's psychology; something that many authors have not
directly tackled beyond personality anecdotes and generalized references. To this end,
Bell presents what is known—or at least often said to be true—of Forrest while including
his own interpretations for dramatic effect. Still, because much of what is offered is
speculation at best, Bell's presentation blurs public perceptions of Forrest and his
reputation more than it helps to clarify ongoing misunderstandings.
Nevertheless, Bell's presentation concludes by suggesting Forrest's behavior
cannot be understood by observing his actions, but his rationale should be considered.
While readers might reject Bell's efforts to paint Forrest in more human terms, Bell does
not necessarily make Forrest out to be a hero or a man of mythic proportion either.
Consequently, Forrest is presented as ambivalent and complicated while seemingly
remorseful, too. Thus, readers are left wrestling with a less dichotomous presentation and
must re-conceptualize Forrest as having emotionally struggled with his decisions.
Whether this kind of assessment affects some readers more than others is debatable, but
clearly Bell is striving to make interpretations and moral judgments against Forrest more
difficult to accomplish.
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Nathan Bedford Forrest's Redemption – Shane E. Kastler (2010)
Similar to Davison and Foxx, Kastler, too, presents Forrest using a rhetoric of
religiosity. However, unlike previous authors who address Forrest's religious conversion
without basing their discussion off of this event, Kastler uses a religious perspective to
inform readers' understanding of Forrest ranging from his religious conversion to every
other controversial part of his life. Consequently, Kastler, unpredictably, defends Forrest
by offering compassion when others have chastised him. Says Kastler:
This is the untold story of Nathan Bedford Forrest. This is the story of
how the 'chief of sinners' became a humble saint... This is the story of how
a man, maligned even today by many civil rights organizations as the
epitome of Southern white supremacy, was in fact, by the end of his days,
one of the black man's most faithful supporters.96
Moreover, Kastler raises numerous points that others fail to mention or simply omitted. In
one instance, Kastler offers a skewed story written of Forrest by the Memphis Bulletin,
indicative of many similar false stories widely circulated, claiming Forrest had died.97
Kastler suggests that such examples were clearly propaganda and even the newspapers
conceded as much, despite many critics conspicuously overlooking these admissions
when later using the same stories to perpetuate their own criticisms against Forrest.
In another example, Kastler compares Forrest to Saul of Tarsus (aka Paul the
Apostle, a Jewish zealot), asserting that the intentions and efforts made by both men to
overcome their previous mistakes were rejected by society despite each being more
sincere than anyone else to repent. Says Kastler: ―Paul's life, like that of Forrest's, gives
us hope that God can indeed change the vilest of sinners. God can cleanse the dirtiest of
hearts. God can humble the proudest of men. And God can forgive the most heinous
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offenders. But the questions is, can we?‖98 Kastler later adds:
Many scoundrels throughout history have been thought to be beyond
change, and yet God shocks the world by orchestrating their dramatic
conversion... At the end of the day, all Christians are merely sinners whom
God has chosen to change into trophies of grace. And when we hear their
stories, their testimonies, we are indeed inspired. For in the stories of
divine redemption, we learn that change is in fact possible for anyone.99
Incidentally, Kastler presents an optimistic interpretation, despite openly conceding
Forrest's many contradictions and personal flaws, further suggesting that Forrest's legacy
has been unfairly maligned by those who are unwilling to consider that he ever could be
anything but the racist, the murderer, the evil person, etc., so often alleged as indisputable
fact.
Moreover, Kastler, too, offers a focus on personality to direct his discussion of
understanding Forrest. Like Davison and Foxx, Kastler speculates that Forrest may have
been divinely protected, but equally questions whether he was worthy of such
protection.100 While certainly a man with faults,101 he subsequently became among the
first Southern voices for civil rights102 while demonstrating great reverence towards the
women of his life.103 Consequently, Forrest religiously converted because of his wife.104
Additionally, says Kastler:
Of all the sins Forrest fought, perhaps the greatest one (and the one that
led to so many others) was his legendary temper... Though he at times
98
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hated men who caused him trouble, he so revered and loved the women in
his life that his violent tirades seem to have never been directed towards
them.105
Central to Kastler's contribution is his emphasis on forgiveness.106 Where previous
authors have chastised Forrest for his suspected actions, Kastler questions why Forrest's
later years have gone ignored in considering his entire life as opposed to events in
isolation.
Kastler argues that:
Forrest could easily be held up by civil rights leaders as the very model of
what they wish all racists become. Far from castigating him for his sins,
the civil rights community of today should praise him for the way he
recanted and changed his views. In publicly encouraging the black people
of his day to take up professional employment and seek public office,
Forrest was showing himself to be far ahead of his time in terms of race
relations. He took upon himself the scorn and ridicule that came from
some white members of society when he vocally defended the black man's
plight. One wonders if the civil rights community of today even knows the
truth about what became of Nathan Bedford Forrest, for at the end of his
life, Forrest was considered a liberal where racial matters were concerned.
He was indeed the black man's friend, supporter, and even defender.107
Kastler further argues that ―repentance means we forgive those who ask for forgiveness yet
many refuse to grant such forgiveness to Forrest.‖108 While the sins of Forrest may be heinous,
Kastler adds, ―so is unforgiveness, especially towards a repentant man who seeks it.‖109
Consequently, Kastler leaves readers—both religious and atheist alike—questioning whether
Forrest's legacy should not at least be reconsidered in light of him attempting to apologize and
correct what critics, almost presupposing that such efforts never actually occurred, often ignore.
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Slavery
Kastler presents Forrest with a rhetoric of historical clarification. Different from
previous authors, Kastler interjects where many have not. In many instances, Kastler
presents slave-trading as a practice that many Southerners disapproved of.110 Says
Kastler:
Slave trading was an interesting business in the prewar South. Though the
region relied on slave labor to work the farms and plantations, most people
considered the occupation of slave trader to be slimy and underhanded.
Many Southern slaves had served the same family for generations and if
they were not exactly considered part of the family, there was often a level
of attachment between the white slaveholder and those who served him.
The buying and selling of slaves was a shameful reminder of the realities
of the human chattel system, a reminder that most Southern gentlemen
preferred to avoid. But Forrest was utterly unconcerned with reputation
and began working in earnest to make his fortune.111
Kastler notes that while Forrest became rich and successful through this profession,112
something many other people then and now sought, his attitudes toward civil rights also
changed over time (see Appendix 4).113
Kastler also presents his discussion through a very pronounced Christian
perspective. Consequently, while Kastler interjects by saying things such as ―Forrest
would have been better off poor and pious as opposed to wealthy and wicked,‖ he also
recognizes that for Forrest, slavery was not a moral issue.114 Instead, Kastler notes
―[slavery] was a legal and financial issue and it was a fact of life. Somebody was going to
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get rich selling slaves. He figured it might as well be him.‖115 Kastler later shifts his focus
on historical contextualization, reminding readers that Forrest was a man of his times
while attitudes concerning race and slavery have changed over time.116 Still, Forrest was
honest and inspired the trust of those around him, despite his actions sometimes meriting
suspicion. Kastler re-tells the story of Forrest freeing his forty-five slaves during the war
for their service anticipating a Southern defeat. Despite being freed, all of his former
slaves continued to fight with Forrest for the duration of the war.117 Kastler also offers
evidence that suggests Forrest was widely criticized for being too kind to his slaves and
former slaves with one Union witness observing him as ―too liberal a character.‖118
Kastler also identifies the great irony of some reputations becoming stigmatized
by slave-trading more than others. Following the Civil War, Radical Reconstructionist
Tennessee Governor Brownlow, the same man who persecuted former Confederates and
Southerners because of slavery,119 turns out to have been a former slave-owner himself.120
In light of Kastler's presentation, he offers a plethora of facts and quotes that numerous
authors have either ignored, omitted or avoided. While it is unclear what Kastler would
have to gain from presenting Forrest more positively to readers, it is clear that Kastler
does not apologize for Forrest's misdeeds either. Instead, Forrest is presented on a broader
level, imperfect but still capable of recognizing his flaws, while clearly not the same man
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following the war. Whether this distinction is lost for readers is questionable, but for
those seeking Kastler's perspective, a Christian conception of forgiveness is offered
informing a more tolerant opinion of Forrest. Consequently, Kastler leaves readers with a
reasonable presentation of Forrest as a reformed advocate for civil rights.

Fort Pillow
Kastler openly concedes that the details of Fort Pillow are sketchy as to what took
place and how much Forrest may have been involved.121 Still, Kastler presents a rhetoric
of historical context whereby Forrest is presented in a predominately positive light.
Kastler presents much of the same information in support of Forrest with only a few, but
equally significant, interjections. Kastler notes the vast Union corruption within the
proximity of Fort Pillow;122 the numerous incompetence of Union leadership throughout
said proximity;123 Fort Pillow's non-strategic value to Forrest;124 as well as Forrest only
attacking Fort Pillow because the Southern citizens in the area sought his protection
against Union brutality.125 Presupposed with these interjections is an attempt to address
many claims made of Forrest that his interest in Fort Pillow was racially-motivated.
Instead, Forrest's reasons are presented as having had less to do with the race of Union
soldiers and more to do with political and personal concerns; he needed recruits and
supplies but none could be achieved if he ignored pleas for help from the very people
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who could provide him these necessities. Consequently, Kastler's construction appears to
be in response to how others have constructed Forrest versus independently deciding
what to present; a matter of evoking Bitzer versus Vatz with regard to the rhetorical
situation.
Hereafter, Kastler presents many of the same talking points in defense of Forrest
and the South; that a surrender was requested three times;126 Union soldiers were drunk
before and during the battle;127 the Unionists were completely outmatched;128 in addition
to many Unionists faking surrender only to later attempt to escape and/or fight again.129
Moreover, a critical assessment of Forrest‘s purported sanction of massacre needs to be
re-considered by informed and experienced soldiers who have faced similar hostile
situations.130 Conscientious of his presentation of Forrest, Kastler reminds readers that
the thesis of his book is not to defend or attack Forrest, but to remind readers that
Forrest's purpose in attacking the fort was not to massacre anyone; if Forrest intended a
massacre, there would have been few survivors.131 Kastler concedes, however, that some
Unionists appear to have been killed after trying to surrender. Thus, at Fort Pillow the
conquerors were the Confederates. But equally important in remembering, Kastler
interjects that ―by war's end the conquerors would be the Federals and their atrocities
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were at times just as severe if not worse.‖132 Here, Kastler offers readers a lesser-of-thetwo-evil distinction, suggesting that despite whatever criticisms readers have and/or are
aware of concerning Forrest and the Confederacy, the North has its fair share of
criticisms, too.
While it is unclear what actually unfolded at Fort Pillow, Forrest is presented as
having turned a blind eye to what was going on following the capture of the fort.133
However, preventing a massacre, Kastler insinuates, is a far cry from sanctioning one.
Still, the death rate of the battle was between 31% to 42%,134 depending on whose official
report readers trust, while Kastler adds that ―Forrest would likely not want escaped slaves
to be shot since he viewed them as property and should be returned to their owner.‖135
Once more, Forrest's personality is evoked to suggest that he would not behave against
his political and economic interests. Perhaps another alternative, Kastler postulates, is
that Forrest both massacred some and saved others.136 The more probable explanation,
however, is that Fort Pillow became a group cathartic experience for the Confederates; a
culmination of frustrations, hostility and pre-existing tensions whereby Rebels resented
the Unions for refusing to surrender and even further resented having to spill blood over a
battle that could have been prevented.137 In this respect, Kastler gives readers the
impression that some criticisms of Forrest are warranted, but only since his actions are
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presented as understandable under the circumstances. Thus, readers are asked to
sympathize by identifying with the pressures Forrest and his command faced before they
can blame him for what any other normal person would also feel.

KKK
Kastler presents Forrest's purported Klan involvement using a rhetoric of
clarification. Says Kastler, Forrest is ―frequently and erroneously credited with founding
the Klan... he was in fact not a member during its first year and a half of existence; even
after that his involvement is disputed.‖138 Despite this incorrect assertion, Kastler
suggests, once a myth is propagated over a long period of time, it becomes a truth
regardless of the facts that prove otherwise.139 Still, Kastler postulates, it seems clear
Forrest had some organizational role as he traveled around the postwar South and some
have claimed him to be the first Grand Wizard of the Klan.140 Still, Kastler shifts his
focus to the purported intentions of the Klan while reiterating many of the same talking
points of previous authors. In particular, Kastler notes that the Klan developed and
existed to protect white Southerners from radical Reconstructionists and militant
freemen,141 even though Forrest renounced violence as a means of doing so.142
Moreover, with Forrest and the members purportedly having different ideas for
securing their ends, the competing interests within the Klan between vengeful-power-
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hungry thugs and legitimate people seeking protection for their family/community/region
became inextricably linked with the same stigma of public suspicion and ridicule.143 Says
Kastler: ―The original Ku Klux Klan was clearly a racist organization that opposed black
equality, yet some of its earlier aims were a far cry from what the group would eventually
degenerate into.‖144
Kastler further adds:
Following elections of 1867 where former Confederates were prevented
from voting and radicals won office, the Klan went from a group focused
on scaring black people away from the voting booths to a group that
would employ physical methods to accomplish their aims.145
Despite the Klan's methods becoming drastically violent, Kastler further notes: ―Forrest
did not seem to believe that violence would solve any problems... Following the war he
seems to have genuinely sought peace apart from the sword or the noose.‖146
Consequently, Forrest is cast in a sympathetic light and presented as someone who
responded to his times because circumstance warranted it. Consequently, too, readers are
left with a considerably less critical version of Forrest and of the Klan, given the
impression that Forrest is publicly misunderstood and incorrectly remembered for
activities he may never have even been involved with.

Conclusion
This and the previous chapter have chronologically reviewed twenty-one
biographical texts of Forrest starting with Jordan and Pryor and ending with Kastler.
143
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Consequently, I have identified eight significant rhetorical strategies by the authors in how
they have presented these texts. First, Jordan and Pryor and Wyeth each offered detailed
accounts of Forrest's life. Subsequent biographies often cited these texts verbatim, and when
they did not, final conclusions and considerations mirrored these texts. Incidentally, readers
were presented with reinforced positive portrayals of Forrest that seemingly legitimized
them as factually true. Two, a rhetoric of historical contextualization was often offered as a
way to situate Forrest into his era for modern readers. Incidentally, readers were reminded
that Forrest's era significantly differed on a number of levels (e.g. morally, economically,
politically, socially, culturally, etc.). Thus, readers were encouraged to suspend judgment
while fully considering how these factors interplayed with each other in addition to
recognizing how they differ from a modern context. Consequently, these efforts to
historically contextualize both downplayed criticisms while shifting attention away from
Forrest.
Third, readers were invited to consider holistic and plural accounts of Forrest's
personality as they might inform how he behaved and how he should subsequently be
evaluated. Personality characteristics were also offered as considerations of his credibility
and reputation; that these traits cannot be known is certain, but whether they can be denied
without further consideration is equally difficult. Thus, critics were presented as bearing the
burden of challenging claims made by Forrest's defenders; not vice versa. Forth, a rhetoric
of clarification was offered as a way to concede unflattering qualities, controversial actions,
and negative interpretations while advancing further controversial arguments for readers to
consider. Without conceding or presupposing some points to secure agreement by audience
members, authors potentially risked losing credibility for themselves while also
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undermining Forrest's credibility when arguments seeking agreement were less certain.
Thus, less critical points of Forrest were often conceded whereas more critical points were
often challenged. Fifth, a rhetoric of omission was offered as a way to avoid discussing
controversial matters. In the absence of positive material to present, authors avoided
potentially negatively material by not discussing issues some readers might consider against
Forrest's reputation and/or detrimental to cultivating a desired impression of Forrest.
Sixth, red herring presentations were offered to both acknowledge while avoid
critical discussion of controversial matters. Consequently, this strategy identified Forrest
and/or his actions in the text while avoiding specific and critical assessments for readers to
consider. Thus, this strategy diverted audiences' attention away from critical and relevant
considerations while still appearing to discuss key points. Seventh, arguments by
comparison were offered to present a lesser-of-the-two-evil consideration whereby
audiences were given a controversial premise to accept while offered a seemingly more
controversial alternative in comparison to implicitly reject. Thus, this strategy attempted to
provoke agreement in favor of Forrest by suggesting his actions were not as extreme or as
controversial when compared to options audiences would presumably interpret as
unflattering and/or morally unacceptable. And eighth, the aforementioned rhetorical
strategies were used simultaneously at times to reinforce the advantages of particular
strategies while offsetting for the weaknesses of others. Thus, when one rhetorical strategy
was particularly weak or less-than-compelling, additional strategies offered multiple
presentations for readers to consider in favor of Forrest's reputation.
In the next chapter, I will focus on newspaper coverage of Forrest predominately by
the Memphis Commercial Appeal; I will also discuss one obituary article by The New York
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Times. Unlike biographical texts that emphasize more of Forrest's life and are usually more
scholarly in nature, the newspaper articles were significantly shorter in length while
reflecting social and cultural differences with how Forrest has been presented—as well as
interpreted—differently over time. Moreover, unlike biographies which often responded to
the rhetorical situation created by the Congressional investigations and subsequently texts
by Jordan and Pryor as well as Wyeth, newspaper articles were less clear who or what they
were responding to. Instead, newspaper articles in Memphis—Forrest's hometown—were
diverse in coverage while usually responding to current events isolated within a particular
historical context. Consequently, the chapter on biographies predominately identifies authors
as having specifically defended Forrest from criticism whereas the chapter on newspapers
reveals coverage of Forrest shifting from positive to negative over time. This shift, as the
next chapter will reveal and discuss, has less to do with what Forrest has done and more to
do with how his actions have posthumously been presented and interpreted differently both
to and by audiences over time. Put differently, public understandings of Forrest have shifted
from literal presentations to now appropriating Forrest as representing something beyond
who he was or anything he ever did; in short, becoming a condensation symbol.
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CHAPTER VI
Newspaper Articles

Preview
The life of Nathan Bedford Forrest has been reported in numerous newspapers
pre-antebellum to contemporary times. The way Forrest has been presented by these
newspapers, however, often reflect biases rooted in regional, racial, political, and cultural
differences. While these differences vary per newspaper and generation over time, many
of these differences are still observable by isolating a single newspaper; especially in the
cultural context of the City of Memphis where Forrest's reputation remains more polemic
than anywhere else. Consequently, while multiple mediums, not just newspapers, shape
and inform public understandings of Forrest's reputation, focusing on the City of
Memphis offers considerable insight of how Forrest's reputation has been presented
differently to audiences over time. This observation of difference over time also
highlights the value of a reception study where, as Mailloux dubs, isolated interpretative
acts are observed independently from each other before consolidated into a hermeneutical
rhetoric whereby the sum of individual parts constitute a greater understanding of
Forrest's reputation as a whole. Moreover, this chapter, using a reception study, reveals
that Forrest's reputation and public memory often hinges not on anything he ever said or
did, but how he has been rhetorically presented to audiences differently over time to suit
cultural and political interests.1

1

Note: For the sake of brevity and regional significance, the following chapter will specifically
focus on articles collected from the Memphis Commercial Appeal (MCA). MCA published 211 articles
bearing Forrest's name. My methodology for collecting these articles were conveniently sampled and came
from a newspaper archive exclusively devoted to Forrest at Central Library in Memphis; these articles are
all from MCA and were consolidated by library staff from Forrest's lifetime to the present. This archive,

In the case of The New York Times (NYT), an October 30, 1877 published
obituary, this has been one of the most widely distributed articles following Forrest's
death that have shaped public perceptions of him. Consequently, this article was heavily
debated and discussed among the biographies while also reprinted by many national
newspapers (MCA included). Moreover, I have included this article for consideration of
Forrest before discussing the MCA articles to illustrate how it impacted Forrest's
reputation and subsequent articles printed about him. Still, while alternative research
methods would likely yield alternative findings, my coverage of Forrest benefits from the
accessibility of data already consolidated for immediate review in response to time and
resource restrictions. My coverage also offers a distinct regionalized perspective while
emphasizing material that scholars have specifically identified as polarizing Forrest's
reputation the most.
Additionally, MCA Coverage of Forrest over 140 years produces several
observations. First, presentations of Forrest have shifted from a predominately positive
trend to more negative over time, whereby rhetorical strategies have also shifted in
response to how Forrest has been presented, Two, when new criticisms emerged from
political and cultural events of the day, presentations and arguments both for and against
Forrest often reflected the times. Three, there were times when Forrest was presented
and/or audiences responded contrary to the presentations of Forrest of specific times,
suggesting that shifts in Forrest's reputation were not attitudes or sentiments unilaterally
shared. And four, while shifts in presentation have predominately been more critical of

while limited to what library staff have chosen to include, still provided numerous perspectives of Forrest
for 140+ years with a relatively even distribution per decade throughout. Thus, the coverage of Forrest
included new and emerging developments that reflect how his reputation has been shaped over time.
Moreover, I also included one article from The New York Times.
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Forrest over time, supporters of Forrest have attempted to shift positive associations to
Forrest as a regional heritage symbol rooted more in culture than historical fact.
The following will offer the most salient themes of this chapter organized as
followed; birth and death, park and statue memorials, personal information, civil rights
era, followed by a summary and conclusion that compares coverage of Forrest between
MCA and the NYT to highlight noticeable differences.

Birth and Death
The New York Times' (NYT) article offered a negative presentation of Forrest.2
Equally important for consideration, this article by the NYT would later establish a
rhetorical situation following Forrest's death whereby most—if not all—of the
biographies would later address the contents of this article. For example, the NYT article
specifically linked Forrest's name to slavery, Fort Pillow, and Forrest's guerilla fighting
style. However, unlike the Cincinnati Commercial articles discussed during the
Congressional investigations, the KKK was not once mentioned in the NYT. Still, unlike
the Cincinnati Commercial articles which were more of an interview and letter-to-theeditor format with no commentary included, the NYT article was a public condemnation
of Forrest with nothing but commentary included. Said of Forrest before the start of the
Civil War:
For some years before the rebellion, Forrest was well known as a
Memphis speculator and Mississippi gambler. He was for some time
Captain of a boat which ran between Memphis and Vicksburg. As his
fortune increased he engaged in plantation speculation, and became the
nominal owner of two plantations not far from Goodrich's Landing, above
Vicksburg, where he worked some hundred or more slaves. This was his
2

―General Nathan Bedford Forrest's Obituary,‖ The New York Times, 10-30-1877.
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status when the war broke out. He was known to his acquaintances as a
man of obscure origin and low associations, a shrewd speculator, negro
trader, and duelist, but a man of great energy and brute courage.3
Evidenced by the aforementioned, the inclusion of Forrest as ―a man of obscure
origin and low associations,‖ among other examples, directly undermined Forrest's
credibility; especially since this article was Forrest's obituary and it was nationally
reprinted numerous times. For readers inclined to accept this version of Forrest by the
NYT, Forrest's reputation, too, would no doubt be negatively impacted. While the NYT
was correct in noting Forrest's involvement with slavery, the inclusion of less-thanflattering descriptions while failing to explain the context of his actions could only do
more harm than good for audiences less familiar with Forrest and his regional
significance to the South. It should be noted, too, that MCA articles, as I will later
present, often quoted sources close to Forrest as vehemently defending him from ever
having participated in vices like drinking and gambling; a stark contrast from the NYT.
Equally important, however, Forrest's credibility was once more invoked, leaving ample
room to question who and what to believe as true.
Nevertheless, shifting their attention elsewhere, the NYT said of Forrest's
involvement with Fort Pillow:
It is in connection with one of the most atrocious and cold-blooded
massacres that ever disgraced civilized warfare that his name will for ever
be inseparably associated. ―Fort Pillow Forrest‖ was the title which the
deed conferred upon him, and by this he will be remembered by the
present generation, and by it he will pass into history...
The garrison was seized with a panic: the men threw down their arms and
sought safety in flight toward the river, in the neighboring ravine, behind
logs, bushes, trees, and in fact everywhere where there was a chance for
concealment. It was in vain. The captured fort and its vicinity became a
human shambles. Without discrimination of age or sex, men, women, and
3
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children, the sick and wounded in the hospitals, were butchered without
mercy...
The whole history of the affair was brought out by a Congressional
inquiry, and the testimony presents a long series of sickening, coldblooded atrocities... Since the war, Forrest has lived at Memphis, and his
principal occupation seems to have been to try and explain away the Fort
Pillow affair. He wrote several letters about it, which were published, and
always had something to say about it in any public speech he delivered.
He seemed as if he were trying always to rub away the blood stains which
marked him.4
Evidenced by the aforementioned, the NYT's description of Forrest's involvement at Fort
Pillow continued to demonize and presuppose his guilt in his obituary while further
establishing the rhetorical situation for which all future biographies—and many
newspaper articles—would later address. In particular, the aforementioned passage raises
several points of contention that for readers unfamiliar with Forrest and the events
surrounding his actions, a misunderstanding could result in a tarnished interpretation
against his reputation. First, the NYT's describes Fort Pillow as an atrocity, but they were
careful to ambiguously omit any actual testimony or provide any conclusive facts in their
assessment. Instead, the NYT's enjoyed an inherently favorable position of authority,
placing the burden of proof on all others (e.g. the biographers) to counter the claims made
against Forrest. That these counterclaims did not receive the same publicity as the NYT's
article might further reinforce public opinion against Forrest by suggesting the original
claims were true. Two, the NYT's described Forrest's actions following the war in such a
way as to imply that he was cognizant of his guilt and attempted to hide or otherwise
explain away his actions. Interestingly, the NYT's appeared to automatically dismiss
Forrest's defense without explaining why, often leaving readers with the conclusion that
Forrest was guilty regardless of any effort to explain why. Thus, this section of the NYT's

4
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obituary was especially damaging to Forrest's credibility since it became the article that
was the lasting memory of Forrest for many audience members.
Interestingly, the NYT's coverage of Forrest was in complete contrast to Forrest's
biographical accounts and until recently (the last twenty to thirty years), virtually no
MCA articles condemned Forrest for his alleged part at Fort Pillow. Equally interesting,
the very same accounts said to be Forrest's efforts to clarify and defend his actions by the
NYT's, many, if none, have not been recorded or preserved; thus, leaving room to
question whether some of these documents were lost or intentionally misplaced over
time. Without the opportunity to examine some or any of these documents, it is
increasingly unclear what Forrest purportedly said and/or what speeches the NYT's were
specifically referring to. Moreover, the NYT's article made no mention of Forrest's
exoneration from the investigation, implying that he may have in fact been convicted of
the crimes he was often accused and presumed guilty of. Also of interest, there was no
mention of Forrest's purported Klan involvement in his later years, leaving room to
question why the NYT's omitted this detail while instead emphasizing Forrest's combat
style. In the same obituary referring to Forrest's combat style, the NYT's said of Forrest:
Of late years, his views had undergone a considerable change. The
guerrilla chieftain had softened down into the retired veteran, anxious,
apparently, only for peace with everybody. He was in favor of promoting
good feeling between the two sections, and by the terms of his address to
his old comrades in arms, asking them to join in decorating the graves of
the dead Union soldiers. His last notable public appearance was on the
Fourth of July in Memphis, when he appeared before the colored people at
their celebration, was publicly presented with a bouquet by them as a mark
of peace and reconciliation, and made a friendly speech in reply. In this he
once more took occasion to defend himself and his war record, and to
declare that he was a hearty friend of the colored race. Gen. Forrest would
be remembered only as a daring and successful guerrilla cavalry leader,
were it not for the one great and indelible stain upon his name. It was
evident that he felt this, as his constantly-repeated defenses of himself
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show. His daring and recklessness gave him more eclat at one period than
his military services were really entitled to.5
Interestingly with the aforementioned, the NYT's remarked upon Forrest's
personality and attitude changes in his later years, but essentially reduced his efforts as
disingenuous and inconceivable given his alleged war crimes. Further suspect, however,
the NYT's clearly doubted Forrest's efforts as sincere but did not indicate what reason(s),
if any, they had for doing so. Instead, readers were left with the impression that Forrest
was reckless, a murderer and without remorse following the war as he was often alleged
to have been during it. Thus, Forrest's legacy, at least insofar as what the NYT's wrote of
him to their immediate audience, becomes especially tainted by suspicions and
presumptions of guilt posthumously while the repeated reiteration of this article in other
newspapers for generations later appears to have given the impression to many undecided
audience members that the criticisms of this article were, or at least could be, merited.
Among the first themes to emerge from MCA is coverage of Forrest's birthday
whereby numerous articles mentioned Forrest's significance on—or within close
approximation to—his July 13th birthday. While Forrest's significance is emphasized
differently over time, the significance often coincides with corresponding events. At the
height of Forrest's popularity, from the 1940s to 1950s, articles expressed great reverence
for the care of his park and statue, something I will later discuss, while at the depth of his
unpopularity, from the 1980s and 1990s, articles negatively associated Forrest's name to
the condition of public property and current events among political activists. Still, in one
of the earliest articles celebrating Forrest's birthday significantly before the Civil Rights
Movement in 1929 offered below, Forrest's personality, career and reputation are invoked
5
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by comparing his military accomplishments as among the greatest of military leaders in
history. Such articles openly and boldly praised Forrest while appropriating his name as a
source of regional pride.
He was a graceful orator, as was demonstrated after the war, and a man
who knew much of life apart from the phase of it in which he was expert.
After his military career was ended, General Forrest was a factor in the
social life of the section. It was not necessary that he should be. His high
place among men was secure in his success as a soldier. We of this
particular section, where Forrest's cavalry fought its stirring and brilliant
battles, should pay honor on Forrest's birthday to that one who knew more
of war than Caesar and more of stratagems than Napoleon. We should
have pride in the thought that our land supplied to history the most
brilliant tactician named in all the rosters of war.6
The aforementioned quote also illustrates the esteem Forrest's most loyal supporters once
held of him. Equally important, Forrest was not just celebrated for his military prowess
on his birthday, but was also a man of high social standing whose many accomplishments
were not acknowledged as often as they should have been. While such examples lend
themselves to numerous interpretations of Forrest and those who provided such articles in
Forrest's defense, examples like the aforementioned often suggest that criticism of Forrest
in the City of Memphis was at one time nonexistent.
Articles in MCA presenting earlier celebrations of Forrest's birthday also reveal
Southern reverence for Forrest with headlines such as ―Forrest rides on into immortality‖
with a picture of the equestrian statue looking up in 1936.7 Other articles emphasized the
Tennessee National Guard performing twenty-one gun salutes in his honor,8 Civil War

6

Staff, ―Forrest's Birthday,‖ 7-13-1929.

7

Staff, ―Forrest Rides On Into Immortality,‖ 7-14-1936.

8

7-15-1952, 7-13-1956, 7-14-1958, 7-14-1961, 7-14-1969, 7-11-1993.
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reenactments offered celebratory speeches of his military prowess,9 banks and schools
treated the day as a city and state holiday,10 along with numerous other locales throughout
the State of Tennessee named in his honor and mentioned in greater detail.11 Since themes
of Forrest's military career were often emphasized more than any part of his life,
especially during celebrations on his birthday, the below article from 1952 was one of
many examples from MCA that briefly mentioned Forrest's birthday with an audience
celebrating the occasion with a military honor. For modern audiences removed from such
an act of reverence towards Forrest, the occasion would seem especially unusual given
that such public events in Forrest's honor are no longer practiced. Still, it should also be
noted that Forrest's military career is the least controversial of Forrest's life; especially in
relation to the three controversial themes that I have identified. Thus, an emphasis on
Forrest's military career by MCA could also be interpreted as another way of minimizing
criticism while positively cultivating a positive reputation.
SOME 300 PERSONS gathered in Forrest Park Saturday to observe the
131st birthday of the greatest Civil War hero of them all—Gen. Nathan
Bedford Forrest. Traffic Judge Carl N. Stokes delivered an address. Mrs.
Mary Forrest Bradley, the general's granddaughter, was guest of honor.
The weekend warriors of the Naval Air reserve at Millington flew over the
park and dropped thousands of flowers.12
Moreover, for those unfamiliar with Forrest, especially contemporary audiences, it might
behoove some to understand the significance of a relatively large crowd gathering
together to celebrate the birthday of a former Civil War general on his birthday. However,

9

7-13-1933, 7-13-1937, 7-9-1958, 7-17-1977.

10

7-13-1938.

11

7-13-1929, 7-13-1958.
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Reprinted 7-15-1976, original 7-15-1952.
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for those familiar with Forrest's reputation, a large crowd of people gathered to
memorialize a controversial figure and a military unit flying overhead might seem
overdone considering Forrest is nowhere nearly celebrated in kind for the last twenty
years in Memphis. Thus, it is clear that Forrest's memory has been treated differently over
time. Below is another example from August 14, 1958 that further illustrates the regional
significance Forrest had for citizens of Memphis and the regional South:
For Forrest's 137th birthday, the Tennessee National Guard paid tribute to
him with a 21 gun salute, a wreath, and an American flag. Said the
speaker, The South lost the Civil War but gained the respect of the nation
in fighting it... It was not the cause of the Civil War but rather the spirit in
which it was fought that counted. As New England points to Paul Revere
and Virginia points to Washington, so does the South point with pride to
Nathan Bedford Forrest.13
Similar to the 131st birthday celebration example, military honors for a general on the
losing side of a war might appear peculiar to outsiders unfamiliar with Forrest; especially
since such honors are rarely practiced anymore for national figures on national holidays.
Thus, the South's effort to maintain a regional identity separate from a broader American
identity clearly is present in the case of Forrest. Moreover, such honors might also be
interpreted as reverence of Forrest's memory despite modern criticisms aimed to
undermine this memory. Equally fascinating, for those familiar with the Civil War,
Forrest's contributions were redefined from a rhetoric often espousing euphemisms in
defense of The Lost Cause to instead promoting the regional significance of Forrest while
redefining his personality as central to understanding his legacy.
However, interpretations of Forrest's personality have also varied over time. The
clearest examples would include the death of Forrest's grandson during World War II,

13

Eugene Foster, ―Beaten South Won Respect, Forrest Admirers Are Told, ―7-14-1958.
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himself a general, positively evoking feelings of military patriotism.14 Conversely, during
the Civil Rights Movement of the 50s and 60s, Forrest's name was associated as
anathema by African Americans, propelling local and state policy changes such as the
removal of his birthday in 1969 as no longer being treated as a city and state holiday.15
For example, MCS reported in 1979:
The Memphis-West Tennessee Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) plans
a petition campaign for the removal of the statue of Gen. Nathan Bedford
Forrest from Forrest Park on Union as Manassas. A CORE statement said
the statue of Forrest, the first imperial wizard of the Ku Klux Klan is 'a
symbol of race hatred, bigotry, prejudice and racism that Memphis can ill
afford to give recognition, maintain with tax money and sustain as a
display of social acceptance.'16
This example, and many others like it, illustrates one of many ways Forrest's reputation
became negatively stigmatized over time. By associating Forrest's name, actions, and
memories with politics rooted in race and racism, Forrest and his reputation became less
revered as evidenced by the removal of his birthday as an annual day in Memphis and
Tennessee to celebrate. In another example from 1974, anecdotal evidence begins to
emerge that Forrest's reputation has now become negatively stigmatized in such a way
that public property named in his honor has been neglected:
GRANVILLE P. HARRISON, JR., is editor and publisher of the Southern
Advocate. And in the current issue he has printed a three-column picture
of a highway-sign—a big sign so rusted and dirty that it can hardly be
read. But, by studying it closely, you can make out that it says: 'Gen.
Bedford Forrest—1821-1877—Memorial Highway.' And under it is this
editorial: 'This sign was placed on the west corporation line of Ashland
about 1956 after the highway (State 370) was dedicated as a memorial to
Gen. Bedford Forrest by act of the State Legislature. Since that time about
all that has been done to the highway was to spread a little gravel and run
14

6-25-1943, 9-15-1943, 9-16-1943, 9-16-1943, 10-31-1943, 11-15-1949, 5-26-1962
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7-14-1969, 11-3-1979, 7-13-1985, 7-11-1993, 8-11-1994, 7-30-2009
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Staff, ―Nathan Bedford Statue Irks CORE,‖ 11-3-1979.
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a grader over it occasionally. Consequently the sign is in better condition
than the highway.' The sign, in its condition, really is disrespectful to the
memory of our great Gen'l Forrest. And a gravel road isn't a fitting tribute,
either.17
This quote offers two main points of consideration. First, that the condition of the
highway might reflect an attitude associated with the person whose name is ascribed to
said highway. Second, by indicating that the condition of the highway was not fitting to
the memory of Forrest, the first point could be affirmed as true while further suggesting
that Forrest's public support has decreased over time.
Despite coverage of Forrest often coinciding with current events of the day, MCA
also reprinted many of its articles (76 in total) every twenty-five years. While some of
these articles were rather innocuous, such as offering brief accounts of the anticipated
arrival of his equestrian statue to Memphis,18 other articles reiterated Forrest's
significance in a particular battle19 or offered snapshots of how his equestrian statue was
assembled and displayed.20 Still, many of the reprinted articles became less about who
Forrest was or what he did, but, as I will later discuss, transcended him as a cultural
figure that can be best understood as a condensation symbol. Nonetheless, in one
example, among numerous others, from 1863 and later reprinted in 1963, MCA published
a brief military account of Forrest's activities during the Civil War:
The always-active forces of General Forrest are again on the loose. In one
recent engagement between Cleveland and Loudon, Tenn., they captured
100 prisoners in addition to a quantity of artillery, muskets and supply

17

4-2-1974.

18

4-9-1955, 4-33-1955, 6-2-1955, 5-6-1977, 10-27-1979, 3-10-1980, 4-7-1980.

19

11-14-1964, 11-16-1964, 10-8-1977.

20

4-9-1955, 10-27-1979, 4-30-1988.
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wagons.21
The aforementioned quote does not indicate what impact Forrest's actions had during the
war. However, some could infer that because the commentary said Forrest was on the
loose, he could not be contained. Thus, Forrest was clearly a threat to Union forces.
Secondly, Forrest acquired many much-needed supplies by capturing them, further
suggesting that he was defeating enemies he encountered. By reiterating this article over
several years, too, some audience members might interpret Forrest as particularly heroic
and/or courageous, assigning positive interpretations to his actions and reputation thereof.
In another example from 1864 and later reprinted in 1984, MCA also offered reprinted
articles inferring Forrest's personality via conjecture: ―General Forrest and Gen. Wade
Hampton are believed to be the only Confederate generals who have personally killed a
Yankee soldier in battle.‖22The implication with the aforementioned was that many
Confederate units were led by commanders whom had no battlefield experience, or at
least lacked successful results if they had, suggesting Forrest was disproportionately
criticized for his actions since he had both battlefield experience and successful results
throughout the war. The reiteration of this article would also further serve to polarize
opinions of Forrest; with supporters seeing this as confirmation of his greatness whereas
for opponents as further legitimizing their criticisms.
However, despite some articles leaving enough ambiguity—or at least undefined
interpretations of Forrest's actions—for readers to infer the significance of Forrest's
personality and reputation, many more articles were abundantly clear what readers should
think and how they should interpret him. Enclosed below is an example from 1916 that
21
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illustrates how Forrest's personality has been both interpreted and defined for readers by
MCA:
WITH APPROPRIATE ceremonies the cornerstone of the Forrest
Monument was laid yesterday by Mary Forrest Bradley, the granddaughter
of Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest. General Forrest will stand with his face
toward the north and his back to the south. He will be mounted upon a
superb charger and with saber point directed toward the enemy country
and will inspire future generations with his indominatable courage. The
address of the day was delivered by Gen. D. C. Kelly, commanding
Forrest Cavalry Corps. Gen. John B. Gordon called the assembly to order
with a gravel made from a pine tree cut on the Chickamauga Battlefield.
The cornerstone was laid in accordance with Masonic rites. A goblet of
corn, a glass of wine and a portion of oil were thrown onto the stone
during the ceremonies. Inside the stone was placed a copper box
containing a list of charter members of the Confederate Southern
Memorial Association and other documents, including a poem by Virginia
Frazer Boyle and the scores of 'The Star Spangled Banner,' ―Yankee
Doodle Dandy,' 'The Girl I left Behind,' and 'Dixie.'
This quote raises numerous points. First, that Forrest was honored both by his family and
by his community, each receiving him with praise and reverence. Two, the equestrian
statue served a symbolic purpose, reflecting Forrest's loyalty to the South. Three, the
statue also served a literal purpose, aimed to remind future generations of his heroic
actions while preserving his reputation. And four, texts each distinctly unique to a
particular identity were combined to suggest Forrest was more than just a Southerner on
the losing side of a war; Frazer-Boyle's poem specifically honored Forrest as an epic
military figure, The Star Spangled Banner and Yankee Doodle Dandy are each uniquely
American, and The Girl I Left Behind and Dixie are each uniquely Southern. The
reiteration of this article over several generations further implies that while Forrest is and
continues to be defined differently by many different groups, he is, in fact, a combination
of identities that cannot be neatly compartmentalized.
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While some reprinted articles offered distinct personality characteristics of Forrest
for readers to consider, other articles, such as the example from 1904 and later reprinted
in 1979 included below, hinted at the ongoing anticipation of Forrest's equestrian statue
being unveiled:
DEFINITE INFORMATION has at least been received in regard to the
monument of Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest which was scheduled to be
unveiled Nov. 8 at Forrest Park. Representatives of The Commercial
Appeal checked the studio of sculptor Charles E. Niehaus in New York,
but he was absent. However, his wife reported the statue could not be
finished and shipped before Nov. 1. The eminent sculptors, Mr. McMillin
and Mr. I'Connor, now in Paris, have been requested to look after the work
and will do so. Unveiling of the monument will not be before December
now.23
Articles such as the aforementioned suggest the anticipated arrival of Forrest's equestrian
statue as having significance among Memphis citizens. While this significance is difficult
to determine and measure, the reiteration of articles such as this one often invoke Forrest
as newsworthy since numerous versions of this story were printed (15 in total). Moreover,
the absence of reprinted articles in MCA of Forrest for the last twenty to thirty years also
suggests a shift in popularity whereby public intrigue has declined. This is also evidenced
by MCA coverage of Forrest's equestrian statue receiving only a handful of articles in the
same twenty to thirty years, suggesting that public interest in Forrest has shifted from
positive to negative over time.
In another example from 1905 and later reprinted in 1980, details
concerning Forrest's equestrian statue were intimately revealed, with MCA ambiguously
suggesting the efforts made to celebrate him.
THE GEN. N. B. FORREST monument should arrive in the city this
morning, if the Frisco fast freight does not wreck between Birmingham
and Memphis. The travels of the equestrian statue since it arrived in New
23
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York from France, where it was cast, have been of a serious and comical
nature. The height of the statue has made it impossible to pass under a
number of bridges en route.24
This example infers the degree of public interest that surrounded the anticipated arrival of
Forrest's equestrian statue. However, this example and many examples like it raised two
important considerations. One, Forrest's statue had to be created elsewhere. While the
specific reasons were not outlined in this article as other articles would later address,
readers were often given the impression that all the troubles associated with building and
transporting Forrest's statue would not have been undertaken had he not been a
significant person worth memorializing. Two, the height of Forrest's statue was
ambiguously described as being too big to safely travel under some bridges. While the
exact details of the height of the statue and bridges traveled were not identified as later
articles would provide, readers were still given the impression that a statue built to be so
big that it could not easily transport must be suggestive of the significance of the person
said statue portrays, since large and expensive monuments are rarely built to celebrate
insignificant people.
More importantly, however, in the absence of providing new stories and/or
offering new considerations of Forrest to readers, MCA often kept Forrest relevant by
reiterating his name by reproducing original articles that portrayed him in honorable
terms. Enclosed below is one such example from 1877 and reprinted in 1977:
THE LAST WILL and testament of the late Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest
has been admitted to probate and Col. Jesse Forrest and William Forrest as
executors. The lengthy will contains the following provisions: 'First, I
commit my body, after death, to my family and friends with the request
that it may be interred among the Confederate dead in Elmwood
Cemetery, it being my desire that my remains shall rest with those who
were my comrades in war and shared with me the danger of the
24
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battlefields, fighting for a cause we believed it was our duty to uphold and
maintain. I bequeath my son, William Forrest, the sword and pistol with
which I fought in the Confederate Army, with the injunction to use them
whenever called upon to do so in the honorable service of his country.25
While Forrest's will was not widespread public knowledge following his death, the
reiteration of the aforementioned article offers many details that polarize positive
portrayals of Forrest to readers. First and most notably, Forrest specifically requested for
his body to be buried in Elmwood Cemetery with his friends and family. That Forrest was
later disinterred and reburied elsewhere under a monument in his honor might suggest
just how popular he was to his contemporaries at one time. Two, even for those who have
interpreted Forrest's actions as having fought in the Civil War to maintain slavery, among
other Southern institutions, that he fought for reasons he believed in cannot easily be
contested. Thus, while his intentions are suspect to some, Forrest's commitment to honor
might still be inspiring to others. And third, while Forrest once fought against the same
country he later pledged his allegiance to, the bequeathing of the weapons he fought with
along with his words of encouragement to his son further suggest that Forrest was not the
same person he once was near the end of his life.
Beyond reiterating Forrest under honorable terms to a new generations of readers,
reprinted articles by MCA also reinforced positive public responses to Forrest. Nowhere
is this more clear than in instances such as the enclosed example from 1877, following
Forrest's death, and reprinted in 1978:
ALL THAT IS mortal of Gen. Nathaniel (sic) Bedford Forrest lies in the
cold grave. His funeral was by far the largest and most impressive ever
held in Memphis, and the cortege stretched for nearly two miles. The
Peabody Hotel and nearly every public building along the route of the
march from Cumberland Presbyterian Church to Elmwood Cemetery was
draped in black. The courts and most businesses were closed. Schools
25
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were let out to let children join the procession. The pallbearers were Hon.
Jefferson Davis, Gov. James D. Porter of Tennessee, Samuel Donelson of
Nashville, Chancellor R. J. Morgan, Hon. Jacob Thompson, secretary of
the interior under President Buchanan, and Col. Matt C. Gallaway,
Forrest's aid-de-camp and now editor of The Daily Appeal.26
The aforementioned article offers several clues that suggest what kind of local response
there was to Forrest for his funeral. First, that this article was reprinted decades later with
no edits or interjections, as recent as 1978, suggests Forrest's funeral may still remain as
Memphis' largest. Two, public offices, schools, and businesses were closed to allow
Memphis residents to attend Forrest's funeral. Irrespective of what some may think of
Forrest today, that he was so widely memorialized at the time further suggests just how
strong his reputation once was. And third, prominent men, both local and national figures,
participated in Forrest's funeral. For some readers who read the reprint of this article and
many like it, many might conclude that such reverence would not be afforded to
insignificant men.
Consequently, the presence of Forrest's name evoked to a new generation further
removed from the social and cultural salience of Forrest's day also had the potential to
shape Forrest's reputation. With most reprinted articles occurring every twenty-five years
and most concentrated between the 1930s and 1970s (62 in total), Forrest's reputation
was most positive following his death in the 1940s with the death of his grandson in
WWII and sharply declined in the 1960s and 1970s with the Civil Rights Movement
which coincided with the gradual decline of reprinted articles of Forrest. Thus, readers
could infer that the lack of reprinted articles for the last twenty to thirty years reflects
gradual shifts in public opinion against Forrest's reputation, deviating from positive to
increasingly negative over time. Still, in instances where reprinted articles occurred, by
26
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virtue of Forrest's name published yet again, especially when many of the articles tended
to reflect favorably upon Forrest, those most unfamiliar with Forrest would likely view
him in disproportionately favorable terms.
Conversely, however, many of the articles were reprinted during moments of great
social and cultural significance. In one example from 1988, a high school in Georgia
named in Forrest's honor was the subject of intense debate for almost a decade.27 For
readers inclined to view Forrest in negative terms, the repeated presence of his name in
MCA might serve to further polarize sentiments against him. In an earlier example from
1869 and later reprinted in 1969, Forrest's cavalier attitude towards African Americans
working the land and his self-identification as an American could also serve to
complicate how some readers would feel towards him:
A CORRESPONDENT for the Louisville Courier-Journal, traveling with
Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest in the interests of the Mississippi River
Railroad, asked him how the great tracts of Southern land now laying
waste can ever be repopulated. ‗With Negroes,‘ was the general's
surprising reply. 'Ask them to come over from Africa.' he explained that
Northern men and Europeans are slow to immigrate to the South 'and
besides no one can farm land better than the Negro.' The general said he
believes 'prejudices will be over' soon, and emigration from Africa will be
encouraged. 'I see no need for a war of races. I want to see the whole
country prosper. I am an American and from the day I surrendered I have
been for the United States,' General Forrest said.28
The aforementioned article and many like it offer numerous considerations. First, for
audiences further removed from the term of negro during Forrest's day in 1869, the use of
this word might offend some while affirming Forrest's alleged racial attitudes for others.
Two, that Forrest later clarified that negroes were best suited to farming might also
reinforce reactions to the previous point. Three, that the article expressed surprise in
27
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Forrest's response might confuse some readers, not knowing how, if at all, they should
interpret the sincerity of Forrest's response. And four, that Forrest advocated for peace
while identifying himself as an American—as opposed to a Southerner—might appear to
blatantly contradict public perceptions of his reputation when his life clearly contrasts
with these claims.
In another example from 1994 emphasizing Forrest's impact on elections and
cultural symbols in the South:
Nathan Bedford Forrest may be the most active public figure in Memphis
who hasn't run for office this year. Forrest stopped breathing on Oct. 29,
1877, and took up residence below the surface of his beloved Southern
soil. However, the lieutenant general who led outnumbered, outgunned
Confederate cavalrymen to some astonishing victories in the Civil War has
a knack for keeping his hand in things just the same... He also has a talent
for standing in as a substitute for difficult arguments about the South. If
you can't talk about how far affirmative action should go, hold a debate on
how much responsibility Forrest carries for the Fort Pillow massacre. Or
argue whether 'massacre' is the right word, anyway, when you consider
that half the Union soldiers survived. The question isn't easy to answer,
but at least it's easier to debate. Whether Forrest is still in charge of an
effort to defend and protect racist attitudes or the innocent victim of a
vicious smear campaign, people just can't seem to get enough of the grufftalking, hard-charging, fearless guerilla fighter.
He has become an enduring symbol of the South that almost always
divides people into opposing camps, like the band playing Dixie at Ole
Miss football games and the effort to get the Confederate battle flag off the
Georgia state flag. Whether you salute when you drive by Forrest's statue
in Forrest Park, make an obscene gesture out the car window or try to
ignore the thing, Forrest's presence continues to be felt...Calls for removal
of the statue began in the '70s, but the idea got little attention until the
1988 NAACP protest. The debate is unfortunate... because Forrest 'had
come around at least to a public position where he supported voting rights
and other rights within what you would call 19th Century limitations for
blacks.' 'yet today civil rights groups would try to have you believe that he
represents the position of no civil rights, and they use him as a figure or
target for that position.29
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The aforementioned article touches upon a few key points. First, Forrest has increasingly
become a condensation symbol. Rather than Forrest having a literal meaning, his name
and life became a metaphor for difficult social issues. Even if there is disagreement about
what these issues are and whether Forrest appropriately reflects these issues, assessing
Forrest's reputation becomes a matter of understanding the issues—whether they are
factually correct or not—that his name has come to represent. Two and equally important,
where previous articles would primarily reflect favorably upon Forrest, this article and
many like it demonstrate that public memory of Forrest also includes unfavorable
sentiments. While some of these sentiments already existed long before the publication of
this particular article, the increase in negative coverage also raises additional
considerations; namely, whether Forrest was always interpreted by some groups in a
negative way, or whether many of these sentiments are fairly recent developments.

Park and Statue Memorials
Another prevalent theme was concern for Forrest's equestrian statue. Twenty-five
articles discussed the condition of the statue from discoloration,30 vandalism,31 as well as
efforts to preserve the statue32 and park;33 with those articles occurring most often
between the 1930s and 1960s. Enclosed below is an example from 1935 that illustrates
the public concern associated between the preservation of Forrest's park and maintaining
his memory.
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In 10 years the statue of General Nathan Bedford Forrest in the park which
bears his name will have a solid covering of green verdigris. That's what
chemists say who have noticed the steady spread of the coloring matter
over the general and his mount. Verdigris, it might be noted, is the result
of action of the acetic acid in the air on an exposed copper surface. The
bluish-green patina is in reality a protective covering, but once on it is
hard to dislodge. Chemists explain it as being a copper sulphate oxidation.
'People are always calling us about cleaning up the statue,' D. W. Renfrow,
Memphis park superintendent, said. 'But we've got a letter from somebody
in new York somewhere in our files that says we shouldn't clean the statue.
This man says that the green helps the statue.' Some years ago Memphis
civic and patriotic organizations started a campaign to get the statue
cleaned. An attempt was made to clean the statue but in a short time the
green coloring matter returned. According to Mr. Renlow, statues in
Europe have the green sulphate covering and they are highly prized as a
result.34
With the aforementioned example and many like it, public concern emerged that
discoloration of the statue might reflect poorly upon Forrest and his memory. While
competing views differ on the significance of the verdigris, the differences still represent
two sides of the same coin; how to properly maintain, if at all, a statue in Forrest's honor.
In a much different example from 1994, however, MCA presented Forrest and his
memory much differently to readers:
Spray-painted graffiti on the base of the statue of Nathan Bedford Forrest
in Forrest Park faded from scarlet to pink Monday as the Park
Commission started cleaning it off. The words 'racist murderer,' 'slave
trader,' and 'the man on the horse... head of the KKK' were painted
between Friday evening and Saturday morning, when the Sons of
Confederate Veterans held a 173rd birthday celebration for Forrest in the
park. 'Somebody's going to see this on the news and say, 'Hey, wait'll they
get through, and we'll go out and color it up again,' said Bill Wilson, head
of park maintenance. 'We have constant park vandalism.' The statue of
Jefferson Davis in Confederate Park and the Overton Park doughboy
statue commemorating those who died in World War I also have been
vandalized. On both the Davis and doughboy statues, the word 'BOB' with
the first B backward is painted in black on the base. Wilson said he was
told about the BOB graffiti Monday and would send someone to clean it
Tuesday. He said cleaners would continue trying to remove the graffiti on
34
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the Forrest statue this week.35
Compared to the previous example approximately sixty years prior, this example
illustrates another type of concern for the condition of the statue. Where the previous
1935 example expressed concern about efforts to curtail natural erosion, this 1994
example highlights efforts to discuss vandalism as it is connected to Forrest's birthday.
Interestingly, as discussed earlier concerning Forrest's birthday, this example also offers a
stark contrast to earlier celebrations; earlier birthdays showed public support for Forrest
whereas this article illustrates a different reaction to the same person decades later. Still,
the condition of the statue became a talking point to also discuss the person for whom it
represents; the implication being that vandalism reflects a distinctly different—and more
recent—negative attitude toward Forrest. Thus, early presentations of Forrest by MCA
have clearly deviated from public discourse expressing concern for Forrest's memory to
more recent presentations of vandalism inferring to readers that efforts to preserve
Forrest's memory have decreased over time. With this shift in presentation, reception of
Forrest's reputation has also gone from positive to negative.
In a separate but related instance sharing concern for the condition of Forrest's
statue in 1936, a letter submitted to the editor inquired about the politics and ethics of the
City of Memphis spending exorbitant amounts on exhibits at the zoo while failing to
spend a fraction on the preservation of Forrest's statue.36 One could also infer, too, a
sense of respect towards Forrest before WWII whereby reports of vandalism suggest a
much later development in public responses to Forrest's reputation.
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To The Commercial Appeal: Why should the taxpayers pay $14,000 for a
monkey paradise out at the zoo, when General Forrest has been sitting
astride his cavalry charger out in Forrest Park for the past several years, all
messed up with a kind of green scum, or clabber, which makes him look
more like a scarecrow than a brilliant and brave cavalry leader, which he
was? Has the memory of his deeds faded from our minds, and are we no
longer appreciative of his cavalry exploits during the darkest hours of our
needs? Let us spend a few dollars in putting this statue in a clean and
respectable looking condition, which we building monkey houses at the
zoo. - Memphis, A. J. Lowry.37
Still, in a more recent example from 1986, Memphis sanitation workers sandblasted the
statue to remove debris from the bronze exterior while subsequently were chastised by
outraged Forrest sympathizers and other concerned members of the public for doing so.38
Memphis Park Commission officials who recently ordered the
sandblasting of the bronze statue of Nathan Bedford Forrest are now
taking a little sanding themselves. That was not the best way to treat the
famous Confederate general, experts say. 'It's far from a normal way to
treat a bronze statue,' said Richard Gruber, director of the Memphis
Brooks Museum of Art. 'This work was well intended, but it's unfortunate,
I think. This type of work usually is done more cautiously and more
seriously.'... The statue was sandblasted after vandals splashed it with paint
and painted the initials KKK on the base... Forrest, who died in 1877, and
his wife are entombed there. It has been doused with paint several times
over the years, including once about 10 years ago when sandblasters used
less restraint that they did recently...39
Interestingly, while examples of Forrest's reputation illustrate that his reputation has
declined over time, examples such as the aforementioned also illustrate that the decline
reflects the sentiments of some groups more than others. Still, in response, but not
necessarily towards a particular instance of abuse towards the equestrian statue, many
articles would go into the art and science of how to properly care for a monument40 while
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suggesting that the preservation of any statue would reflect upon the person it
represented.41 Notwithstanding, MCA coverage of Forrest's equestrian statue
demonstrates that public perceptions of what the statue represents is not necessarily
congruent with who Forrest actually was as a person. Still, because the statue reflects a
pluralistic image of Forrest that is open to competing interpretations, negative reactions
to the statue could be interpreted as negative reactions to Forrest; suggesting that as
criticisms of the statue have increasingly shifted over time, so, too, has Forrest's
reputation negatively shifted as well.
In a series of articles discussing graffiti and statue vandalism, MCA also
emphasized the park as a cemetery for Forrest and his wife, often arguing that acts of
vandalism were also acts of desecration.42 Enclosed below is one such example from
1961:
Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest, the great cavalry raider of the Confederacy,
withstood the raid of a vandal. It seems someone climbed up onto the
equestrian statue of Gen. Forrest in Forrest Park and wrenched free the
huge saber at his side. Whoever did it then made a disappointing
discovery—the saber isn't real at all. It's hallow. This has been true since
someone broke away the saber about five years ago. Milton Bowers Sr.
then replaced it, as a civic gesture, with a hallow saber. The person who
broke off the saber, probably Tuesday night, left it across the rump of the
horse. Glen Allen, 1197 Shirley Cove, noticed it missing yesterday
morning, and reported it. The break in the metal was fresh. Mr. Bowers
again came to the rescue. He is straightening the saber, will re-weld it to
the statue, probably by this weekend. Hal S. Lewis, Park Commission
superintendent, said the person who broke off the saber probably doesn't
realize he is actually desecrating a grave. Gen. And Mrs. Forrest are buried
beneath the concrete in front of the statue.43
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Evidenced by the aforementioned, despite instances of vandalism, there were also
moments of reverence towards Forrest. While some members of the public may have had
different opinions of who Forrest was and what he represented, by virtue of his park also
being the site of his grave, the implication by this article and many like it was that people
should at least show respect for the dead if they cannot honor the person for whom the
park was dedicated to. In another example from 1961:
Q—Is Mrs. Forrest buried under the Forrest Park statue? A—The graves
of Gen. And Mrs. Nathan Bedford Forrest are in front of the statue. When
the old grounds of the city hospital were converted into a park, and the
statue was erected, the grounds really became a memorial cemetery—as
Confederate veterans once reminded the City Commission when there was
discussion of cutting Monroe through the park. So the city extended
Monroe on a slant into Madison and went around the 'cemetery' and the
legal question.44
Similar to the previous example, this example like many others similar to it illustrates
two important considerations. First, Forrest Park was not created by accident. The space
was intentionally designed to include a monument in Forrest's honor while serving as the
final resting spot for himself and his wife. Two, to further reaffirm the significance of the
first observation, this article also notes part of the city planning of Memphis whereby the
construction of streets were altered to accommodate the memory of Forrest Park and the
equestrian statue therein. Furthermore, this article and many more like it reveal the kind
of public support there was for Forrest to influence political decisions that ultimately
ensured the continued memory of Forrest in the City of Memphis.
In another series of articles, Forrest's statue and the symbolism behind its
location,45 key characteristics46 and so forth were discussed at length and favorably
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compared to Andrew Jackson's equestrian statue in New Orleans.47 In one particular
example from 1973, MCA compared the significance of Forrest's horse feet remaining on
the ground whereas Jackson's horses feet were elevated (See Appendix 5).48 While a
lengthy example, this article clearly constructs a positive portrayal of Forrest and his
equestrian statue whereby critical assessments of him in the 1950s and 1960s are offset
by an alternative interpretation for readers to consider. Consequently, the symbolism
behind Forrest and his statue offer many points of consideration in assessing his
reputation. First, Forrest was favorably compared to Jackson. For some readers,
especially in a modern context, such a comparison may matter little. However, both
Forrest and Jackson were native Tennesseans, a source of pride among supporters of
each. Thus, such a comparison might be lost to readers unfamiliar with the regional
significance attached to the memory of each historic figure. Secondly, the differences
between each equestrian statue and public responses to each, at least based on the
contents of this article and many similar to it, often suggest that Jackson is recollected
much more favorably than Forrest, despite Forrest's statue being more stylistically correct
by equestrian statue standards. Thus, the symbolic differences between each statue
suggest that had Forrest's statue been embellished such as Jackson's was, public memory
of Forrest and positive impressions of his reputation could have been even stronger.
Enclosed below is another example from a 1976 reprinted MCA article whereby
the comparison between Forrest and Jackson was invoked to illustrate the significance
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that each historic figure had—or could have—on the community of where the equestrian
statue is located:
AFTER A SPIRITED debate yesterday among various groups meeting at
the Peabody Hotel, it was decided that the equestrian monument to Gen.
Nathan B. Forrest will be laid during the Confederate Reunion here next
month. The ladies groups were at first unanimously in favor of locating
the monument in Forrest park, but it was explained that a topographical
survey of the park would have to be made first and that this would involve
too much time. Mrs. Russell then made a most eloquent speech in favor of
placing the monument on the bluffs in Confederate Park, pointing out this
would be a step toward converting the riverbanks into a scenic beauty
spot. Those opposed to this called attention to the fact the Confederate
Reunion Hall, a temporary structure, now occupies the park and may
remain standing for several years. Eldridge Wright spoke in favor of Court
Square, saying that it was Memphis' most famous locale. He said the
erection of the Forrest Monument in Court Square will make that spot the
same to Memphis that Jackson Square is to New Orleans.49
The two aforementioned examples, among many others, when discussed among cultural
critics, reveal that Forrest's statue was often heralded as an example of his greatness,
whereby horse feet on the ground indicated he survived the Civil War whereas horse feet
off the ground usually suggests the rider died during battle. Notwithstanding, forty plus
years beyond the publication of these articles, public responses to Forrest often suggest
that a willingness to reconsider him and his statue under more positive terms has likely
passed and the aforementioned examples from 1973 and 1976 might have been among
the last positive portrayals of Forrest in MCA before his reputation clearly shifted in a
more pronounced negative way. Moreover, these examples also suggest that Memphis
was not the same city in the 1970s as it is now.
However, MCA also presented instances whereby public perceptions of statesponsored reverence towards Forrest were interpreted differently by critics of Forrest. In
a more recent instance from 2009, the statue was viewed as communicating a hateful
49
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ideology, but ironically was embraced for this reason because it invited dialogue and
efforts to build multi-cultural and racial understanding.
'Driving by this park communicates something very profound to me... in
regards to the history of this person, but not just the history of this person,
but a city that has decided to support and maintain this symbol and what
that communicates' ... [Richard Lou, UofM art chairman] 'I think it's a
much broader issue than the Forrest park, it's the whole discussion about
how art is a powerful medium of expression and can be used to stimulate
dialogue and understanding.' [D'Army Bailey, Circuit Court Judge]50
Clearly the aforementioned illustrates the changing relationship that the public has
had to this particular historical artifact over time. This changing relationship highlights
how members of the public have received Forrest differently over time, suggesting that as
interpretations of him have become increasingly critical and negative, so, too, has his
reputation become more negative. Moreover, despite efforts to favorably compare Forrest
to more famous historical figures, clearly a stigma remains with Forrest whereas equally
controversial historical figures are less critically received by the public in comparison.
MCA articles also discussed numerous details that contributed towards the
creation of Forrest's equestrian statue. One common theme, Charles Henry Niehaus, the
acclaimed sculptor of the Forrest statue, was discussed fifteen times, primarily around
1905 with many articles reprinted twenty-five, fifty, and seventy-five years later, while
ranging from his apparent efforts to earn the commission in creating the statue,51 the
value of work he previously created,52 to even his death.53 Enclosed below is one such
example originally printed in 1901 and later reprinted in 1976:
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Charles HENRY Niehaus, a native-born American sculptor, will proceed at
once, under the direction of the Forrest Monument Association, to make a
miniature staff model of the general mounted, and if they agree upon the
likeness, he will then proceed at once to prepare a $25,000 equestrian
statue, which will be unveiled in Memphis within the next three years. Mr.
Niehaus, whose wife is a native Memphian, is internationally acclaimed.
He was the first American sculptor ever decorated by the German
government, and he has been commissioned to do a bust of Lord Disraeli,
a statue of Gen. Robert E. Lee, and one of Gen. Sherman. His work is
displayed in European museums and is prized by foreign art collectors.54
Evidenced by the aforementioned, numerous details about this article and many similar to
it emerge. First, a large amount of money was spent to create a statue in honor of Forrest;
one wonders why this kind of money would be spent if Forrest was ever considered a
historically insignificant person. Two, Mr. Niehaus is internationally known. Thus, his
status may reinforce the perceived importance of Forrest's since a lesser known sculptor
would likely attract less attention. Three, his wife is connected to the same city as Forrest,
while coincidental, it could also make Mr. Niehaus more newsworthy from a local
perspective. And four, Mr. Niehaus has also honored other notable Civil War figures,
suggesting that by sculpting Forrest, Forrest was also in the same category of historical
significance. Enclosed below is another example originally printed in 1902 and later
reprinted in 1977:
AN IMPORTANT meeting of the board of directors of the Forrest
Monument Association was held yesterday. It was resolved to ask the
legislative council to appropriate $15,000 by a tax which was authorized
in 1891. Such a tax can be levied to maintain a system of public parks.
The monument association wants the equestrian statue of General Forrest
to be colossal rather than life-size. This has been suggested by the
sculptor, Mr. Niehaus, and it has been pointed out that statues in Northern
cities of Grant and other Yankee heroes are mostly of colossal size.55
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Implied in much of the aforementioned coverage was that a world famous sculptor
went out of his way to build the world's second largest equestrian statue at that time in
honor of Forrest. While no specific details were explicated indicating what the public
should think or otherwise do in light of reading about this information, positive feelings
towards Forrest were nonetheless cultivated by virtue of presenting his statue as a source
of regional pride and cultural significance. Along the same lines, articles also presented
Niehaus' connection to the equestrian statue as a regional heritage symbol. Coverage of
Forrest included public efforts to raise money to build him a monument. With bake sales,
donations, rotary club parties, among other examples, the struggle to raise over $33,000
during Reconstruction exclusively from the people was heavily emphasized as another
source of city and regional pride; both at the time and significantly later.56―LAST NIGHT
the directors of the Nathan Bedford Forrest memorial association met in the interest of
the great trotting races arranged for Sept. 29 at Billings Park to raise funds for an
equestrian statue of that great leader.‖57Consequently, articles such as the aforementioned
offered a constant emphasis on raising money, no-matter how this was to be achieved,
while often invoking—with the result of polarizing—regional attitudes about Southern
heritage. Thus, some readers may be inclined to believe that efforts to raise money as
well as to speak of others who were raising this money were each signs of Forrest's
significance and further proof that his reputation was certainly stronger at one time than it
is today.
In more modern examples, like the one from 1993 below, the issue of money to
honor Southern heritage became replaced with cultural and social distinctions. For
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proponents of The Lost Cause and Forrest sympathizers, Forrest's equestrian statue were
not regarded as symbols of hate or slavery, but became symbolic of some Southerners
desire to honor as well as preserve Southern heritage.
Forrest celebration on his birthday met with resistance against Confederate
symbols: ―They say, 'We hate you. We don't want your ancestors spoken
about.' So multicultural means a few cultures. How can you justify that?
When a civil rights group turns into a hate group, you can't hide it... Our
ancestors fought for independence when the majority of Americans rolled
over them. They accepted it as men. We in the South today didn't enter the
latter part of the 20th Century as secessionists. We entered as Americans.
But now that we're here, I'm not so sure. We mean to be accepted in this
country as equals to every other group of people. You can chase a dog all
the way home. But when he gets home, he's gonna turn around and bite
you.' (P. Charles Lunsford, chairman of the Confederate Heritage
Committee of the Sons of Confederate Veterans) 'As quickly as you can
burn a flag, shouting, 'Burn, baby, burn,' and threaten civil disobedience,
Gov. Miller and the NAACP have almost singlehandedly eliminated the
accomplishments accumulated from years of understanding and
cooperation between the black and white communities...' Southern
heritage supporters say they just want to celebrate where they came from:
that it has nothing to do with race. 'I come here to honor my two greatgrandparents. Both of them were farmers. They fought to defend that little
bit of land,' said Anita Cornell, 58, of Memphis. 'It just upsets me to see
people who don't understand why we're here. They think it's about slavery.
It's not about slavery.'58
Consequently, the aforementioned examples reflect changing attitudes of Forrest while
corresponding with competing efforts to honor him and what he has come to represent
differently. Incidentally, articles associating Forrest to Niehaus clearly aimed to present
him in favorable terms whereas more recent articles tend to associate Forrest to—as
opposed to distinguishing him from—other forms of regional heritage symbols that have
come to represent racist ideologies for modern inhabitants of the South.
In yet another theme, odd news coverage concerning the anticipated transportation
and unveiling of the statue was discussed. In one example from 1905 and later reprinted
58
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in 1955, a bridge in Georgia was specifically modified to permit a height clearance of the
statue through a tunnel.59 Even further, MCA expounded the significance of this detail,
indicating that this was the first time in the history of the United States that a bridge was
modified to accommodate the transportation of a trains cargo:
The equestrian statue of Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest, because of its size,
will be the cause of the reconstruction of a low bridge on the Seaboard Air
Line Railway between Atlanta and Birmingham. Rebuilding a bridge to
accommodate a single piece of freight has never been done before.60
In another example from 1955, MCA continued its emphasis on the significance of a
bridge being modified exclusively to accommodate the transportation of Forrest's
equestrian statue.
All the other roads out of Atlanta were handicapped with narrow tunnels,
but it was found that the only difficulty with the Seaboard Air Line was a
low bridge at Cedartown, Ga. Supt. Parsons today ordered this bridge
remedied for the express purpose of passing the Forrest statue and
tomorrow the statue will be moved, coming to Birmingham over the
Seaboard and going west from here over the Frisco, which is not
encumbered by low bridges or tunnels.61
Examples such as these were repeated several times by MCA through twenty-five, fifty,
and seventy-five year anniversary dates. Thus, some readers further removed from the
salience of Forrest's popularity during his time might get the distinct impression that he
was a very important person, although embellished a little more than he may actually
have been, while strongly indicating Forrest's historical significance without specifically
explicating as much.
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Personal Information
In addition to themes surrounding the origins of Forrest's equestrian statue and his
park, numerous articles focused on two of his most famous war horses, King Phillip and
Roderick, in various capacities. In one article from 1933, the story behind the name of
King Phillip was lightheartedly discussed as a gift to Forrest by many grateful
Tennessean women, admirers of Forrest, whose lives he had saved during the Civil War62
whereas in another more recent article from 2005 King Phillip's name became the source
of vociferous debate among families each claiming to have contributed in the naming of
the horse.63 In examples such as these, audiences were presented with articles suggesting
how highly regarded Forrest was judging by how far some people would go to have any
connection—albeit questionable at times—to the famous Civil War general. Additional
articles discussed the horse that was used as a model for Niehaus' sculpting inspiration
while also describing King Phillip almost as glowingly as Forrest himself.64 Audiences
were given the impression that everything about Forrest—including his horses—were
nothing short of extraordinary. A couple articles also even suggested the lengths to which
admirers of King Phillip and Forrest would go to honor them. Enclosed below is one such
example from 1951:
Q—Do you know what horse was the model for the Forrest statue in
Forrest Park? A—Yes. He was a thoroughbred and his name was
'Commander.' Charles Henry Niehaus, the sculptor, bought him especially
as a model for the Forrest statue. He was a good looking horse but the big
reason he was chosen was that he was a patient model. Mr. Niehaus kept
him and used him as the model for other statues, [too].65
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In another example originally printed in 1933 and later reprinted in 1983, the bones of
King Phillip, one of Forrest's more famous war horses, were sought for excavation to
honor both the horse and the general that once rode it. Audiences were once more given
the impression that locating King Phillip's grave would not be worth such efforts unless
he was equally worthy of recognition.
THE BONES of King Phillip, the great gray charger that carried Gen.
Nathan Bedford Forrest on his famous maneuvers, are the object of a
search suggested by Capt. James Dinkins, former Memphian, in the final
edition of the Confederate Veteran. 'King Phillip is buried somewhere on
the Forrest plantation in Coahoma County, Mississippi,' Captain Dinkins
writes The Commercial Appeal, 'and if his grave can be found I will join
with five or more persons in the expense of removing the skeleton and
having it mounted and placed in a glass case in Memphis.66
Articles such as these also suggest the loyalty that Forrest commanded from his
subservients, implying, among other things, that Forrest could not possibly be an
insignificant person or without honor, since his ability to lead inspired others—those who
would not necessarily have a reason—to follow him. Enclosed below is another such
example from 1959:
General, now I can account for your success, Your Negroes fight for you
and your horses fight for you,‖ a Federal Officer speaking of King Philip
following the war while visiting Forrest's plantation in Coahoma County.
―Mr. Morrow recalled a tradition that said it was not safe for a policeman
and King Phillip to meet on a Memphis street after the war. The horse still
thought a blue uniform was something to charge.67
Many articles also discussed the close relationship Forrest had with his horses, offering a
softer and even compassionate side of Forrest. Especially unique to such examples, too, is
despite acknowledgement of Forrest's violent behavior, he also had a more humane side
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to him that was far often ignored in consideration of his personality. In one example from
1933 (See Appendix 6), MCA presented a somber story of Forrest honoring his horse,
King Phillip, with his army blanket upon the horse dying. While such descriptions might
be misconstrued by modern readers as irrelevant, articles such as these suggest that if
Forrest was loving and compassionate towards his horses, clearly he was not morally
bankrupt or emotionally void.
To add to these descriptions, MCA included several flattering cartoon images of
Roderick (another one of Forrest's famous war horses) and comic story-lines presumably
aimed towards children, presenting Forrest as a hero that could only have been as great as
the horses that carried him into battle.68 Equally important, the valor of Forrest's horses
presumably was intended to reflect favorably upon Forrest. One feature from 1956 (See
Appendix 7) dedicated an entire story printed at length in MCA to Roderick, implying
that Roderick's loyalty and devotion to Forrest, among a host of other noble qualities,
could be likened to the respect Forrest commanded among all of his peers. Consequently,
many more articles presented Forrest and King Phillip as a couple of adventurers,
romanticizing their travels as fun, while describing their journey as heroes on a mission.69
These portrayals, among many others, consistently leave readers believing that there was
a less serious element to the war, perhaps intending to soften criticisms and perceptions
against Forrest.
In another prevailing theme, MCA coverage of Forrest emphasized his personality
and popularity in various ways. In one example from 1954, several authentic and very
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rare letters personally written by Forrest were discovered.70 The contents of these letters
were discussed at length, personifying him with numerous flattering characteristics such
as his humor. Again, contrary to criticisms often offered of Forrest's actions, the inclusion
of his humor appeared to soften perceptions of his personality while improving his
reputation. Moreover, however, the emphasis of these articles also suggest that negative
perceptions or portrayals of Forrest may have also already have emerged, with efforts to
cultivate a more personable Forrest as a way to respond to preexisting criticisms that have
become the exigence, or the rhetorical situation, whereby many flattering articles would
later respond against. In one article from 1954 illustrating Forrest's humor while
discussing a cannon named ―Old Betsy‖ at the request of Confederate President Jefferson
Davis to procure one for him, Forrest said:―if you had applied 12 or 14 years ago, I could
have furnished you with almost any sort of cannon. Go in—there is nothing like fighting
at the front...‖71While the context of the aforementioned may be a little difficult to
decipher, most reasonable readers would quickly realize that fulfilling a request by saying
it could have been achieved years before is both ironic and humorous. Moreover, rather
than needing a canon, Forrest implies, one-on-one fighting is inferentially more fun.
Equally important, while such articles concede Forrest's war involvement, they also
include anecdotal considerations of his personality in a flattering—or at least uncritical—
way that may shape how some readers interpret him differently from others. Enclosed
below is another positive example from 1954 illustrating parts of Forrest's personality
that may affect assessments of his military career and more controversial actions:
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Forrest's devotion to his mother and wife were marked features in his
character... In [the] presence [of women] he was ever the kind and
courteous gentlemen. It may be as well to say it now as at another time, he
was not only ever kind to women and children but was to them
exceedingly attractive. In any social group you would soon find the most
brilliant women gathered about him to the neglect of others present, while
between him and children there was mutual delight.72
In such examples such as the aforementioned, Forrest's personality is intentionally
described in a way to soften public perceptions of his ―mean side.‖ While these types of
articles raise several questions pertaining to the legitimacy of the claims being made, they
also include additional details for audiences to consider that serve to undermine the most
negative of criticisms made against Forrest.
Moreover, several personal hand-written letters of Forrest were also discovered
whereby MCA emphasized the contents of one letter as revealing his efforts to avoid a
confrontation while peacefully resolving a conflict with his friend Minor Meriweather73
and, in another letter, Forrest was presented as very concerned about paying off his bills
so his family did not inherit his debts.74 In each instance, the grizzly public perception of
Forrest was noticeably milder and contrary to unflattering characteristics often attributed
to his personality. Once more, these softer presentations of Forrest also seem aimed to
undermine the potency of harsher criticisms made against him. Still, some war
attributions of Forrest's personality were also made. In a book review from 1973
accounting for some of the negative perceptions of Forrest, the author said:
Left to later historians are such graphic portrayals as Gen. C. C. Washburn
fleeing his Memphis headquarters in his nightshirt during that dawn raid,
and General Hurlbut's remarks that 'they removed me from command
72
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because I couldn't keep Forrest out of West Tennessee, and now Washburn
can't keep him out of his own bedroom.75
While there is a certain degree of irony and humor in the aforementioned quote, such
quotes often portrayed Forrest as an elusive soldier who was always on the prowl. No
doubt some readers, however, also likely interpreted such articles as confirmation of
Forrest's warlike persona and perhaps as realistic enough to believe even more extreme
allegations.
Equally apparent in these examples was not that Forrest was necessarily bad or
did bad things, but he was portrayed as such because he was a successful military leader
that the Union could not defeat. Nevertheless, other articles discussed Southern
colloquialisms attributed to Forrest, such as ―get there first with the most men‖ or ―war
means fighting, fighting means killing,‖ among other examples, each seemingly aimed to
dispel public misunderstandings of him while also polarizing regional pride with his
common sense truisms.76 In one such example from 1940 enclosed below, Forrest's life
story was described by his granddaughter in MCA as having been intelligent despite
uneducated; a different person during war than at home; a violent man that did so out of
necessity than choice; selfless as well as religious, among additional platitudes.
'It just isn't grammar and it's not the kind of words General Forrest would
have used,' asserted his only living grandchild, silvery-haired Mrs. Mary
Forrest Bradley. ‗My grandfather received little classroom education, but
he had a real gift for using words correctly, as a study of his papers,
speeches and orders will show. His reputation for ungrammatical speech,‘
Mrs. Bradley explained, 'was largely a result of his atrocious spelling. He
spelled by sound, the same way he composed his sentences. Not liking the
way something was phrased, he was known to remark 'that won't do, it
hasn't the right pitch.‘
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Physically a massive man, the Tennessee General was personally a maze
of contradictions. At home, he was soft-spoken, gentle, ever-smiling and
virtually a total abstainer from profanity. In battle, he was bombastic and
ruthless in both words and action; his ordinarily sallow countenance
became livid. But the battle over, 'no one was gentler and more
understanding,' one of his officers, Dr. J. B. Cowan, wrote. Despite his
facility for violence, his uncultured early life, Forrest never smoked nor
drank. He was deeply pious, so much so that he often held church services
before battle. Scrupulously clean in his personal appearance, even in the
field, Forrest was considered nearly 'dudish.' Born in a log cabin in Chapel
Hill, Tenn., he moved to Mississippi, where, before the War between the
States, he became one of the richest plantation owners and slave dealers in
the South. He exhausted most of his fortune outfitting his troops during
the war and supporting his men's families afterwards.77
Examples such as the aforementioned seemed geared to exonerate Forrest's
actions by emphasizing his personality, or to at least complicate critical interpretations of
him by offering considerations that have often been ignored or overlooked. While all of
the personality characteristics were not necessarily flattering, such as the use of profanity
or behaving violent in times of war, such presentations of Forrest's personality make it
increasingly difficult for readers to oversimplify their understanding of him when they
are presented with contradictions and examples that undermine reductionist arguments
and critical interpretations.
In another set of articles, Forrest's residence in several states was discussed in
detail, suggesting the significance his presence in—and connection to—these
communities have had among modern day descendents seeking a connection with him
whenever possible.78 The prevalence of such efforts, as presented to readers, raises
numerous questions why anyone would attempt to have a connection with Forrest unless
to do so was beneficial, positive, prestigious, etc. Such efforts to connect to Forrest and
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be associated with his legacy can be best observed in a 1950 example (See Appendix 8).
In the article, a letter to the editor is submitted seeking information about all the places
Forrest has lived in addition to whether he lived in—or near—the writers hometown.
Conspicuous with this letter and many like it is that connection to the communities
Forrest lived in was both identified as something positive, rarely a negative, while sought
after inasmuch by some people that unsubstantiated rumors would circulate in an effort to
be connected to these communities. While the significance of this connection may be
debatable to some, especially for modern readers, sought after connections to
communities bearing Forrest's name still suggests that Forrest's reputation has not
unilaterally declined for all Southerners or among those familiar with Forrest's reputation.
Yet other articles merely offered random facts about Forrest, such as revealing he
was ambidextrous79 while unusually affectionate towards women and children.80 Like
previous examples, such details seem aimed at softening criticisms of Forrest while also
including additional considerations as a concerted effort to make him too complex to
easily criticize. Still, Forrest was also the inspiration for a coat of arms badge made
exclusively for the Tennessee National Guard saying ―Hit 'Em First,‖81 the cover of the
Memphis phone book producing over 195, 658 copies,82 discussed as an influencing
figure in developing the Frisco Railroad,83 and his death was chronicled and repeated ten
times through MCA from 1877 to over a hundred years later. In one unusual illustration of
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Forrest's popularity, MCA reported that Forrest's bed would be shown during a carnival,
with the caption reading Nathan Bedford Slept Here, with a picture of a bed and
numerous onlookers.84 While all of the aforementioned examples are each anecdotal and
only suggestive of Forrest's popularity and influence, each instance still offers insight
about the many different ways he was celebrated compared to criticisms that rarely, if
ever, included such details to audiences. In some instances like the one below from 1935,
Forrest's personality was even emphasized to defend, if not at least justify, his political
participation in activities such as the Klan:
Known as 'the perfect gentleman.' After the war he advised submission to
the constituted authorities, even tho most of the whites were disfranchised,
but when Governor Brownlow and a radical Legislature began to run
amuck and a new program of repression instituted, General Forrest
became the 'grand wizard' of the Ku Klux Klan. The Klan, under Forrest's
leadership, acted as a check on outrages against the whites by negroes and
their Unionist leaders.85
While the aforementioned example oversimplifies Forrest's alleged involvement in the
Klan, examples such as these also highlighted the positive good Forrest allegedly had
during a time when racial prejudice and oppression—especially in Tennessee—were
widespread. Consequently, the lack of overt criticism by MCA in such instances further
suggests that negative sentiments by the public towards Forrest‘s alleged Klan
involvement were a more recent development. Still, implicit in examples like the
aforementioned using this kind of coverage, however, was that Forrest's personality
added to his popularity, and his popularity by proxy positively shaped his reputation and
ability to effectively lead.
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Still, MCA also offered negative random facts about Forrest as well. In one set of
examples, MCA discussed treason charges against Forrest during the Civil War.86 In a
1952 example (See Appendix 9), ironically, however, even though this article and many
like it were intended to be critical of Forrest, MCA presented Forrest as the victim of
propaganda and conspiracy aimed to tarnish his reputation by a Union seeking to
politically win what it could not militarily achieve. Consequently, these kind of articles
and the details therein also seemingly contributed towards enhanced public intrigue in
Forrest, evidenced by numerous question and answer letters to the editor at MCA
whereby descendants of Forrest, such as his granddaughter, Mrs. Mary Forrest Bradley,
were reported as having received hundreds of letters every week throughout her life about
her famous grandfather.87 Enclosed below is one such example from 1959:
[Mrs. Mary Forrest Bradley] told me about a problem she has. She gets
letters all the time from people wanting information about Gen. Forrest
and the Forrest family. She gets so many she just can't answer them all.
Why, it would be a full-time job! The requests some people make! 'I have
here a letter from a woman who asks me to send her the names of all the
men who served under Gen. Forrest!' Mrs. Bradley said. 'Imagine! I don't
think any historian could furnish any such list.'88
Interestingly, while the random facts of Forrest were often more positive than
negative, they also added to his personality while further complicating his reputation with
anecdotal considerations suggestive of his regional popularity and cultural significance.
Consequently, such examples also illustrate that while Forrest's reputation may have been
declining for some groups over time, evidence here suggests that it may have been
increasing for others. Thus, if negative presentations become a central theme in more
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modern post Civil Rights Movement coverage of Forrest in MCA, this coverage may not
necessarily closely reflect the moods and sentiments of the time as much as a shift in
news coverage might otherwise suggest.
In another set of themes, some book reviews of biographies of Forrest were also
reiterated, some even reprinted every twenty-five, fifty and seventy-five years, reminding
audiences that additional information about Forrest had already been compiled and can be
found at the local library.89 Perhaps suggestive of reminding audiences where additional
information could be found, audiences had already begun to forget who Forrest was and
what his significance to Memphis entailed. Equally interesting, however, MCA often
evoked Forrest's ethos by reminding audiences that most biographical information
originated with Jordan and Pryor, and this source can be trusted because ―they had use of
Forrest's own files and General Forrest wrote a statement taking responsibility for
accuracy of the book.‖90 Seemingly, MCA coverage and inclusion of these details
appeared highly suggestive that Forrest may be a controversial figure to some, but his
honesty and credibility have never been called into question; thus implying, his actions
may be suspect, but his rationale should not be. Notwithstanding, the next section will
explore how Forrest has been presented and understood differently in the context of the
civil rights era and modern coverage of Forrest, demonstrating that despite efforts to
charitably cultivate his personality as a renewed consideration of his reputation, the
political and cultural forces of the time may have been more influential inasmuch as how
Forrest has been interpreted and received by readers.
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Civil Right's Era
MCA in its earlier presentations of Forrest leading into the Civil Rights era tended
to present him rather favorably to readers while suggesting what view they should have
towards him. Such examples such as one from 1965 (See Appendix 10) suggest Forrest's
significance was emphasized by contextualizing his life and upbringing as a way to
develop a broader and more informed perspective of his involvement with controversial
activities such as slavery. Still, in an effort to offer moderate assessments of Forrest, there
were also examples where he was presented as misrepresented—or completely
misunderstood—out of context. In so doing, criticisms of Forrest may not be preventable,
as the enclosed example from 1985 illustrates, but efforts to understand Forrest relative to
his time and peers appears aimed to inform audiences that he was not a one-dimensional
or insignificant historical figure either.
Some historians and close students of the war say he was as much a villain
as hero. But Memphis author and historian Shelby Foote says Forrest
wasn't as bad as some portray him and the general will eventually gain
universal respect for his military genius. Forrest traded slaves, he
conceded, but had avoided splitting up families or selling to cruel
plantation owners. And Forrest was in fact a political moderate. The Klan
was not a hate group when Forrest knew it, Foote said. 'He was not a Ku
Kluxer in the way we know them today,' he said. Although there had been
killing of unarmed black Union soldiers by out-of-control white soldiers at
Fort Pillow, the fight there was no bloodier than many other battles, he
said. Forrest's contribution to history was in the art of war, Foote said...
The German blitzkrieg was nothing more than a Forrest cavalry on tanks
instead of horses, he said.91
In another example from 1993 enclosed below and many articles similar to it, efforts
were also made by MCA to exonerate Forrest by contextualizing his life as the sum of—
not merely isolated by—his controversial parts. Consequently, audiences were presented
with a version of Forrest that suggested the influence he had on history while also
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revealing the progressive person he later became:
His admirers say that if Forrest had not been burdened with the commands
of vain, bumbling aristocrats who insisted on book strategies learned at
West Point, the course of the war might have been different. Certainly Lee,
Sherman, and more modern soldiers like Rommel have admired his
military genius. Yet his reputation has been tarnished by his antebellum
career as a slave trader and his postwar role as Grand Dragon of the Ku
Klux Klan. The carnage at the capture of Fort Pillow dogged him for the
rest of his life and probably kept him from making a political comeback as
did many of his fellow officers... Hurst thinks that Forrest's racial attitudes
changed toward the end of his life... mak[ing] a case for Forrest's
redemption.92
In some instances such as the enclosed example from 1993, MCA even printed articles of
African Americans—albeit non-Memphians—confirming their assessments of a less
critical perspective of Forrest while insinuating that African American contempt of
Forrest may be unique to Memphis or perhaps simply unique to the region.
Forrest has such a bad reputation among black citizens that the Memphis
NAACP has tried repeatedly to have his statue removed from Forrest Park.
However, as the Civil War tourists gathered around the statue Sunday, the
two black men agreed it should be left alone. 'I see no reason not to keep
the statue where it is,' said Lester Scates, 42, Chicago, a chemical
technician. 'I have made a study of the Civil War and its personalities, and
I've found Gen. Forrest to be one of the more exciting ones. He wasn't any
worse or any better than others of that time.'93
Consequently, as criticisms of Forrest increased and negatively shifted against
him over time, so, too, did the manner of arguments offered in his defense as evidenced
by the aforementioned examples. The end result suggests, among other things, that while
Forrest has been received differently by different groups over time, new considerations of
historically contextualizing him have emerged in response to criticisms inspired by the
Civil Rights Movement. Incidentally, while Forrest is not exonerated for his actions as
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earlier MCA coverage seemingly does, coverage has shifted from praising him and
regarding him as a regional symbol of pride to now defending or even justifying his
actions as merited when viewed with a historical lens. While seemingly a minor
distinction, in the absence of positive presentations and increased negative presentations,
news coverage offered alternative considerations of Forrest's actions while seemingly
downplaying criticisms.
In more recent coverage of Forrest, articles have shifted their focus onto efforts to
rename Forrest Park and/or at least remove the statue including his remains.94 In a series
of articles in 1988, MCA coverage of the NAACP reveal political efforts to induce the
University of Tennessee, Memphis, into supporting their efforts since the school at the
time contributed towards the maintenance and security of the park: ―NAACP officials
urged the school [University of Tennessee, Memphis] to lead efforts to exhume Forrest's
remains from the park and rename the public area or sever its ties with the park.‖95 By
associating a negative stigma to Forrest and UT-Memphis to Forrest, articles presented
the NAACP as aiming to undermine Forrest Park and Forrest himself. For African
Americans, most specifically as reiterated by the NAACP, Forrest and his park became
symbols of hate, racism, racist ideology, and a reminder of all Southern institutions that
still perpetuate ills among people of color. In the City of Memphis from the late 1980's
onward, too, this rhetorical strategy might prove to be most effective against defeating
Forrest's reputation since the city population became increasingly African American.
Further polarizing, the City of Memphis had a monument for Forrest in his honor
but Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., who was assassinated in the same city, as many reports
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would remind readers, did not. For the NAACP and many proponents of the Civil Rights
Movement, just emphasizing Forrest's presence and King's lack of presence in Memphis
may have also reinforced negative sentiments against Forrest since his memorial was
often invoked as a Confederate symbol of heritage, usually associated with Jim Crow and
racism of the South. For defenders of Forrest, however, most notably Shelby Foote, MCA
coverage emphasized Forrest's impressive military record while also reiterating his most
progressive positions in support of racial reconciliation.96 Ironically, however, these
progressive positions were often the very criticisms the NAACP and similar groups
argued Forrest lacked in support of their denunciations against him. Consequently, MCA
coverage of Foote also included decades worth of material expounding Forrest as a
religiously conformed man in his later years, presenting racial attitudes strongly in
support of civil rights. Nonetheless, coverage of Forrest still began to disproportionately
shift against his reputation, with his statue and park becoming a source of ongoing debate
among groups each presenting competing interpretations of his legacy.97 In one article
from 2005 addressing Fort Pillow as it related to public perceptions of Forrest by African
Americans in Memphis as a whole, MCA reported:
Still, Forrest was in charge, and in the military that translates to
responsibility. So why has a man perceived as so irredeemably bad not
been banished from such a prominent place in a city where most of the
residents are African American and black politicians hold the balance of
political power? The answer is simple, said Arthur Webb, the Memphis
historian and journalist. 'Do something about it, and you alienate people,'
Webb said. 'All black people do is vote. It's whites who finance
campaigns. Forrest is just another example of a lack of focus and political
organization among African Americans.'...
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Memphis can never solve the battle over Forrest, maintains biographer Ed
Caudill, because: 'They are not arguing about Forrest, but about which
mythology will prevail, which aspects of his life are most significant. The
symbols that define our sense of community—local or national—cannot
be both heroic and demonic. Therefore, which one will prevail, the slavetrader Forrest or the war-hero Forrest? I don't see two different
interpretations where a middle ground exists. Instead, the interpretations
of Forrest that I hear are presented to refute, not enhance, someone else's
reading of his life.‘... But about 100 years after he earned his reputation
defending Southern mores, what some observers have called the second
Civil War was fought over the remnants of Southern resistance to change,
and Forrest's symbolic resonance began to overshadow his real life.98
For articles such as the aforementioned and many similar to it, however, the negative
perceptions of Forrest among African Americans were often—and continue to be—too
great to easily dispel. Moreover, such misconceptions of Forrest and an unwillingness to
embrace a pluralistic interpretation of his controversial life further distract African
Americans from reclaiming political equality in Memphis, implied in much of MCA's
coverage, further hindering their ability to eventually remove Forrest's statue. From a
rhetorical standpoint, by continuing to talk about Forrest, implied by MCA, arguments
concerning his reputation are reinvigorated and his memory—both good and bad—
continues.
Consequently, despite predominately hostile coverage by MCA concerning the
renaming and removing of the park/statue in recent coverage, some arguments once more
reemerged that the park was a cemetery and to treat it as otherwise would create more
problems than it would solve. Said former Memphis Mayor Herenton at the time in 2008:
digging up and moving graves or renaming parks is not the proper way of
dealing with the issue,‖ while adding ―In the aftermath of the tragic
assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. in our city, we do not need
another event that portrays Memphis nationally as a city still racially
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polarized and fighting the Civil War all over again.99
Moreover, such a shift in emphasis did not emphasize reverence towards Forrest as
previous MCA coverage had once done, but shifted contempt away from Forrest so he
would be less of a politically polemic figure.
Still, the success of such efforts to shift positive emphasis on or at least negative
emphasis away from Forrest while improving his reputation produced mixed results; both
during efforts to rename Forrest park and beforehand. In one series of examples from
1961 offering anecdotal evidence discussing a Tennessee State park bearing Forrest's
name, MCA coverage indicated that the park was in disarray while ambiguously
suggesting it lacked the funds to improve the park because of bureaucracy while
revealing some of the political tensions that reflected new attitudes in how Forrest was
now received by the public. ―THE NATHAN Bedford Forrest Memorial Park is on the
Knob, but most people never heard of it either. It's operated by a commission set up by
the Legislature, but by some sort of red tape it isn't considered exactly a state park.‖100
Interestingly, MCA did not explicitly indicate why this park was singled out among other
parks for red tape, but some articles have suggested that efforts to seek Federal funds
may be because of the significance of the battle Forrest partook in that park. Said MCA in
1962:
At the foot of the slope occurred one of the strangest conflicts in military
history. An army on horseback defeated a naval fleet. On Nov. 4, 1864,
Gen. Bedford Forrest beat 19 Navy gunboats and transports, captured
artillery, and destroyed more than six million dollars in supplies intended
for Sherman's march through Georgia.101
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However, competing arguments have also emerged, such as the enclosed 1962 example,
suggesting monuments bearing Forrest's name were not specifically neglected because of
who Forrest was but because of financial and pragmatic constraints ―that a state park here
would be too expensive, particularly since Paris Landing State Park is to the north and
Natchez Trace State Park is just 26 miles south.‖102 Still, the overall tone of these articles
presented the lack of funding and popularity of this once famous battle site turned park as
the result of Forrest's ongoing lack of popularity.103 ―High way signs telling about it are
totally lacking‖ while MCA adding that hardly anyone knows about this park or the view.
The ordinary visitor finds his automobile the only one in sight.‖104 Thus, one could infer
that the embarrassing Union military defeat may have something to do with why national
funds to preserve and develop the park have been lacking; especially since the park
would be a reminder of Union defeat while federal funds would be used to pay for that
memory to stay alive.

Summary and Conclusion
MCA articles often criticized Forrest's involvement with slavery105 and/or outright
condemned it,106 but conversely, the NYT article flat-out called Forrest a murderer at Fort
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Pillow,107 while MCA articles usually exonerated him from criminal culpability,108 except
for when they reported the NAACP advocating for the renaming/removal of Forrest's
park.109 Still, on the whole, the NYT article linked Forrest to two of the three
controversies while not offering much commentary about why these controversies existed
and/or what evidence was available to consider in assessing these controversies. Instead,
the NYT appeared to have written a diatribe against Forrest that eventually set the
standard for his obituary; countless newspaper articles, eventually the MCA included,
have cited it over time.110 Consequently, while the NYT presented Forrest inconsistently
from the allegations that have plagued his reputation, this article has nonetheless defined
Forrest to future audiences as forever being linked to two of the aforementioned three
controversies.
Of particular importance, the articles from MCA, the Cincinnati Commercial and
the NYT leave numerous lasting impressions upon the audience. Of MCA, coverage of
Forrest began with predominately positive coverage up to the death of his grandson and
noticeably declined for the decades leading up to the Civil Rights Movement and
thereafter. It is reasonable to infer that as white supremacy was becoming increasingly
questioned among Southern institutions into the '50s, '60s, and '70s, so, too, did the
traditional Southern symbols that were often evoked and used to represent those
institutions. Themes therein also shifted where Forrest was once predominately
celebrated, as evidenced by his birthday celebration articles, and his more recent
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declining popularity in the last three decades appears positively correlated with the shift
in newspaper coverage he received (e.g. renaming his park, relocating his body). Still, it's
unclear which antecedent came first, the negative news-coverage or Forrest's declining
popularity, but the two variables appear more interrelated than mutually exclusive.
Nevertheless, negative coverage of Forrest was often minimal by MCA, suggesting that
even when he became unpopular (or at least no longer as popular as he once was), efforts
by MCA to actively present him to the audience were not necessarily as negative or as
critical as they could have been. Thus, some audience members exposed to this less-thancritical exposure of Forrest may have been inclined to view him in a more lukewarm
sense than having a distinctly negative reaction to him and his equestrian statue in
Memphis, among other themes discussed by MCA.
The Cincinnati Commercial, for their part, left numerous questions of uncertainty
about Forrest's reputation unanswered. The original article alleged to have interviewed
Forrest and recorded his responses to questions about the Klan in 1868. However, the
second article, a letter written by Forrest a few days later in response to the first, clearly
acknowledged he gave an interview to the newspaper but also contested some facts
whereas it failed to contest controversies elsewhere. Consequently, Forrest's intentions in
correcting the first article have raised questions about his credibility whereas his
subsequent testimony during the Congressional testimony has also raised additional
questions about his political motives. While Forrest's response with each article and his
subsequent testimony before the Congress have legitimized suspicions by some critics
against Forrest for his alleged part in the Klan, the two articles are especially damaging to
Forrest's reputation insofar as they have often been reiterated by newspapers against
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Forrest without much context or explanation for their significance (or lack thereof).
Consequently, some members of the public may be inclined to interpret Forrest and these
repeated associations of him to the Klan in inherently negative terms while equally
affecting public perceptions of his reputation. Moreover, since Forrest did not adequately
dispel many of these associations of him to the Klan, for some members of the public this
may also equate to Forrest's complicity with the Klan and, by proxy, a negative
reputation.
The NYT, unlike MCA or the Cincinnati Commercial, established Forrest's
obituary while defining his legacy to future audiences on three qualities: 1) his role as a
slave-trader, 2) his role at Fort Pillow, and 3) his guerilla warfare fighting tactics.
Significant in how the NYT defined Forrest's legacy is that this obituary became widely
circulated by numerous newspapers, including MCA, following Forrest's death.
Consequently, even if the qualities the NYT reported were not agreed upon by all
members of the public at the time, by virtue of these qualities being reiterated and
reprinted repeatedly for new generations, these qualities have become inextricably linked
to almost any discussion of Forrest whereby a rhetorical situation is formed in that all
future texts would need to address these qualities before it could add to or modify to
Forrest's legacy.
The articles reviewed by the two newspapers (with the two Cincinnati
Commercial articles thrown in for added context), in sum, do not necessary demonstrate
that Forrest has been actively or intentionally misrepresented to new generations over
time. However, as time has passed from Forrest's time to the modern era, a plurality of
interpretations of Forrest has cultivated competing views whereby some views have
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become more prevailing at particular moments in time versus others. And while it is not
necessarily clear why some views have prevailed for and/or against Forrest at the time
that they did versus others, what is reasonably clear is that the articles demonstrate that
Forrest's reputation has often been inconsistently represented with minimal overlap
between them over time. Thus, the articles build on the Congressional testimony chapter
by revealing that Forrest's reputation has been shaped and cultivated over a series of
moments consolidated in time versus defined in a single moment or by a single author.
More importantly, however, the newspaper chapter raises numerous questions
about regional significance in news media bias and how the City of Memphis may differ
from Forrest's seemingly modern-day negative reputation. In MCA, coverage of Forrest
was generally positive and when it was not, coverage was often not clearly negative
except when informed by the NAACP. Moreover, when the results of this chapter are
compared to the biographies and how authors have responded to some of these articles by
exploring Forrest and his life in a broader, more macro sense, versus the micro-emphasis
that newspapers often employed, the newspapers reveal common themes touched upon in
isolated moments of time whereas the biographies consolidate these themes as
collectively—not independently—informing Forrest's reputation to modern readers.
Consequently, since my emphasis among the biographies shifts from observing trends
among individual newspapers to instead observing how individual authors have presented
Forrest, coverage of Forrest is noticeably different whereby much of the biographies
authors are observed clarifying misconceptions often repeated—sometimes even
created—by the newspapers.
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Incidentally, these misconceptions contribute towards the rhetorical situation,
having clearly provoked counterclaims and historical context arguments that were sorely
lacking among the Congressional investigations and many of the newspaper articles. In
the next section I will independently discuss and collectively consolidate my observations
from this chapter and those proceeding it while demonstrating how these three separate
bodies of text reveal how Forrest's reputation has been presented—as well as received—
differently over time and how public perceptions of Forrest have converted from literal
and tangible definitions to symbolic and intangible appropriations via understanding him
as a condensation symbol.
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CHAPTER VII
Conclusion

Preview
In this dissertation I have sought to answer two questions: 1) How are
controversial reputations developed, maintained as well as challenged? and 2) How has
the reputation of Forrest been presented by various scholars? In so doing, I have
theorized that Forrest and his reputation have become condensation symbols over time,
beginning with a literal definition rooted in historical fact in the 19th century and
eventually developing into a symbolic representation of cultural/social Southern issues
expressed in the form of a synecdoche in the 21st century whereby pluralistic and
competing interpretations have formed. Consequently, rather than assuming that all
Americans understand and interpret history in the same way, something Southern
historian C. Vann Woodward has described as experiencing history in your own part of
the world,1 I have selected Forrest as a prime example of how regional identity both
shapes and is shaped by presentations of regional history. Thus, my work identifies and
distinguishes between two distinct groups that have interpreted and appropriated Forrest's
reputation differently. The first group, rooted in legalistic language and substantiated by
evidence and historical fact, Forrest is overwhelmingly exonerated from criminal
culpability and all suspicions and allegations made against him are predominately
dispelled. The second group, rooted in mythological language and perpetuated despite
evidence to the contrary, Forrest is no longer explained for who he was or for activities he
participated in but now has come to represent competing interpretations of Southern
1
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history and identity.
Moreover, my contribution to The Forrest Myth is two-fold. For communication
studies, I offer Southern historiography and Nathan Bedford Forrest as a unique case
study for how controversial reputations are developed. While controversial reputations do
not develop the same way for all historical figures, my contribution identifies how
competing presentations and interpretations of history distorts our understanding of what
is historically accurate. Among historians, I offer rhetorical theory as a research tool for
understanding how distortions of history are created and presented. Consequently, rather
than studies rooted in historical fact and/or studies concerned with exposing historical
inaccuracies, my focus identifies how controversies have been presented and developed
over time. Furthermore, the findings from the preceding chapters will be discussed as
followed: Congressional testimony, biographies, and newspaper articles. These findings
will be individually discussed and some briefly in relation to each other. In particular, I
will discuss the rhetorical strategies identified in each chapter to illustrate how
information was both presented and, where evidence is applicable, interpreted by
audiences differently over time. My research limitations and suggestions for future
research will be discussed thereafter.

Congressional Testimony – Fort Pillow
In the public record of this Congressional hearing, members of the public were
presented with Forrest's guilt. The report itself is flawed in that the evidence is either
incomplete or the concepts of presence and association explain the rhetorical effect this
report may have had on the public because there was no plausible counter the charges of
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condemnation. Audiences were confronted with a repeated—but unsubstantiated—
emphasis (presence) of what to think about. Consequently, audiences were conditioned to
associate Forrest with allegations of a massacre at Fort Pillow to the point that that
became inextricably linked.
During the first Congressional investigation of Fort Pillow, several rhetorical
strategies were used to cultivate a perception of guilt against Forrest to the audience.
These strategies included how information was collected as well as how it was presented.
For instance, the Congressional committee responsible for the investigation included not
one Confederate witness. The report can be interpreted a number of ways. First, that the
Confederates intentionally refused to cooperate with an investigation. Second, since the
testimony strongly suggests that evidence was clearly against Confederates, it might
appear legitimate to some that the Confederates did not offer testimony because there was
nothing they could add or otherwise challenge in their defense. Richard Whately reminds
us that in the absence of a charge lacking a countercharge, the initial charge may appear
more credible to some audience members.
The report also included testimony from witnesses later determined to have never
been on the battlefield, let alone ever at Fort Pillow. The evidence almost uniformly
condemns the Confederates (and by proxy Confederate command, i.e. Forrest) as having
committed a massacre—or at least as having allowed one to have occurred—against the
Union soldiers. Whately further reminds us that willingness to accept controversial—
even uncertain—information often relies on the perceived credibility of the person and/or
institution providing the information. In this case, the United States Federal Government
compiled a lengthy document condemning the actions of the Confederacy. Moreover, the
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compiled report was almost exclusively targeted towards citizens of the North. Thus,
audience members were presented with information from their government condemning
the actions of the Confederacy with whom they were at war.
Consequently, the Northern Congress also distributed over 40,000 copies of their
report to citizens and newspapers throughout the region and legitimized public
condemnation of Forrest through the authority of their status. It did not help matters
either that the Union admittedly used post hoc analysis throughout their report, offering
observations following the battle as confirmation of what they allege took place during
the battle. Furthermore, the Confederacy did not respond to the Northern charges against
Forrest, for a number of reasons, for almost 4 months. Consequently, widespread
condemnation of Forrest circulated throughout the Northern region without a single
countercharge or alternative perspective for months. Thus, Whately's concept of a charge
appearing legitimized from a lack of a countercharge informs how some public
resentment was cultivated against Forrest from the battle of Fort Pillow. Moreover, with
the Northern Congress framing the battle as a massacre to its audience, they were able to
present the conflict in terms that favored public support for their position while chastising
public opinion against Forrest and the Confederacy.
Furthermore, when the Confederacy finally responded to the charges of massacre
at Fort Pillow, the Northern Congress subsequently acquitted Forrest of criminal
culpability; suggesting, among other things, that they likely doubted the legitimacy of the
charges they publicly made against Forrest. However, the Northern Congress distributed
over 40,000 copies of an official report throughout the Northern region condemning the
actions of Forrest at Fort Pillow while making almost no public mention of their
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subsequent acquittal thereafter. Thus, for many members of the public, Forrest remained
culpable since they never were confronted by any public or otherwise published effort to
exonerate him by the same Congress that had presupposed his guilt—more than likely
intentionally—months earlier. Moreover, Forrest's pre-war slave-trading activities, among
other controversies, were also common public knowledge by this time. Thus, for
members of the public already inclined to believe that Forrest would commit racially
motivated crimes against African Americans, the Congress' initial report may have further
polarized—if it hadn't already reinforced—public opinion against Forrest regardless of
any subsequent exoneration to the contrary.
One of the main condemnations made against Forrest in the initial report of a
massacre having had taken place was the perceived loss of Union life during the battle.
During the battle, many federal troops were said to have been indiscriminately
slaughtered or at least unaccounted for and presumably dead following the battle.
However, during the release of the initial Congressional Fort Pillow report, about two
weeks after the battle took place, Union casualties were ambiguously reported as being
beyond 70%. For almost four months this figure circulated unchallenged. When this
report was finally challenged, however, Confederates argued and Federal records equally
confirmed, that a prisoner exchange between the two armies took place weeks following
the battle—around the same time as the release of the initial report—where over 50% of
Fort Pillow's original garrison were alive and accounted for as prisoners. Still, during the
initial condemnation report against Forrest, the Federal government did not include this
detail in their report or update it shortly thereafter. However, for unsuspecting members
of the public inclined to accept information from the Union by virtue of their perceived
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credibility, this omission may have further served to polarize public opinion against
Forrest. Critics can only speculate the Union motive, since evidence confirms the Union
was well aware that their charges of massacre were not entirely accurate, but clearly the
result of this omission presented the Confederacy in extremely hostile terms—or at least
more so than casualty figures reported lower might otherwise suggest—to the audience.
Still, the Union motive can be somewhat inferred, evidenced by their subsequent
report of the prisoner recapitulation discretely included with the Fort Pillow report
without ever being as widely published or publicized. In the recapitulation, Union sources
confirm (as do Confederate sources) that more than half the soldiers of the Fort Pillow
garrison were captured as prisoners. However, it's unclear how audience members might
be inclined to interpret this fact, such as an undermining point to the charges of massacre
or perhaps as an indication of Union tactical inferiority in West Tennessee. Still, the
recapitulation does not address the original report or withdraw the charges of massacre.
Instead, the recapitulation completely disregards the previous report, as if to suggest it
never existed, while focusing exclusively on the treatment of Union soldiers in
Confederate captivity. One might note that this tactic demonstrates a red herring strategy
whereby the Congress avoided any mention of a point that might otherwise undermine
the severity of their charges against the Confederacy or, by proxy, their credibility.
Nevertheless, members of the public would not necessarily know that this recapitulation
report existed or even contradicted the initial Fort Pillow report since, summarizing the
main points, 1) it was never publicized, 2) it was not included in official public records
for years following the war, and 3) it does not address or concede that previous charges
were clearly contradictory to newly discovered evidence to the contrary.
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Congressional Testimony – Ku Klux Klan
During the second Congressional investigation of Forrest regarding the Klan,
several rhetorical strategies were also used to cultivate a perception of guilt to the
audience. These strategies primarily included how information was presented in the
official Congressional transcript to members of the public. The presentation of
information, most notably, also included many important omissions. Among those
omissions, historical context was disregarded. In this case, the United States Federal
Government singled out Forrest as the alleged leader of—or at least someone involved
with—the Klan. The presentation of information also heavily emphasized two newspaper
articles from the Cincinnati Commercial. These two articles become the basis for the
association between Forrest and the Klan. Perelman's concept of ambiguity also further
informs the rhetorical presentation of the Congress' association between Forrest and the
Klan. Congress casually linked Forrest and the Klan without ever explicitly indicating
what that link was and/or whether that link was at all credible.
Congress had to repeatedly emphasize the two newspaper articles because they
were the only published evidence available to link statements Forrest supposedly ever
made about the Klan. Thus, this tactic of presentation repeatedly reiterating the same
unsubstantiated information becomes a rhetorical act of presence whereby audiences
were reminded what to think rather than offered any clues as to how to think about this
information. Nevertheless, from a legal standard of burden of proof, Forrest did not have
to prove his innocence; the court had to determine his guilt. Thus, another way of
interpreting Forrest's testimony before the Congress was not necessarily confirmation of
guilt via strong suspicions, but a strategic effort by Forrest to manipulate the uncertainty
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of evidence in his favor.
Interestingly, however, since conviction is indication of criminal guilt, it should be
noted that the Congress never indicted Forrest for having an involvement with the Klan.
Thus, with very limited instances that have inconclusively linked Forrest with the Klan, it
is interesting that Forrest is still condemned for actions he has never been factually
established as having been part of. Nevertheless, because Forrest's name has become
synonymous with associations with the Klan, among other controversies, each time his
name is uttered an allegation is equally supplied regardless of evidence (or lack thereof)
to the contrary. Thus, the reiterations seemingly legitimize the allegations and the
allegations supplant truth by virtue of their continued presence. Hardly, if ever, as
evidenced by the biographies and newspaper articles, is Forrest's name raised without it
being connected to, or responding to, a particular controversy. Thus, as the conclusions
for the biographies and newspaper articles will discuss, the Congressional investigations
of Forrest established one of the rhetorical situations that all future texts must respond to
when discussing Forrest publicly and/or in any manner aloud; a man inextricably
condemned by suspicions because his name was repeatedly associated with the alleged
Fort Pillow massacre and the founding of the KKK.

Biographies
Central to understanding most of the biographies is Bitzer's concept of the
rhetorical situation. Says Bitzer, how situations have already been defined often dictate
how subsequent texts are constructed and presented in response. Consequently, all but
four of the biographies specifically responded to Forrest by constructing a narrative of
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historical context that responded to characterizations first created by the Congressional
hearings. This is not to say that none of the biographers were critical of Forrest. Forrest
was usually presented across the spectrum as having a violent temper, discriminatory
attitudes toward African Americans, as well as possessing a less-than-flattering intellect.
Despite these shortcomings, however, Forrest was often redeemed by virtue of the results
he achieved in relation to the obstacles he faced.
During the Civil War, Forrest was wounded and avoided death on at least ten
separate occasions, also having killed thirty men with his bare hands and having lost
twenty-nine horses shot and killed from underneath him. These stories, while seemingly
violent and unflattering, also cultivated a mythological Forrest that became the
embodiment of Southern hope and cultural resistance to Northern imperialism. Thus, the
biographies can be viewed as an effort to combat against criticisms of Forrest by offering
information that has been factually substantiated and historically disregarded by many of
Forrest's detractors of various types. And while many of the biographers disagree about
the particulars of why and how Forrest has been presented differently to the audience by
different groups over time, they nevertheless still agree, in some variation, that the
reasons have less to do with Forrest and more to do with what he has been appropriated
to represent.
The biographers were also responding to how particular events in history have
been interpreted. Defenders of Forrest are often quick to point out that there simply is no
concrete evidence that establishes Forrest's guilt on most of the controversial charges
often associated with his name. Detractors of Forrest often isolate him from historical
context and present him in such a way that suspicions of criminal culpability are merited
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since alternative considerations of him are often dismissed or at least not included for
further review. Thus, criticisms of Forrest appear warranted through Perelman's concepts
of presence and association because these criticisms are reiterated and negatively
associated with controversial arguments made about Forrest without any clarification.
The last eight-to-ten years of Forrest's life has also been widely ignored by early
biographers. If Forrest's life was critically reviewed over a timeline, these last few years
seemingly contradict almost everything that has ever been published about him. For
many civil rights groups, efforts to rename public property bearing Forrest's, because they
believe that he was an enemy to racial equality, might prove less successful if they also
conceded that Forrest advocated for racial equality, too. For many pro-Southern and neoConfederate groups, efforts to preserve public memory of Forrest's military
accomplishments under the pretense that he is a cultural heritage symbol might prove to
be equally difficult if they also concede Forrest acted in ways inconsistent with the
version of him they have chosen to publicly present. Consequently, more recent
scholarship on Forrest has explored this seemingly incompatible version to the earlier
versions. Among the newer biographers, Forrest is often presented as a more enlightened
individual in his later years. Thus, it becomes a greater irony that both proponents and
opponents alike have equally undermined Forrest's reputation by omitting such
controversial details for audiences to consider of him in full.

Newspaper Articles
Of the 211 articles that I reviewed from the Memphis Commercial Appeal, the
following themes were the most frequently raised: his equestrian statue, the
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renaming/removing of his statue/park, King Philip, his family, his name associated—
positively and negatively—with cultural and social causes, as well as numerous stories
frequently republished. MCA often presented Forrest in positive terms. Forrest's
association to the three major controversies was relatively insignificant and only more
recently discussed in the last twenty-to-thirty years. Moreover, a positive correlation
appears to exist between the publication of criticisms against Forrest and Forrest's
declining reputation. Nevertheless, it is unclear which variable impacted which, if at all,
and whether MCA was reflecting those changes in Forrest's reputation and/or perhaps
impacting those changes as well. Consequently, future studies would need to include
additional newspapers to develop a greater insight as to what processes were taking place
and deciphering the relationship between published accounts of Forrest and his changing
perceived reputation over time. However, of the themes that MCA did emphasize,
especially compared to biographers, public consideration appears to have been guided by
numerous rhetorical red herrings.

Conclusions and Future Research
Future projects would benefit from the inclusion of additional newspapers that
included a systematic search of articles containing various keyword searches on Forrest's
name and particular events he participated—or is at least alleged to have been involved—
in. Moreover, the inclusion of these additional newspapers might also help to reveal how
regional influences, among other possible influences, has shaped public understanding(s)
of Forrest as a controversial historical figure to members of the public. My findings also
often reveal that Forrest has been symbolically appropriated for various politically causes
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without being able to adequately account for why Forrest has been chosen for particular
causes (as opposed to someone else) and how, if at all, Forrest properly conveys the
intended message. Consequently, future projects that conceptualize Forrest as a visual
condensation symbol while tracking how he has been socially and culturally appropriated
over time might also help reveal how Forrest's reputation has been shaped by visual
communication efforts to construct and cultivate his reputation to particular audiences.
Additional projects that consider and track how competing images by different groups
that cultivate and/or offer contradicting interpretations of Forrest would be equally
informative. While inclusion of all or even some of the aforementioned may prove
equally problematic, future projects that consider and incorporate a research design
addressing at least some of these limitations would benefit from a more exhaustive
approach to understanding competing interpretations of Forrest and his changing
reputation over time.

Forrest as a Condensation Symbol
At the time of Forrest's death in 1877 he was eulogized by Confederate President
Jefferson Davis as a symbol of regional pride and Southern defiance to Northern
imperialism. Soon after at the height of Forrest's popularity, a monument was erected in
his honor and he had city and state holidays reserved in his honor. However, Forrest's
name and image have come to invite competing interpretations and representations of
Southern identity over time. Consequently, organized groups have increasingly
appropriated Forrest‘s reputation for political points contingent upon the salience and
presentation of particular controversial themes. As recently as 2008 his image was
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appropriated in a Congressional campaign by Nikki Tinker and Walter Bailey, themselves
both African American, to perpetuate racial politics against incumbent Steve Cohen,
himself Jewish. Interestingly, Nikki Tinker's campaign in 2008 defined Forrest much
differently to her audience than Jefferson Davis did to his in 1877. Still, interpretations of
Forrest's reputation and what he has come to represent have clearly changed over time.
For Tinker, the purported aim was to link Forrest to the Klan and to juxtapose
each with her opponent's—Steve Cohen—voting record. Her advisor, Walter Bailey,
claimed the ad ―had nothing to do with race,‖ but rather, ―The ad merely state[d] the
facts. I think the nation needs to know Steve Cohen's complete record.‖2 Still, the
appropriation of Forrest's image in the ad was widely interpreted as racially insensitive.
Davis, however, much like Robert E. Lee, expressed regret that Confederacy high
command had failed to fully utilize Forrest's talents and likely lost the war because of it.3
In this case, Forrest's image was connected to war instead of race, identifying him as a
hero instead of a villain. Conversely, modern hate groups such as Stromfront have also
appropriated Forrest as their founder and spiritual leader despite numerous biographers
going to great lengths to dispel such misconceptions. Notwithstanding, how the audience
has interpreted and experienced each of these understandings of Forrest no doubt has
changed and were shaped differently over time.
Nonetheless, despite the best of efforts by defenders and proponents of Forrest to
resuscitate his public image, his reputation has sharply declined from 1877 to the present
day and his historical record has become distorted—even replaced—by public
2

Bartholomew Sullivan, ―Memphis: Tinker Stands by KKK Ad,‖ The Memphis Commercial
Appeal, August 5, 2008.
3

Shelby Foote, The Civil War: A Narrative - III: Red River to Appomattox (Random House, 1974):

1053.
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perceptions of what he has socially, culturally and mythologically been constructed to
represent. While these constructions are questionable at times, images such as the ones
offered by Tinker and Stormfront have each polarized views against Forrest for different
reasons while simultaneously reinforcing preexisting—and often negative—
interpretations of him. Consequently, while Forrest has come to represent something
different for different groups, the prevalence of negative appropriations in addition to the
lack of positive counter-images have stigmatized Forrest's reputation to the point that
attempting to counter these appropriations is increasingly difficult. Moreover, efforts to
offer positive images in support of Forrest run the risk of being associated with groups
such as Stormfront, which represent a different interpretation of Forrest.
Notwithstanding, until current public perceptions are challenged and countered with
alternative considerations, Forrest remains a particularly polemical condensation symbol
open to competing interpretations of Southern identity.
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Appendix 1

Headquarters Forrest's Cavalry,
In The Field, June 14, 1864

General Washburne1:

It has been reported to me that all your colored troops stationed in Memphis took,
on their knees, in the presence of Major-General Hurlbut and other officers of your army,
an oath to avenge Fort Pillow, and that they would show my troops no quarter. Again, I
have it from indisputable authority, that the troops under Brigadier-General Sturgis, on
their recent march from Memphis, publicly and in many places proclaimed that no
quarter would be shown my men. As they were moved into action on the 10th, they were
exhorted by their officers to remember Fort Pillow. The prisoners we have captured from
that command, or a large majority of them, have voluntarily stated that they expected us
to murder them, otherwise they would have surrendered in a body rather than taken to the
bushes after being run down and exhausted. The recent battle of Tishomingo Creek was
far more bloody than it would otherwise have been but for the fact that your men
evidently expected to be slaughtered when captured, and both sides acted as though
neither felt safe in surrendering, even when further resistance was useless. The prisoners
captured by us say they felt condemned by the announcements, etc., of their own
commanders, and expected no quarter.

1

Jordan and Pryor, 485-6.

In all my operations since it began, I have conducted the war on civilized
principles, and desire still to do so; but it is due to my command that they should know
the position they occupy and the policy you intend to pursue. I therefore respectfully ask
whether my men now in your hands are treated as other Confederate prisoners of war,
also the course intended to be pursued in regard to those who may hereafter fall into your
hands.
I have in my possession quite a number of wounded officers and men of General
Sturgis's command, all of whom have been treated as well as we were able to treat them,
and are mostly in charge of a surgeon left at Ripley by General Sturgis to look after the
wounded. Some of them are too severely wounded to be removed at present. I am willing
to exchange them for any men of my command you have, and, as soon as able to be
removed, will give them safe escort through our lines in charge of the surgeon left with
them. I made such an arrangement once with Major-General Hurlbut, and am willing to
renew it, provided it is desired, as it would be better than to subject them to the long and
fatiguing trip necessary to a regular exchange at City Point, VA.
I am, General, etc.,
N. B. Forrest
Major-General
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Headquarters District of West-Tennessee,
Memphis, Tennessee, June 19, 1864

Major-General N. B. Forrest, Commanding Confederate Forces2:

General: Your communication of the 14th instant is received. The letter to
Brigadier-General Buford will be forwarded to him.
In regard to that part of your letter which relates to colored troops, I beg to say
that I have already sent a communication on the same subject to the officers in command
of the Confederate forces at Tupelo. Having understood that Major-General S. D. Lee
was in command there, I directed my letter to him. A copy of it I enclose.
You say in your letter that it has been reported to you that all the negro troops
stationed in Memphis took an oath, on their knees, in the presence of Major-General
Hurlbut and other officers of our army, to avenge Fort Pillow, and that they would show
your troops no quarter. I believe it is true that the colored troops did take such an oath,
but not in the presence of General Hurlbut. From what I can learn, this act of theirs was
not influenced by any white officer, but was the result of their own sense of what was due
to themselves and their fellows who had been mercilessly slaughtered. I have no doubt
that they went into the field, as you allege, in the full belief that they would be murdered
in case they fell into your hands. The affair of Fort Pillow full justified that belief. I am
not aware as to what they proclaimed on their late march, and it may be, as you say, that
they declared that no quarter would be given to any of your men that might fall into their
hands.
2
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Your declaration that you have conducted the war on all occasions on civilized
principles cannot be accepted; but I receive with satisfaction the intimation in your letter
that the recent slaughter of colored troops at the battle of Tishomingo Creek resulted
rather from the desperation with which they fought than a predetermined intention to give
them no quarter. You must have learned by this time that the attempt to intimidate the
colored troops by indiscriminate slaughter has signally failed, and that, instead of a
feeling of terror, you have aroused a spirit of courage and desperation that will not down
at your bidding.
I am left in doubt by your letter, as to the course you and the Confederate
Government intend to pursue hereafter in regard to colored troops, and I beg you to
advise me, with as little delay as possible, as to your intention. If you intend to treat such
of them as fall into your hands as prisoners of war, please so state. If you do not so
intend, but contemplate either their slaughter or their return to slavery, please state that,
so that we may have no misunderstanding hereafter. If the former is your intention, I shall
receive the announcement with pleasure, and shall explain the fact to the colored troops
at once, and desire that they recall the oath that they have taken. If the latter is the case,
then let the oath stand, and upon those who have aroused this spirit by their atrocities, and
upon the Government and people who sanction it, be the consequences.
In regard to your inquiring relating to prisoners of your command in our hands, I
state that they have always received the treatment which a great and humane government
extends to its prisoners. What course will be pursued hereafter toward them must, of
course, depend on circumstances that may arise. If your command, hereafter, do nothing
which should properly exclude them from being treated as prisoners of war, they will be
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so treated.
I thank you for your offer to exchange wounded officers and men in your hands. If
you will send them in, I will exchange man for man, so far as I have the ability to do so.
Before closing this letter, I wish to call your attention to one case of unparalleled
outrage and murder, that has been brought to my notice, and in regard to which the
evidence is overwhelming.
Among the prisoners captured at Fort Pillow, was Major Bradford, who had
charge of the Fort after the fall of Major Booth. After being taken a prisoner, he was
started with other prisoners, in charge of Colonel Duckworth, for Jackson. At
Brownsville they rested over night. The following morning, two companies were detailed
by Colonel Duckworth to proceed to Jackson with the prisoners. After they had started,
and proceeded a very short distance, fiver soldiers were recalled by Colonel Duckworth,
and were conferred with by him. They then rejoined the column, and after proceeding
about five miles from Brownsville, the column was halted, and Major Bradford taken
about fifty yards from the roadside and deliberately shot by the five men who had been
recalled by Colonel Duckworth, and his body left unburied upon the ground where he
fell. He now lies buried near the spot, and, if you desire, you can easily satisfy yourself of
the truth of what I assert.
I beg leave to say to you, that this transaction hardly justifies your remark, that
your operations have been conducted on civilized principles; and until you take some
steps to bring the perpetrators of this outrage to justice, the world will not fail to believe
that it has your sanction.
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I am, General, respectfully, your obedient servant,
C. Washburne,
Major-General

General Washburne also dispatched a similar letter on the 17th to Major-General Lee of
Tupelo

Headquarters District of West-Tennessee,
Memphis, Tennessee, June 17, 1864

Major-General S. D. Lee, Commanding Confederate Forces, near Tupelo, Mississippi3:

General: When I heard that the forces of Brigadier-General Sturgis had been
driven back, and a portion of them probably captured, I felt considerable solitude for the
fate of the two colored regiments that formed a part of the command, until I was
informed that the Confederate forces were commanded by you. When I heard that, I
became satisfied that no atrocities would be committed upon those troops, but that they
would receive the treatment which humanity, as well as their gallant conduct, demanded.
I regret to say, that the hope that I entertained has been dispelled by facts which have
recently come to my knowledge.
From statements that have been made to me by colored soldiers, who were eyewitnesses, it would seem that the massacre of Fort Pillow had been reproduced at the late
affair at Brice's Cross-Roads. The details of the atrocities there committed I will not
3
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trouble you with. If true, and not disavowed, they must lead to consequences, hereafter,
fearful to contemplate. It is best that we should not have a fair understanding upon the
question of treatment of this class of soldiers.
If it is contemplated by the Confederate Government to murder all colored troops
that may by the chances of war fall into their hands, as was the case at Fort Pillow, it is
but fair that it should be truly and openly avowed. Within the last six weeks, I have, on
two occasions, sent colored troops into the field from this point. In the expectation that
the Confederate Government would disavow the action of their commanding general at
the Fort Pillow massacre, I have forborne to issue any instructions to the colored troops
as to the course they should pursue toward Confederate soldiers that might fall into their
hands; but seeing no disavowal on the part of the Confederate Government, but, on the
contrary, laudations from the entire Southern press of the perpetrators of the massacre, I
may safely presume that indiscriminate slaughter is to be the fate of colored troops that
fall into your hands. But I am not willing to leave a matter of such grave import, and
involving consequences so fearful, to inference, and I have, therefore, thought it proper to
address you this, believing that you would be able to indicate the policy that the
Confederate Government intended to pursue hereafter in this question. It is intended to
raise the black flag against that unfortunate race, they will cheerfully accept the issue. Up
to this time, no troops have fought more gallantly, and none have conducted themselves
with greater propriety. They have fully vindicated their right (so long denied) to be
treated as men. I hope that I have been misinformed in regard to the treatment they have
received at the battle of Brice's Cross-Roads, and that the accounts received result rather
from the excited imaginations of the fugitives, than from actual facts.
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For the government of the colored troops under my command, I would thank you
to inform me, with as little delay as possible, if it is your intention, or the intention of the
Confederate Government, to murder colored soldiers that may fall into your hands, or
treat them as prisoners of war, and subject to be exchanged as other prisoners.
I am, General, respectfully, etc.,
C. Washburne,
Major-General

Headquarters Forrest's Cavalry, Tupelo
June 23, 1864

Major-General C. C. Washburne, Commanding U. S. Forces, Memphis4:

General: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt (per flag of truce) of your
letter of the 17th instant, addressed to Major-General S. D. Lee, or officer commanding
Confederate forces near Tupelo. I have forwarded it to General Lee, with a copy of this
letter.
I regard your letter as discourteous to the commanding officer of this department,
and grossly insulting to myself. You seek, by implied threats, to intimidate him, and
assume the privilege of denouncing me as a murderer, and as guilty of the wholesale
slaughter of the garrison at Fort Pillow, and found your assertions upon the ex parte
testimony of (your friends) the enemies of myself and country.

4
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I shall not enter into the discussion, therefore, of any of the questions involved,
nor undertake any refutation of the charges made by you against myself. Nevertheless, as
a matter of personal privilege alone, I unhesitatingly say, that they are unfounded, and
unwarranted by the facts. But whether these charges are true or false, they, with the
question you ask, as to whether negro troops, when captured, will be recognized and
treated as prisoners of war, subject to exchange, etc., are matters which the Governments
of the United States and the Confederate states are to decide and adjust, not their
subordinate officers. I regard captured negroes as I do other captured property, and not as
captured soldiers; but as to how regarded by my Government, and the disposition which
has been taken, and will hereafter be made of them, I respectfully refer you, through the
proper channel, to the authorities at Richmond.
It is not the policy or the interest of the South to destroy the negro; on the
contrary, to preserve and protect him; and all who have surrendered to us have received
kind and humane treatment.
Since the war began, I have captured many thousand Federal prisoners, and they,
including the survivors of the ―Fort Pillow Massacre,‖ black and white, are living
witnesses of the fact, that, with my knowledge or consent, or by my orders, not one of
them has ever been insulted or maltreated in any way.
You speak of your forbearance, in ―not giving to your negro troops instructions
and orders, as to the course they should pursue in regard to Confederate soldiers that
might fall into (your) their hands,‖ which clearly conveys to my mind two very distinct
impressions. The first is, that, in not giving them instructions and orders, you have left
the matter entirely to the discretion of the negroes as to how they should dispose of
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prisoners; second, an implied threat, to give such orders as will lead to ―consequences too
fearful‖ for contemplation. In confirmation of the correctness of the first impression,
(which your language not fully develops) I refer you most respectfully to my letter from
the battlefield of Tishomingo Creek, and forwarded to you, by flag of truce, on the 14th
instant. As to the second impression, you seem disposed to take into your own hands the
settlement which belongs to, and can only be settled by, your Government. But if you are
prepared to take upon yourself the responsibility of inaugurating a system of warfare
contrary to civilized usages, the onus, as well as the consequences, will be chargeable to
yourself.
Deprecating, as I should do, such a state of affairs; determined, as I am, not to be
instrumental in bringing it about; feeling and knowing, as I do, that I have the approval of
my Government, my people, and my own conscience, as to the past; and with the firm
belief that I will be sustained by them in my future policy; it is left with you to determine
what that policy shall be—whether in accordance with the laws of civilized nations, or in
violation of them.
Very respectfully, etc.,
N. B. Forrest,
Major-General
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Appendix 2
List of Prisoners Captured at Fort Pillow5
Thirteenth Tennessee Battalion.—Co. A—Sergeant R. C. Gunter; Privates J. Childress,
A. J. Knight, J. E. Lemon, J. L. Howell, G. W. Kirk, T. F. Burton, J. B. Phipps, J. Clarke,
J. Long, C. Swinny, D. Burton, J. Minyard, J. Berry, J. Halford, W. T. Lovett, M.
Mitchell, E. Haynes, E. Anthony, V. V. Matthemy, J. Moore.—Co. B—Privates A. J.
Pankey, B. R. McKie, J. H. Scoby, J. Green, A. McKie, W. G. Bowles, E. Jones, A. J.
Crawford, S. Hubbs, G. W. Bowles, T. L. Perry, J. W. Stewart, D. Floyd, W. P. Flowers, J.
A. Baker, J. C. Steward, W. C. Asprey, J. H. Cover, J. Eason, J. Ellington, Z. Ellington,
W. Etheridge, T. M. Paulk, C. F. Bowles, W. T. Hooser, J. Jones, W. Morrow, C. R. Allen,
H. Bailey, J. A. Beatty, D. B. Burress, W. J. Mifflin, J. Burress, W. Woodward, A. H.
Barom.—Co. C—First Lieutenant N. D. Logan; Privates H. Corning, W. L. Tate, N. G.
henderson, W. Wheeless, E. Scarborough, J. Bynum, S. read, J. Clarke, D. Myers, W.
Stafford, A. McGhee, F. E. Neeham, J. A. Smith, J. Ham, J. Presley, M. Day, D. F. Hood,
F. M. Gammon, J. Jones, L. Hohoer, G. L. Ellis, J. H. Webb, H. C. Moore, W. H. Bolls, A.
J. Rice, Wm. Ryder, J. Norman, J. Southerland, A. Middleton, H. S. Morris, J. M.
Tidwell, J. M. Knuckles, C. Oxford.—Co. D—Privates D. Z. Alexander, S. E. Kirk, B. J.
Kirk, F. D. Tidwell, Wm. Hancock, John Taylor, J. W. Brown, T. Woods, B. Johnson, J.
Wilson, W. R. Johnson, J. Moer, M. Harper, E. D. Stewart, B. F. Ellison, T. P. Pascal, J.
M. Wilson, J. W. Gibson, P. S. Alexander, B. W. King, J. Rumage, J. C. Green.—Co. E—
Captain J. L. Poston; Privates J. T. Cochran, A. J. Hall, E. Childress, J. A. Brown, W. G.
Poston, J. Smith, O. B. Goodman, S. N. Scarberry, N. C. Kleek, J. Cozort, W. Hines, J. W.
Antwine, C. Ellis, A. J. Madlin, A. Carr, J. F. Rolf, J. Shoemate, Henry Clay, J. Arnold, R.
Williams, A. J. Sutton, A. Lewis, J. H. Scarboro, T. A. Lunsford, W. J. Scarberry, J.
Hodge, H. Jones, W. M. Henley, H. L. Brogden, M. E. Beard; F. Dowling,
Quartermaster's Clerk.—Co (Known as Johnson's Escort Co.)—First Lieutenant P. H.
McBride; Private M. H. Blanton. Second United States Light Artillery.—Co. D—First
Lieutenant A. M. Hunter; Private J. D. Fox. Twenty-Fourth Missouri Infantry.—Co.
A—Captain J. F. Young. Stignall's Home-Guards.—Privates W. H. Gibson, S. T. Gibson,
J. W. Autrey, Wm. Boyer, R. C. Price, S. M. Price. Second Iowa Cavalry.—Co. L—
Private R. B. Springer. First United States Regular Artillery.—Co. A—Private C. E.
Pratt. Second Illinois Cavalry.—Co. B—Private H. W. Holloway. Fifty-Second Indiana
Infantry.—Co. G—Private A. Baker. Seventh Tennessee Cavalry.—Co. A—Private R.
Mullins.—Co. C—Private R. H. Stewart.—Co. D—Private W. M. Crews.—Co. M—
Private W. H. Snow. Sixth Tennessee Cavalry.—Co. E—Private J. K. Taylor. Seventh
Kansas Cavalry.—Private T. C. George, (Hospital Steward). Sixth United States
(Colored) Artillery, (Heavy).—Co. A—Captain C. J. Eppeneiter; First Lieutenant P.
Bishop; Sergeant J. Hennissey; Privates A. J. Hatfield, J. Thompson, Frank Hopper, Tom
Norris, Anthony Flowers, Bill Smith, Oliver Jones, Henry Smith, Jenkins Rice, Bill Ward,
Monk Moores, Cog Horton, Edmund Trice, Peter Williams, Charlie Williams, Dave
Manley, Ray McGhee, Broxton Kirkman, Wilson Johnson, Bill Oates, Soloman Patrick,
Henderson Johnson, John Gentry, Sandy Worsham, Wilson Crenshaw, Jim McCauley,
Albert Ingram, Jefferson Dobbs, Spott Clayton, Harry Hill, Wm. Gray, Jim Danbridge,
5
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Dan Newbern, Dave Oats, Frank Browder, Tom Palmer, Aaron Bradley, David Oats,
Henry Smith, Wilson Peyton, David Johnson, Jacob Lumpkin, Moses Wiseman, Lewis
Van Eagle, John McHainey, Jim Murrell, Jim Flowers, Sam Baugh, Dick Sallee, Hiram
Lumpkin, Jim Pride, John Henry Harper, Dave Flowers.

Recapitulation
Officers

Enlisted Men

Total

Sixth United States Heavy Artillery
(Colored)

2

54

56

Second Iowa Cavalry

0

1

1

Thirteen Tennessee Battalion

3

148

151

Second United States Light Artillery

1

1

2

First United States Regular Artillery

0

1

1

Twenty-fourth Missouri Infantry

1

0

1

Stignall's Home-Guards

0

6

6

Second Illinois Cavalry

0

1

1

Fifty-second Indiana Infantry

0

1

1

Seventh Tennessee Cavalry

0

4

4

Sixth Tennessee Cavalry

0

1

1

Seventh Kansas Cavalry

0

1

1

Total

7

219

226
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Appendix 3
Surrender at Selma Speech6
Headquarters, Forrest's Cavalry Corps,
Gainesville, Alabama May 9, 1865

Soldiers:
By an agreement made between Lieutenant-General Taylor, commanding the
Department of Alabama. Mississippi, and East Louisiana, and Major-General Canby,
commanding United States forces, the troops of this department have been surrendered.
I do not think it proper or necessary at this time to refer to causes which have
reduced us to this extremity; nor is it now a matter of material consequence to us how
such results were brought about. That we are beaten is a self-evident fact, and any further
resistance on our part would justly be regarded as the very height of folly and rashness.
The armies of Generals Lee and Johnson having surrendered. you are the last of
all the troops of the Confederate States Army east of the Mississippi River to lay down
your arms.
The Cause for which you have so long and so manfully struggled, and for which you
have braved dangers, endured privations, and sufferings, and made so many sacrifices, is
today hopeless. The government which we sought to establish and perpetuate is at an end.
Reason dictates and humanity demands that no more blood be shed. Fully realizing and
feeling that such is the case, it is your duty and mine to lay down our arms -- submit to

6
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the ―powers that be‖ -- and to aid in restoring peace and establishing law and order
throughout the land.
The terms upon which you were surrendered are favorable, and should be
satisfactory and acceptable to all. They manifest a spirit of magnanimity and liberality, on
the part of the Federal authorities, which should be met, on our part, by a faithful
compliance with all the stipulations and conditions therein expressed. As your
Commander, I sincerely hope that every officer and soldier of my command will
cheerfully obey the orders given, and carry out in good faith all the terms of the cartel.
Those who neglect the terms and refuse to be paroled, may assuredly expect,
when arrested, to be sent North and imprisoned. Let those who are absent from their
commands, from whatever cause, report at once to this place, or to Jackson, Miss.; or, if
too remote from either, to the nearest United States post or garrison, for parole.
Civil war, such as you have just passed through naturally engenders feelings of
animosity, hatred, and revenge. It is our duty to divest ourselves of all such feelings; and
as far as it is in our power to do so, to cultivate friendly feelings towards those with
whom we have so long contended, and heretofore so widely, but honestly, differed.
Neighborhood feuds, personal animosities, and private differences should be blotted out;
and, when you return home, a manly, straightforward course of conduct will secure the
respect of your enemies. Whatever your responsibilities may be to Government, to
society, or to individuals meet them like men.
The attempt made to establish a separate and independent Confederation has
failed; but the consciousness of having done your duty faithfully, and to the end, will, in
some measure, repay for the hardships you have undergone.
370

In bidding you farewell, rest assured that you carry with you my best wishes for
your future welfare and happiness. Without, in any way, referring to the merits of the
Cause in which we have been engaged, your courage and determination, as exhibited on
many hard-fought fields, has elicited the respect and admiration of friend and foe. And I
now cheerfully and gratefully acknowledge my indebtedness to the officers and men of
my command whose zeal, fidelity and unflinching bravery have been the great source of
my past success in arms.
I have never, on the field of battle, sent you where I was unwilling to go myself;
nor would I now advise you to a course which I felt myself unwilling to pursue. You have
been good soldiers, you can be good citizens. Obey the laws, preserve your honor, and
the Government to which you have surrendered can afford to be, and will be,
magnanimous.
N.B. Forrest,
Lieutenant-General
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Appendix 4
Speech to the Independent Order of Pole Bearers Association, July 5, 1875
Ladies and Gentlemen I accept the flowers as a memento of reconciliation between
the white and colored races of the southern states. I accept it more particularly as it comes
from a colored lady, for if there is any one on God's earth who loves the ladies I believe it is
myself. (Immense applause and laughter) I came here with the jeers of some white people,
who think that I am doing wrong. I believe I can exert some influence, and do much to assist
the people in strengthening fraternal relations, and shall do all in my power to elevate every
man to depress none. (Applause) I want to elevate you to take positions in law offices, in
stores, on farms, and wherever you are capable of going. I have not said anything about
politics today. I don't propose to say anything about politics. You have a right to elect whom
you please; vote for the man you think best, and I think, when that is done, you and I are
freemen. Do as you consider right and honest in electing men for office. I did not come here
to make you a long speech, although invited to do so by you. I am not much of a speaker,
and my business prevented me from preparing myself. I came to meet you as friends, and
welcome you to the white people. I want you to come nearer to us. When I can serve you I
will do so. We have but one flag, one country; let us stand together. We may differ in color,
but not in sentiment. Many things have been said about me which are wrong, and which
white and black persons here, who stood by me through the war, can contradict. Go to work,
be industrious, live honestly and act truly, and when you are oppressed I'll come to your
relief. I thank you, ladies and gentlemen, for this opportunity you have afforded me to be
with you, and to assure you that I am with you in heart and in hand. (Prolonged applause)7

7
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Appendix 5
I'M GREATLY relieved. Our famous statue of Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest, sitting on
his bronze horse in Forrest Park, is OK. We won't have to make the Gen'l dismount while
we work on his horse's legs. All four of the legs, I am relieved to report, are on the
'ground' (the base of the statue). I checked on the Gen'l after I read an article in The
Register, magazine published and edited in Baton Rouge by my friend Orene Muse. It
discussed Louisiana statues, with special emphasis on the one of Gen. Andrew Jackson in
Jackson Square, New Orleans. It shows him sitting astride his spirited horse which is
rearing up on his hind legs, his forelegs pawing the air.

I quote—'Till recently, Old Hickory, as Gen. Andrew Jackson was called, must have been
quite happy just to sit astride his sturdy steed and salute the skies with his dual-concerned
hat... 'Then along came hot controversy to dislodge old Hickory's contentment. The
debate was over whether too many of the horse's legs were up in the air or, for that
matter, whether any leg at all should be raised. 'It all started when the President of the
Concerned Citizens to Rectify the Error of Andrew Jackson's Statue in Jackson Square
registered his protest to the Chamber of Commerce...

Concerned Citizens pointed out sculpture tradition which, he said, decrees that statues of
heroes who died in battle show the horse's two forelegs raised off the ground; horses of
heroes who died later of battle wounds have one hoof lifted; and horses with all four
planted on the ground carry a hero who died later of natural causes. Because Andrew
Jackson did not die in the Battle of New Orleans—or in any other battle—C. C.
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contended that the sculptor erred in showing a horse rearing on hind legs. The upset
citizen indignantly demanded that the mistake be corrected so that 'no more shame will
come to the city of New Orleans and the State of Louisiana.'

The Chamber of Commerce referred the complaint to the Mayor and the Mayor replied
that they were faced with a 'fait accompli.' 'Unfortunately the die is cast,' he said. 'I'm not
aware of any mechanical means that would at this late date lower the front legs of old
Hickory's spirited animal.' Then another 'expert on statues' stepped in and cooled the
argument. 'For military equestrian statues,' he said, 'a raised left front hoof signifies that
the rider was seriously wounded in battle; a lifted right indicates that he died a natural
death; both front legs off the ground mean the rider went on to greater glory. Thus. Gen.
Jackson's rearing steed correctly imparts that old Hickory went on to 'greater glory'—the
President of the United States.'

So that got me wondering about our statue of Gen'l Forrest. Although I had seen it
thousands of times in passing Forrest park, I could not remember whether his horse had
hoofs in the air. Now I have checked, and find that a nary hoof is lifted. So that makes the
statue correct. The Gen'l did not die in battle nor later of battle wounds. He lived long
after the Civil War and died of natural causes. He and Mrs. Forrest are buried under the
statue.8

8
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Appendix 6
Memphis, of course, already has a bronze of King Phillip. The bronze Forrest rides him in
the beautiful statue in Forrest Park, but Captain Dinkins wants the horse's real skeleton
mounted like that of Lee's Traveler in Richmond. 'I was well acquainted with King Phillip,'
Captain Dinkins writes. 'I followed General Forrest the last two years of the war in his
daring and desperate enterprises. I am sure that I saw King Phillip on an average of once
every week and there never has been in all times a more wonderful horses...

He was 16 hands high and weighed 1,200 pounds. 'He was as unmoved amidst exploding
shells as Traveler, and at close range he was as ferocious a fighter as his master; and Forrest
could fight hand-to-hand with pistol and saber as ferociously as the strongest man in his
command. Biting, kicking and plunging, King Phillip with Forrest in the saddle shooting
and slashing, those two were the ideal leaders of a cavalry charge...

After the war King Phillip was pastured on Forrest's Coahoma County plantation. But he
has one final battle. One day a troop of federal cavalry—reconstruction days troops—rode
into his pasture. He leaped at them like a tiger, kicking, biting, and drove them out,' says
Captain Dinkins. King Philip met his death from eating green corn. He was to have been
exhibited in Memphis at a benefit show for needy Confederate veterans. The stable boy
tried to fatten him for the exhibition and fed him green corn, which proved fatal. General
Forrest buried him on the plantation, with his own old army blanket wrapped around him.9

9

Staff, ―Veterans of Gray Army Wants To Honor Gen. Forrest's Horse,‖ Memphis Commercial
Appeal, 1-15-1933.
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Appendix 7
THE BLOOD from deep inside began to color flecks of foam about the bit. And pink the
moisture in his heavy breath. And yet the pain, sharp and searing hot, appeared to make
no difference in his stride. For this great chestnut gelding, dark with sweat, was all a war
horse; In his pace and in his sinew, bone and blood... and in his heart.

THE towering General, light-reined horseman—light in saddle too—his mind and eyes
intent upon the fight, felt the shot, that hit the horse beneath him. There is some
indescribable communion between a man and horse who've shared the roughest roads, the
longest hours, the hardest battles; A singleness of spirit, faith unflagging. The General felt
the pain as though the gelding's wound was in himself; It tightened muscles in his jaws
and throat.

AND then the second shot struck hard the chestnut's side. And then the third. Stunning.
Staggering. His powerful and easy stride became a labored lunge, steadied only by the
General's balanced weight and sure hand. The war horse gathered—with every ounce of
courage in his heart—to carry on, to fight the mission through. Calmingly, the general
reined him in. And stepping down he loosed the girth and lightly slipped the saddle to the
ground.

THE GENERAL'S young lieutenant, Aide-de-camp—his son—reined up, dismounted;
Took the General's horse and gave his own. Scarcely a word was passed, no orders
given—none had to be—as the General, with one backward glance, rode on. And Willie
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led the wounded war horse from the field and to the rear. Away from the powder smoke
and battle strain. Into the chill of early March, into the quieter countryside in Tennessee.
To the horse holders beyond the second hill.

AND in the cutting chill the war horse ached, ached under his drying sweat and drying
blood. A once alert, clearheaded 'General's mount,' stunned and trembling from the shock
and pain. Jaded. Limping to the holders in the rear/ No bulges and no drumbeats here,
only fading sounds across the field.

THE HOLDERS slipped the bridle from his lowered head, wiped his lowered head,
wiped the sweat marks from his cheeks and neck, bathed the blood-red foam from mouth
and nostrils, sponged his wounds, applied a stinging ointment. They washed his knees
and hocks and pasterns. 'It's Roderick! The general's mount! Bring the water bucket to
him.' Roderick, the General's mount. Trained in his master's ways. Trained to jump a
fence or wall or gulley, to back and wheel, to follow where the General went, to follow
closely, ready for an instant need. And he followed him from training, but he followed,
too, from love.

THE stinging ointment touched a spark of feeling. The water gave refreshment to his
spirit. He raised his head a little, cocked an ear, and listened... In the distance there was
shooting and it echoed in the hills. The General always rode to the shooting.
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HE TURNED to face the sound. His ears were up and pointing. His head was clearing
now. He moved a little, toward the sound. The holders started to him shouting 'whoa.' He
moved a little faster, stiff and aching, toward the shooting. 'WHOA!' they shouted, 'Head
'im!' He broke into a trot, to a painful, labored gallop to the General.

THE GALLOP warmed his blood. Loosened stuff and aching muscles. Ahead, a fence, he
cleared it with a mighty surge of effort. He was warm and he was running, a painful,
awkward stride, but running hard to the General.

THE next fence—up and over—he almost lost his footing; but he could smell the powder
now. The General smelled the powder.

NOW he could see the men and horses. Nervous horses, ready for the charge, now he
could see the General. One last fence before him and the field. He cleared it as the bugles
blasted 'CHARGE!'

HE was racing with the shouting horsemen now. He was straining hard to reach the
General's side, five good strides ahead. Bleeding. Straining hard. Three good strides...
when the killing bullet hit him in the chest.

THE keen ear of the General caught a sound; inaudible, almost against the din. Half a
plaintiff nicker; half a choking scream; like the scream of horses 'bad hit' on the field.
Amid the shouting and the shrieking and the fire the General heard it. He stiffened, half
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turning in his saddle. And there behind him in the charge, stumbling, plunging, dying, his
war horse—on his feet, but dying in the charge.

THE feared and fearless battle-hardened General spurred ahead; to fight more awesome
battles for his cause. But the man—the horseman—underneath his honored uniform—
Bedford Forrest—died a little there on the field near Spring Hill, March the fifth, 1863.10

10

Jack Knox, ―The General's Mount,‖ Memphis Commercial Appeal, 7-8-1956.
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Appendix 8
Q—I would like some information concerning general Forrest of Civil War days. I own a
place in Sunflower County, Miss., near Drew, which I have been told General Forrest
owned and cleared up with slave labor. I was also told he was buried here on the place.

A—It is possible but improbable that Nathan Bedford Forrest owned land near Drew
[MS]. We never heard of it and we have located seven Forrest plantations without finding
one near Drew. We say it is possible because, during the 1850s, Forrest was a big dealer
in farm lands. He could have owned temporarily, or handled as an agent, land at Drew. In
1859 he sold out his business interests, resigned as a Memphis alderman, and retired to
operate his farms. There were several of them and one of them might have been a parcel
of land near Drew. But we think it is unlikely since four of his biographers specify the
land he held and could very easily have mentioned land in Sunflower County.

These are the farms found. When the Indians first moved out of Northern Mississippi, his
father took land (1) near what is now Ashland in Benton County. His father died and his
mother continued to farm it, with the help of her oldest son, Bedford. When the Civil War
came his mother had a farm (2) on Raleigh Road about six miles from Memphis, which is
Jackson Avenue in modern Memphis. In 1842 Bedford Forrest left his mother's farm to
take an interest in an uncle's business as a livestock dealer and livery stable operator at
Hernando. The uncle was killed and Forrest continued the business at a profit, expanding
into brick making and operation of a stage line on the plank road to Memphis. In 1851 he
moved to Memphis and within a few years made a fortune as a real estate broker and as a
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speculator in slaves.

When he retired from Memphis business and politics his biggest farming interest was in
Coahoma County. Rowland's 'Encyclopedia of Mississippi History' calls it 'wild cotton
land in Mississippi, including two large plantations in Coahoma County.' Wyeth calls it
two large plantations (3 and 4). So does Lytle. Henry writes of it as 3000 acres in
Coahoma County and mentions a smaller farm (5) in Tunica County. Mathes mentions
the two places in Coahoma County, the one in Tunica County, one (6) in association with
Dr. A. K. Taylor in Arkansas, 12 miles above the mouth of the St. Francis River, 'and
other real estate.

After the war, General Forrest farmed part of Presidents Island (7). With such detail
available it is most likely that one or more writers would have mentioned a farm at Drew.
Sunflower County had been formed in 1844 and it would have been simple to mention a
Forrest farm there or a Coahoma County plantation that extended across the county line
into Sunflower. There is a slim possibility that Forrest could have once owned the farm
near Drew but none whatever that you will find his grave there. General and Mrs. Forrest
are buried in front of the Forrest monument in Forrest Park in Memphis.11

11

Staff, ―Forrest Farmed in Three States,‖ Memphis Commercial Appeal, 2-23-1950.
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Appendix 9
FROM hectic Civil War days, down through a parade of decades to the present, Federal
Court of Memphis has changed from the bawling sheep of the local judiciary, the prodigal
child of questionable parentage, to a tribunal with a place of respect and admiration in the
eyes of Memphians and of Tennesseans. This respect has been won after years of feeling that
the dark brown taste of carpet bag decisions and questionable actions of judges had clouded
admiration and encouraged whispers of contempt for the court. History speaks neither ill nor
good of the early years but chooses rather to ignore them. It was 75 years ago last week on a
blustery cold day on March 7, 1864, the first Federal Court here opened its doors to conduct
a 'session of hate.' It was hatred nourished by bitterness between Federal and Confederate
sympathizers and prodded by recent attack on Memphis by General Nathan Bedford Forrest.

The Union Army held Memphis but the smart of that unexpected thrashing dealt by the
lightning-like Forrest and his men hung over Yankee minds. And the Yankees sought to do by
a Federal Court what the Union Army had been unable to do—get Forrest! Oil on the fires of
their dislike probably was added by the open defiance and apparent dislike of local citizenry.
So the court started indicting on charges of high treason such men as General Forrest,
Governor Isham G. Harris and General Gideon J. Pillow as well as four score others of
Memphis and West Tennessee who had joined hands to support the cause their hearts held
dear. No report of its action was recorded in the newspapers of the time, the Confederate
press being published 'on the run' outside of Memphis and the Union-supported paper being
either too lazy, too controlled, or lacking the interest to print news.12

12

Staff, ―Session of Hate,‖ Memphis Commercial Appeal, March 7, 1952.
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Appendix 10
It is unfortunate that too many must remember 'Forrest as the Butcher of Ft. Pillow' or
'fustest with the mostest,' exaggerations that rank and rankle with Whittier's 'Barbara
Frietchie.' Few have ever heard that he was a gentle man or a gentleman. One of his
hardened troopers attested to Forrest's feeling for a child's toothache, remembering how
Forrest had put creosote in the lad's aching molar years before the war. Another veteran,
living after the war in the Arkansas Ozarks, going to Memphis for a last visit with his
beloved leader, found the weather suddenly much colder and his clothes insufficient.
Forrest made him take his own overcoat home with him... Valentine season just past
reminds that romance found its way into the Forrest heart and his courtship was typical of
his military tactics, brief, bold and successful. (story of saving Mary Ann Montgomery
and her mother in a carriage stuck in the road, asking for her hand, converting to
Calvinism for her).

Too few folks ever knew that Forrest was considered a humane slave dealer; that he
would not separate families, and there were some men to whom he would not sell. He
served as alderman in Memphis, being elected by some of the members of a mob from
whom he had twice in one evening rescued a man in danger of lynching. His language
might be described as picturesquely intemperate at times of stress and he was often in
such situations, but he carried his mother's Testament throughout the war and, if at all
possible, grace was said before meals at his headquarters. When it came time to decide
which direction the monument in Forrest Park should face, there was divided opinion.
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One group insisted it face the North; Forrest had never turned his back on the foe. The
other, which prevailed, declared he had never turned his back on the South. No one even
suggested that it face either East or West; Forrest always met the issue squarely. On that
magnificent memorial is inscribed this verse: 'Those hoof-beats die not on fame's crimson
sod, But will live in her song and her story. He fought like a Titan and struck like a god,
And his dust is our ashes of glory.' Mrs. Virginia Fraser Boyle has thus given us a noble
example of onomatopoeia. If you don't know what onomatopoeia is, just try repeating the
verse in the proper cadence and you will hear the hoof beats of the faithful King Phillip
as he proudly carried Old Bedford a century ago.13

13

Paul Flowers, Memphis Commercial Appeal, 3-12-1965.
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